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Abstract

The thesis investigates the application of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology to 

civil engineering projects, providing a critical evaluation of LCA methodology. In this 

context two particular aspects of civil engineering are studied: roads and wastewater 

treatment projects. The thesis demonstrates that LCA is generally applicable to civil 

engineering projects in these two areas, providing a useful environmental evaluation 

tool. However, the degree to which the application of LCA is successful depends on the 

type of application. Notably, comparative based LCAs were more problematic than 

informative, attribution based LCAs, with problems with the applicability spanning all 

the stages of LCA from Goal Scope and Definition to Interpretation.

As well as testing the applicability of the LCA tool, the thesis, through the utilisation of 

the LCA methodology, quantified the environmental impacts from a road and 

wastewater treatment projects and identified where these impacts occurred over their 

whole life i.e. construction, operation, maintenance, and demolition. This provided 

valuable insights into the complex environmental interactions over the whole life of 

roads and wastewater treatment projects.
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Glossary of terms

Activated 
Sludge System

Anaerobic
Digestion

Biological
Purification

BOD

CBM

COD

Dry Weather
Flow
EQ

HH

ISO

LCA

Oxidation 
Ditch System 
P.E.

p.e.

PM

Primary
Sedimentation
Primary
Sludge

R

Activated sludge is defined as a suspension of micro-organism both 
living and dead, in a wastewater. The micro-organisms are activated 
by an input of air (oxygen). The influent to the process is usually 
settled. The process involved two distinct operations usually 
performed in two separate basins: aeration and settling.

Also referred to as anaerobic treatment. Refers to the treatment of 
solids generated in aerobic biological wastewater treatment 
operations.
Is another word for biological treatment -  this is a ‘natural’ process. 
Organic matter in water will naturally decay as a result o f the 
process o f micro-organisms in receiving bodies o f water. Biological 
treatments can be engineered to accelerate natural decay process and 
neutralise the waste before it is finally discharged.
Biological Oxygen Demand -  this is a measure o f the amount o f 
oxygen used up by the life in a water sample, generally at the 
standard of 20°C, over five days. It is often used as a measure of 
organic pollution.
Cement bitumen mix

Chemical Oxygen Demand -  this estimates the pollution potential of 
a wastewater containing an available source o f organic carbon by 
measuring the amount o f oxygen used by the indigenous micro 
organisms in a standard sample.
In Europe hydraulic flow rates are defined using the term dry 
weather flow (DWF) i.e. the flow rate in sewers without rain run off. 
Ecosystem Quality

Human Health

International Organisation for Standardisation 

Life Cycle Assessment

The oxidation ditch system is an oval channel with a mechanical 
aeration device installed to provide aerobic biological treatment 
Personal equivalents are the normalisation value divided by the 
population o f Europe.
Population equivalent used to convert industrial wastewater to 
domestic equivalents in order to aid comparison 
Particulate Matter

This refers to the separation of the settable solids from raw 
wastewater
Primary sludge is a grey slimy suspension with an offensive odour, 
typical o f active putrefaction. Since it contains wastes o f enteric 
origin it may contain significant numbers o f pathogenic organisms. 
Resources
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Secondary
Sedimentation

Secondary
Sludge

SETAC

Settlement
Tanks
SPM

SMA

This refers to the sedimentation process following biological 
(activated sludge, biofiltration) or physicochemical secondary 
treatment process.
Secondary sewage is a flocculent suspension with a characteristic 
inoffensive early odour, when fresh. It is essentially a microbial 
biomass consisting of mainly bacteria, but also including fungi and 
protozoa.
Society o f Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 

These are also know as sedimentation tanks or clarifies 

Small Particulate Matter 

Stone Mastic Asphalt
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Chapter One - Introduction

This thesis developed from my concern over the state of our environment. Society has 

marvelled at its ability to progress and invent new ways in which people can master the 

environment, and yet this mastery has led to numerous environmental problems and 

issues. Therefore, this progress or development comes at a price.

The environmental problems that face society are wide ranging. Global issues such as 

ozone layer depletion and the possibilities of global warming loom over us with 

potentially catastrophic effects. Pollution levels in our rivers and lakes, as well as in the 

air we breath, can damage our health, along with a detrimental effect on animal and 

plant life. In addition, resources extraction and land degradation is changing our 

landscape and prompting concern over resource depletion.

The environmental assessment of industry and commerce is an important linchpin to 

tackle these environmental problems. There are several tools which can be utilised in 

the environmental assessment including Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 

Environmental Management System (EMS) and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). This 

last tool, LCA, is the focus of this thesis. This was chosen as LCA attempts to quantify 

the environmental impact of a product or process over its entire life. Without this whole 

life perspective other tools can simply lead users to move environmental burdens up and 

down the whole life of a product or process. However, as LCA is still relatively new, a 

significant amount of research remains to develop it further as an environmental 

management tool.

One of the major industrial sectors that have a significant impact on the environment is 

the construction sector. This sectors has many positive economic and social impacts on 

society; however, compared with other sectors, for instance manufacturing, it has been 

rather slow to develop its environmental consciousness. One particular area of 

construction, civil engineering, has been the slowest to develop. Furthermore, the civil 

engineering sector has little evidence of the utilisation of LCA as an assessment tool.
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Therefore, this thesis will focus on the use of LCA within the civil engineering sector. 

In doing so, it will address three main research questions:

1) How applicable is LCA methodology to civil engineering?

2) How can LCA methodology be improved, specifically in relation to civil engineering 

processes?

3) What are the whole life environmental impacts of civil engineering projects and 

where do they occur?

In essence, this thesis contributes to two areas of research. Firstly, the thesis tests the 

application of the LCA approach, by applying it to the two civil engineering case 

studies, providing modifications and improvements to the LCA methodology where 

necessary. Secondly, the thesis contributes quantitative data on the whole life 

environmental impact of the two civil engineering projects, providing valuable 

information that can be used to target and monitor environmental improvements. The 

specific information provided is unique in both cases due to the impact assessment 

methods utilised.

In order to gain a wider understanding of the thesis the content of the individual 

Chapters is now discussed. Chapter Two discusses the construction industry as a whole 

and then focuses on the specific sector of civil engineering. Two particular aspects of 

civil engineering -  roads and wastewater treatment projects - are discussed in depth to 

contextualise the two cases studies undertaken in this thesis. There is no particular 

significance in choosing these two aspects of civil engineering as other cases, for 

example tunnels, could also have been used. However, the choosing of two rather 

different aspects of civil engineering, adds variation to the environmental issues studied. 

This is an important aspect with regard to the validation of the LCA method to the civil 

engineering sector as a whole.

In Chapter Two, the general environmental impacts of the construction industry are also 

discussed, with particular reference to road and wastewater treatment projects. The
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Chapter notes that the environmental impact of the industry is vast and touches on a 

number of different environmental impacts, including energy use, waste and emissions 

to air and water, which contribute to global warming, ozone depletion, acidification and 

eutrophication.

Chapter Two concludes by discussing the current range of environmental assessment 

methods used to evaluate these environmental impacts and highlights a number o f ways 

to manage and reduce impacts, including Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 

Environmental Management Systems (EMS) and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). The 

Chapter concludes that LCA is a useful environmental appraisal tool, providing a 

systematic, whole life, quantitative assessment of the environmental impacts.

Chapter Three begins with a discussion of the LCA methodology (the LCA 

methodology used during this thesis is in line with the Society for Environmental 

Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) 1 and ISO 14040 guidelines). It breaks LCA down 

into its various stages: goal definition and scoping, inventory, impact assessment and 

interpretation. Following this, the discussion highlights the application of LCA 

methodology to the construction industry and then specifically to roads and wastewater 

treatment works. Here, a gap in knowledge is revealed in the LCA literature, showing 

that very little work has been conducted on LCA in the area of wastewater treatment 

works and even less on road projects, where only two studies have been conducted.

Chapter Four elaborates on the impact assessment stage of LCA, focusing on the two 

impact assessment methodologies, Eco-indicator 95 (EI95) and Eco-indicator 99 (EI99), 

which are utilised during this thesis.

Chapter Five discusses a particular stage of LCA methodology - Interpretation. This is a 

relatively new stage of LCA and as such, little work has been conducted on this stage.

1 The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) is an independent, non-profit, professional 
society that provides a forum for individual and institutions engaged in study of environmental issues, management 
and conservation of natural resource, environmental education, and environmental research and development.
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During this Chapter, uncertainty, variability, sensitivity, dominance and marginal 

analysis are discussed.

Chapter Six outlines the research design for the thesis and discusses the research 

questions, arising from the discussion in Chapters Two through to Five. This chapter 

also discusses the case study research strategy used during this thesis.

Chapter Seven presents the first case study -  a study of a road project. The road case 

study was conducted with the co-operation of Balfour Beatty on part of the A3 5: a 9km 

dual carriageway in Dorset. This is the first time that a comprehensive LCA that 

includes all the associated stages of the method has been undertaken on a road project.

Chapter Eight is the second case study - wastewater treatment works. The wastewater 

treatment cases were compiled from secondary data. Here three specific cases were 

used - an activated sludge plant and two percolating filter plants (vertical and radial). 

All the wastewater treatment works concerned small plants serving a population of 1,000 

people.

Finally, Chapter Nine draws together the discussion and conclusions. Additional data 

used in the case studies can be found in the Appendices.
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Chapter Two - Construction and the Environment

This Chapter gives background information on the construction industry and discusses 

the relationship between the construction industry and the environment. Initially, the 

discussion focuses on a general introduction to the construction industry, with particular 

emphasis on civil engineering. Within this, two aspects of civil engineering - road 

projects and wastewater treatment projects - are discussed in greater detail. The Chapter 

then goes on to discuss the general environmental problems facing the construction 

industry, and picks out some specific problems faced by civil engineering -  again 

concentrating on roads and wastewater treatment works. Finally, the Chapter discusses 

the current environmental appraisal methods utilised in this sector, highlighting the need 

for LCA and its role in environmental assessment.

2.1 The Construction Industry
The construction industry embraces the sectors of civil engineering, building and 

process plant. The building sector is concerned with the construction of offices and 

housing, and the process plant industry deals with the manufacture and maintenance of 

the equipment used in the construction industry, for example excavators and generators. 

The scope of civil engineering is much wider than the previous two and has been defined 

by Mark, R.J., Frant, A.A., and Helson, P.W. (1978:1) as covering:

The whole of man’s endeavours to shape and improve his physical 

environment. Roads, railways, dock, dams, land reclamation, bridges, 

power stations and pipe lines are all the responsibilities of civil engineering 

together with tunnels, sea defence and sewage schemes. The civil engineer 

will also be called upon to design and carry out construction of the 

foundation and structure of large buildings.

Whilst this thesis is focused on civil engineering an understanding of the rest of the 

construction industry as a whole is helpful, as the two are closely inter-linked, with the 

demarcation between the component sectors blurred.
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The UK construction industry accounts for about 8 % of Gross Domestic Product and has 

an annual output of £258 billion (HMSO, 1998). Yet, in comparison with some 

countries, the UK industry has a reputation for poor performance (Harvey and 

Ashworth, 1993). The Environment Agency’s ‘Hall of Shame’ (2000) publicises the 

UK worst offenders, in terms of fines for environmental incidents - 40% of which are 

from construction firms. In addition, Building (1999) reports a general lack of 

awareness, interest or commitment to environmental issues in all but a few large UK 

contractors. Hence, the construction industry can be seen to be seriously lagging behind 

other industries (such as automotive manufacturing) with regard to its environmental 

performance.

This has begun to change. The Construction Task Force (CTF) produced a report in 

1998 entitled ‘Rethinking Construction’ aimed at improving the performance of an 

under-achieving construction industry. This report fostered the launch of the 

‘Movement for Innovation’ in 1998 to enable this culture change.

However, this drive to improve performance lacked a focus on environmental 

performance. A good example of this can be found in the DETR (2000a) ‘KPI report for 

the Minister for Construction’. Here the key performance indicators are broken down 

into; Time, Cost, Quality, Client Satisfaction, Business Performance and Health and 

Safety. Notably, environmental issues are not addressed. Recently, the Movement for 

Innovation has published environmental key performance indicators, however civil 

engineering benchmark data is not available at present (Movement for Innovation, 

2001). Although the industry is starting to address environmental concerns through the 

adoption of environmental management systems, on the whole the industry is 

underachieving in regard to its environmental responsibility.

Introduction to road projects

Modem society depends on a well functioning transport system, providing the means to 

transport both goods and people. However, road projects have significant environmental
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and social impacts and have been one of the most widespread forms of modification of 

the natural landscape during the past century (Diamondback 1990; Bennett, 1991; Noss 

and Cooperrider, 1994). These impacts have occurred at local, regional and global 

levels, affecting both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

The significance of these impacts has not gone unnoticed by society. Environmental and 

social conflicts regarding the environmental impacts of road building have been part of 

British politics for almost 30 years, but acquired a new prominence in the early 1990s 

(Parott and Moyes, 1997). Yet despite these environmental and social concerns, the 

road construction industry in the UK is not dying or in decline. Road traffic predictions 

show road traffic in 2005 nearly double its 1990 levels (DETR 1997a: 11). This 

predicted increase in traffic has led to the government promising to spend approximately 

£4 billion over the next seven years on 37 road schemes -  including 19 bypasses 

(Transport Bill, 1999). Moreover, around one year after this Bill was published, the 

British Road Federation produced a report which highlighted the need to spend ‘an extra 

four billion pounds a year on the UK’s road network to hit the Governments objective of 

delivering a top-class transport system’ (Construction News, April 2nd 2000:2). Thus 

ending the virtual moratorium on new road building, which has existed since just before 

Labour came to power in May 1999.

In addition, the European and global markets are still growing. For example, the Irish 

government is calling on British contractors to bid for road projects worth up to £5 

billion over the next five years (Construction News, April 2nd 2000:1). Hence, it can be 

concluded that the construction and maintenance of road projects, with associated 

environmental and social impacts, are likely to remain considerable both now and in the 

fixture.

Introduction to wastewater treatment projects

Water is a vital resource. It is the primary biological fluid, which is also used 

domestically and industrially as a transport medium for waste. Every community 

produces wastewater, which, if left untreated, can lead to significant environmental and
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social problems including the production of malodorous gases, growth of pathogenic 

micro-organisms and the accumulation of nutrients, the latter of which over stimulate the 

growth of aquatic plants and form toxic compounds. For these reasons, the immediate 

removal of wastewater from its sources of generation, followed by treatment and 

disposal, is essential for an industrial society.

The UK water industry comprises 14 waste and sewage services and 14 water suppliers, 

with a total investment o f £4 billion on capital projects in 1999 (Water UK, 1999). In 

total, there are some 7,600 wastewater treatment works in the UK, with over 7,000 of 

these serving populations under 10,000 (Thairs, 1995).

Compared with the road construction industry, the wastewater industry has a much 

higher level of environmental awareness. Dennison, F.J., Azapagic, A.J., Clift, R. and 

Colboume, J.S., (1998:23) reflect that within this sector ‘the environment is now 

recognised as one of the major considerations in any proposed work.’ In addition they 

suggest that ‘customers are becoming increasingly critical of the service received and 

demand greater environmental responsibilities from the industry’ (Ibid.).

Now that both sectors, road and wastewater treatment works have been briefly 

introduced, the next section discusses the relationship between the construction sector 

and the environment. This highlights the significant environmental impacts that need to 

be addressed.

2.1.1 Construction and the Environment
The construction industry has a significant impact on the environment, causing the 

government to select it as one of five areas for consultation on issues regarding 

sustainability (see HMSO, 1998)1.

1 Note, this thesis is not directly concerned with assessing whether an aspect o f civil engineering, such as a road or a wastewater 
treatment works is sustainable, although the LCA tool can be used in an appraisal to move towards sustainable construction.
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The environmental problems faced by the construction industry are diverse and 

complicated. They embrace every aspect over the whole life of construction projects, 

from the procurement and supply of raw materials to maintenance and decommissioning 

of structures. In addition, their impacts are spread across all spatial scales from global to 

local. However, a whole life view of the environmental impacts of construction is rarely 

discussed.

Specifically, the construction sector consumes massive amount of materials and energy 

and produces substantial waste and emissions. For example, over 90% of non-energy 

minerals extracted in Great Britain are used to supply the construction industry with 

materials (DETRb, 2000). Extracting such large amounts of materials has numerous 

environmental impacts, which involve the transport of materials, effect on the landscape 

and energy consumption. In addition, the construction industry’s related energy use 

accounts for approximately half of the national energy use in the UK (most of this is 

associated with household energy use) (CIRIA, 1993). A more in-depth discussion on 

the main environmental issues that are evaluated during this thesis now follows.

2 .1 .2  Environmental Im pacts of Civil Engineering
This section focuses on the environmental issues evaluated through the use of LCA, as 

well as the environmental issues that fall outside the scope of the LCA methodology. 

Specific comments are made, where appropriate, on road and wastewater treatment 

works.

During this thesis two separate environmental impact assessment methods have been 

used during the LCA -  Eco-indicator 95 (EI95) and Eco-indicator (EI99) (see Chapter 

Four for further discussion). EI95 assesses the impact categories Greenhouse, Ozone 

Depletion, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, Summer Smog, 

Winter Smog, Pesticides, Energy and Solid waste. EI99 assesses the impact categories 

Human Health (HH), Ecosystem Quality (EQ) and Resources (R). The HH category 

includes HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH 

Climate Change, HH Ionising Radiation and HH Ozone Layer Depletion. The EQ
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category includes EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and EQ Land-use, 

whilst the Resources category includes the categories R Fossil Fuels and R Minerals. 

Other environmental issues that fall outside these criteria, which are generally local 

issues, will be discussed separately. The above impact categories are those which are 

assessed in the LCA. Each of the environmental problems these categories represent is 

discussed below.

2.1.2.1 The Greenhouse Effect
The natural greenhouse effect keeps the earth warmer than it would otherwise be, but 

human activities enhance this greenhouse effect, resulting in additional warming of the 

earth’s surface. The greenhouse effect is considered fact, whereas the enhanced 

greenhouse effect (the effect due to human activities) is an unproven theory (Bate and 

Morris, 1994). Climate models, which take into account greenhouse gases and aerosols, 

project an increase in global mean surface temperatures of about 1-3 5 C by 2100 (IPCC,

1995). Yet, temperature changes of up to 0 5C over 100 years are well within the 

expected, cyclical range of natural variability (Bate and Morris, 1994:24). Therefore, 

there is still confusion over whether the increase in temperatures is natural or manmade.

The so-called greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrogen dioxide, 

chloroflurocarbons and carbon monoxide. The significant whole life emissions which 

are associated with the construction industry include carbon dioxide emissions from 

transport, which continue to grow and are now above 35% of the UK emissions (DETR, 

1997b:22) and carbon dioxide emissions from the production of building materials, 

which contribute to 10% of the UK total emissions (BRE, 1998:1). In addition, a usage 

of the structure throughout its lifetime also contributes significant quantities of 

greenhouse gases.

The issues surrounding climate change are complex and are still poorly understood, even 

by scientific ‘experts’ (Houghton, J.T. 1996). In fact, during the 1960s and 1970s, 

global warming was not seen as a problem because the theory of global cooling had 

many adherents (Bate and Morris, 1994). Here, it was claimed that dust, as a by-product
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of industrial activity, was reflecting too much sunlight from the earth’s surface and 

cooling the planet.

The unequivocal detection of the enhanced greenhouse effect from observation is not 

likely for a decade or more (IPPC, 1995), yet lack of action now may cause serious 

problems in the future. These include sea level rise, drastically changed rainfall 

patterns, changes in zones in which major diseases are located and significant regional 

changes in potential agricultural yield (Ibid.). These problems are significant because of 

the potential scale of the effects and the irreversibility of the system.

This ‘doom and gloom ’ scenario is contrasted by evidence suggesting that an increase in 

CO2 may have positive effects. For example, the concentration of CO2 is often so low as 

to reduce photosynthetic activity as it is often the limiting nutrient. Idso (1992) 

indicated that an increase in CO2 will lead to greater plant bulk and improved foliage, 

thereby taking more CO2 out of the atmosphere. The growth of more plants will act as a 

negative feedback loop for global warming. This negative feedback loop is only one of 

many, still not fully understood. Furthermore, plants will require less water under such 

conditions, perhaps even improving the growing potential o f marginal land such as the 

Sahel region of Africa.

Whether or not these changes will occur and exactly how they will occur is open to 

debate and has led to a complacent attitude amongst society. Science will continue to 

strive for verification and reductions in uncertainty, but until such time, all that can be 

usefully concluded at present is that the lower the rate of atmospheric change, the lower 

the risks associated with climate change are likely to be. This is why at the very least a 

precautionary approach must be adopted.

2.1.2.2 Ozone Depletion
The ozone layer is part of the stratosphere, which is around 25 km above the Earth’s 

surface (WMO, 1986:27). This layer absorbs the potentially harmful Ultra Violet (UV) 

radiation from the sun (wavelength between 240-320 nm). Depletion in the
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concentration of ozone in the ozone layer was first detected by the British Antarctic 

Survey in the mid 1970s, while further evidence indicates that the concentration of 

stratospheric ozone has decreased globally over the past several years (Stolarski . R.S., 

Bloomfield, P., McPeters, R.D. and Herman, J. 1991).

Human activities are increasing the concentration of substances such as chlorine, 

bromine and oxides of nitrogen and hydrogen, to the extent that, through catalytic 

cycles, these substances remove ozone at a faster rate than it is produced. Sources 

include combustion products from supersonic aircraft, nitrous oxides released from 

nitrogen based chemical fertilisers, halon gases used in fire extinguishers, and carbon 

tetrachloride used in dry cleaning (WMO, 1986). The construction industry in particular 

has been a major users of CFCs for insulating foams and air conditioning (Weir, 1990). 

However, this particular problem is being improved upon.

The depletion of the ozone layer has led to increased amounts of UV radiation reaching 

the earth’s surface. The adverse effects associated with this include increases in skin 

cancer, skin ageing and cataracts for humans and reduced crop yields, damage to 

phytoplankton and adverse effects on aquatic food chains (UNEP, 1994).

2.1.2.3 Acidification
Acid rain and the acidification of the aquatic and terrestrial environment have received 

considerable attention over the past 20 years. Acid rain is a general term which has been 

defined as the ‘deposition of all atmospheric pollutants of an acidic, or potentially acidic 

nature, whether they be deposited in rain or snow (wet deposition) or in the dry states as 

gases and small particles’ (Mason, 1992:1).

Acidity levels seem to be increasing, especially in some parts of the world, with the 

major acidifying pollutants being SO2, NOx and HC1 emitted from power generation, 

industrial activities and the transport sectors. In the UK, currently some 1.8 million 

tonnes of sulphur and 0.6 million tonnes of nitrogen are emitted annually (Mason, 

1992:139). The effects of acid rain are not consistent and are dependent on the
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surrounding geology and soils, for example regions with a calcareous geology are not 

sensitive to acidification (Mason, 1992), while particularly sensitive areas include those 

with granite or gneiss bed rock (ibid.). The ecological effects of acid rain include 

damage to trees, alteration of species composition, releases of previously inert toxic 

heavy metals and damage to crops (ibid.).

2.1.2.4 Eutrophication
Eutrophication is defined as the ‘enrichment of water by inorganic plant nutrients’ 

(Mason, 1992:95). However, in the LCA literature the term refers to both impacts on 

aquatic and terrestrial systems (see Finnveden and Potting, 1999). The nutrients 

responsible are usually nitrogen and phosphorous and the resultant enrichment of water 

leads to an increase in primary production . The nutrients can occur in water bodies 

primarily through treated sewage and rural run-off (McLusky, 1994). The effects of 

eutrophication include the development of anoxic conditions, a decrease in species 

diversity and a change in the biota.

2.1.2.5 Heavy Metals
Heavy metals is the collective term given to transitional metals and metalloids (Clark, 

1992). Transitional metals include iron, copper and cobalt while metalloids include 

mercury, lead and tin. Heavy metals are toxic even in small doses to humans and 

ecosystems. In addition, they do not degrade easily in the environment and therefore 

accumulate in concentration over time. Nriagu (1998) has suggested that over 1 billion 

humans are being currently exposed to elevated concentration of toxic metals and 

metalloids in the environment, and several million people may be suffering from sub- 

clinical metals poisoning. The heavy metals of most widespread concern to human 

health are mercury, cadmium and lead.

Over the last fifty years, there have been a number of heavy metal pollution incidents 

causing severe poising, including the pollution of coastal fish in the Minamata Bay in 

Japan and cadmium poisoning through consumption of polluted rice (Japanese Ministry 

of Health and Welfare, 1968). Considering a whole life perspective for the construction
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industry the major sources of heavy metals emitted into the environment are from coal 

and oil combustion, iron and steel production and the disposal of sewage sludge.

2.1.2.6 Carcinogenic substances
Carcinogenic substances are those that cause cancer. This is a disease with a common 

feature of uncontrolled growth (King, 2000). Experts estimate that 70-90% of cancers 

are caused by environmental factors, but only relatively recently has society realised the 

full extent of the carcinogens present in everyday life. There are many known 

carcinogens including benzene, cadmium, radon, minerals oils, vinyl chloride and soot 

(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001). The sources of carcinogenic 

substance are vast and they are emitted from a large number of activities. For example, 

soot is formed by the incomplete combustion of carbon containing materials, while 

mineral oils have a general use as a lubricant (Ibid.).

2.1.2.7 Summer Smog
Summer smog is formed when there is both a high level of one or more pollutants and 

sunny stable weather patterns. The sunny weather increases the photochemical activity, 

which encourages ozone formation - a pollutant at ground level. Ozone is formed by the 

action of sunlight on nitrogen oxides and VOCs (volatile organic carbon) emitted by 

road traffic, power stations and other polluting activities. Other compounds, such as 

aldehydes, hydrogen peroxides and acid aerosol are also formed, but ozone is often used 

as the indicator pollutant for assessing the sensitivity of a photochemical smog (Elsom,

1996).

Ground level ozone has both detrimental short term and long term health effects. High 

ozone levels have been shown to aggravate asthma, impair lung function and increase 

both respiratory tract infections and hospital admissions (Elsom, 1996).

2.1.2.8 Winter Smog
Winter smog is formed on cold, calm days when pollutants build up at ground level 

where they are trapped by a temperature inversion. This causes human health effects,

2 Primary production is the production of organic matter by photosynthesis (Moore and Chapman, 1986:4)
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particularly respiratory illnesses. Winter Smog pollutants include sulphur dioxide, small 

particulate matter (SPM), nitrogen oxides and VOCs, which have similar health effects 

to that of summer smog. Again, major sources of these pollutants are power stations and 

road traffic.

2.1.2.9 Energy
It has long been recognised that the construction industry related energy use accounts for 

approximately half of national energy use in the UK (CIRIA, 1993). However, this 

impact is largely associated with the building sector, with over half associated with 

housing (HMSO, 1998). Transport also accounts for a significant energy use, which in 

total accounts for 35% of the total energy use in the UK (DETR, 1997b). In addition, the 

production of some construction materials, notably steel and cement also requires large 

amounts of energy.

2.1.2.10 Solid Waste
Waste is often produced by industrial systems . The disposal of this material is a serious 

problem with seventy million tonnes per year (17%) of the UK’s waste arising from the 

construction and demolition industries. Although a large proportion of this waste (63%), 

is already recycled (DoE, 1994), most is used for low grade purposes such as access 

roads within landfill sites. Only 4% is used to replace primary aggregates in more 

demanding construction uses, and the remaining waste is disposed of to landfill (30%) or 

is unaccounted for (7%) (DoE, 1994).

2.1.2.11 Inorganic and Organic Respiratory Effects
Several substances can lead to detrimental respiratory effects in humans. The main 

substances are PMio and PM2.5 (particulate matter with diameters less than 10 and 2.5 

micrometers respectively), ozone, sulphur oxides, VOCs and nitrous oxides. In 

European cities, the European Environment Agency estimates that in 70%-80% of cities 

examined, levels of one or more air pollutant exceeded the WHO air quality guidelines 

at least once in a typical year (Stanners and Bourdeau, 1995:28).

3 Waste is defined in the Waste Management License Regulation (1994) as something that ‘the producer 
or holder discards or intend to or is required to discard.’
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PMio emissions in the UK are mainly from power stations (15%), diesel transport (19%), 

and mining and quarrying (11%) (DoE, 1995:7). Sulphur Oxides and Nitrous Oxides are 

mainly produced by diesel vehicles and coal and oil fired power stations, while VOC are 

mainly produced by petrol engines (Elsom, 1995). The main respiratory diseases caused 

by this pollution include asthma, emphysema and chronic bronchitis.

2.1.2.12 Ionising Radiation
Ionising radiation is released from naturally occurring sources including radium in 

drinking water, radioactive elements in rocks and cosmic rays (Turner, 1995). On top of 

these natural sources are sources, created due to human activities, for example, the 

nuclear fuel cycle, phosphate rock extraction and coal and gas extraction. Exposure to 

ionising radiation increases the risk of cancer, which is the major health concern 

associated with ionising radiation (Turner, 1995).

2.1.2.13 Ecotoxic Substances
Ecotoxic substances are substances that are toxic to ecosystems. These substances cause 

toxic stress to ecosystems, which has been measured in the EI99 impact assessment 

method as the Potentially Affected Fraction (PAF) of species. The value of PAF 

indicates the fraction of naturally occurring organism exposed to concentration higher or 

equal to the laboratory No Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC). Most substances 

can cause toxic stress depending on the concentrations in which they are released.

2.1.2.14 Land Use
The impact of land-use changes on ecosystems is significant but also very complicated. 

For example, consider the impact on the terrestrial environment during the clearance of 

an area in the preparation of road construction. This dramatically effects the biota, 

through disruption of wildlife, removal of habitats and the alteration of habitats.

However, the impact of habitat clearance in preparation of road construction can also 

have positive impacts on the land use. For example, the increased availability of 

sunlight will permit an increase in diversity of understory species. This increase can
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result in an increased diversity of bird species in the area. Furthermore, as most areas in 

Europe have been affected by humans, the impact of further changes is difficult to 

evaluate.

2.1.2.15 Raw Materials
The construction industry relies on large quantities of raw materials. The extraction and 

refinement of these materials can have quite a serious impact. Over 90% of non-energy 

minerals extracted in G.B. are used to supply the construction industry with materials 

(DETR, 2000a), with each member of the UK population responsible for the extraction 

approximately 5 tonnes of primary aggregates each year (Kellet, 1995). The problem 

with aggregates lies not necessarily with diminishing stocks, as these are massive and 

are capable of being recycled, but with the environmental impacts associated with the 

exploitation of sites and transportation of the products (Kellett, 1995).

2.1.2.16 Other Issues
There are many other issues specific to road projects and wastewater treatment projects, 

which are not considered within the above classification system used during this thesis. 

These include:

• Increased mortality of species: this includes a number of different species from 

humans to snails, due to vehicle movements. For example, collisions with vehicles 

is the principle cause of death for Bam Owls in the United Kingdom (Newton, I., 

Wyllie, I., and Asher, A., 1991).

• Modification of animal behaviour due to roads: the presence of a road may modify 

an animal’s behaviour either positively or negatively. This can occur through five 

mechanisms: home range shifts, altered movement patterns, altered reproductive 

success, altered escape response, and altered physiological state (Trombulak, and 

Frissell, 2000).

• Alteration of local hydrology: construction often affects watercourses and drainage 

either temporarily or permanently.
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• Transport noise: the majority of people in the UK list this as the most pervasive 

source of noise in the environment (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 

1994:46).

• Vibration from traffic over a prolonged period: suggested to be a contributing factor 

in stress-related disease (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 1994:47).

• Dust: road traffic mobilises and spreads dust, which when settled on plants can block 

photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration and can cause physical injuries to plants 

(Farmer, 1993). These effects are sufficient to alter plant community structure, 

especially in communities dominated by lichens and mosses (Auerbach, N.A., 

Walker, M.D., and Walker, D.A., 1997). In addition, although most sediment enters 

water bodies through overland flow or mass failure, dust from highly trafficked 

roads can serve as a source of fine sediments, nutrients, and contaminants to aquatic 

ecosystems (Gjessing, E., Lygren, E., Berglind, L., Gulbrandsen, T., and Skanne, R., 

1984)

• Odour: this is a site specific, significant impact in terms of wastewater operations, 

which can result in nuisance or health problems. Assessment of this problem must 

involve human response either in the form of complaints from the general public or 

from site inspections. Therefore, the response is highly subjective.

• Aerosols: these can be a problem at larger sewage treatment works, particularly 

under certain atmospheric conditions such as winter anti cyclones and could 

potentially cause health problems amongst sewage workers (Hickey and Reist, 

1975).

The above discussion identifies the civil engineering sector as having a wide range of 

environmental impacts, particularly when considering a whole life perspective. As such, 

to improve the environmental performance of the civil engineering sector it is important 

to tackle the local, regional and global environmental problems currently affecting the 

ecosystem, rather than focusing on single issue environmental impacts. The next section 

outlines the main drivers to improve the environmental performance as viewed by the 

civil engineering sector.
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2.2 Drivers for Environmental Improvement
This section will give a summary of the main drivers for environmental improvement. 

These drivers are discussed in Welford and Gouldson (1993) and consist of:

• Environmental Efficiency

• The Influence of Government

• Stakeholder Influence

These drivers set out the conditions for a stricter regulation and focus on the 

environmental impact of the civil engineering sector. Together they create a framework 

where tools such as LCA will be become more prominent, in order to aid the 

environmental management decision making process. Each of these drivers is now 

elaborated on.

2.2.1 Environmental Efficiency
The pressure for improved environmental performance created by environmental 

efficiency is summarised by Welford and Gouldson (1993:6):

As the ability of the environment to supply raw materials and accept waste 

is diminished, the cost of these services to industry will increase. As a 

result, more efficient raw materials utilisation and a decrease in the amount 

of waste generated are key factors, which will encourage industry to 

minimise its environmental impacts.

This is o f particular significance for the construction industry, as previously discussed 

(see section 2.1), this industry consumes vast amount of materials and energy and also 

produce of significant amounts of waste. For those companies who respond positively 

to these pressures there are considerable benefits. In any competitive sector o f the 

economy, such as the construction industry, practitioners are beginning to appreciate the 

business benefits o f adopting a more positive approach to environmental issues. For 

example, the cost of waste disposal is expected to have risen four-fold from 1990-2000
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(Ferguson, et al. 1995); thus, reducing waste production will generally have a positive 

impact on the bottom line.

2 .2 .2  Influence of G overnm ent
Legislation often increases the financial cost of environmental degradation. Industry 

must take a pro-active stance in order to plan ahead for any forthcoming legislation. By 

doing so, the industry will reduce its cost and exposure to risk (Welford and Gouldson, 

1993).

Political pressure is growing. The UK Government set out its environmental aims in the 

White Paper, ‘This Common Inheritance’ (HMSO, 1990) and following the 1992 Rio de 

Janeiro conference on the environment and development, is committed to following the 

route of sustainable development4. In addition, in 1998 the Government produced the 

‘Opportunities for Change’ document (HMSO, 1998). This is a Government 

consultation paper on an UK strategy for sustainable construction. Eventually this 

political pressure will manifest itself in environmental policy and legislation, which has 

formed the basis to persuade industry that the environmental movement requires 

sufficient attention.

One of the most significant environmental policies is the use of fiscal pressures. For 

example, the Government has launched an aggregate and energy tax for 2002 as well as 

increasing the existing landfill tax. The current rate of £10 per tonne for active waste 

will increase by £1 per tonne, per year, up until 2004. The rate of tax for inert waste will 

remain at £2 per tonne (Construction News, March 23rd 2000).

2 .2 .3  Stakeholder Influence
The last driver discussed here is stakeholder influence. The main stakeholders in the 

civil engineering sector are:

4 For the purpose o f this thesis the definition for sustainable development which was enabled in the Brutland Report (WCED, 1987) 
will be used. This report defines sustainable development as ‘Development that meets the needs o f the present without 
compromising the ability o f future generations to meet their own needs’.
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• Clients and trading partners

• Community

• Employers

• Insurers and investors

• Pressure groups and media 

(Welford and Gouldson, 1993).

Each of these is discussed in turn.

Clients and trading partners

The influence of clients and trading partners on an organisation’s environmental 

performance is rather similar. The desire by the clients for a minimal environmental 

impact is increasing, whilst many companies are demanding that their supply chain also 

seeks to minimise its environmental impact (Welford and Gouldson, 1993).

An example of the client’s influence on the construction industry is the inclusion of 

environmental information within procurement contracts. Increasingly, more central 

government and local authority clients, as well as some private sector clients, are 

requesting evidence of environmental performance from their contractors and suppliers 

as part of the procurement process. Further stipulations include the Confederation of 

Construction Clients (CCC) and the Government Construction Client Panel (GCCP) 

including environmental criteria as a procurement measure, for example, the need for an 

Environmental Management System (EMS) to gain access to the tender stage (Holt and
thHall, Agile Construction Initiative, p.c. 5 June 2000). This kind of initiative was 

echoed by Stuart Wood, Business Manager TRL, who stated that ‘the local authorities 

would start to set sustainability targets at the tender stage’ (Construction News, 

September 7th 2000:5), with the end point being contractors facing exclusion from tender 

lists. Thus the clients have an important role to play in the adoption of environmentally 

responsible practices.
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Community

Public pressure has had a large effect on the civil engineering industry. As construction 

takes place in the environment, the local population often have a vested interest in the 

construction, seeking assurances on a range of predominately locally based 

environmental issues, for example, noise, vibration, dust and odour. In particular, the 

road construction sector receives a significant amount of public pressure, which is at its 

most poignant when it has been generated by the direct action of the road protestors. 

This has begun to force the civil engineering sector to change its practice and focus on 

more environmentally friendly options.

Employees

Employees obviously want to work in a healthy and secure environment. However, 

employees’ concerns go beyond the health and safety of the workplace. Increasingly 

people want to work for ethical and responsible companies (Welford and Gouldson, 

1993). In terms of engineering, the sprit of this is encapsulated in the ‘Engineers for 

Sustainability’ (2000) produced by Forum for the Future. However, the effect of this 

influence, in terms of actual actions within the civil engineering sector is not significant 

at the present time. In addition, an organisation would have to have a significantly poor 

environmental performance before the work force began to look elsewhere for their 

employment.

Investor and insurers

The City is also beginning to recognise the bottom-line benefits of improving 

companies’ environmental credentials with investment in the more environmentally 

responsible companies growing (Welford and Gouldson, 1993). However, as a 

cautionary note, manufacturers have realised that merely paying lip service to this 

potentially profitable factor can actually lead to a decline in income. Examples of this 

included McDonald’s claim that their cartons were made from recyclable card, and BP’s 

statement that their lead free petrol caused no pollution to the environment (Potter and 

Hinnells 1991).
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Media and pressure groups

The civil engineering sector in particular has a poor reputation in the media. In 

particular, road construction often evokes strong feeling of environmental damage, 

which in turn lead to the development of pressure groups, some of which engage in 

‘direct action’. This can significantly affect the finances of the construction industry 

with increased security costs and delays. In order to manage the media and pressure 

groups organisations need to be able to prove that they have made effort to reduce their 

environmental impact (Welford and Gouldson, 1993).

Traditionally, the civil engineering sector has a problem in relation to the adoption of 

environmentally responsible ideas and practices, due to the extensive networks that 

develop for any one project (Emmitt, 1997). These networks are at best temporary, in 

that they form for one particular project and dissipate when the project is completed. 

Since every new project differs from the one that preceded it in some way (different site 

topography, clients, consultants etc.) any new networks that are formed are likely to be 

different in their composition and goals to the one that went before. However, 

similarities can be identified between different civil engineering projects (Nylen, 1999) 

meaning that lessons can be leamt from project to project and hence improvements can 

be made. In order to do this, civil engineering projects need to develop and keep their 

knowledge. This can be partly achieved through partnering arrangements5.

In summary, the drivers for environmental improvement are varied and show signs of 

becoming more prominent in the civil engineering sector, requiring the industry to take 

environmental issues more seriously. It is not possible anymore for the civil engineering 

sector to simply ignore environmental issues or pay lip service to them, as there is now 

significant pressure on the industry to adopt a more rigorous environmental appraisal of 

all their activities. This will lead to a greater focus on environmental issues leading to a 

greater uptake of environmental appraisal tools. The different environmental appraisal 

methods are now discussed.

5 Partnering is essentially a process by which organisation develop more collaborative relationships 
(Barlow, et al. 1997).
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2.3 Environmental Appraisal -  The Environmental Tool Box
Through recent years, industry and government have struggled to define the best ways to 

appraise and manage environmental problems. There are a number of different 

methodologies, which can be referred to as the ‘environmental tool box’. These include 

Life Cycle Assessments, Environmental Audits, Environmental Management Systems 

(ISO 14001, EMAS), Environmental Impact Assessments, Environmental Economics 

and Risk Assessments (although, EMS and EIA are systems and procedures, rather than 

tools). For the purpose of this work the term ‘tool’ will be used to encompass all of 

them. The ‘tool box' had been developed due to the perceived need for different 

methods to solve the different problems. It is vitally important that academics and 

researchers approach these issues and ‘tools ’ in a rational manner. Hammond (1997:27) 

states that,

There is a great temptation to act as an advocate for some apparently 

worthwhile or fashionable environmental cause and become a ‘slave to it 

In the longer term the global environment will be served better by the 

application of critical analysis, and ‘cooler heads'.

Each of these tools is now briefly discussed, finally concluding with the value and place 

for LCA.

Environmental Audits
The Environmental Audit is simply a process for ‘checking on a regular basis the 

environmental performance of an existing organisation or activity’ (Roberts, 1995:200). 

Audits are undertaken at regular intervals to assess the environmental performance of a 

company in relation to the company’s environmental objective. The environmental audit 

is therefore an integral part of the environmental management system.
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Environmental Management Systems
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) are gaining prominence in the civil 

engineering sector with a dash for certification currently taking place. The favoured 

systems tend to be ISO 14001 and EMAS6.

An EMS is defined by the British Standards Institute (1994:6) as:

The organisational structure, responsibilities, practices, procedures, 

processes and resources for determining and implementing environmental 

policy.

Contrary to current industrial belief an EMS is not the answer to all an organisation’s 

environmental problems. The EMS can achieve improvements in environmental 

performance and has been widely regarded as one of the tools to work towards 

sustainability, yet there are strong doubts about the ability of EMS to deliver, on their 

own, sustainable practices within organisations (Netherwood, 1996).

Environmental Impact Assessment
The 1985 European Directive (85/337/EEC) formalised the procedure for EIAs, 

emphasising the need for a systematic analysis of information and evaluation of 

predicted effects. The assessment is a framework for possible environmental issues, 

along with mitigation measures to be discussed and approved before development 

consent is given. The document it used to provide information for the development’s 

decision making process. The information provided is regional in nature and is judged 

subjectively within the prevailing environmental, social, economic and political climate.

The first generation of environmental assessment methods was the Environmental 

Impact Assessment (EIA). ELA is a method of evaluating the likely effects a 

development, such as a major highway, on the environment. Within the EIA legislation, 

road projects fall under Annex I of the Directive, and as such, every new road project

6 See BS EN ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems -  Specification with guidance for Use, ISO, 
Geneva, 1996 and Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), UE, Council Regulation 1836/93, 
Brussels 1993.
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requires an EIA to be undertaken. Wastewater treatment plants are included in Annex

II. Annex II projects are only subject to assessment, where European Member States

requires it - as is the case in the UK.

Criticisms of EIA can be focused into a number of specific issues, which were identified 

by a Delphi Evaluation conducted by Parrott and Moyes (1997:24). The main 

constraints of EIA were identified as:

• Lack of strategic assessment on non-local and cumulative effects, for example, 

global warming.

• Lack of assessment of ‘up’ and ‘down’ streams, indirect and knock-on effect, for 

example, quarrying, spoil disposal, and secondary development pressure.

• Lack of independent or formal scoping requirements.

• Lack of (monetary) evaluation of the effect of inputs.

• Lack of monitoring and uncertainties about impacts.

• Elements of bias due to the development financing.

• Lack of an independent review process.

Some of these critiques could be directed at the other techniques as well, for example, 

the element of bias due the development’s financing could effect any of the other tools 

and has been a particular problem for LCA. However, other criticisms are more focused 

on the specific method. For instance, the lack of assessment of the ‘up’ and ‘down’ 

stream aspects in EIA is an important point, as without such an assessment the appraisal 

runs the risk of simply moving the environmental impact up and down the supply chain. 

This is one of the main reasons why LCA was developed.

Environmental Economics
LCA and Environmental Economics have very little in common, although,

n

environmental economics has been combined with LCA in some assessments . Similar 

to LCA, the methodologies surrounding environmental economics are open to much
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criticism. In fact, the environmental economic concept of putting a price on nature 

arouses strong feelings (Sagoff 1988, 1993). In the field of environmental economics 

the use of cost-benefit analysis (CBA)8 as a sole method of environmental assessment 

has been challenged by Hammond (2000), who has drawn attention to the limitations of 

CBA techniques for evaluating projects with significant environmental impacts. 

Hammond’s (2000:114) main criticism of the sole use of CBA techniques is that it 

‘obscures rather than highlights the range of impacts that may emanate from a given 

project.’ This may have detrimental implications, as it is vitally important that the 

implications of environmental impacts are faced by decision-makers. The conclusion 

that the author draws from this is that, if one is going to be serious about reducing the 

environmental impact of a product or process, environmental impacts can not be 

evaluated solely by monetary valuation methods.

Environmental Risk Assessment
Environmental Risk Assessment is a system of analysis that includes four tasks:

1) Identification of a substance that may have adverse health effects.

2) Develop scenarios for exposure to the toxicant.

3) Characterisation of health effects.

4) Estimates of the probability (risk) of occurrence of these health effects.

(Peirce, J.J., Weiner, R.F., and Vesilind, P.A., 1998:16)

The risk assessment provides information which can be used in the decision making 

process. It allows the estimation of impacts on the environmental, including human 

health where they can not be directly measured (Peirce et al. 1998).

7 A combination o f LCA and economic evaluation can be termed ‘Lifecycle Evaluation’ (Craighill and 
Powell, 1996). Here the impact assessment stage is supplemented with economic evaluation of  
environmental and social impacts.
8 Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a formal technique by which the benefits o f a project are weighed 
against its costs. The costs and benefits are shown in monetary terms.
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Life Cycle Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a tool that can be used to evaluate the environmental 

effect of a product process, or activity, identifying the environmental optimal solution 

from the viewpoint of the total system, irrespective of what is environmentally optimal 

for an individual process. As this tool is the focus of the thesis, it has been discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter Three.

But how does LCA fit in with the other tools? Some, for instance EMS, have the 

possibility to be closely linked, acting in a symbiotic relationship. One of the first steps 

in an EMS is to identify activities that cause environmental impacts. The identification 

of these activities can aid the initial stages of an LCA, while an LCA once completed 

can guide the identification of further activities, re-focussing the agenda. This can take 

place as both are based on an iterative process. In addition, environmental risk 

assessments overlap areas of LCA, with some of the techniques of risk assessment 

utilised in the impact assessment stage of LCA.

The relationship with EIA is not so clear. Various authors have argued that there are 

essential differences between the environmental evaluation in EIA and the 

environmental evaluation in LCA (Udo de Haes and Huppes, 1994; Udo de Haes, 1996). 

EIA is often regarded as synonymous with local, point source, time related aspects 

which take into account the background environmental condition. In contrast, LCA is 

often regarded as synonymous with regional/global time and location independent 

assessment. Tukker (2000:436) reflects that ‘this view of their apparent incompatibility 

is probably reinforced by the fact that EIA and LCA were developed and are used by the 

rather different communities of scientist and practitioners’. Tukker (ibid.) concludes 

that the difference between EIA and LCA are not that great and hence, similar to the 

synergy that can exist between LCA and EMS, LCA can act as a tool to develop more 

informed ELAs (Tukker, 2000).
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As this research focuses on LCA, it is prudent to understand where this tool fits in with

the other environmental appraisal tools, and state a clear purpose and arena in which

LCA can thrive.

This has been summarised by Curran (1996:17.5)

When to use LCA:

• To compare the environmental impacts of different products with the same function.

• To compare the environmental impact of one product with reference to a standard.

• To identify the environmentally most dominant stage in a product life cycle and 

hence indicate the main routes to environmental improvements of existing products.

• To help in the design of new products or services.

• To strategically indicate the direction of development.

When not to use LCA:

• Not to answer specific environmental questions regarding locations. Instead use 

environmental impact assessment.

• Not to answer questions related to one substance or resource. Instead use substance 

flow analysis.

• Not to answer questions related to the environmental impact of a company. Instead 

use environmental audits.

• Not to answer questions related to a single production process. Instead use a process 

technology study.

• Not to use risk-related questions. Instead use specific hazard or risk assessments.

Other environmental assessment tools specific to the construction sector include the 

BREEAM and the Eco-points methods as developed by BRE (Building Research 

Establishment). The BREEAM method is used to evaluate the environmental impact of 

building by scoring them on a number of different environmental categories such as 

pollution, ecology and transport. While the Eco-points method calculates environmental 

scores for construction materials using an LCA perspective. For the construction
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industry, BRE is at the forefront of new, more inclusive, environmental appraisal 

methods. However, there are some major limitations with its weighting work. BRE, in 

both of their assessment methods (BREEAM and Eco-points), use a panel procedure to 

derive weightings for different environmental impacts, using a whole range of ‘experts’ 

including construction professionals, property and institutional investors, local authority 

policy makers, construction materials producers and manufactures (BRE, 2000). The 

great proportion of their ‘experts’ are not ‘experts’ in the different environmental impact 

which they are weighting, for example global warming. Therefore, the weightings 

derived from a series of quite complex environmental impact categories, such as global 

warming, can not carry too much credence.

Although many construction companies utilise EMS, EIA, audits and risk assessments, 

LCA is rarely utilised. Without the utilisation of the LCA tool the civil engineering 

sector often does not consider a number of important environmental impacts. For 

example, pollution associated with the fossil fuels consumed in the manufacturing of 

construction products is very rarely considered comprehensively, if at all, during the 

construction procurement process (Treloar, G., Lowe, P. and Smith, J., 1999a).

To summarise, this Chapter has identified that the civil engineering sector is a 

significant contributor to a number of environmental impacts. The Chapter has also 

highlighted that, because of this and a number of other drivers, the industry will need to 

improve its environmental performance, which will lead to the adoption of a number of 

environmental appraisal tools. These tools have been discussed and LCA has been 

identified as a tool that can offer a different aspect to current environmental appraisal 

providing a systematic, whole life, quantitative, view of the environmental impacts. As 

such, LCA is proposed as a useful environmental appraisal tool, which at present has 

little evidence of application within the civil engineering sector. The next Chapter goes 

on to explain in detail the LCA methodology.
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Chapter Three - Life Cycle Assessment

This Chapter outlines the methodology for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). The 

discussion will centre on, what LCA is, why it should be used, the different stages of 

LCA and the software that will be utilised to undertake the LCA. In addition, the 

Chapter will discuss the literature pertaining to the application of LCA to construction in 

general and specifically the civil engineering sectors of road projects and wastewater 

treatment works.

3.1 Introduction

LCA is a tool that can be used to evaluate the environmental effects of a product, 

process, or activity, identifying the environmentally optimal solution from the viewpoint 

of the whole system, irrespective of what is environmentally optimal for an individual 

process. It is a tool that has arisen out of the continued concern for the environment, 

both in the public and private sectors.

LCA methodology has been continually developed and refined. The major contributions 

to this process were conducted by the Society of Environmental Toxicology and 

Chemistry (SETAC), who set up a series of workshops in the early 1990’s to establish 

the guidelines now commonly used to form the basis for LCA methods. These 

guidelines have been further refined by the Life Cycle Assessment Network (LCANET)1 

and subsequently culminating in the ISO 14040 series of standards. These organizations 

have defined LCA as:

An objective process to evaluate the environmental burdens associated 

with a product, process, or activity by identifying and quantifying energy 

and materials used and wastes released to the environment; to assess the

1 LCANET is a European network for Strategic Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Research and Development. The task 
of this network is to describe the state-of-the-art of LCA methodology and to provide input to the EU Environment 
and Climate Research and Development Program.
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impact of those energy and materials used and released to the 

environment; and to identify and evaluate opportunities to affect 

environmental improvements. The assessment includes the entire life 

cycle of the product, process or activity, encompassing, extracting and 

processing raw materials, manufacturing, transportation and distribution, 

use, re-use, maintenance, recycling, and final disposal.

(SETAC, 1993:5)

A technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts 

associated with a product by; compiling an inventory of relevant inputs 

and outputs of a product system; evaluating the potential environmental 

impacts associated with those inputs and outputs; and interpreting the 

results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment phases in relation 

to the objectives of the study.

ISO (1997:iii)

The first definition uses the word ‘objective’ to describe LCA. As it will become clear 

during this thesis, every LCA unavoidably includes value judgements at different stages 

during the procedure, a point that has not yet been fully acknowledged by the LCA 

literature. Therefore, the second definition by the ISO (1997) is used for this thesis.

The overall approach of LCA, as represented in the literature, is generally positivist. 

The LCA studies often view the environment in an objective and precise way, in which 

the interaction and chemistry of the environment is driven by natural laws and 

mechanisms, which are completely understood. However, this outlook fails to recognize 

the complexity of these natural laws and mechanisms. In reality, the human perception 

of these is limited and is not, as yet fully apprehended. Therefore, this thesis proposes a 

post-positivist viewpoint with the critical realist analogy that reality exists but can never 

be fully apprehended.
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The prime objectives o f LCA, defined by SETAC (1993:5) are:

1) To provide as complete a picture as possible of the interactions of an activity with the 

environment;

2) To contribute to the understanding of the overall and interdependent nature of the 

environmental consequences of human activities;

3) To provide decision-makers with the information which defines the environmental 

effects of these activities and identifies opportunities for environmental improvement.

Although the term LCA is most commonly used, other terms have been used in the 

literature, such as; Life Cycle Analysis, Resource and Environmental Profile Analysis 

(which refers specifically to the life cycle inventory stage of LCA), Product Life Cycle 

Assessment, Eco-balancing and Cradle-to-Grave Assessments. Hereafter, only the term 

LCA will be used in accordance with the definitions above. Other similar ideas such as 

‘Product Stewardship’, which is defined as, ‘the responsible and ethical management of 

the health, safety and environmental aspects of a product from its invention through its 

process of production to its ultimate use and beyond’ (CIA, 1992:14), have previously 

been proposed. However, this has mainly been superseded by the LCA methodology.

The history of LCA development can be traced back to the early 1960s when work 

focused mainly on energy requirements and also included limited data on environmental 

releases (Miettinen and Hamalainen, 1997). The impetus of LCA was aided at that time 

by the introduction of different product based assessment procedures, such as Product 

Stewardship and Eco-balancing. The development was spurred on in the mid 1970s with 

the oil shortages and in the 1980s found rejuvenation with the continued development of 

the Green movement in Europe. As a result, environmental emissions were routinely 

added to energy, raw materials, and solid waste considerations (Curran, 1996).
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3.2 Why LCA?

In a time of increasingly strict environmental regulation, organizations need to be able to 

understand their environmental impact. In recent years, there has been a concentrated 

drive to evolve a more comprehensive environmental impact procedure, involving all 

'upstream’ (for example extraction of raw materials) and ‘downstream’ (for example 

final disposal) effects. Previously, there had been cases of a decrease in environmental 

impact at one stage of the process, without acknowledgement of this causing an increase 

in environmental impact further up or down the supply chain (see Box 3.1). The 

recognition of ‘trade-offs’ between different environmental sectors increased the need 

for companies to be informed about consequences of all their activities. In addition, 

environmental solutions were being based on a single issue approach, such as solid 

waste or air toxins, neglecting the need for them to be based on a multi-issue perspective 

(Fava, J., Denision, R., Jones, B., Curran, M.A., Vigon, B., Selke, S., and Barunum, J. 

1991).

BOX 3. 1 Example of the use of LCA (Curran, 1996: 1.5.)

7/i studying effluents from industrial laundries, the Environmental Protection 

Agency’s (EPA’s) Office o f  Water identified hazardous solvents that were being 

released when shop towels were washed. These towels are used in cleaning and 

degreasing in auto repair shops, print shops, etc. It was suggested to the Office o f  

Water sta ff that they fashioned the regulations fo r  the industry so that disposable 

shop towels are specified. Fortunately, the EPA realised that this would result in 

simply transferring the pollutant loading to the landfill (the waste management 

stage) and that a different approach should be used so that a broader fie ld  o f  

information is considered when the regulations are written. The Office o f  Water is 

now evaluating the Life-cycle inventory data fo r  different shop towel systems as it 

writes the new guidelines fo r  industrial systems. ’

The initial use of LCA in industry was by product manufacturers as they tried to defend 

or demonstrate the environmental superiority o f their product over competitors. This
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information was intended to guide consumers to make more environmentally friendly 

purchasing decisions. This practice is now being curtailed due to the realisation that 

LCA is not an objective tool leading to clear, unambiguous decisions. Among the early 

applications of LCA that are particularly well known are comparisons between cloth and 

disposal diapers (Franklin Associates Ltd, 1990a), comparison between paper and plastic 

cups (Franklin Associates Ltd, 1990b,) and comparison between polystyrene clamshells 

and coated paper wrapper for hamburgers (Svoboda and Hart, 1993).

The current popularity of LCA is demonstrated by surveys from the US (Huang and 

Hunkeler, 1995) and the Nordic countries (Baumann, 1996; Lovio and Kuusisto, 1996). 

The U.S. survey shows that about 50% of the sample of US Fortune 500 companies had 

developed or partially implemented some form of LCA . From the US study, it can be 

concluded that LCA is becoming an established tool in corporate environmental 

management.

While product comparisons are still the objective of many groups, especially in Eco- 

labeling programs (which give guidance to consumers regarding the associated 

environmental impact of a product), identifying opportunities to alter a product or 

process to improve its environmental profile, and setting research priorities by 

identifying environmental hotspots, among others, are now often the motivations to 

conduct LCA, see Figure 3. 1.

However, Figure 3.1 omits some other important uses for LCA, where frequencies for 

specific application could not be found, for example:

• Setting and tracking environmental targets (SPOLD, 1995).

• A tool for learning rather than a tool for supporting decisions (Baumann, 1998).

• LCA as a management technique. Heiskanen (2000) describes LCA as a kind of 

mental model, which may change the existing mental models of organisational

2 It is generally acknowledged that the respondent company’s understanding of LCA may be somewhat different than 
that of researchers. Thus, studies addressing only part of the product life cycle, and only some environmental issues, 
may still be called LCA by respondents.
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members, thus importing foreign cognitive elements into organisations and 

contributing to a change in basic assumptions.

Figure 3.1. Motivation for Implementing LCA (from Curran, 1996:18.2).

Hofstetter (1998) distills these different motivations for conducting LCAs into two 

different types, the ‘attribution case’ and the ‘change-orientated’ case. The attribution 

case ascertains what share of environmental impact has to be attributed to which product 

or process. The change-oriented case, ascertains how much the environmental impact 

will increase or decrease, if the product or process is changed. The first case is a static 

case, which aims to attribute the environmental impacts to the associated parts of the 

product or process. The second is a dynamic one where the marginal changes are of 

interest. These are similar to Weidema’s (1993) distinction between informative LCAs 

and LCAs which aim directly at change. LCA associated with change are by their very 

nature comparative LCAs.

In general, there is a consensus supporting the use o f LCA in targeting areas and 

identifying methods for the environmental improvement of a product. However, ‘far 

more controversial is the use o f LCA, to compare products that serve a similar function’ 

(Curran, 1996:5.7). This is because of the inherently subjective nature o f LCA. During 

this thesis both the ‘attribution case’ and the ‘change-oriented case’ will be discussed.
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3.3 General Criticism of LCA methodology

LCA has not been without its fair share of criticism (e.g. Ayres, 1995; Ehrenfeld, 1998; 

Krozer and Vis, 1998). They argue, among other things, that it is still unclear what 

information LCA can produce and what purpose this information can serve. This is 

partly because many of the comparative studies (change-oriented cases) contradicted 

each other. It has been argued that it is generally not possible to show that one product 

is environmentally preferable to another one, as the findings and insights gained through 

LCA seldom point at clear-cut solutions (Finnveden, 2000). This is because many LCA 

run assessments with a certain set of data or system boundaries, which are only two 

examples from many subjective choices that are made during the course of an LCA. 

Often there is justification for the boundaries and data sets to be changed, depending on 

people’s opinion.

To compound this problem the environmental burdens of two alternative products, such 

as plastic or paper bags or conventional versus biofuel oil, vary from one environmental 

category to another. One alternative is seldom clearly preferable to another when 

considering all environmental categories. Thus, LCA may teach users a more 

sophisticated understanding of environmental issues, but it may also lead to confusion, 

cynicism or denial (Welford, 1995). Nevertheless, the fact that sometimes it is 

confusing and difficult to select a preferable option should not lead to the abandonment 

of the tool. Instead this should lead to the realisation that the scientific understanding 

needed to complete LCA is still developing. Moreover, many of the environmental 

issues are very complex -  often no quick fixes are available.

LCA along with many other environmental appraisal tools are hampered due to 

environmental ‘externalities’. Stirling (1997) summarised the issues encountered when 

evaluating the ability of environmental appraisal tools to evaluate environmental 

impacts. His work was focused upon the energy industry but could equally be applied to 

environmental management in general. His work discusses a whole range of
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externalities which are not always considered in environmental appraisal tools which 

included intergenerational equality, severity, immediacy of environmental impact and 

weighting between human and no human impacts. Stirlings’s work did highlight a 

number of areas which needed further consideration for all environmental appraisal 

fields including LCA.3

In practice, decisions need to be made even if the scientific basis for the decision is not 

as certain as one could wish for. Such uncertainty in the decision making process can be 

made operational in LCA outcomes using data quality assessments, sensitivity and 

scenario analysis (see Chapter Four). If decisions are made with transparent and explicit 

limitations, LCA can add to the understanding of the environmental problems 

surrounding a product or process. In addition, the ‘attribution case’ LCA can focus the 

future work on specific aspects. By doing so, more precise and detailed information can 

be obtained providing a better base for a comparative LCA.

Other criticism of LCA is more specific and targets particular stages of the LCA 

methodologies. Pidgeon (1997) sets out some specific problems of impact assessment 

methods which highlight their general failing to capture local, site specific impacts. This 

is not a failing for the tool, if the tool explicitly stated that local impacts are not 

captured. LCA is not a ‘one tool fits all’ method. It is only one of a number of tools 

which can help to interpret the environmental problems of industry and commerce (for 

further discussion of the other tools see Chapter Two). However, during this thesis, to 

alleviate some of these concerns the local site specific problems are addressed in a 

qualitative manner.

In conclusion, the above criticisms are not a fundamental damning critique of the 

technique, rather a realization that work still needs to be carried out to develop the tool.

3 Stirling’s work has be built upon Dr. Marcelle McManus (University of Sheffield), Professor Hammond (University 
of Bath) and the author. This has taken the form of a ‘pro forma’ which can be used to highlight the externalities for 
LCA case studies identifying what has and has not been included.
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3.4 What is the environment that LCA evaluates?

The LCA tool generates information for the decision making process, which should 

consider ‘all aspects related to a decision i.e. economic, societal and environmental 

aspects.’ (Hofstetter 1998:20). But, ‘LCA is a tool to support decision making in the 

environmental dimension’ (ibid), thereby neglecting the economic and social aspects. 

Before one can go any further it is important to clarify what the environmental 

dimension means.

The word ‘environment’ can cover a wide range of issues. On the most basic level the 

environment is regarded as the physical surroundings in which we live. It is the basis for 

our existence. However, the environment is too complex to be modelled per se. One 

has to define what is understood by the word environment and which elements are 

considered as its most important constituent factors. The environment has been defined 

as, ‘a set of biological, physical and chemical parameters influenced by man, that are 

conditions to the function of man and nature. These conditions include human health, 

ecosystem quality and sufficient supply of resources’ (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 

1999:10). As such, economic and social issues (for example safety, happiness and 

material welfare) are not discussed on the whole. This is not to suggest that they are not 

important or that ecological issues exist on their own without impacting on economic 

and social considerations. Rather that, in order to get to the root of this complex 

problem, one needs to establish a focused objective.

The exclusion of economic aspects is rather more straight forward than the exclusion of 

social aspects, as some social aspects can fall into a grey area which overlaps both 

ecological and social issues, for example, noise, odour, light, vibration and aesthetic 

degradation. Most of these have a social impact; however, odour, noise, light and 

vibration can also have an ecological impact, for example, breeding disturbance in 

wildlife. The subjective nature of these aspects makes them tremendously difficult to 

quantify. The general exclusion o f these ‘grey’ aspects from the LCAs undertaken in 

this thesis does not mean that these issues are not important, rather that a more 

appropriate methodology of dealing with them must be found.
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3.5 Methodology

Work to develop consensus regarding LCA methodology was initiated in 1990 by the 

Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC). The LCA framework 

recommended by SETAC (1991, 1992, 1993) has been superseded by the ISO 14040 

series of standards and consists of the following general stages:

1) Goal definition and scoping

2) Inventory analysis

3) Impact assessment

4) Interpretation

Controversially, ISO 14042 states that all elements are not required for every 

application. However, it is the author’s opinion that the exclusion of LCA elements or 

stages should be avoided wherever feasibly possible. Furthermore, LCAs not including 

all the stages should not be considered full LCAs. To avoid confusion, such assessment 

should be termed partial life cycle assessment (McManus, 2001). Each stage of the 

LCA methodology is now discussed in detail, including the goal definition and scoping, 

inventory analysis, impact assessment and interpretation.

3.5.1 Goal Definition and Scoping

This component consists of defining the study purpose, its scope, system boundaries, the 

functional unit and data (ISO, 1997). Each one of these stages is discussed in detail 

below. The goal definition and scoping stage in general is one of the more subjective 

stages within LCA. The data and information that is required to support an inventory, 

impact and interpretation assessment should be identified during this stage. As a note of 

caution, Wheeler (1993) indicates that the design of the inventory and other stages
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during goal definition and scoping should not become so prescriptive that broader issues 

are ignored. These broader issues may include noise, vibration and visual impacts. This 

is an important point, as previously discussed (see Section 3.3) LCA has been criticized 

as being too focused on regional and global impacts, while simply ignoring the local 

impacts. During this thesis it is proposed that broader issues which fall outside the 

traditional scope of LCA methodology should be at least noted during this stage.

3.5.1.1 Purpose of Study
The study purpose should include a clear and unambiguous statement of the reason for 

carrying out the LCA, and the intended use of the results (Van den Berg et al. 1995). A 

key consideration is whether the results of the LCA will be used for applications internal 

to a company to improve the environmental performance of the system, or whether the 

results will be used externally, for example, to influence public policy. Again this stage 

should be interpreted liberally as the information, data and understanding generated for a 

particular LCA with a particular purpose may lead to understanding in another 

previously unperceived area. This highlights Heiskanen (2000) discussion on the role of 

LCA as a management technique (see Section 3.2), and the consideration that it may not 

be until an LCA is actually undertaken that the full purpose of the study is finally 

understood.

3.5.1.2 Scoping
The second stage is to define the scope of the study. The primary purpose of scoping is 

to set out the methodological structure of the LCA by defining the system boundaries, 

data requirement, assumptions and limitations (SETAC, 1993). Additionally, it is 

important to realize that throughout an LCA there may be refinements to the scope due 

to the unearthing of additional information. Therefore, LCA should be viewed as an 

iterative rather than a linear process.
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Pidgeon (1997) describes the difference between scoping as generally viewed in LCA 

literature and that which is undertaken in the context of Environmental Impact 

Assessment (ELA). Pidgeon (1997:12) comments that ‘the primary purpose of scoping 

in ELA is to systematically identify all potential environmental impacts associated with a 

proposed development, and from these identify those likely to be most significant.’ 

Whereas, ‘LCA scoping gives no consideration to the range of environmental impacts 

associated with the product life cycle’ (ibid.). Although, it is not true to say the LCA 

scoping gives no consideration to the range of environmental impacts, its consideration 

is limited -  generally to regional and global impacts. In view of this, the scoping stage 

o f this thesis will be broader than the traditional LCA study. Here, the scoping exercise 

will, in addition to defining the system boundaries, data requirement, assumptions and 

limitations, also focus on systematically identifying all potential environmental impacts 

associated with the product or process. By slightly changing the scoping stage of LCA 

to reflect this ELA practice the scoping stage is strengthened.

3.5.1.2.1 Systems Boundaries
A system boundary separates a system from its surroundings. A system is defined as a 

collection of materially and energetically connected operations (for example 

manufacturing process, transport process, or fuel extraction process) which perform 

some defined function (SETAC, 1993). Due to the complex nature of most systems, they 

will have to be sub-divided into many different sub-systems in order to compile the data.

When deciding on the system boundaries it is important to ascertain whether the analysis 

needs to cover the entire life cycle of the product or process. Theoretically, a complete 

life cycle assessment should start from the extraction of raw materials and finish with 

the disposal of materials and energy back into the environment (SETAC, 1993). This 

will be very time consuming. Any decision to cut short this process must be transparent 

and fully justified as some LCA studies have been criticised for overlooking what have 

been seen by others to be highly relevant environmental issues (Environmental Data 

Series, 1991; O’Hara, 1991). Understanding the possible consequences of these
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decisions is important for evaluating tradeoffs between the ability of LCA to properly 

assess the environmental impacts of the product or processes and the constraints on cost, 

time, or other factors, that may prescribe a more limited boundary. Too limited a 

boundary may exclude important elements. The LCA literature has developed 

boundaries of what should be and should not be included within a LCA assessment. A 

general list of statements concerning what is not normally assessed within an LCA is 

outlined below:

LCA generally excludes

• Social welfare, apart from the absence of disease (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999)

• Economic aspects (ISO, 1997)

• Unhealthy condition at workplaces and homes (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999)

• Health problems caused by natural disasters (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999)

• Primary inputs of energy and materials are included, but as previous studies have

demonstrated that secondary effects, such as construction of manufacturing plants 

and manufacture of vehicles (capital goods) account for less than 5% of the total 

impact (Hunt, 1991).

• Accidental spills: Lindfords et al. (1995) describes them as normally un-quantified 

within an LCA.

• Environmental impacts caused by personnel: for example, the impact of people 

travelling to and from the construction site. (Lindfords et al. 1995).

After the boundaries of each system have been determined, a systems flow diagram or

process flow-chart can be produced. The flow-chart representation of most industrial 

systems consists of three main groups of operations: the main production sequence, the 

production of ancillary materials (such as bags, glues, pallets) and fuel production 

(SETAC, 1993). In a complete LCA, the production sequence for all these aspects 

should be traced back to the extraction process of raw materials (SETAC, 1993). Thus, 

the analysis of even simple systems frequently demands data from a wide variety of 

different industries, some of which are remote from the main production sequence.
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3.5.1.2.2 Functional Unit

This is one of the most important elements in LCA, particularly for comparative LCAs. 

The functional unit is the measure of performance that the systems deliver (ISO, 1997). 

The unit has to be clearly defined, measurable, and relevant to input and output data. 

For example, the functional unit for a coffee machine could be the production of ten 

cups of coffee ready for drinking.

Some LCAs may have more than one product or serve more than one functional unit. 

The environmental inputs and outputs of these systems have to then be partitioned 

between the main product (as identified from the functional unit) and the other products 

- this is called allocation. There are two type of allocation; co-product allocation and 

recycling. These types of allocation are discussed below along with a number of 

methods to deal with them.

Co-product allocation

Co-products are of interest only to the point where they no longer affect the primary 

product. Subsequent refining of the co-product is beyond the realms of the analysis. 

They can be defined as “all output streams other than the primary product that are not 

waste streams and that are not used as raw materials elsewhere in the system examined 

in the inventory” (Vigon, W.B., Tolle, D.A., Comaby, B.W., Latham, H.C., Harrison, 

C.L., Bogaski, T.L., Hunt, R.G. and Seller, J.P., 1993:56). If a co-product is identified, 

partitioning needs to take place to allocate the environmental burdens between the co

products. The most common method for co-product allocations are based on the relative 

mass of each product (Curran, 1996). However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 

between a co-product and a waste stream.

Recycling

Other types of allocation occur when a product is recycled or made from recycled 

materials. Here the collection and recycling processes are part of the product life cycle
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(Curran, 1996). Curran (1996:2.20) states that, ‘ideally, the entire system including both 

the manufacture of the virgin product and the manufacture of the recycled product is 

evaluated in an LCA study’, however, this seldom happens. There are two types of 

recycling that need to be considered: industrial scrap/trim recycling and post-consumer 

materials recycling.

Industrial scrap and trim recycling

These are materials that have never been used as a final product and are often recycled 

internally or sold to another producer. Curran (1996) lists the two major conceptual 

options to deal with industrial scrap and trim as, incremental recycling and allocated 

recycling. The incremental recycling system views industrial scrap as a waste, which is 

then recovered. The waste is free of any energy and emissions associated with its 

production, but carries any impacts associated with collecting and the recycling process. 

The conclusions drawn from this approach is that using recycled materials is 

advantageous compared with the virgin product, as they contain no burdens. However, 

Curran (1996:2.20) points that:

Recycling of certain types of scrap or trim is already virtually 100% and 

has been occurring for a very long time. If a company seeks to improve its 

environmental profile by increasing the use of scrap it will reduce its own 

energy and emission by using the incremental approach. However, the 

planet and society in general will not benefit. The incremental use of 

industrial scrap or trim by one company simply takes the scrap or trim 

away from another company because the supply of scrap or trim is not 

expandable.

This view is only related to scrap which is already recycled at its maximum, which is not 

the case for all wastes. The allocated recycling approach is a more appropriate portrayal 

for the industrial scrap and trim (Curran, 1996). Here, the scrap and trim, when recycled 

is viewed as a co-product, and are treated as such.
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Post-consumer recycling

There are two common methods for analysing post-consumer recycling: closed-loop 

recycling and open-loop recycling.

Closed loop recycling

In this system, materials can be recycled an unlimited number of times. Since the 

materials are recycled many times, the impact of the initial virgin system’s 

manufacturing steps are divided between the mass of all of the many products made 

from that original material. Consequently, the initial impact becomes negligible and the 

only impacts associated with closed-loop recycling materials are those that result from 

the recycling process (Curran, 1996).

Open loop recycling (allocated system approach)

In this system, a product made from virgin materials is manufactured, re-used or 

recycling, and manufactured into a new product that is not recycled. Typically, during 

open loop systems, the same materials are used to make two products. Thus, for open 

loop recycled materials, Curran, (1996:2.23) states that:

The energy emission of the virgin manufacture, collection, recycling and 

eventual disposal of the recycled material are divided proportionally on a 

mass basis between the first and second product. This assumes that the 

recycled material replaces the virgin materials when the second product 

is produced.

Open loop recycling (incremental systems approach)

In this method, the virgin product is manufactured, used and disposed of, with all the 

associated impact allocated to it (Curran, 1996). The recycled product then incurs 

incremental inputs and outputs associated with the collection, recycling and 

manufacturer of the recycled product. This is a much simpler approach, however, it 

does ignore the relationship between the virgin product and the recycled product. Often 

the manufacture of the virgin product is called upon to facilitate the recovery and
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recycling of the product (Curran, 1996). However, the incremental approach does not 

give any benefit for their effects. With the allocation method a mutual benefit is 

derived.

In summary, the choice of allocation procedures are generally arbitrary decisions. 

During this thesis the choices will be dependent on the specific application in the case 

studies. In order to make the choices explicit, where applications occur in the case 

studies the choice of allocation approach will be stated.

The last stage of the goal scope and definition stage concerns the data used in LCAs and 

is discussed next.

3.5.1.2.3 Data

Data collection is a tremendously important part of the LCA process and is usually a 

very intensive process. The quality of any LCA is only as good as the data upon which 

it is based. Hence, this section will discuss different data sources, availability, quality 

and the criteria for the initial inclusion of data. The latter of these points is extensively 

discussed in Chapter Five.

Data Sources

Data may be collected from production sites associated with the unit process within the 

system boundary (often referred to as primary data) or it may be obtained or calculated 

from published sources (often called secondary data). Primary data is defined as 

‘original data’ (Hussey and Hussey 1997:14), which has been directly obtained from the 

individual companies. Secondary data is defined as data which ‘already exists’ 

(ibid.: 14). Secondary data is obtained from published sources in the form of 

publications, databases (private or public), estimations from similar operations, process 

designers, and engineering calculations based on process chemistry and technology. 

Due to difficulties in gathering data, primary data may not be available for every 

possible data point. This is a significant problem for LCA as primary data will be more
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representative of a particular company practice. This is because there are variations in 

the data produced by different organizations. Even within a similar grouping of plants 

producing the same product, data can vary due to systematic differences in technology, 

maintenance procedures, and location.

A further problem of secondary data is that, in most cases, practitioners will have to 

infer the quality of the data from their knowledge and the context in which the data is 

presented. Cross-checking data from several different sources can be beneficial in 

identifying characteristics and the use of the peer review processes can contribute to the 

overall quality of the study. It is important to remember that all secondary data should be 

reported as such.

Vingon and Jensen, (1995) comment that by far the most used data source is internal 

company data (primary data). This is because it is the most reliable due to ownership 

issues, i.e., if an LCA practitioner generates the data, the quality of the data is generally 

known. This is not always the case with external (secondary) data. However, in the 

researcher’s experience primary data is often very difficult to obtain due to its 

commercial sensitivity. Moreover, collecting internal data adds a considerable resource 

strain to the study. In practice ,technical and trade association data are often used, along 

with contribution from peer-reviewed, industry average and on-line databases. The 

different sources of data are associated with different degrees of data uncertainty and 

variability. This is one key reason why all LCAs should be accompanied by a data 

quality assessment.

Data Availability

Once the sources of data have been identified, gaining access to them can still be 

difficult as data availability and data exchange are presently limited by:

Factual and psychological barriers, lack of interest in LCA in certain

industries sectors; time and effort necessary to collect LCI data; protection
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of trade secrets; fear of abuse and misinterpretation of LCA results; 

concern to attract environmentalist’s attention.

(Bretz, 1998:121).

In addition, the technical means to make existing information easily available 

(databases, networks, interfaces to LCA software) are not yet mature and require further 

development.

During the last few years, two particular initiatives were introduced to improve the 

availability and free exchange of inventory data; Society for the Protection of LCA 

Development (SPOLD) and the Swedish Sustainable Product Information Network for 

the Environment (SPINE). These projects were welcomed by industry, consultancy, and 

academia, and created a strong momentum towards standardisation and free data flow 

(Bretz, 1998). Nevertheless, data accessibility is still a serious problem. In addition to 

the inventory data, more focus is also needed on the free flow of the scientific data used 

within the impact assessment stage of LCA.

The easiest data to obtain is energy (especially manufacturing stage energy) and 

resource data (Vingon and Jensen, 1995). Emissions data on the other hand are more 

complicated to obtain. Vingon and Jensen, (1995:139) stated that:

Firstly, they are harder to interpret, with regard to their exact 

composition, level of control, and the operating reliability of control 

equipment. Secondly, emissions data are frequently only collected for 

regulated substances.

Recently there have been a number o f significant improvements with regard to data 

availability, which have not been reported in the LCA literature. These initiatives will 

particularly help with the availability of the problematic emission data. The 

development of the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) protocol - 

Inventory of Sources and Releases (ISR), the European Pollutant Emission Register
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(EPER) and the Sewage Undertakes (Pollution Inventory) Direction - the latter of which 

refers only to wastewater treatment projects - provide valuable sources of data for LCAs.

Expanding on these developments, the ISR is a compulsory document that lays out all 

the emissions to air, water and soil in a tabular format, similar to the inventory stage of 

LCA. Furthermore, the ISR is available publicly on the Environment Agency’s (E.A.) 

website (www.environment-agencv. gov.uk), which allows easy access for the general 

public. However, this document is only limited to certain industrial aspects regulated 

under the IPPC, for example cement works. The European Pollutant Emissions Register 

is a European version of the ISR and as such serves a similar purpose.

The purpose of the Sewage Undertakes (Pollution Inventory), is to require water 

companies to report to the E.A. information for the pollution inventory, covering 

emissions for sewage treatment works to controlled waters. The primary objective of 

the pollution inventory is to provide information for the public on discharges to air, land 

and water from all process and installation regulated by the E.A. However, the plan is 

only to collect data on sewage treatment works with a population equivalent greater than 

15,000, which neglects the smaller works (Water Resources Act, 1991).

Data Quality

LCA studies can only use the best data available within the resource constraints of the 

study, which can be limiting, therefore the issue of data quality is an important aspect of 

LCA. However, the issue of data quality has been difficult to interpret, or simply 

missing, in many LCA studies including Jonnson, A., Bjorklund, T. and Tillman, A-M., 

(1998); Anderson and Ohlsson; (1999); Azapagic and Clift, (1999), and Kim, S., 

Hwong, T., and Overcash, M., (2001). As such many LCA results are difficult to 

interpret. Hence, this thesis proposes that some form of data quality assessment should 

by required by every study.

As data quality issues are of great importance for LCA, they have been extensively 

discussed in Chapter Five.
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Criteria for Initial Inclusion of data

Many LCAs contain processes that consume enormous amounts of inputs (materials and 

energy). The collection of this data can be a very time consuming process, yet, it is 

difficult to prioritize data collection because there is little information to determine 

which items to include or exclude. In the LCA literature there are discrepancies as 

inputs are excluded without consideration and in some cases without acknowledgement 

(Lave et al. 1995). To streamline the data collection process, four basic options have 

been identified (Vigon et al. 1993:43):

Option one: Incorporate all requirements, no matter how minor, on the assumption that it 

is not possible to decide to exclude anything.

Option two: Within the defined scope of the study, exclude inputs of less than a 

predetermined and stated threshold.

Option three: Within the defined scope of the study, exclude inputs determined likely to 

be negligible, relative to the intended use of the information, on the basis of a sensitivity 

analysis.

Option four: Within the defined scope, consistently exclude certain classes or types of 

inputs, such as capital equipment replacement.

The advantage of the first option is that no assumptions are made in defining and 

drawing the system boundary, but an application of this approach could be an endless 

exercise. The second option would reduce the scope of the study to a manageable
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proportion, whilst having a level of consistency. This option has a number of 

predetermined thresholds, which can be used.

Firstly, one can specify a percentage contribution below which the material will be 

excluded, for example, ‘1 % of the input system to a given subsystem or to the entire 

system’ (Vigon, et al, 1993:69). The 1% rule however has disadvantages in that 

potentially small amounts of highly toxic materials can be overlooked. Most 

practitioners examine the system and make exception to the strict application of this rule 

(Vigon, et al. 1994). This is rather subjective, yet it is common practice. Secondly, one 

can set a threshold based on the number of steps that the raw/intermediate material is 

removed from the main process sequence. This rule is called a “one-step back rule” (for 

further discussion see Vigon, et al. 1993:44). This ‘one step back’ rule is similar to the 

levels of regression as set out by Slessor (1978) who set out four levels of regression for 

energy.

The third option for initial inclusion of data relies on drawing boundaries based on 

sensitivity analysis. This method has the advantage of being systematic and unique to 

each LCA rather than applying a ‘broad brush’ approach to the assignment of the 

thresholds. The disadvantage of this method is the additional time requirement in 

undertaking the sensitivity analysis for a number of different system boundaries.

Finally, option four involves excluding certain classes or types of input. Vigon, et al. 

(1993:45) gives an example:

In a bar o f soap inventory, a decision may be made to exclude the 

equipment used to cut the bars of soaps. The justification is that the 

allocation of inputs and outputs from the manufacture of the machine
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is miniscule when the millions of bars of soap produced by the 

machine are considered.

The advantage of this system is the exclusion of complex subsystems, for instance 

capital equipment -  a common excluded input. The disadvantage is that a highly 

significant activity may be excluded (Vigon, et al., 1993). Jansseen (1998) states that 

these types of exclusions are found in many LCAs and are acceptable only if it can be 

shown that they are relatively insignificant.

For this thesis it is proposed that option one is unsuitable due to the intensity of the data 

collection required. Options two, three and four are all considered to be viable and there 

is no reason why all these options can not be used at some stage of an LCA. In addition 

to these rules, it is often accepted that decisions of what to include and what to exclude 

has often been based mainly on ‘experience and common sense’ (Petersen, 1997:232).

This discussion on data concludes the discussion of the goal definition and scoping 

stage. From this section is should be clear how the initial stage of an LCA is 

undertaken. Some of these steps, particularly the functional unit involve subjective 

decisions, which must be kept in mind when drawing conclusion. The next stage of 

LCA to be discussed is the inventory stage.

3 .5 .2  Inventory A nalysis

The goal scope and definition stage of the LCA methodology provides the initial plan 

for conducting an LCA study. A life cycle inventory analysis is then concerned with 

executing that plan through the data collection and calculation procedures (ISO, 1997). 

The inventory analysis consists of a quantitative description of all flows of materials and 

energy across the system boundaries, both into and out of the system. Inputs to the
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inventory include materials, energy, transport and water. While the outputs included 

environmental releases to the atmosphere, water, soil and solid wastes.

A historical view of the inventory stage of LCA studies show that the basic systems 

approach to the life cycle inventory has remained consistent for the past 20 years (Nuess,

G.R., Welch, R., Hunt, R., and Smith, R. 1974; Boustead, 1972; Lundholm, M.P., and 

Sundstorm, G., 1986: Ferguson, 1973). This unusual consensus in LCA is because a 

large percentage of the decisions at this stage are governed by science. However, a small 

percentage, which is not governed by science, still causes variation in results, for 

example allocation issues.

The objectives for an inventory analysis are as follows (Vigon et al., 1993:14):

1) To establish a baseline of information on a system’s overall resource use, energy 

consumption, and environmental loading.

2) To identify stages within the life cycle of a product or process where a reduction in 

resource use and emissions might be achieved.

3) To compare the systems inputs and outputs associated with alternative products, 

processes, or activities.

4) To help guide the development of new products, processes, or activities towards a 

net reduction of resource requirements and emissions.

5) To help identify issues to be addressed during life cycle impact assessment.

Some have questioned whether it is actually necessary to go beyond the inventory 

analysis (Braunschweig, A., Forster, R., Hofstetter, P. and Muller-Wenk, R., 1996). If 

all interventions in the inventory table identified a common problem (environmental 

hotspot) or solution (process A is better than process B) no further steps would be 

required, in principal at least, to arrive at a conclusion. Naturally, the impact assessment
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stage should not be started if there is no need for it (Heijungs, et al., 1992). However, in 

most cases, the identification of these conclusions from the inventory data is not 

possible. Further information is required including empirical data about environmental 

processes and problems. Therefore, further evaluation will have to be undertaken during 

the impact assessment stage in order for decisions to be made. Discussion on the impact 

assessment stage now follows.

3.5.3 Life C ycle Impact A sse ssm e n t

An impact assessment stage within a LCA has long been recognised (SETAC, 1991, 

1992, 1993). However, it is shrouded in considerably more confusion than the relatively 

straightforward inventory stage. This thesis will attempt to clarify some of this 

confusion and suggest an appropriate method for the development of the impact 

assessment stage with regard to civil engineering projects.

The International Standards Office (ISO) have defined the aim of the impact assessment 

as ‘evaluating the significance of potential environmental impacts using the results of 

the life cycle inventory analysis’ (ISO 1997:7).

Unlike the inventory stage, the impact assessment stage has resulted in a number of 

different impact assessment methodologies that can be applied during this stage. These 

impact assessment methodologies vary greatly, making it important to choose the correct 

method to suit the objectives of the study. Before a method is chosen, a thorough 

knowledge of its purpose and limitations needs to be analysed. Due to the variance in 

the impact assessment methodologies, there is nothing to stop a practitioner choosing 

more than one method. On the contrary, choosing more than one method can increase 

the validity of the conclusions, a strategy that has rarely been employed in the literature 

(Kim, 2001). The disadvantage of using multiple impact assessment methodologies is 

the extra time needed to complete the assessment.

To help deal with the complexities of the impact stage SETAC (1993:7) recommended 

that it should be broken down to three separate steps.
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1) Classification -  identification and assignment of inventory data into impact 

categories representing environmental effects.

2) Characterization -  analysis of the relative magnitude of each stressor within an 

impact category.

3) Valuation -  weighting and comparing the results of characterization. This stage has 

now been termed ‘weighting’ in the final draft of ISO 14042 - from now on the term 

weighting will be used.

However, ISO (1997), only go as far as stating that the impact assessment phase may 

include elements such as, classification, characterization, and weighting. This leads 

scope for different methodologies. In theory, one could be performing a LCA without 

considering a weighting or characterization step. Nevertheless, the author argues that, 

without at least engaging in a characterization step any analyses may run the risk of 

perverse outcomes.

The use of a weighting stage is not that straightforward. During this thesis the use of the 

weighting stage is discouraged; the justifications for this are discussed in Section 

3.5.3.4.

LCANET (1997) and Udo de Haes (1996) suggest that the impact stage be split into five 

elements, not three as above, with only the first and the fourth steps differing from 

SETAC’s earlier dissection.

These stages are:

1) Definition -  the impact categories are chosen

2) Classification -  same as above

3) Characterization -  same as above

4) Analysis of Significance -  LCANET (1997:96) suggests that this should include:
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• Normalization, in which the results from the characterization are related 

to (i.e.. divided by) the actual (or predicted) magnitude of the given impact 

category.

• Sensitivity analysis related to the data for the inventory, characterization, 

and normalization.

• Uncertainty analysis related to the type of methods, models and 

assumptions used.

5) Weighting -  same as above

A final revision of the stages has been undertaken by ISO (2000), which replaces the 

analysis of significance with an interpretation stage. The interpretation stage is 

undertaken after the impact assessment stage. However, during this thesis, the 

normalization stage has been left as a sub-section of the characterization stage. It is this 

final revision of the stages that will be utilised during this thesis. However, as previously 

discussed the weighting stage has been excluded.

To summarise, the final revision of the stages which are now discussed include, 

classification, characterization and normalization, weighting (which is discussed here in 

terms of its absence) and interpretation.

3.5.3.1 Classification
This step involves the aggregation of the inventory results into relatively homogenous 

impact categories, which will aid the interpretation of the inventory data. Substances 

contributing to more than one impact category can be listed more than once (Udo de 

Haes, 1996).

There are four main categories for classification:

• Ecological health (e.g. habitat structure, productivity, biological processes, 

biodiversity)

• Human health ( e.g. acute effects, chronic effects)
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• Resource depletion (e.g. stock resources, flow resources).

(SETAC, 1993)

Assies, (1991) argues for an additional category -  social welfare - as including a social 

assessment of a product life cycle would be useful in the policy making arena. Although 

it is agreed that it would be useful, it is also recognised that it would be very difficult. 

At present, LCA methodology needs to be consolidated. LCA has undergone a rapid 

expansion and although social assessments may have value, this thesis will concentrate 

on consolidating LCA methodology with regard to the tool being used to help reduce the 

environmental impact of processes and products.

3.5.3.2 Characterization
This is the step in which ‘analysis, quantification, and where possible, aggregation of the 

impacts within the given impact categories takes place’ (SETAC, 1993:26). Once the 

parameters are grouped together and sorted into a number of impact categories 

(classification), the characterization step then individually analyses each stressor-impact 

relationship. For example, during this step the relative contribution that the quantity of 

Methane (identified in the inventory analysis) has on human health might be 

characterised in terms of the extent to which it contributes towards global warming.

SETAC have recommended a tiered approach to impact assessment methodologies, 

which allows for the differing breadths and depths of analysis to be viewed. Five impact 

tiers are suggested below (Fava, et al. 1993). Note that level 5 begins to address actual 

impacts rather than potential impacts. To date, the majority of LCA studies have 

addressed potential impacts.

Level One Loading Assessment: The inventory results are simply listed in tabular form, 

although they may be grouped according to their potential impacts. Quantitative linkages 

between the inventory data and specific impacts are not established. In essence, the 

impact assessment stops with the classification step (Curran, 1996).
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Level Two Equivalency Assessment: ‘These models use derived equivalency factors to 

aggregate inventory data with the assumption that aggregated equivalency factors 

measure potential impacts’ (Curran 1996:2.4.3). No considerations to background 

environmental condition or environmental exposure are given and thus only potential 

impacts are recorded.

Level Three Inherent Chemical Properties: These models collate inventory data based 

on chemical properties, toxicity, persistence, and bioaccumulation. The approach 

determines the fate and potential environmental effects of a particular substance 

according to its physical and chemical properties (Curran, 1996).

Level Four Generic Exposure and Effects: ‘These models estimate potential impacts 

based on generic environmental and human health information’ (Curran, 1996:2.4.3). 

More complex versions of this approach have also been developed to assess impacts in a 

particular reference environment, for example a ‘generalised’ stream or pond (Fava et al. 

1993). These models require knowledge of atmospheric and hydrological dynamics 

along with an understanding of the complex interaction that occur between stressors and 

ecosystems. Due to the complexity of these models, there is often an increased degree 

of uncertainty. Curran (1996:24) reflects that ‘while some computer models exist there 

is no general agreement in the scientific community that the accuracy and reliability of 

these models are anywhere near what is needed for an LCA impact assessment.’ This 

realisation is not made fully explicit in the LCA literature, with many LCAs being 

carried out in ignorance of the uncertainty contained within some of the models used.

Level Five Site-Specific, Exposure and Effects: ‘These models determine the actual 

impacts of product systems based on site-specific fate, transport, and impact information 

for the relevant area or site’ (Curran, 1996:2.4.3). The site-specificity of this level 

means the results are not applicable to other sites.

The loading assessment method (level one) relies on the Hess is better ’ approach, 

without any assessment of the different environmental effects of the inputs and outputs.
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An example of such a method is the Material Intensity per Service Unit (MIPS)4. This 

method can be disregarded in this thesis, as without any assessment of the environmental 

toxicity or damage a substance causes, it would be impossible to make an accurate 

decision to reduce the environmental impact of a product or process. In addition, in this 

model the emissions released can not be compared against each other.

An equivalency assessment (level two) only deals with potential effects on endpoints 

without regarding preceding environmental processes. This method has been utilised in 

the EI95 method used during this thesis. Problems inherent in the loading model 

methodologies could be solved if equivalency factors can be found. For example, ‘if 

one can determine the potential impact on human health and ecosystem quality o f lib of 

sulphur oxides compared to the potential impacts of lib of nitrogen oxides, it is possible 

to have inter-comparisons’ (Curran, 1996:2.31). Equivalency factors have been 

determined for the following impact categories: global warming (GWPs), ozone 

depletion potential (ODPs), photochemical ozone creation potential (POCPs), 

acidification potential (APs) and nutrification potentials (NPs).

To use equivalency assessments, an LCI must be available to provide quantitative data, 

in the correct amount of detail for each emission produced by a product system. The 

difficulty lies in the identification of the specific chemical composition within the 

inventory items such as particulate, hydrocarbons, other organic etc. The chemical 

diversity that can exist within each pollutant label (particular, hydrocarbon, other 

organic etc.) makes equivalency modelling difficult, especially as this type of detailed 

information on individual manufacturing processes is usually not available (Curran, 

1996). Nevertheless, as Ayres (1995:219) states, ‘the material inputs and waste 

emissions should be classified explicitly in terms of elemental composition at least, and 

chemical composition wherever possible’. For example:

4 Here the total mass is aggregated into kilograms over the life cycle of a product and related to the service unit 
provided by the product.
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Consider eutrophication; when the inventory lists nitrogen 

released to water, is it assumed that this is nitrates, nitrites, or 

possible even nitrosamines? In reality, it may be a 

combination of several nitrogen containing chemical 

compounds, but testing would report only total nitrogen, and 

this is what is reported in inventories.

(Curran 1996:2.32)

However, to explicitly state at least the elemental composition of substances is not 

always possible. This should be reflected in any data quality assessment.

The disadvantages of the equivalency assessment method are that no considerations are 

given to background environmental conditions. Consider the impact category 

eutrophication. ‘Specific bodies of water can be phosphate limited or nitrogen limited. 

In nitrogen limited water, phosphate would not create a negative impact on the 

environment as it would in phosphate limited water’ (Curran, 1996:2.32). This lack of 

consideration for background conditions means that site-specific assessments are 

problematic.

The level three approach ‘takes into account specific properties of various chemicals 

emitted’ (Curran, 1996:2.32). These properties can include toxicity, persistence, and 

bioaccumulation. An example of this method is the Swedish proposal for the assessment 

of ecotoxic substances (Finnveded,G., Andersson, S.Y., Samuelsson, M.O., Zetterberg, 

L. and Lindfords, L. 1992). This is an assessment of the inherent toxicity by means of 

an LC50 assessment of the bioaccumulation through a bioconcentration factor and a 

qualitative assessment of the persistency of a substance by classifying them into 

'readily ’ or ‘not readily biodegradable ’. This methods main disadvantage is the level of 

detailed chemical composition data required (Curran, 1996).
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The generic exposure and effect models ‘seek to use general or generic information to 

build hypothetical methods of the environment in order to assess the complex 

interactions of emission in the environment’ (Curran, 1996:2.34). Such models are often 

hindered by a lack of accuracy and reliability, but as the models develop and the 

scientific knowledge improves, it is anticipated that these models will play an important 

role in future LCAs. Guniee, J.B., Ude de Haes, H.A. and Huppes, G., (1993) believes 

that the generic exposure effect assessment is the preferred method for LCA, while the 

equivalency assessment and the inherent chemical parameters approach can offer a 

temporary solution where a generic exposure effect assessment is not yet feasible.

At the other of the scale (level five), the site-specific exposure and effect assessment is 

considered ‘not practical in an LCA which generally is about dozens of processes 

geographically spread out’ (Guinee, et al. 1993:83). Fava et al. (1993) argue that the 

site-specific approach may increase the robustness of the study; however, the feasibility 

would be reduced. This method is more appropriate for an Environmental Impact 

Assessment, where an environmental analysis is generally performed for one activity at 

a well-defined site.

During this thesis both levels two, three and four were used. The level Two equivalency 

assessment reflects the models used in Eco-indicator 95, whilst Eco-indicator 99 uses a 

combination of the levels three and four methods. For further discussions on the impact 

assessment methods used in this thesis see Chapter Four.

3.5.3.3 Normalization
Normalization is designed to emphasise and evaluate the relative significance of the 

results across the different impact categories. However, it is still viewed as an optional 

element. Many LCAs do not use a normalization step (Jdisson, et al. 1998; Lucie,

H.M., Vollebregt, T. and Terwoert, J., 1998; Keoleion, G.A., Spatari, S., Beal, R.T.,
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Stephens, R.D. and Williams, R.L., 1998). During this thesis the normalization stage is 

used as it is considered to be valuable way of presenting the results of an LCA.

Normalization has been defined by the ISO (2000:8) as a way to ‘better understand the 

relative proportional magnitude for each impact category of a product system under 

study.’ This technique is commonly regarded as a procedure for the initial interpretation 

of the impact assessment results. The basic principle is that a product or process 

contribution to an impact score is expressed as a fraction of a well-defined reference 

contribution.

In practice, there is little discussion on normalization in the literature compared to the 

other stages. Reflecting this, LCANET (1997) lists normalization as an area for further 

research. Heijungs et al. (1992) and SET AC (1993) were among the first to discuss the 

idea of normalization at a conceptual level, whereas Guinee (1993) was the first to 

provide provisional data for the normalization step. This has now been improved upon, 

resulting in several sets of normalization data being used (TNO, 1997; Blonk and van 

Ewijk, 1996; DHV, 1995). However, these different sets of normalization data make 

decisions on LCA more complex; as Breedveld, L., Lafleur, M., and Blonk, H., (1999) 

stated, the difference between normalization data sets could easily vary up to a factor of 

ten. In order to combat this, a new study was undertaken by the Dutch Ministry of 

Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (Blonk, et al. 1997), which attempted to 

actualise the normalization data, setting out a transparent procedure with regard to data 

selection and data conversion. The work resulted in three new sets of normalization 

figures:

• Dutch territory: All emissions emitted and registered within the Netherlands and all 

raw materials consumed by the Dutch economy.

• Dutch consumer: To the above data in the Dutch territory, the effect of imports has 

been added, the effect of exports has been subtracted. The calculation was 

performed using the Dutch input-output matrix.
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• European: All emissions emitted and registered within the European Union and all 

raw materials consumed within the Europe economy. Most data are from original 

European data. In some cases data was extrapolated from Dutch and Swiss data. In 

such cases the energy consumption within a region was taken as a basis for 

extrapolation.

To make the normalization figures more manageable, an added calculation is used which 

divides the figure by the population of Europe5, this gives the figure in personal 

equivalents (P.E.) or '‘people emission equivalents’ as stated in (Burrows, et al. 1998). 

One important point to make is that the data source for the total European outputs in 

each emission category and the population of Europe should be clearly stated to aid any 

comparisons.

European emissions per capita P.E. = Total European output in each emission category

Populations of Europe

The rationale for personal equivalents is rather pragmatic; the usually high normalization 

value becomes easier to relate to when personal equivalents are calculated. Goedkoop 

and Spriensma (1999) go further and state that the P.E. also make it easier to compare 

normalization sets from different regions.

Hauschild and Warzel (1998) also use P.E., yet they have differentiated between the 

scale of the normalization areas. Global impact categories are normalised by global 

average personal equivalents, while regional categories are normalised by regional 

average personal equivalents. However, the use of such differentiation is not compatible 

with the marginal damage model used in EI99 (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999) and has 

not been used during this thesis. This thesis utilises the European set of normalization 

data and presents the data as P.E. in order to aid interpretation.

5 Taken to be 497,000,000.
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This concludes the discussion on normalization. The next and the last aspect o f the 

impact assessment stage would be the weighting stage. This thesis argues for no 

weighting stage and it is this rational, along with a brief explanation o f the stage that is 

discussed next.

3.5.3.4 Weighting
In this stage, which was previously called the valuation stage the, ‘relative weights or 

values are assigned to the various categories of environmental impact. This is normally 

done to facilitate comparisons between impact categories for the purpose of decision 

making’ (Boustead and Boyd, 1997:7-38). Various methods have been developed to try 

to undertake the contentious issue of weighting. (See Table 3.1).

During many LCAs, the weighting element has been seen as quite arbitrary and as such 

it could have been omitted. The problem is that LCAs often contradict each other in 

their conclusions as different weighting methodologies have been chosen. This causes 

great confusion, and further research is needed in this area to improve the weighting 

methodologies. Both the EI95 and the EI99 methods were designed ultimately to 

provide a single score and therefore a weighting stage is included in their methods (see 

Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Overview of Weighting Methods.

Weighting method Characteristics Source

Environmental Priority 

Strategies

Inventory data are 

multiplied by weighting 

factors that are derived by 

“willingness to pay”

Steen, 1992

Impact assessment and 

valuation of ecobalance

Treats all impacts 

separately and conducts a 

discursive valuation

UBA, 1994

Eco -indicator 95 Distance -to-target method Goedkoop, 1995

Eco-indicator 99 The panel procedure Mettier, 1999
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The problem with the weighting stage is that decision-making will always be a complex 

process. It is difficult and maybe foolish to reduce everything into a single ‘expert 

system in order to produce a single figure, somewhat like Cost Benefit Analysis. 

Reflecting this, the methods used to determine weighting factors are open to criticism of 

the methods used to assign the weighting factors, which include economic, distance-to- 

target (here is the basic assumption is that the seriousness of an impact can be judged by 

the difference between the current and a target level) and the panel procedure (here 

weightings for environmental impacts are decided by a panel of ‘experts’).

Firstly, economic methods which, ascertain values on the importance of the 

environmental impact categories, have been severely criticised (Sagoff, 1998a, 1998b 

and 1993). Here Sagoff criticises the notion that environmental choices can be equated 

with consumer type preferences. Secondly, the distance-to-target method relies on 

political based judgement rather than a purely science based judgement for their 

‘targets’. While finally, the panel procedures are criticised because they hide the value 

judgement behind the decision. In addition, the selection and composition of the panel 

has not always been critically analysed.

Specific problems for the weighting processes include changes in opinion over time 

(Robert, 2000). Weighting values become quickly out of date as environmental 

problems change. For instance, the problem of ozone depletion was a significant 

environmental problem in the late 1990s, and was weighted accordingly. However, it has 

become less serious lately as the ozone layer shows signs of being able to recover. This 

is not to say that the industry can now start releasing ozone depleting substance again, 

but the severity and timeframe of the potential damage has changed, whilst the weighing 

values within these methods remain the same. In addition, industrial disasters and media 

coverage also affect the perceived seriousness of environmental impacts, which feeds 

through and can distorts the weighting process.
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In addition to the criticism of the weighting methodology, more fundamentally, this 

thesis argues that the absence of a weighting stage is important to prevent the LCA from 

becoming the decision itself, leaving decision-makers responsible for their own 

decisions. Effective decision making requires a flexible, well-balanced and 

knowledgeable organisation to meet the unique demands of each situation. Hence, this 

thesis argues against the use of a weighting stage and the associated ‘single score’ LCA 

results which Hammond (2000) believes can obscure rather than highlight the range of 

impact emanating from a product or process. In its place, the thesis promotes the 

presentation of the environmental information in a disaggregated format - providing the 

decision-maker with all the necessary information to make an informed decision.

3 .5 .4  Interpretation

The interpretation stage has been set out in the ISO 14043 standard. In the earlier draft 

of ISO 14043, this stage was termed ‘Improvement’. This was removed from the LCA 

framework because, when making a decision on an improvement, account has to be 

taken of the marketing, economic, technical and social aspects. As LCA does not 

incorporate these wider elements, real improvements can not be considered with the 

LCA framework alone: as such, LCA can only identify environmental improvements.

The objective of the interpretation stage has been defined as:

To analyse results, reach conclusion, explain limitations and provide 

recommendation based on the finding of the preceding phase of the LCA 

or LCA study and to report the results of the life cycle in a transparent 

manner.

(ISO, 2000:2)

Due to the recent development of the interpretation stage, little work has been 

undertaken using this stage. To address this, interpretation has been the focus for 

particular attention and development during this thesis and is therefore discussed in 

greater depth in Chapter Five.
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This concludes the discussion of the LCA stages. Now attention focuses on the LCA 

software, which is used to perform the calculations.

3.6 LCA Software

The adoption of LCA has been greatly enhanced by the development of LCA software 

packages (Rice, G., Clift, R. and Bums, R., 1997). Rice et al. (1997) assessed the twelve 

main packages available in Europe on criteria including the volume and quantity of data, 

evaluation methods for impact assessment, burden allocation software, engineering 

practices and cost. They concluded that four of these packages, of which SimaPro 4.06 

was one, were competent environmental management tools. SimaPro 4.0 is a 

commercial package developed from that originally reported by Heijings et al. (1992) 

(see also Guinee et al. 1993) and is the LCA software package utilised during this thesis. 

The choice between the four packages has no particular significance, as any of the four 

recommended by Rice et al. (1997) would have been suitable.

Within SimaPro 4.0 there are four different impact assessment methods, not all of which 

have a weighting phase, but most contain a characterization and normalization step. 

Only the two most advanced methods are used during this thesis; that of Eco-indicator 

95 (EI95) and Eco-indicator 99 (EI99). The EI95 method has been used extensively in 

the literature (see McManus, 2001; Teller, 1999; Nicolay, 2000; Fischer and 

Hungerbuhler, 2000). As EI99 is relatively new this method is less evident in the 

literature.

These two methods have been used to highlight the differences in available impact 

assessment methodologies and to act as a verification process for the LCA results (if 

both methods point to the same conclusion then the conclusions are more valid). As 

stated earlier, the impact assessment stage is highly subjective, making the decision

making process very difficult. Too many LCAs report their results as ‘scientific’ facts,

6 SimaPro 4.0 is a product of Pre Consultants B.V. (see web site: www.pre.nl)
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where in truth they are highly subjective. Carrying out two different methods provides 

decision-makers with a more realistic picture of the environmental problems as captured 

by the different LCA impact assessment methods.

The ‘easy access’ to LCA, afforded by the utilisation of the software has both 

advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is the simplicity, speed and 

convenience provided by the software package. The main disadvantage is that the 

software packages can make the practitioner distant from the model and science, which 

underpins the calculations. As commented by Pidgeon (1997:112) the software 

‘removes the LCA practitioner one step further away from what is really happening ‘on 

the ground’.

Although the software does allow ‘easy access’ to LCA, which has its problems due to 

misinterpretation and lack of understanding of the methods contained within the 

software. It does allow LCA to be completed quick and easily, providing valuable 

sources of built in data and methods. In reality, it is the practitioner’s responsibility to 

make sure that the software is used correctly and that any subsequent report produced is 

open, honest and a rigorous interpretation of the LCA methods. In conclusion, LCA 

software is a necessary part of the LCA methodology due to the complexities and data 

demands of an LCA.

This concludes the discussion on the LCA methodology as reported in the literature. 

This discussion has been, in general, concurrent with the guidelines and 

recommendations set out by SETAC and ISO. However, specific details have been 

added in order to build upon the rather vague guidelines. By doing so the Chapter has 

provide a precise understanding of LCA methodology used during this thesis.

The thesis now discuses the LCA literature in relation to its application within the 

construction industry, paying specific attention to the civil engineering sectors, road 

projects and wastewater treatment works.
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3.7 LCA and the Construction Industry

Conventional LCAs are rarely attempted for a complex product such as an entire 

construction project. This is because it is an enormously complex task to obtain 

anything meaningful. Lewis (1996) comments that the use of LCA for construction 

projects are rare because of the complexity associated with the upstream supply chain. 

In addition, the application of LCA to the construction industry has been discouraged 

because of the ‘one-of nature of construction work (Emmitt, 1997). However, this 

point is debatable as many elements of construction are repeated processes (Nylen, 

1999).

In recent years, the use of life cycle techniques within the construction sector has 

gradually gained some recognition. It has already been acknowledged that LCA is a 

technique that can be used to evaluate environmental impacts during the construction 

procurement process (Cole et al. 1993). This may be attributed to the gradual shake - up 

of the procurement process within the civil engineering industry (Haynes 1997). This 

trend has also been reflected within other sectors of the construction industry, for 

example, the building sector (Jonsson 1998).

LCA case studies on building products include cement and concrete (Void and Ronning 

1995), concrete and steel building frames (Jonsson et al. 1998, Amato and Eaton 1997) 

and floorings (Jonsson et al. 1997). In fact, the vast majority of the LCA work in the 

construction industry is centred on building materials. Nevertheless, basic materials 

may not be the correct observation level, as it is the way that these materials are 

combined into a final product, for example a house or a road, that is the proper system 

for evaluation. Without understanding how the materials work in the larger systems it is 

difficult to gauge the ‘real’ environmental impact.

The culmination of much of the LCA work in the building sector can be seen in the 

classification of building products into ecopoints by BRE (Building Research 

Establishment) and the BREEAM assessments. However, as discussed in Chapter Two,
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this system is fundamentally flawed. A brief review of the above system and similar 

systems can be found in Cole and Larsson (1997) and Wolley (1997).

During this thesis, LCAs are undertaken for two aspects of civil engineering: roads and 

wastewater treatment projects. To the author’s knowledge, only two LCAs have been 

conducted on a road project (Stripple 1995; Pereira et al. 1999). However, there has 

been some other work on the LCA of the road transport sector (Eriksson, E., Blinge, M. 

and Lovgreng, G., 1996) which covers transport activities and products used for road 

transportation, including fuel production, fuel combustion when driving, maintenance of 

the vehicle and production and after use treatment of the vehicle. With regard to 

wastewater treatment projects, there have been a number of LCA studies (Emmerson, 

R.H.M., Morse, G.K., Lester, J.N. and Edge, D.R.,1995; Roeleveld et. al. 1997; Mels, 

A.R., Van Nieuwenhuijzen, A.F., Jaap, H.J.M, van de Graff, Klapwijk, B., Konning, J. 

Rulkens, W.H., 1999; Tillman, 1998).

The literature pertaining to these two aspects of civil engineering, road and wastewater 

treatment projects is now discussed in greater detail.

3.7.1 LCAs undertaken on road projects
n

The most significant piece of work on LCA of roads was conducted by Stnpple (1995) . 

The main conclusion from Stripple’s work was that an asphalt road uses less energy than 

a concrete one, while the electricity used for lighting the road was the biggest source of 

energy use. Although an extensive inventory analysis was undertaken in this study, no 

impact analysis was undertaken, instead the work focuses only on a energy inventory. 

Moreover there is no analysis of the quality, variability, and sensitivity of the data, 

which has been outlined as an important part of LCA and is further discussed in Chapter 

Five.

The only other piece of work that has been identified during this thesis was undertaken 

by Pereira et al. (1999). This work concentrated on global impacts and used a rather

7 This work has only very recently been translated into English
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out-dated and limited impact assessment method, only evaluating the impacts relating to 

the atmospheric impact of the vehicles using the road. Nevertheless, the work did state 

that ‘only an approach based on life cycle analysis can provide a significant assessment 

to compare the various alternatives from the environmental point of view’ (Pereira et al. 

1999:31).

Due to the lack of research undertaken in this area, there is a definite need for research 

into the application of LCA to road projects -  hence the reason for the road’s case study. 

Most LCAs focus on smaller subsystems, as roads are a relatively large system to be 

studied. However, due to the lack of work undertaken in this area, it is imperative that 

the whole system is investigated, in order to ascertain an understanding of the 

environmental impacts of the larger system. Once significant areas have been identified 

through this work, guidance can then be given for future work, which can be focused on 

smaller systems.

3 .7 .2  LCAs undertaken on w astew ater treatm ent

LCAs undertaken on wastewater treatment projects can be split into two different 

categories; conventional wastewater treatment and separation systems/waste handling 

systems8. The first LCA case study in this area was conducted on a conventional 

wastewater treatment system (see Emmerson, 1993). This study analysed three small- 

scale sewage works each serving a population of 1,000 people. As the first study in this 

area, its main focus was to evaluate the appropriateness of utilising LCA methodology 

within the wastewater treatment sector. The scope of the work included the 

construction, operation and demolition of the wastewater treatment plant. Maintenance 

was considered but excluded as being insignificant.

The study concluded that the LCA methodology was a useful method for the 

environment assessment of wastewater treatment plants, providing encouragement for 

further studies. However, the work lacked sophistication in its impact assessment stage 

particularly with regard to the classification of impact categories. In addition, there was

8 Separation systems involve separating flows containing plant nutrient from grey water and industrial wastewater.
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no discussion pertaining to data quality, uncertainty, variability or sensitivity of the 

results. Further studies on conventional systems were also produced (see Zhang, Z. and 

Wilson, F., 2000; Mels et al. 1999). However, again the work lacked encompassing 

impact and interpretations stages.

Roeleveld et al. (1997) performed an LCA on different conventional wastewater 

systems, to assess the total environmental burden of these systems at a national level in 

the Netherlands. Four different scenarios of treatment of municipal wastewater were 

evaluated to determine their contribution to total in-sustainability in the Netherlands. 

This study was one of a very few studies to include an extensive impact assessment. In 

total 1 0  different impact categories were evaluated including, global warming, ozone 

layer depletion, human toxicity and acidification potential. Again, the interpretation 

stage lacked any mention of data quality, uncertainty, variability and sensitivity of the 

results. This makes interpretation of the conclusions difficult. The main conclusion of 

the work was that to improve the sustainability of the system, attention should focus on 

minimising the discharge of wastewater and minimising the sludge production.

Tillman et al. (1998) conducted an extensive LCA study investigating the consequences 

of changing the wastewater treatment system from a centralised to a local system in 

Sweden. The system studied considered two alternatives:

1) Local treatment consisting of pre-treatment, anaerobic digestion or drying of solid 

fraction and treatment of liquid fractions in sand filter beds.

2) Treatment in which urine, faeces and grey water (used household water which does 

not contain faeces or urine) would separately be conducted out of buildings. The 

urine would be stored and used as a fertiliser, whereas the faeces and solid part of the 

grey water would be digested to dried before use in agriculture. The grey water 

would be treated in filter beds before release.

Tillman’s work undertook an assessment of those activities that may be directly affected 

by a decision based on the study of the core system and an assessment of an enlarged
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system. The study evaluated the core system through dominance analysis of inventory 

results and sensitivity analysis. However, the impact assessment was limited to an 

energy assessment, emission to air and emissions to water. With this limited impact 

assessment, the urine separation system had the lowest impact.

Lundin, M., Bengstsoon, M. and Molander, S., (2000) compared conventional 

wastewater systems, both large and small scale, with a separation system. The 

environmental burden imposed by construction was discussed but only included the 

production of the equipment - not reuse and disposal. Furthermore, the transport of the 

materials to the construction site was not included. A sensitivity analysis was conducted 

on the electricity model using the Swedish average electricity mix (nuclear energy 49%, 

hydrocarbons 44% combined power and heating plants 7%) with an electricity mix with 

a larger part of fossil fuel. However, the discussion of the consequences is limited, as is 

the impact assessment stage.

The management options for wastewater treatment in the context of life cycle 

assessment was studied by Dennison, F.J., Azapgic, A.J., Clift, R., and Collboume, J.S.,

(1998). This study focuses on fifteen wastewater treatment works (in the UK) within a 

single water utility area. The work appraises the management regimes for raw sludge, 

considering the regimes: sub-soil injection, anaerobic digestion, and composting. The 

system boundaries of the work only included the operation stage. A limited impact 

assessment is undertaken including GWP, acidification potential and eutrophication 

potential. Again, no assessment of the data quality, uncertainty, variability and 

sensitivity of the data is included. The works shows that the wastewater treatment 

operation and the sludge disposal, contribute significantly to the environmental impact.

In addition to the LCAs on wastewater treatment works, two studies focused on the 

sludge treatment process. Matsuhasi, R., Sudoh, O., Nakane, K., Hidenani, Y., 

Nakayarma, S., Ishitoni, H., (1997) compared different sludge treatment processes, 

considering both sludge as a waste (landfill, incineration, and ozonation) and as a 

resource (composting). In addition, Neumayr, R., Dietrich, R., Steinmuller, H., (1997)
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compared six different recycling strategies. The main impacts associated with sludge 

treatment were found to be: energy, diesel used in transportation, direct emission of 

ammonia from composting, and de-watering.

An important distinction between LCA studies of wastewater systems is whether sludge 

is regarded as a resource or a waste product. A few studies (Nuemayr, et al. 1997 and 

Mels, et al. 1999) consider the recycling of nutrients from sludge as a resource, but most 

others consider sludge as a waste problem. During this thesis the issues surrounding 

both of these views are investigated.

To summarise, this Chapter has discussed the LCA methodology along with reviews of 

the specific literature relating the application of LCA in the construction sector, focusing 

particularly on aspects of civil engineering. The LCA methodology identified a series of 

steps to LCA which are used during this thesis, goal scope and deinftion, inventory, 

impact assessment (which includes classification, characterization and normalization) 

and interpretation. The literature describes a method concurrent with SET AC and ISO 

guidelines, but also provides a specific improvement from the literature, for example, a 

qualitative description of the local impacts are included in the scoping stage (Pidgeon

1997).

The second part of the Chapter discussed the application of LCA to the construction 

sector and a number of studies were highlighted in the building sector. However, in 

relation to civil engineering, few studies have been undertaken - this is particularly 

evident with regard to road projects.

In the wastewater treatment sector there are a number of studies, with all but one of 

these being conducted outside the UK. In general, the LCA studies in the wastewater 

treatment sector were not comprehensive with their impact assessment and interpretation 

stages. Moreover, none of these studies utilised the impact assessment methods EI95 

and EI99 - which are evaluated during this thesis. In general, many of the studies 

suffered from:
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• poor definition of functional units

• poor definition of scope and system boundaries

• limited impact assessment

• poor data quality, uncertainty, variability and sensitivity assessments

This is particularly concerning as all of these studies were comparative studies.

Therefore, their conclusions are difficult to interpret. During this thesis, a step back has 

been taken. All of these studies focused on the comparative nature, attempting to 

identify which product or process is more environmental friendly yet, this lead to little 

discussion on the critical evaluation of the applicability of the LCA methodology in 

these fields in the first place.

Now that the LCA methodology has been discussed as well as the literature pertaining to 

the application of LCA to civil engineering projects the next chapter will expand on the 

impact assessment methods, Eco-indicator 95 and Eco-indicator 99 which have been 

utilised during the thesis.
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Chapter Four -  Impact Assessment
Methodologies

This Chapter expands on the impact assessment stage of LCA, discussed in Chapter 

Three, by focusing on the two impact assessment methodologies used in this thesis: 

Eco-Indicator-95 (EI95) and Eco-indicator-99 (EI99). The Chapter gives 

background information on these two methods, which are originally presented in 

Goedkoop (1995) and Goedkoop and Spriensma (1999). The Chapter highlights the 

impact assessment methods that are used in the two case studies, by explaining what 

the impact methods actually calculate.

4.1 Eco-indicator 95 (EI95)

The EI95 impact assessment method adopts the Level 2 Equivalency Assessment 

method with a ‘problem-orientated’ approach. The ‘problem-orientated’ approach 

aggregates the data according to different environmental impacts, for example, 

resource depletion, global warming, and acidification, as opposed to the ‘media- 

oriented’ approach, which aggregates the data according to different environmental 

compartments or media (air, soil and water). The ‘problem -oriented’ method was 

developed from an earlier, related method based on CML (1992) (see Heijungs, et al. 

1992).

This section will briefly highlight the main points related to the eleven impact 

categories which are used in EI95 (Greenhouse Effect, Ozone Layer Depletion, 

Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, Summer Smog, Winter 

Smog, Pesticides, Energy and Solids). The discussion here summarises Goedkoop

(1995).

4 .1 .1 G reen h o u se  Effect (KgCC^)

This category is measured using the Global Warming Potential (GWP). The unit 

gives the potential contribution o f a substance to the greenhouse effect, using carbon
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dioxide as a reference. Its value can be calculated for a number o f substances over 

periods o f 20, 100 and 500 years. This is because certain substances will gradually 

decompose and become inactive over time (IPCC, 1992). The EI95 method uses the 

GWP over a 100 year period as this is the most common choice (Goedkoop, 1995).

The effect score for the Greenhouse Effect is calculated per substance as follows: 

Greenhouse Effect (kg) = (GWP 100 x airborne emissions (kg))

The GWPs calculated in the EI95 method are taken from IPPC (1992).

4 .1 .2  O zo n e  Layer D epletion (Kg C F C -11)

This category is measured using the Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of substances. 

This unit gives the potential contribution of a substance to the depletion of 

stratospheric ozone. The values have been established mainly for hydrocarbons 

containing combined bromine, fluorine and chlorine and CFCs. Hence CFC-11 is 

adopted as a reference.

The effect score for Ozone Layer Depletion is calculated as follows:

Ozone Layer Depletion (kg) = (ODP x airborne emission (kg))

The EI95 data set contains ODP values taken from the World Meteorological 

Organisation Scientific Assessment o f Ozone Depletion (1991).

4 .1 .3  Acidification (Kg S O 2 )

This category evaluates the potential o f substances to cause acidification. The 

Acidification Potential (AP) o f these substances is expressed relative to the 

acidifying effect o f Sulphur Dioxide (SO2). Common acidifying substances include 

nitrogen oxides and ammonia.

The Acidification effect scores are calculated as follows:

Acidification (kg) = (AP x airborne emission (kg))
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4 .1 .4  Eutrophication (Kg PO 4 )

The Nutrification Potential (NP) is expressed relative to the nutrifciaiton effect of 

Phosphate (PO4). Note that nutrification includes all impacts due to an increased 

level o f macro-nutrient, both in the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Nicholas, P., 

Haischild, M., Potting, J., and White, P., 1996). The term ‘eutrophication’ is 

generally used for aquatic ecosystems where nutrification covers both aquatic and 

terrestrial ecosystems.

The Eutrophication effect score is calculated as follows:

Eutrophication (kg) = (NP x airborne emission (kg))

4 .1 .5  H eavy M etals (Kg Pb)

This category has also been termed ‘persistence o f toxic substances in air and water’ 

(Goedkoop, 1995). However, the effect scores are related in particular to heavy 

metals, as long term exposure to heavy metals, even at low levels, is the most 

significant health risk. The risks related to these heavy metals are assessed for 

toxicity to both humans and ecosystems. It is assumed in general that human toxicity 

is the most important limiting factor (Air Quality Guidelines, 1987). Therefore, the 

effect scores are calculated by using the Air Quality Guidelines (1987) ‘admissible 

air concentration for annual exposure to humans’. The units o f this effect score are 

expressed as lead equivalents.

In addition, the WHO ‘Quality Guidelines for Drinking Water’ (QGDW) specify a 

number of values for persistent substances based on long term, low level exposure. 

These criteria have been drawn up to evaluate drinking water, based on established 

health effects. The scores for water and air are then merged. This is possible 

because they are both expressed as a lead equivalent.

The Heavy Metal effect score is calculated as follows:

Heavy metal to air (kg lead eq.) = (AQG (lead) / AQG (substance)*emission) 

Heavy metal to water (kg lead eq.) = (QGDW (lead) / QGDW 

(substance)*emission)
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4 .1 . 6  C arcin ogen ic  su b sta n ces(K g  B aP  (b en zo(a )p yren e))

This category calculates the potential o f a substance to cause cancer in humans. This

is achieved by using the Air Quality Guidelines (1987), which do not specify 

acceptable levels, but calculate the probability of cancer at level of 1 pg/m .

It is not entirely clear whether these numbers can be used directly as a weighting 

factor in order to calculate a PAH (poly-aromatic hydrocarbon) equivalent. This is 

because it is not exactly known whether a linear correlation may be assumed between 

probability and exposure (Goedkoop, 1995). At present in EI95, it is assumed that 

this is so. For this category benzo[a]pyrene (a PAH) is used as the reference value.

The effect score of Carcinogens is calculated as follows:

Carcinogenic effect (PAHeq) = (AQG (PAH)) / (AQG (substance))

4 .1 .7  S u m m er S m o g  (KG C2 H4 )

Summer smog is the common name give to the creation o f ground level ozone. The 

photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP) indicates the potential capacity o f a 

volatile organic substance to produce ozone. POCP values have been published for a 

wide range of volatile organic substances (see UNECE, 1991). The substance C2H4 

(Ethene) is used as a reference substance.

The effect score for Summer Smog is calculated as follows:

Summer Smog (kg) = (POCP x airborne emission (kg))

4 .1 .8  W inter S m o g  (Kg SPM )

This category assesses the potential o f a substance to form winter smog. Only dust 

(SPM) and SO2 are factors in this problem. For both substances the Air Quality 

Guidelines (1987) specify a level o f 50pg/m3. The weighting factors are thus both 1.

The effect score for Winter Smog is calculated as follows:

Winter Smog (SO2 or SPM eq.) = SO2 emissions + SPM emissions
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4 .1 .9  P e stic id es  (active ingred ients)

This category assesses the problems o f pesticides, which are linked to two aspects: 

toxicity o f groundwater effecting humans and ecotoxicity o f the soil effecting 

biological activity. This means that account must be taken in the effect score for 

both ecotoxicity (soil) and human toxicity (water). The EI95 method uses the active 

ingredients to evaluate the impact. All of the active ingredient within the different 

classes o f pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and disinfectants are simply 

listed and aggregated in terms of weight.

The effect score for Pesticides is calculated as follows:

Pesticides (kg) = (active ingredients)

4 .1 .1 0  E nergy (MJ LHV)

This category is concerned with energy use. Here the quantities o f energy consumed 

are simply added up using MJ (lower heating value) as the reference value.

The effect score for Energy is calculated as follows:

Energy (MJ) = (energy input (MJ))

4 .1 .11  S o lid s (Kg)

This category equates the solid waste impact. Similar to the energy category the 

solid emissions are simply added up.

The effect score for Solids is calculated as follows:

Solids (kg) = (solid emission output (kg))

4.2 Limitation of the Eco-indicator 95 (EI95)

The EI95 impact assessment has been used in numerous LCA studies, yet it is not 

perfect. A more detailed critique o f EI95 is presented through the case studies and 

discussion, however, the main criticism of the method is that it evaluates potential 

rather than actual impacts. This has been improved upon in the EI99 method. In 

addition, the EI95 method assumes a linear damage function. This means that the 

impacts are simply added up in a cumulative manner with the first unit o f impact
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tilhaving the same effect as the 100 unit o f impact. This is a simplification of reality, 

as it does not take into account thresholds i.e. points in systems where below which, 

no reactions occur but above which much larger impacts are possible. The linear 

damage function in EI95 means that this method contains some model uncertainty. 

In addition EI95 is skewed towards concentrating on emissions which are released to 

air.

4.3 Eco-indicator 99 (EI99)

The Eco-indicator 99 (EI99) is a new damage-oriented, ‘top down’ approach to 

environmental evaluation, which moves away from the ‘less is better’ ideology o f the 

EI95. The method summarised here is reported in Goedkoop and Spriensma (1999). 

Some o f its key conceptual improvements concern the inclusion of four new steps: 

fate, exposure, effect and damage analysis which are defined below. These four 

steps form the basis o f the damage models, which are used to establish a link 

between the inventory data and the actual damage. By including these steps within 

the assessment, EI99 moves away from the calculation o f potential impacts and 

towards the calculation of actual impacts. By doing so, the EI99 method also 

incorporates new damage categories and the inclusion of Cultural Theory to manage 

subjectivity. The EI99 method is viewed as ‘state o f the art’ in LCA methodology 

and a significant improvement on EI95. However, this does not mean that all the 

problems concerning the evaluation of an impact are solved.

In the EI99 method three main damage categories are assessed:

• Human Health (HH)

• Ecosystem Quality (EQ)

• Resources (R)

Each o f these damage categories consist of a number o f different sub-categories. 

The HH category includes HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH Radiation, HH Ozone Layer. The
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EQ category includes EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and EQ 

Land-use, whereas the R category includes R Minerals and R Fossil Fuels.

As discussed above, in the model for Human Health four sub-steps are used 

(Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999:14):

a) Fate analysis: linking an emission (expressed as mass) to a temporary change 

in concentration.

b) Exposure analysis: linking this temporary concentration to a dose.

c) Effect analysis: linking the dose to a number of health effects, for example 

the number and types o f cancer and respiratory effects.

d) Damage analysis: linking health effects to the number of years lived disabled 

(YLD) and Years o f Life Lost (YLL). This eventually gives the values in 

DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life Years), as developed by Murray et al. 

(1996) for the WHO and World Bank.

For Ecosystem Quality two different approaches are used:

a) Toxic emissions and emissions that change the acidity and nutrient levels go 

through the procedure of:

i) Fate analysis: linking emissions to concentrations.

ii) Effect analysis: linking concentrations to toxic stress or increase in 

nutrient or acidity levels.

iii) Damage analysis: linking these effects to the increase in the 

potentially disappeared fraction (PDF) for plants.

b) Land-use and land transformation is modelled on the basis of empirical data 

on the quality o f ecosystems, as a function of the land-use and the area size.

Resource extraction is modelled in two steps:

a) Resource analysis: a similar step to fate analysis, as it links an extraction o f a 

resource to a decrease in the resource concentration.

b) Damage analysis: linking lower concentrations to increased efforts to extract 

the resource in the future.

Each of the main damage categories are now discussed in greater detail.
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4 .3 .1  D a m a g e  to Human Health

The World Health Organisation defines human health as ‘a state o f complete 

physical, mental and social well being, and not merely the absence o f disease or 

infirmity’ (WHO 1995:24). However, the EI99 method only deals with some of 

these elements, defining human health as the ‘absence o f premature death, sickness 

or irritations caused by emissions from industrial and agricultural processes to air, 

water and soil’ (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999:31).

To aggregate these different types of damages to Human Health, a tool for 

comparative weighting of disabilities is needed. Here the DALY (Disability 

Adjusted Life Years) scale developed by Murray et al. (1996) is used. At the core of 

the DALY system is a disability weighting scale. The scale lists different disabilities 

on a scale between 0  and 1 ( 0  meaning ‘perfectly healthy’ and 1 meaning ‘death’). 

For example, carcinogenic substances cause a number o f deaths each year. In the 

DALY health scale, death has a disability rating o f 1. If a type o f cancer is (on 

average) fatal ten years prior to the normal life expectancy, the method counts 1 0  lost 

life years for each case. This means that each case has a value of 10 DALYs.

The HH damage category deals with six impact categories HH Carcinogens, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Respiratory Organic, HH Climate Change, HH Radiation 

and HH Ozone Layer. Each o f these impact categories are now discussed.

4.3.1.1 Damage to Human Health -  caused by carcinogens
This category has been based on Hofstetter (1998), yet a number o f changes have 

been made for the EI99 methodology (see Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). This 

impact category tries to determine Years Lived Disabled (YLD) and Years o f Life 

Lost (YLL) and hence the DALYs caused by carcinogenic substances.

The fate analysis is calculated with the European Uniform System for the Evolution 

o f Substances (EUSES) (1996). The EUSES programme includes a multi-media 

environmental fate model, which is the follow up o f EUSES 1.0 (see Guinee, J.B., 

Heijungs, R., Van Oers, L., Van de Meent, D., Vermeire, T., Rikkeen, M., (1996)). 

This model provides a link between an emission in Europe and a steady-state 

concentration in air, drinking water and food resulting from this emission. The effect
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analysis takes this concentration and calculates the number o f health effects. For this 

category, the effect analysis uses the Unit-Risk concept, which was defined by 

(Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999:35) as:

The unit risk factor for inhalation is an estimate of the probability that 

an average individual will develop cancer when exposed to a pollution 

at ambient concentration of one microgram per m for the individual’s 

life (70 years).

The unit risk factors are mostly derived from IRIS (US EPA) and WHO Europe. The 

damage analysis is then computed from the data on the type of cancer and survival 

rate (see Murray et al. 1996), giving the units finally in DALYs.

4.3.1.2 Damage to Human Health -  caused by respiratory effect (organic and non- 
organic)

This category has again been based on Hofstetter (1998) and captures (in two 

separate categories HH Respiratory Organic and HH Respiratory Inorganic) the 

effect on human health caused by the respiratory effect o f both organic and non- 

organic substances. Here, the fate analysis has been undertaken using the model set 

out by Hofstetter (1998) and the effect analysis is undertaken by utilising an 

epidemiological approach derived from Donnan, P. and Baram, M.S., (1997) and 

Pilkington, A., Hurley, F., and Donnan, P. (1997).

For this category the damage analysis data is o f low quality (Goedkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999) and in many cases the seriousness and duration o f the disease has 

to be estimated. This estimation was undertaken using weightings from Murray et al.

(1996) as a starting point.

4.3.1.3 Damage to Human Health -  caused by climate change
This category calculates the damage caused to human health by climate change. The

damage category is one of the most difficult to model, due to the need to incorporate 

future modelling scenarios. There is also widespread disagreement about the causes 

and future path o f climate change, as well as the incorporation o f the positive and 

negative health effects.
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The analysis utilises the FUND model from the Extern E project with some new 

calculations in order to be able to express the data as DALYs per ton of greenhouse 

gases (Tol, 1999). The results included changes in deaths due to malaria, 

schistosomiasis, dengue fever, cardiovascular and respiratory disorder.

As mentioned above, this category also addresses the issues of positive effects. For 

instance, in this category calculations show that the number o f cold related cases of 

cardiovascular disease decreases considerably if  the average temperature increases 

(Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). This brings to the fore some fundamental 

questions, as in general, positive impact assessments are excluded. However, within 

this method the positive and negative damages within a region, for example Europe, 

are allowed to compensate each other.

4.3 A A  Damage to Human Health -  caused by ionizing radiation
This category quantifies the damage to human health caused by the routine releases

of radioactive materials to the environment. The fate analysis was based on Dreicer,

M., Tort, V., and Manen, P., (1995). The exposure analysis calculated what dose

humans actually absorb, given the radiation levels calculated in the fate analysis,

whilst the damage analysis concentrated on calculating the DALYs from

carcinogenic and hereditary effects, as they are the most significant (Dobris, 1996).

4.3.1.5 Damage to Human Health -  caused by ozone layer depletion 
This category models the human health effect caused by ozone layer depletion in the 

stratosphere. For this category no real fate models were found to exist (Goedkoop 

and Spriensma, 1999). Therefore, the fate analysis is calculated using the ODP 

equivalency factors.

The effect analysis, similar to the HH Climate Change, has to be balanced as UV 

radiation can cause both beneficial and adverse effects on humans. One beneficial 

effect is the formation o f vitamin D, whereas adverse effects include sunburn and 

damage to the eyes and immune system.
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Quantitative risk estimates are available for some o f the associated effects, for 

example cataract and skin cancer; however, the data is insufficient to develop similar 

estimates for immuno -supression (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). The impact o f 

these diseases has been quantified in terms o f the biological amplification factor 

(BAF): the percentage increases in incidences that would result from a 1% increase 

in ambient UV radiation.

The other step in calculating the overall increase in incidence per percent ozone 

depletion is represented by the radiation amplification factor (RAF): the percentage 

increase in effective UV per percent decrease in ozone. The overall percentage 

increase in incidence per percentage ozone depletion is then represented by the 

amplification factor (AF):

AF = RAF *BAF (UNEP, 1998; Armstrong, 1994).

The damage assessment is based on the AF calculated above and the world wide 

incidence o f skin cancer and cataract in 1990 (Murray, et al. 1996). Mortality is 

calculated using the lethal fraction of the disease and incidences. Incidences and 

mortality are translated to DALYs using the approach of Hofstetter (1998) and data 

from Murray et al. (1996).

The above six damage categories represent the most important damages to Human 

Health. Yet, the damage category is far from complete. Goedkopp and Spriensma

(1999) note that the damage from emissions o f cadmium, lead, endocrine disrupters, 

allergic reactions, noise and odour cannot yet be modelled. This leads to model 

uncertainties in the results, which need to be made explicit when analysing the 

results.

4 .3 .2  D a m a g e  to E c o sy stem  Quality

The EQ damage category deals with three impact categories: EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and EQ Land-use. The aggregation o f these different 

types of damages to the EQ category is slightly more complicated than with the HH 

category. This is because the EQ damage category is difficult to define, as 

ecosystems are heterogeneous and very complex to monitor.
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One way to describe ecosystem quality is in terms o f energy, matter and information 

flow (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). For instance, the information flow can be 

described at the level o f ecosystems, species and genes, whereas the materials and 

energy flow can be described in terms o f free biomass production (Lindeijer et al.

1998).

All of these levels and dimensions can not be modelled; therefore, EI99 concentrates 

on the information flow at the species level. This assumes that the diversity o f 

species is an adequate representation for the quality o f ecosystems (Goedkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999). However, due to the large diversity o f species it is impossible to 

monitor all species. Hence, the monitoring o f species needs to be confined to a 

species group which can represent the total ecosystem quality. These species groups 

are specific to the categories being evaluated and are discussed below.

Unlike the Human Health damage category, no uniform units could be identified, 

such as DALYs in the HH category, which could represent the effect on the species 

group. Therefore, two different units were initially used:

• For EQ Ecotoxicity the PAF (Potentially Affected Fraction) o f species is used 

(Hammers, T., Aldenberg, T., and Van de Meent, D., 1996). The PAF is used to 

express the effect on mostly lower organisms that live in the soil or water, for 

example worms, nematodes and crustaceans. The PAF can be interpreted as the 

fraction o f species that are exposed to a concentration equal to or higher than the 

No Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC).

• For EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and Land-use, the PDF (Potentially 

Disappeared Fraction) o f species is used. The PDF can be interpreted as the 

fraction of species (vascular plants only) that has a high probability o f non

occurrence in a region due to unfavourable condition. The PDF is based on the, 

the Probability o f Occurrence (POO), as used in Alkemade, J.R.M., Wiertz, J. 

and Latour, J.B., (1996). The PDF is 1-POO.
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In order for the EQ category to be represented as a single unit, the two above units 

have to be combined. However, at present only an intermediate solution has been 

found, as there is not enough scientific information to make a satisfactory 

combination. To combine them, it has been postulated that the PAF is divided by ten 

before being added to the other damage categories for EQ (Goedkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999).

The culmination is that the damage to Ecosystem Quality is expressed as:

The relative decreases o f the number o f species (fraction)*area*time

Each o f the three different impact categories is now discussed below.

4.3.2.1 Damage to Ecosystem Quality -  caused by ecotoxic substances
This category is based on a report by Bakker and Van de Meent, (1997). The fate

analysis for this category is undertaken by the European Uniform System for the 

Evaluation o f Substances (EUSES, 1996), whilst the effect analysis uses the method 

o f Haners et al. (1996) which provides an algorithm to calculate the toxic stress on 

ecosystem denoted as a PAF of species.

The damage analysis uses the method developed by Meent et al. (1999). This 

method assumes that the marginal damage to an ecosystem from a marginal increase 

o f concentration o f a single substance depends on the present level of damage from 

the mixture o f substance already present in the environment. The final damage is 

represented as PAFm2yr.

4.3.2.2 Damage to Ecosystem Quality -  caused by acidification and eutrophication 
This category quantifies the damages caused by changes in the nutrient and acidity

level. As species require certain levels o f both to survive, changes in these levels

cause shifts in the species population. These shifts are equated to a damage level

when compared to a model which assesses the desired species population per type of

ecosystem.
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A list o f target species has been developed for forty types of ecosystem by Bal, D., 

Beije, H.M., Hoogeveen, Y.R., Jansen, S.R.J. and Van der Reest, P.J., (1995). 

Although their identification o f the target species incorporates some subjective 

decision making, certain species have been identified that can be considered to be 

typical and representative for a particular ecosystem.

In order to assess the damage in terms o f PDF, this category uses the ‘Nature 

Planner’ developed by RIVM (Latour, J.B., Staristsky, I.G., Alendade, J.R.M. and 

Wiertz, J., 1997). The ‘Nature Planner’ contains several databases with information 

on the vegetation, soil, fate models and damage model for the Netherlands. The two 

main parts o f the model are a soil model (SMART) which can be regarded as a fate 

model, and a model called MOVE, which can be regarded as a damage model.

The SMART model predicts changes in soil pH and nitrogen availability, while the 

MOVE model takes this information and calculates the associated response to these 

changes of over 900 Dutch plant species.

Two significant problems with the ‘Nature Planner’ are that is does not consider 

aquatic systems and the damage from phosphorous emissions are not included. In 

addition, as the model is based in the Netherlands there will be inaccuracies when 

used in the UK due to differences in the landscapes o f the two countries.

4.3.2.3 Damage to Ecosystem Quality -  caused by land use
This category assesses the impact on ecosystem quality from land cover changes. 

This aspect was identified by Muller-Wenk, (1998) as being o f particular 

significance, and was developed for the EI99 methodology using theoretical concepts 

from Kollner,(1999) and Muller-Wenk, (1998).

The data required for the land-use model are taken from empirical data, such as 

observations of species numbers in different types o f land-cover. However, the 

observed number o f species is the result o f many different influences, such as the 

concentrations o f toxic chemicals, nutrients and acid levels, or even the influence of 

increased UV patterns or climate change. This means it is difficult to separate the
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effect o f land-use changes from other impact categories. In addition, there are many 

different land-cover types and the species number of these types can vary widely in 

different parts o f Europe. The model uses the CORINE inventory to classify land- 

use types (CORINE, 1991).

In the assessment both the local and regional species numbers are accounted for. The 

local effect refers to the area which is being converted whereas the regional effect 

refers to the areas outside that which is being converted. In addition, the model takes 

into account both land conversion and land occupation as both can have an impact o f 

the ecosystem quality

The impact is eventually evaluated in terms of the PDF of species caused by land 

changes.

4 .3 .3  R e so u r c e s  extraction

Reflecting the relative newness o f resource extraction as a damage category (unlike 

the damage categories Human Health and Ecosystem Quality) there is no 

internationally accepted standard for expressing damage to resources. Therefore, one 

was proposed by the EI99 methodology.

The first part o f the model, ‘resources analysis’ can be compared with inverse fate 

modelling. Here, the decrease in resource concentrations due to extractions is 

modelled. The second part o f the model is ‘damage analysis’, where decreased 

concentrations are translated into the concept o f surplus energy (discussed below). 

The Resources category deals with two impact categories; R Minerals and R Fossil 

Fuels. These are now discussed.

4.3.3.1 Damage to resources -  caused by mineral and fossil fuel extraction
The damage model for Resources does not consider the quantity of the resources

rather it considers the quality o f the resources. The assessment is based on the

method developed by Chapman and Roberts (1983), who developed a procedure to

calculate the seriousness o f resource depletion based on the energy need to extract a

mineral in relation to the concentration. As more minerals are extracted, the energy
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requirements for further mining will increase. The damage is the energy needed to 

extract one kg of mineral in the future.

As the formations of mineral and fossil recourses are different, these aspects are 

treated separately. For mineral resources (including uranium), the most important 

quality parameter is concentration. The lower the concentration, the greater the 

effort to extract the resource. For fossil fuels, the concentration parameter is not 

particularly useful. Instead the necessary “effort” to extract the resource is used.

4 .3 .4  Limitation of the Eco-indicator 9 9  m ethod

The EI99 moves towards the calculation o f actual, rather than potential impacts. 

This is a valuable change, resulting in a completely new impact assessment method 

with a number o f important advances and methodological breakthroughs. These 

include the four steps used to calculate the damage - fate analysis, exposure analysis, 

effect analysis and damage analysis. Nevertheless, it is important to concede that 

there are still many limitation with the EI99 method.

The most significant limitations are the:

• Incomplete damage models including:

i) In the HH Climate Change category the effect o f malnutrition and hunger 

is not accounted for.

ii) In the EQ Acidification/Eutrophication no aquatic impacts are calculated.

• Spatial variability in the models. For example, in the EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication category the damage assessment uses a model that 

is based on Netherlands data. When applied to the UK this data obviously 

contains some aspect of spatial variability.

• Many o f the models are based on Dutch ecosystems and are therefore no site 

specific to the UK.

For a complete discussion o f all the sources o f uncertainty and variability please refer 

to (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). Although there are a number o f uncertainties 

which need to be borne in mind when making decisions and conclusions, much o f the 

methods can be seen as current best practice. Inevitably, the damage modelling in
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EI99 can be improved as scientific understanding improves and therefore this method 

should be updated when appropriate.

Now that the impact assessment methods used during this thesis - EI95 and EI99 - 

have been discussed, it should be clear how the inventory data will be evaluated in 

the impact assessment stage during the LCA case studies. The following Chapter 

discusses the next stage o f LCA -Interpretation.
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Chapter Five - Interpretation

This Chapter focuses on interpretation which has been introduced as a distinct stage 

o f LCA by the ISO guidelines (see Chapter Three). In essence, this stage is designed 

to establish confidence in and to aid the explanation of the results. The interpretation 

stage contains elements which were previously considered under ‘analysis o f 

significance’.

The interpretation stage is still relatively new, resulting in few applications having 

being reported within the LCA literature at the time o f writing, as such it is an area 

that needs further research. New research into the interpretation stage is vital, as the 

stage is an essential, yet often omitted element of LCA.

LCANET (1997) lists four separate techniques for interpretation; uncertainty 

analysis, sensitivity analysis, dominance analysis and marginal analysis. All o f these 

techniques are discussed in this Chapter as each provides a greater understanding o f 

the results. This thesis proposes to break uncertainty analysis into two separate 

elements: uncertainty and variability, as discussed by Huijbregts (1998).

To begin with, it is appropriate to define what is meant by the above terms:

• Uncertainty is understood as ‘inaccurate measurements, lack o f data and model 

assumptions’ (Huijbregts 1998:273).

• Variability is understood as ‘stemming from inherent variation in the real world’ 

(Huijbregts 1998:273).

• Sensitivity analysis should indicate how sensitive the results o f the study are to 

data uncertainty and variability. Sensitivity analysis can be conducted by 

quantifying the effect on the results o f different uncertainties imputed for specific 

data points and the effect o f completely different scenarios; possibly brought 

about through different value judgements.

• Dominance analysis results in the identification of the most important 

contributions to the total result - previously termed ‘hot spot’ identification 

(Heijungs, 1996).
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• Marginal analysis is defined by LCANET (1997:113) as ‘providing information 

on what the changes in the overall results will be due to a change in the life 

cycle’. What happens if  process A is changed to process B? By introducing 

different scenarios and changing different processes, very useful information can 

be gained. Marginal analysis in many ways deals with what had previously been 

called the ‘improvement stage’.

Incorporating these elements in the LCA outcomes is an important part o f LCA 

methodology, yet it is one stage that has been consistently overlooked in the LCA 

literature. In practice, little work has been undertaken to provide a comprehensive 

assessment of these terms especially within construction related LCAs. Without the 

interpretation stage, the analysis of the results will be difficult and may lead to 

perverse outcomes. Each of the aspects o f interpretation highlighted above is now 

discussed in more detail, followed by a discussion o f the methods used to make these 

terms operational within LCA.

5.1 Uncertainty and Variability

Several authors have proposed classifications for uncertainty and variability (Morgen 

and Henrion 1990; Funtowitz and Ravetz, 1990 and Hujbregts 1998). However, it is 

the framework as set out by Hujbregts (ibid.) which builds upon the previous two, 

that will be used to provide a classification system. Hujbregts (ibid), distinguishes 

the following types o f uncertainty and variability; ( 1 ) parameter uncertainty, (2 ) 

model uncertainty, (3) uncertainty due to choices, (4) spatial variability, (5) temporal 

variability, and (6 ) variability between objects/spaces. These are now discussed 

individually along with methods to incorporate uncertainty and variability in LCA 

outcomes. However, it should be noted that it is not possible to incorporate all aspect 

of uncertainty and variability in the LCA results.

5 .1 .1  P aram eter Uncertainty

There are factors that affect the quality of the data supplied by industry or other 

organizations. There are four main areas are o f concern: operational complexity,
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accuracy of records, format of records, and sharing of common facilities (Boustead, 

1992). These in turn can lead to empirical inaccuracy (imprecise measurements), 

unrepresentative (incomplete outdated measurements) and lack o f data (no 

measurements), which are common sources o f parameter uncertainty. This type of 

uncertainty has been termed ‘operational’ uncertainty in the EI99 methodology 

report (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). Estimates of accuracy o f data supplied by 

industry and organizations will vary from one source to another, but typically fall in 

the range o f 5 to 25 percent (Boustead, 1992; Flecker, 1992).

Parameter uncertainties can be dealt with adequately using a range o f published 

methods. Beccali, G., Beccali, M. and Cellura, M., (1997) applied fuzzy logic 

computations - an extension o f the interval concept. Kennedy, D.J., Mongomery, 

D.C., and Quay, B.H., (1996) used stochastic modeling, describing parameters as 

uncertainty distributions and Weidema and Wesnaes (1996) used a data quality 

matrix consisting o f five data quality indicators (DQIs). For the purposes o f this 

thesis, the data quality matrix is used, as it is a quick and effective method to make 

parameter uncertainty operational in the LCA results. Unfortunately, the other 

methods mentioned above require further information on the uncertainties o f the 

data, which is not always available. In addition, the sole use o f stochastic modeling 

falls short of addressing other aspects o f uncertainty and variability, which can be 

captured through the data quality matrix, as argued by (Coulon, R., Camobreco, V., 

Teilon, H. and Besnainou, J., 1997:182):

However useful stochastic models are in terms o f conveying the 

uncertainty o f LCA results to decision makers, they fall short of 

addressing the true quality o f the data, or rather the adequacy o f the 

data used, with regard to the scope o f the project.

Before a discussion o f the specific data quality matrix used during this thesis - as 

developed by Weideama and Wesanes (1996) - it is appropriate to briefly discus data 

quality indicators in general, which will be used during this thesis to incorporate the 

parameter uncertainty in the LCA results.
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5.1.1.1 Data Quality Indicators
The selection and application of data quality indicators for specific data should be 

made by practitioners (the people/person conducting the LCA) based on the nature of 

the data and on the uses to which it will be put. Early approaches were developed by 

SET AC (1994) and the EPA (1995), and were based on large numbers of data quality 

indicators. In SET AC (1994) the list o f relevant indicators is quite extensive, 

including indicators that can both be quantitative (accuracy, bias, completeness, 

distribution, homogeneity, precision and uncertainty) and qualitative (accessibility, 

applicability, comparability, consistency, derived models, identification of 

anomalies, peer review, representativeness, reproducibility, stability and 

transparency). From this list it can be seen that the DQI can incorporate all the types 

of data uncertainty and variability (parameter, model, uncertainty due to choices, 

spatial and temporal) in the results, albeit sometimes only qualitatively.

According to the ISO draft (1996:13), where a LCA study is used to support a 

comparative assertion1 that is disclosed to the public, then the following data quality 

indicators should be used:

• Precision - measure o f the variability o f the data values for each data category 

expressed (e.g., variance).

• Completeness - percentage o f locations reporting primary data from the potential 

number in existence for each data category in a unit process.

• Representatives - qualitative assessment o f the degree to which the data set 

reflects the true population o f interests (i.e., geographic, time period and 

technology coverage).

• Consistency - qualitative assessment of how uniformly the study methodology is 

applied to the various components of the analysis.

1 A comparative assertion is when an LCA is used to compare two different produce or processed results in a 
conclusive statement amount the environmental performance of the product of process.
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• Reproducibility - qualitative assessment of the extent to which information about 

the methodology and data values allows an independent practitioner to reproduce 

the results.

The disadvantages o f using data quality indicators is summarised by Coulon, et al. 

(1997:179) who suggest that ‘the biggest objection to these systems is that they often 

do not provide a summary statement of the data quality o f the final result5. This is 

often difficult to do, as it involves the aggregation o f indicators, which is discouraged 

during this thesis (see section 5.1.2.2 for further discussion)

5.1.1.2 Data Quality Matrix
One useful and well documented qualitative method to evaluate the quality o f the 

data is through a data quality matrix or ‘pedigree matrix5, using essentially the same 

data quality indicators as those defined by SETAC and EPA above. This method 

was originally proposed in Weideman (1994) following work undertaken by 

Funtowicz and Ravetz (1990). An improved version o f the matrix was published by 

Weidema and Wesnaes, (1996), followed by a third and further improved version 

(Weideman, 1998). Several authors have reported successful application o f this 

matrix, in its various stages o f revision, to specific studies (Kusko and Hunt, 1996; 

Labouze and Roederer, 1996; Stromberg, L., Haglind, I., Jacobson B., Ekvall, T., 

Eriksson, E., Kama, A., Pajula, T., 1997; Van der Ven, 1997). However, it has not 

as yet been applied to the construction sector. For these reasons, this matrix is used 

during this thesis. The components o f the matrix are presented in Table 5.1.

Some authors have suggested small modifications to the matrix for application to 

specific uses. For example, for use in the pulp and paper industry, Stromberg et al.

(1997) suggested a more sensitive indicator for temporal correlation (with only one 

year between each score as opposed to the 3, 6, 10, and 15 years in the original 

matrix). However, Weidema (1998:259) criticised this modification as:

‘Such modification for specific applications will make comparison 

between different studies more difficult, and would thus work against one
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of the main objectives o f using the matrix, namely the easy 

communication of the data quality assessment’.

For the purposes o f this thesis, the temporal indicator is left unchanged; however, it 

is acknowledged that certain industrial sectors may need a more sensitive indicator. 

As long as the temporal indicators for specific industrial sectors can be agreed upon, 

Weidema’s (1998) criticism above with regard to the hindering o f comparisons 

should not be relevant.

In addition, Wrisberg et al. (1997), suggest aggregating the indicators. Weidema 

(1998:259) advises against this as ‘the scores do not represent any ‘amount’ o f data 

quality (for example, a score o f two for an indicator is not the same as a score o f two 

for another indicator, nor is a score o f four necessarily twice as problematic as a 

score o f two on the same indicator)’.

There are a few disadvantages assoicated with using the matrix. The matrix was 

designed to be ‘generally applicable for all types o f process in all sectors of society.’ 

(Weidema 1998:259). However, the interpretation o f the scores depends on the 

specific process, industrial sector, the purpose of the LCA, and the importance o f the 

processes within the specific life cycle. To explain this, Weidema (1998:259) gives 

examples:

‘A score o f two on ‘geographical correlation’ could well be acceptable for 

process types with little geographical variations, while it would be 

unacceptable for processes with large variation (e.g., agricultural 

processes, which are very climate dependent). Likewise, a score of two 

on ‘temporal correlation’ could be regarded as problematic in very rapidly 

developing sectors (for example, the electronic and pulp and paper 

industry), while it would not give rise for concern to other sectors.’

It can therefore be seen that the application o f a data quality score is somewhat a 

subjective process, although every effort should be made to make the process as 

prescriptive as possible. Weidema (1998) carried out a test to ascertain how accurate 

the matrix is when different people assign scores to the same set o f data. He found
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that by having seven people independently scoring the same 10 data sets, 36% 

deviated from agreed scores: 64% o f these were found to be deviating from a 

neighbouring score. Although deviations o f the score do highlight the subjective 

element o f this technique it is still a very useful tool to aid data quality assessment 

and is a good way to highlight the most serious problems concerning data quality.

The matrix is only designed to evaluate parameter uncertainty, spatial and temporal 

variability and the variability between source and objects. The matrix can not 

indicate other types o f uncertainty and variability, including uncertainty due to 

choices and model uncertainty. In addition, the matrix has only been applied to the 

inventory data and therefore not capturing the uncertainty and variability in the 

impact assessment data. Table 5.1 details five ‘data quality’ indicators, which are 

discussed in detail below.

Table 5.1 Pedigree matrix, Weidema (1996:263)

' 1 2 3 4 5
Reliability o f  
the source

Verified data 
based on 
measurements3

Verified data 
partly based on 
assumptions or 
non-verified data 
based on 
measurements

Non-verified 
data partly 
based on 
assumptions

Qualified 
estimate (e.g. by 
industrial 
expert)

Non-qualified
estimate

Completeness Representative 
data from 
sufficient sample 
of sites over an 
adequate period to 
even out normal 
fluctuations

Representative 
data from a 
smaller number o f  
sites but for 
adequate periods

Representative 
data from an 
adequate 
number o f  sites 
but from shorter 
periods

Representative 
data but from a 
smaller number 
o f  sites and 
shorter periods 
or incomplete 
data from an 
adequate 
number o f sites 
and periods

Representativeness 
unknown or 
incomplete data 
from a smaller 
number o f  sites 
and/or from shorter 
periods

Temporal
correlation

Less than three 
years o f difference 
to year o f  study

Less than six 
years difference

Less than 10 
years o f  
difference

Less than 15 
years o f  
difference

Age of data 
unknown or more 
than 15 years o f  
difference

Geographical
correlation

Data from area 
under study

Average data from 
larger area in 
which the area 
under study is 
included

Data from area 
with similar 
production 
conditions

Data from area 
with slightly 
similar 
production 
conditions

Data from unknown 
area or area with 
very different 
production 
conditions

Further
technological
correlation

Data from 
enterprises, 
processes and 
materials under 
study

Data from 
processes and 
materials under 
study but from 
different 
enterprises

Data from 
processes and 
materials under 
study but from 
different 
technology

Data on related 
processes or 
materials but 
same
technology

Data on related 
processes or 
materials but 
different technology

2 Verification may take place in several ways, e.g. on-site checking, recalculation, mass balances or cross-checks with other
sources

3 Includes calculated data (e.g. emissions calculated from inputs to a process), when the basis for calculation is measurements 
(e.g. measured inputs). If the calculation is based partly on assumptions, the score should be two or three.
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The indicator ‘Reliability of Source’ describes ‘the acquisition methods and 

verification procedures, which were used to obtain the data’ (Weidema, 1998:263). 

As the score does not indicate the type o f sources or origin, but the reliability o f the 

source, both literature data, calculated data, and data from production sites can vary 

from 1 to 5

The indicator ‘Completeness’ describes

Whether parts o f the data are missing as well as the statistical 

representativeness o f the data, i.e. whether the sample includes 

a sufficient number o f data sets and whether the period is 

adequate to even out normal fluctuations. Missing parts of 

data are judged as more problematic (score 4 or 5) than 

missing representavivness (scores 2 to 4) (Weidema,

1998:263).

The indicator ‘Temporal Correlation’ expresses the ‘degree of accordance between 

the year o f the study and the year of collection for the obtained data’ (Weidema, 

1998:263). As technology develops quicker in some sectors of industry than others, 

temporal differences in the data will be more sensitive in some sectors. This is less

o f a problem during this thesis as the civil engineering industry does not develop as

quickly as other industries, for example, I.T. Nevertheless, as a rule, every effort 

should be made to collect recent data.

The indicator ‘Geographical Correlation’ expresses the ‘degree o f conformity 

between the production conditions (determined by both technical, natural 

geographical and societal circumstances) in the area relevant for the study and in the 

geographical area covered by the obtained data’ (Weidema, 1998:263). The 

production methods and the production conditions can be very different in the USA 

(large-scale production, modem technology) compared with East-European countries 

(smaller scale production, older technology).

Every effort should be made to source data from the country of origin in which the 

LCA is undertaken. If this is not possible, one should source data from the nearest
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country not in geographical distance, but in relation to the parameters being assessed 

(environmental legislation and technology).

The indicator ‘Further Technological Correlation’ concerns all other aspects o f 

correlation other than temporal and geographical. For instance, ‘although the data 

may be the desired age and representative of the desired geographical area, it may 

not be representative o f the specific enterprise, processes or materials under study.’ 

(Weidema, 1998:263)

During this thesis, one slight change has been made to the application o f the matrix. 

In the original method it was stated that the matrix should be applied to every data 

point, which is an extremely time consuming and arduous task. To streamline this 

process, the matrix has only been applied to each system or sub-system. For 

example, a matrix has been calculated for Portland Cement as a whole rather than for 

the individual aspects such as energy and emissions to air.

The method used to calculate these matrices for the data points has been designed to 

reflect a worst case scenario. Consider the issue of reliability, if  the energy data for a 

particular system had been taken from a non-qualified estimate, yet the rest o f the 

data had been taken from verified data based on measurement, the matrix score for 

reliability would be five, reflecting the data point taken from the non-qualified 

estimate. It may well be the case that this non-qualified estimate for energy is 

insignificant. However, by giving the score o f five, any areas of concern that needs 

to be investigated further, will be highlighted. Reflecting on these problems, 

Weidema (1998) suggests that subjective data quality management be restricted to 

internal data quality management.

The main advantage o f the matrix is that it is relatively simple to undertake and will 

provide a quick and informative description regarding the quality o f the data. This 

will enable the practitioner to highlight potential data problems in order for further 

analysis (for example sensitivity analysis) to take place.
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Now that parameter uncertainty has been discussed, along with a method to 

incorporate it in the LCA results, the discussion can now focus on the other aspects 

o f uncertainty and variability highlighted by Huijbgregts, (1998).

5 .1 .2  M odel Uncertainty

Some aspects cannot be modeled within the present LCA structure, which leads to 

model uncertainties. For instance, ‘spatial and temporal characteristics are lost by 

the aggregation o f emissions in the inventory analysis’ (Huijbregets, 1998:275). In 

addition, in some impact assessment methods, notably EI95, it is assumed that 

ecological process respond in a linear manner to environmental interventions and that 

threshold interventions are disregarded (Owens, 1996). The conclusion o f this is that 

even when parameter uncertainty is very low, if  the model uncertainty is high, 

drawing conclusions from the results can be problematic. For example, currently 

only information on the molecular weight and the amount o f acid potentially 

produced from emitted substances and a reference substance are needed to compute 

acidification factors (Heijungs et al. 1992). Hence, parameter uncertainty is very 

low, but model uncertainty can be significant as the fate of the substances and the 

site-specific critical loads are not evaluated.

As LCA develops, so do the complexities o f the models used in the impact 

assessment stage, which will eventually lead to more accurate results. This is 

reflected in the reduction o f model uncertainty through the use o f non-linear 

modeling (Wrisberg, et al, 1997) and through the use o f multi-media modeling 

(Guinee, et al. 1996; Heijungs, 1996). The model uncertainties in the impact 

assessment methods used in this thesis EI95 and EI99 are discussed in Chapter Four. 

Although exact figures for uncertainty can not be modeled at present, Chapter Four 

does highlight the areas of concern. Unfortunately, many LCA studies in the 

literature fail to clearly represent their model uncertainty -  even qualitatively.
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5 .1 .3  Uncertainty d u e  to c h o ic e s

There are many value choices that need to be made when conducting an LCA and it 

is these decisions which reflect the subjective nature in the LCA process. Exploring 

the effects o f these choices on the results is an important and often omitted element 

o f LCA. Examples of choices leading to uncertainty in the inventory analysis 

include choices concerning the functional unit, the allocation procedure for multi

output process, weighting processes, and model choices during the impact 

assessment stage.

Uncertainty due to choices can be incorporated within an LCA by means o f 

standardization, peer review and scenario analysis (Huijbregets, 1998). Firstly, 

standardization has been attempted with the ISO 14040 series of standards for LCA. 

However, these standards are not very prescriptive and give LCA practitioners a 

significant number of choices which still need to be made and could therefore still 

lead to uncertainty due to choices.

Secondly, the LCA community often recommends peer reviews of the LCA study. 

Vigon (1993) recommends that a peer review process be established and 

implemented as early as possible in any study that will be used in the public forum. 

However, it is unclear how many studies actually implement this or by what criteria 

are the reviewers chosen. LCAs on complex products and processes may need each 

different technical aspect o f the LCA to be peer reviewed by a number o f different 

people. This can become very time consuming and impractical; nevertheless, 

attempts should be made to validate the study. Where this is not possible, the 

technical aspects that could not be peer reviewed should be made explicit.

Finally, scenario analysis, here, uncertainty due to choices can be made operational 

using scenario analysis, which indicate the effect for LCA outcomes using several 

combinations o f choices (Lindfords et al. 1995). For instance, a scenario analysis 

can show the difference in LCA outcomes due to the application of different 

allocation procedures, characterization methods and weighting methods. These
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different choices or scenarios can be incorporated in the LCA results by sensitivity 

analysis (see section 5.2).

5 .1 .4  Spatial Variability

In most LCAs, spatial variability including the different physical, chemical, and 

ecological properties o f the environment, background concentrations o f chemical and 

human population density, are generally not taken into account (Heijungs et al. 1992; 

Guniee et al. 1996). Huijbregts (1998:276) states that ‘in most LCAs, all 

environmental interventions are summed up regardless o f the spatial context o f the 

intervention, introducing model uncertainty.’ This means that information such as 

whether the emissions are released into a river or the sea are lost.

Methods to deal with spatial variability are at present limited. Not only is a 

significant proportion o f the site specific inventory data not always available, but the 

site specific, physico-chemical properties of the site in which outputs are released are 

similarly not known. The amount o f data needed for such assessment would also 

make LCA unfeasible to use at present. There are developments to improve this in 

the form of multimedia modeling, which will not only help reduce model uncertainty 

but factor in some site-specific information into the calculations. The EI99 method 

begins to incorporate some multimedia modeling within their impact assessment 

methods. However, spatial variability is an issue which is generally not well 

represented in the LCA results, similar to model uncertainty these issues were 

discussed in Chapter Four.

5 .1 .5  Tem poral Variability

LCA emissions data are commonly obtained by dividing yearly emission by yearly 

production and therefore relative changes in emission over short periods o f time are 

lost. This hides important information, including the risk o f a short, sharp increase in 

emissions, which can have a greater impact on the environment than if  the emissions 

were released slowly over time.
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A second type o f temporal variability can be incorporated in the impact assessment 

stage. Global warming potentials, ozone depletions potential and photochemical 

ozone creation potential differ, depending on the chosen time horizon to integrate 

potential effects (Houghton, et al. 1995). The temporal variability in these 

characterization factors is caused by the difference in time horizons used to calculate 

the impacts. This can be made operational in the LCA outcomes by using sensitivity 

analysis to compare several chosen time horizons.

5 .1 .6  Variability b etw een  so u r c e s  and ob jects

This can have a significant influence on the LCA outcome and can exist in both the 

inventory and impact assessment stages. There are many examples which cause 

variability in life cycle inventories, including the use of different technologies in 

factories that produce the same materials (Boustead, 1993; Hanssen and Asbjorsen 

1996). Furthermore, variability between objects exists in the characterization phase, 

for example, ‘variability in human characteristics, such as body weight, consumption 

o f food products and sensitivity of toxic substances.’ (Huijbregts, 1998:226).

This LCA variability in the inventory data can be incorporated by using the same 

data quality assessment demonstrated in parameter uncertainty, while the impact 

assessment model on the whole picks up the variability occurring in the impact 

assessment data. In addition, expert judgement and peer review can also be used.

Now that it is clear what the different types of uncertainty and variability are, along 

with some methods to incorporate them in the LCA results, the discussion can now 

continue by discussing the last three aspects o f the interpretation stage.

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is used to understand the effects o f changes in the inventory or 

model data. It is important to undertake a sensitivity analysis to determine the effects 

that a slight change in any data point may have on the final results. In doing so, it
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highlights which data points are sensitive to slight changes and have a big impact on 

the final outcomes. These data points can then be the focus o f further scrutiny.

Although sensitivity analysis is very useful, it can also be very impractical due to the 

large amounts o f data points. Therefore, it is suggested that a sensitivity analysis 

should be carried out where the DQI have shown Tow quality data’ and where 

dominance analysis has shown environmental ‘hot spots’. Where the sensitivity 

analysis shows that the end results are dependent on such data, these items can be 

examined further before decisions are made. In addition, the sensitivity analysis 

should also be used to model the changes in the inventory or model data brought 

about through temporal and spatial variability, uncertainty due to choices and 

variability between sources and objects. This has sometimes been called scenario 

analysis (Lindfords et al. 1995).

Scenario analysis is concerned with the different options, decisions and value 

judgements which can be input into the inventory or impact assessment. Many of 

these choices require value based subjective judgements to be made on a range of 

issues including temporal, spatial, toxicity and environmental impacts. By using 

scenario analysis, the LCA can attempt to understand the uncertainty due to choices. 

This is an area that is significantly overlooked in LCA. The EI99 method draws on 

ideas from ‘Cultural Theory’ in order to try to model the subjective judgement in 

LCA, as well as a number o f different scenarios based on the individual case studies. 

These include subjective decisions which could be made on different data sets, 

boundaries and future model prediction. The concept o f Cultural Theory is explained 

below.

5.2 .1  T he C on cep t o f Cultural T heory

Hofstetter (1998) has analyzed the problem of modeling subjectivity in LCA and 

proposes the use o f Cultural Theory. Cultural Theory seeks to explain why people 

want what they want, as well as how they go about getting it (Thompson et al. 1990). 

Five basic value systems or cultures can be distinguished (ibid.). Although this 

theory does not imply that there are only five types o f people, neither does it assume
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that a person conforms to the viewpoints of a single group in a consistent way. The 

five archetypes are:

1) Individualist -  Free from strong links to the group and to externally imposed 

prescriptions. All limits are provisional and subject to negotiation. Although 

they are relatively free from others they are engaged in controlling others.

2) Egalitarians -  Have strong links to the group but weak links to externally 

imposed prescriptions. There is no internal role differentiation, with 

relationships between group members often being ambiguous with conflict 

common.

3) Hierarchists -  Have strong links to the group and to externally imposed 

prescriptions. Here, people are both controlling and controlled, with a high 

degree o f stability.

4) Fatalists -  Have a strong link to externally imposed prescriptions but not to the 

group. They act individually and are usually controlled by others.

5) Autonomists -  These are assumed to be a small group who escape the 

manipulative forces o f the group and externally composed prescriptions.

(Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1998:18)

Unfortunately the last two classifications cannot be used to generate alternative 

impact assessment data sets, as the fatalists tend to have no opinion on such 

preferences, as they are guided by what others say, while the autonomist cannot be 

captured in anyway, as they think completely independently (Hofstetter, 1998).

The real value o f Cultural Theory is that it can predict a wide range o f basic attitudes 

and assumptions for the three remaining archetypes. From these predictions the 

perspectives can be used to provide a basis for importing modelling choices per 

archetype. As a result, three different set o f value choices, and thus three versions of 

the damage models can be developed. This can be explained further by using the 

Human Health impact caused by carcinogens as an example. From the Individualists 

perspective only ‘proven damages’ ie. only LARC class 1 is included as they are 

characterised as ‘risk-seeking’. From the Egalitarians perspective all LARC groups 

that may cause cancer are included as they are categorised as risk averse, while from
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the Hierarchists perspective IARC group 1 and 2 are included as they are categorised 

as ‘risk accepting’, striking an balance between the probability o f a substance 

causing cancer and the evidence.

The basic attitudes related to the value systems that can be used in EI99 are 

summarised in Table 5.2

Table 5.2 Typical values in three different perspectives (in Hofstetter, 1998 adapted

from Thompson et al. 1990)

Archetypes:

Predictions:

Egalitarian Hierarchists

Criteria Argument Experience Evidence

Management style
:

Preventive Adaptive Control

Distribution Parity Priority Proportionality

Perception o f  Time Long term dominates 

short term

Short term dominates 

long term

Balanced distinction 

between short and long 

term

Intergeneration

responsibility

Present<Future Present>Future Present = Future

View o f  resources Depleting Abundant Scarce

Perception o f  need and Can manage needs but not Can manage needs and Can manage resources but

resources resources resources not needs

Energy future Low growth (radical 

change now)

Business as usual Middle o f  the road 

(technical fix)

Attitude to nature Attentive Laissez-faire Regulatory

Attitude towards humans Construct egalitarian 

society

Channel rather than 

change

Restrict behaviour

Attitudes towards 

resources

Need reducing strategy Manage needs and 

resources

Increase resources

Perception(myth) of 

nature

Nature ephemeral Nature benign Nature perverse/tolerant

Perception o f  human 

nature

Bom  good, malleable Self-seeking Sinful

Attitude towards risk Risk-aversive Risk-seeking Risk-accepting

The hierarchical version is used as the default, while the other two can be used to 

model the uncertainty in the outcomes o f choice. If the conclusion drawn from an 

LCA remains the same, independently o f the perspective, we can conclude the result 

is independent o f the perspective and thus is also independent on assumptions o f time
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frame, the required level of proof, age weighting, etc. If the conclusions change, one 

can conclude that the answer depends on the perspective and therefore the value 

choices of each LCA need to be made explicit. The utilisation of Cultural Theory 

gives the EI99 method an excellent opportunity to model value choices, which has 

been omitted from the LCA studies in the literature.

5.3 Dominance Analysis

The idea of dominance analysis is discussed in LCANET (1997). The analysis is 

designed to identify the most important contributors to the total results or individual 

aspect. The technique have also been termed ‘hot spot’ identification (Heijungs 

1996). This analysis form an important part o f the third research question for this 

thesis, i.e., what and where are the environmental impact of civil engineering 

projects? The dominant impacts give a important interpretation o f the important 

impact within the system under study and have been defined as 20% or more o f the 

systems’ total contribution (Anderrson and Ohlsson 1999).

5.4 Marginal Analysis

Marginal analysis is discussed in LCANET (1997), but, as yet, there is little 

discussions o f such an analysis in the LCA literature. Marginal analysis is concerned 

with the evaluation o f possible scenarios changing the actual processes under study. 

For example, what happens if  process A is changed to process B? This thesis is not 

directly concerned with identifying process improvement and in addition, the results 

o f this evaluation must be viewed in conjunction with economic and social data 

before any decision regarding improvements are made. As such, although a valuable 

step, marginal analysis is outside the scope o f the LCA case studies undertaken in 

this thesis.

To summarise, in this chapter a wide range of interpretation techniques have been 

discussed. Many o f which have little discussion in the literature. The interpretation 

techniques which are utilised in this thesis are uncertainty and variability, sensitivity, 

and dominance analysis. Although every effort is made to analyse the effects o f the 

all the different types o f uncertainty and variability, in practice, this is not possible
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here. As such, if  not actually analysed, the thesis will ‘flag up’ issues for further 

work.

This concludes the last stage o f the LCA and ends the literature review. The thesis 

has identified civil engineering as a significant contributor to local, regional and 

global environmental impacts and has identified and discussed current LCA 

methodology as a way to evaluate the regional and global environmental impacts 

over the whole life of two aspect o f civil engineering -  road and wastewater 

treatment projects. From here the thesis will now focus on the research design which 

will outline the structure for the proposed research.
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Chapter Six - Research Design

Chapters Two, Three, Four and Five have set the context of this thesis, outlined the Life 

Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology and demonstrated the problems with current 

environmental evaluation, highlighting the need for tools such as LCA. These chapters 

have also shown that some aspects of the LCA methodology are currently at the 

developmental stage; therefore further questions need to be addressed before the method 

can be successfully applied as an environmental management tool in industry and 

commerce. This Chapter describes the research design for the present study, which will 

be used to structure the evaluation of LCA methodology within the civil engineering 

sector.

6.1 Research Design
Yin (1994:19) states that “A research design is the logic that links the data to be 

collected (and the conclusions to be drawn) to the initial questions.” He goes on to 

explain that “A research design is an action plan for getting from here to there, where 

here may be defined as the initial set of questions to be answered, and there is some set 

of conclusions about the questions.” Between ‘here’ and ‘there’ are a number of major 

steps, including the collection and analysis of relevant data.

The research design addresses four areas: What questions to study, what data is relevant, 

what data to collect, and how to analyse the results (Philliber, Schwab and Samsloss, 

1980). Yin (1994:20) similarly lists five components for a case study research design:

1) Study questions

2) Propositions, if any

3) Unit(s) of analysis

4) The logic that links the data to the propositions

5) The criteria for interpreting the findings
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Here, the ‘study question’ and ‘propositions’ have been combined and discussed as 

Research Questions. ‘What data is relevant’, ‘what data to collect’ and ‘case study 

design’ have been combined and discussed as Unit(s) of Analysis, whilst the ‘logic that 

links the data to the propositions’ and the ‘criteria for interpreting findings’ has been 

discussed under the Analysis of Results.

Each of these three aspects of the research design - Research Question, Unit(s) of 

Analysis and Analysis of Results - will be discussed along with a discussion on case 

study research, which has been selected as the appropriate sampling strategy for data 

collection. The justification for this selection has been discussed in Section 6.3.

6.2 Research Questions
This thesis addresses three main research questions.

1) How applicable is LCA methodology to civil engineering?

2) How can LCA methodology be improved, specifically in relation to civil engineering 

processes?

3) What are the whole life environmental impacts of civil engineering projects and 

where do they occur?

The review of the LCA literature in Chapter Three demonstrated the general usefulness 

of the LCA tool, illustrated by numerous LCAs undertaken for a number of different 

reasons, including product comparisons, process improvements, waste stream 

management, marketing and customer requirements (Curran, 1996). However, Chapter 

Three Section 3.7 also showed that the application of LCA methodology in the civil 

engineering sector, particularly with regard to road projects, has been slow, resulting in a 

gap in knowledge in the literature. The majority of previous LCA studies have focused 

on the assessment of products (Flood, 1992), whilst few have concerned processes, and 

only one significant study has been applied to roads (Stripple, 1995). Likewise, in the 

wastewater treatment sector, a handful of research projects have been undertaken 

including Emmerson et al. (1995), Roeleveld et al. (1997) and Tillman et al. (1998),
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however, much of this work has not fully utilised the LCA methodology, particularly 

with regard to the impact assessment and interpretation stages. This has severely limited 

the insights of these works.

Answering the first research question listed above will address a gap in knowledge in the 

literature by applying LCA methodology to two civil engineering cases: a road and 

wastewater treatment works. In order to determine the applicability of LCA 

methodology the research will address issues identified in the previous Chapters 

including data collection, data quality, impact assessment, uncertainty, variability and 

sensitivity of the results.

Many of these issues have not been addressed in previous LCAs. By conducting LCA 

case studies in the present research, the strengths and weakness of the method in relation 

to the civil engineering processes can be assessed, leading to new knowledge and 

theoretical insights. The second research question, regarding how the LCA method 

could be improved, is designed to build upon the first by identifying possible 

improvements to the current LCA method.

In answering these research questions, two rather large civil engineering projects were 

chosen to conduct an LCA because little is known about the whole life environmental 

impact of these processes. This was done as it is not appropriate to focus on smaller, 

more particular aspects of these processes until it has been identified which particular 

aspects or areas have the greatest environmental burden. As little LCA analysis has 

been done in the areas of roads and wastewater treatment works, the two LCAs can been 

seen as significant scoping exercises. Once this study has been completed, further more 

focused work can be initiated on areas which this study has identified as significant.

The third research question is designed to evaluate the whole life environmental impacts 

of civil engineering projects in a quantitative manner and, in addition, to ascertain where 

these impacts are occurring throughout the whole life of these projects, for example, 

manufacture, transport, and operations stages. The identification of environmental
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‘hotspots’1 through the use of dominance analysis is at the crux of this question and is 

concerned with identifying the part or parts of the process with the largest environmental 

impact. These ‘hotspots’ can then be the subject of further research if required. 

Heijungs (1996) notes that the term ‘hotspot’ could also be used to reflect an area where 

the product or process improvement leads to the highest environmental gain.

The identification of the environmental ‘hot spots’ or dominant aspects is a significant 

part of this research as there is often confusion and misunderstanding, particularly in the 

construction industry, as to what the significant environmental impact of their process or 

products are. For example, the construction, operation and maintenance of a road have 

in many cases been regarded as less significant compared with the impact of a vehicle 

using the road during its lifetime. However, no evidence for this has yet been produced, 

especially using a whole life perspective Stripple (1995).

Before moving on to the remaining two parts of the research design (Units of Analysis 

and Analysis of Results) it is prudent to address the choice of research strategy.

6.3 Case Study Research
This section will address why the case study method was selected for this research, why 

it was an appropriate method and how the cases were selected.

A case study can be defined as:

A strategy for doing research, which involves an empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its 

real life context using multiple sources of evidence. (Robson,

1985).

Yin (1994:4) highlights three considerations for choosing a research strategy:

1 The term ‘hotspot’ has also been referred to as ‘key issue’ by Heijungs (1996)
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1) The type of research question posed.

2) The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events.

3) The degree of focus on contemporary, as opposed to historical events.

These considerations are discussed below in relation to the research strategy decision 

made in this thesis.

Consideration 1: Research questions one and two focus on the ‘how’ question. This type 

of question is said to be more ‘exploratory’ and likely to lead to the use of case studies, 

histories and experiments (Yin, 1994:6).

Consideration 2: Experiments, enable the investigator to directly, precisely and 

systematically manipulate behaviour through the control of one or two isolated 

variables, which can be ‘controlled’. This may be ruled out as a possible method for this 

research as such conditions do not apply.

Consideration 3: Firstly, the historical method is appropriate for dealing with the past 

when no relevant persons are alive to report, even retrospectively. Here the researcher 

must rely on primary and secondary documents. Although primary and secondary 

documents may be used during this thesis, the work will not deal with the ‘dead’ past 

and therefore histories can be ruled out as a strategy.

This leaves case studies as the only appropriate method.

6.3.1 W hy a c a s e  study?
A common misconception is that the various research strategies should be arranged 

hierarchically with case studies being appropriate for the exploratory phase of 

investigation, surveys and histories for the descriptive phase, and experiments as being 

the only way of doing explanatory and causal inquiries (Yin, 1994). The hierarchical 

view reinforced the idea that case studies were only an explanatory tool and could not be
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used to describe or test properties (Platt, 1992). However, Yin (1994:3) states that “the 

hierarchical view is incorrect”, further stating that one can have exploratory case studies, 

descriptive case studies, or explanatory case studies (Yin 1981a, 1981b), although the 

boundaries between the three different strategies are not clear-cut. This viewpoint has 

subsequently been verified by numerous successful case studies consisting of 

exploratory, descriptive and explanatory cases (see Yin, 1994:4-5 for examples).

As defined above, a case study is preferred when examining contemporary events, but 

where relevant behaviours can not be manipulated. Yin (1994:8) expands on this:

The case study relies on many of the same techniques as a history, 

but it adds two sources of evidence not usually included in the 

historian’s repertoire: direct observation and systematic interviewing.

Again, although case studies and histories can overlap the case 

study’s unique strength is its ability to deal with a full variety of 

evidence -  documents, interviews and observations.

Collecting such a variety of evidence is important for this thesis; indeed, LCA studies 

document these multiple sources of evidence during their data collection (Emmerson et 

al. 1995). As such, many LCA studies use case studies as the research/sampling 

strategy.

The flexibility of the case study is utilised during this thesis, with the two cases studies 

drawing on a variety of data collection methods ranging from interviews and secondary 

data analysis . Due to the large amount of data needed for LCAs, secondary data 

analysis is an important method, enabling a LCA study to focus on the substantial issues 

of the LCA rather than the problems of collecting new data.

2 There are many definitions of secondary data analysis. For this thesis the definition be Dale et al. (1998:4) will 
suffice: ‘analysis of data by anyone other than those responsible for its original commission or collection.
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Moreover, many of these studies have been used to answer similar research question to 

the ones posed in this thesis (see Emmerson et al. 1995; Rafenberg, C., and Meyer, E., 

1998; Tillman, et al. 1998).

The criteria and considerations for choosing the case study strategy indicate that this 

strategy fits well with the purpose of this thesis and it has therefore been selected as the 

most appropriate research/sampling strategy. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to discuss 

some of the disadvantages of the case study strategy.

6 .3 .2  D isad van tages of c a s e  stu d ies
When undertaking research, it is important to understand the disadvantages and 

traditional prejudices against the chosen method, so one can minimise and account for 

both wherever possible. Three core issues are discussed here: generalizability, rigour 

and time.

Generalizability

Case studies do not use large samples, instead they focus on specific cases. Therefore, 

the question of how much of what you observe or test in a case study can be transposed 

to other cases (generalizability) must be addressed. There seems to be a ‘catch 22’ 

situation. Case studies are done when the subject area is too complex to be properly 

understood by any other method, however; once the area has been studied what 

conclusions can be drawn? Yin’s answer (1994:10) to the question of generalizability is 

that:

Case studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions 

and not to populations or universes. In this sense, the case study, like the 

experiment, does not represent a “sample”, and the investigator’s goal is to 

expand and generalize theories (analytical generalization) and not to 

enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization).
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Rigour

There has been a tendency for case studies to be conducted loosely, which has allowed 

biased views to influence the direction of the findings and conclusions (Yin, 1994). 

However, bias can enter into the conduct of experiments (see Rosenthal, 1966), surveys 

(Sudman and Bradbom, 1982), and historical research (Gottschalk, 1968), while sloppy 

research can misrepresent any strategy and is not a critique of the strategy, but the 

researcher.

Time

Finally, case study research has been criticised as taking too long to do (Yin, 1994). 

However, this does not necessarily have to be true. Some case studies will use specific 

methods of data collection, such as ethnography3 or participant-observation, both of 

which require a significant investment in time and fieldwork. However, not all case 

studies depend on such methods; some may even be conducted solely in libraries or 

through the use of a telephone.

Nevertheless, typically a large amount of information will be needed to conduct a LCA, 

and hence data collection can be time consuming - Treloar et al. (1999b) note that fully 

developed LCAs are time consuming and costly to prepare. Yet the length of time 

needed to collect the data partly reflects the complexity of evaluating environmental 

issues, and hence the considerable length of time needed to undertake an LCA case 

study is unavoidable.

As previously discussed the criteria for using case studies fit well with the proposed 

research. The disadvantages discussed above are either minimal or can be avoided. It is 

therefore concluded that using case studies as a research/sampling strategy is the best 

way to proceed. The discussion can now return to the research design and consider the 

Unit(s) of Analysis.

3 Ethnography is the scientific description of races and cultures of human kind
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6.4 Unit(s) of Analysis
What constitutes a case study ranges from studies on individuals to those on whole 

countries. In order to define a case study more specifically -  in terms of boundaries and 

types - this section will discuss:

1) Case study design -  including defining system boundaries for cases.

2) Selection of case studies.

3) Non-comparative versus comparative case studies.

6.4.1 C a se  Study D esign
One of the first decisions to be made is whether to choose single or multiple cases. The 

rational for a signal case design is that the case should be one of the following: a 

‘critical case\ an ‘extreme or unique case’ or a ‘revelatory case\ Yin (1994:38-40)4. 

As none of these criteria fit the rationale for this thesis a multiple case design is more 

appropriate. Moreover, it is important to conduct the second case in order to increase 

the generalizability of the work through replication logic (Yin, 1994). In this thesis, 

utilising two cases enables the work to contrast two different aspects of civil engineering 

(roads and wastewater treatment works) and adds a degree of robustness to the work 

(Herroit, R. E., and Firestone, W. A., 1983). This enables greater generalizability about 

the applicability of the LCA methodology throughout the civil engineering sector, 

instead of just to one aspect, for example roads. Within civil engineering, other cases 

could have been chosen such as a bridge or a tunnel, and the addition of further case 

studies would have added to the generalizability of the thesis, however, it was necessary 

to limit the number of cases to two, due to resource and time constraints.

The principal disadvantage of using a multiple case design is that “they can require 

extensive time beyond the means of a single student or independent research 

investigator” (Yin, 1994:45). Indeed, it has been suggested by Hammond (p.c., January 

9th 1998), that a ‘live’5 LCA case study can take between 6-9 months. For this reason, as

4 Other minor justification included pilot studies.

5 A ‘live’ case study refers to a case, which is conducted on a current, operational project.
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well as problems identifying a second case study, one ‘live’ case study (the case on 

roads) and one case study from secondary data sources have been chosen. However, 

collection of data from the literature is not ideal, as it is sometimes difficult to check the 

accuracy of such data. To combat this problem extra attention should be paid to check 

the accuracy of the secondary data wherever possible, using techniques such as peer- 

review, and alternative data records. The selection of a case from secondary sources, 

although not ideal, adds a new perceptive to the research as now a comparison can be 

undertaken between the undertaking of an LCA case based on primary and secondary 

data.

The road case was chosen as the ‘live’ study due to the sparsity of literature in this area 

of civil engineering, leading to an acute lack o f suitable data. Hence, the requirement of 

a ‘live’ case in order to generate the primary data. In contrast, the literature on 

wastewater treatment processes was found to be sufficient to provide a good base of data 

that can be utilised in this study. Moreover, accessing a ‘live’ case study is extremely 

difficult. Approaches were made to various organisations to find a ‘live’ WTW case, 

but none could be provided.

By using the above two data methods to perform two separate LCAs a comparison and 

critique of both methods of performing an LCA can be undertaken, thus providing an 

interesting insight into the difference in collecting primary or secondary data for a LCA.

6 .4 .2  Selection  of C a se  stu d ies
There are two key factors that influence the choice of case studies:

1) Access: Good access to the researcher is essential for a successful case. Stake 

(1995:4), comments, “to maximise one’s understanding, it is necessary to pick cases 

which are easy to get to and hospitable to our inquiry”. In order to maximise the 

access, the road case was picked from road projects undertaken by members of the 

Agile Steering Group. Utilising the steering group provided the research with an
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inherent feedback mechanism in the form of regular meetings with senior managers 

and increased the access to the case.

2) Typical or unusual: It is sometimes better to select a ‘typical’ case, although an 

unusual case may often help illustrate matters one may overlook or which are absent 

in typical cases. An ideal situation would be to select cases from both the extremes 

and the norm in order for the research to be more representative. This was another 

reason for choosing the road and wastewater treatment cases. The latter can be seen 

to be more environmentally pro-active, compared with the road construction 

industry, which is seen to be environmentally reactive. In addition, both these case 

studies are different in terms of civil engineering projects and environmental 

impacts.

6 .4 .3  Com parative or non-com parative c a s e s ?
The majority of LCA cases in the literature are comparative cases. This type of LCA is 

undertaken on a particular product or process, with an environmental comparison being 

made between different types or aspects of the processes. As highlighted in Chapter 

Three, while product comparisons are still the objective of many groups - especially in 

eco-labeling programmes - identifying opportunities to alter a product or process to 

improve its environmental profile is now often the motivation to conduct LCAs (Curran, 

1996). The wastewater case study has been chosen as a comparative case study in order 

to demonstrate the value of such studies, whilst the road case study has been chosen as a 

non-comparative LCA to offer further contrast.

Non-comparative LCAs are often designed to identify ‘hotspots’. If required, future 

LCAs can then refocus in-depth on these ‘hotspot’ areas. This progressive approach will 

streamline any future LCAs as the first process will identify which areas, if any, can be 

omitted and which areas are the most important; both in terms of size of impact, 

potential for improvement and sensitivity to data quality. Non-comparative LCAs are 

rare in the literature and from this it could be inferred that they do not have the same 

value as comparative studies. The road case will enable the researcher to critically 

analyse the value of non-comparative cases studies.
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6 .5 Analysis of results
The two LCA case studies discussed will provide an evaluation of the whole life 

environmental impact of a road and wastewater treatment plants. Via the use of LCA 

software (SimaPro 4.0), the LCA process can be speeded up, providing quick and easy 

calculations and access to core data, for example transport emissions. Rice et al. (1997) 

assessed the twelve main packages available in Europe in terms of a range of criteria and 

concluded that only four of these packages were worth considering as environmental 

management tools, of which SimaPro 4.0 was one. For a more in depth discussion of the 

software refer back to Chapter Three Section 3.6.

6.5.1 Criteria for Judging the Quality of R esearch Design
Four tests are commonly used to establish the quality of the research. Box 6.1 below is 

summarised from Yin (1994:33-38).

Box 6.1 Criteria for Judging the Quality of a Research Design

• Construct validity: Establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being 

studied. The three main tactics to increase construct validity are; to use multiple 

sources o f evidence, to establish a chain of evidence and draft a case study report to 

be viewed by key informants.

• Internal validity: For explanatory or causal studies only, and not for descriptive or 

exploratory studies. Establishing causal relationships, whereby certain conditions are 

shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships.

• External validity7: Establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can be 

generalised. This test is concerned with whether a study’s findings are generalizable 

beyond the immediate case. As previously mentioned, case study research relies on 

analytical rather than statistical research.

• Reliability: Demonstrating that the operations of a study - such as the data collection 

procedures - can be repeated, with the same results. The objective here is that another 

researcher should be able to follow the same case study procedures and arrive at the 

same conclusions.
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Within this thesis, three of the four main tests to establish the quality of the research 

design have been employed. Internal validity has been excluded as it not relevant to this 

type of case study. Each of these three tests is discussed in turn.

Construct validity

Multiple sources of evidence have been sought wherever possible, along with analysis of 

the variability this can cause. In addition, the case study reports have been distributed to 

key informants for comment. The road case study has been handed to Balfour Beatty’s 

(BB) environmental manager and LCA experts for review and has been presented to the 

Agile Steering Group. The wastewater case had the original data verified by various 

authors and had the case study peer reviewed by Wessex Water and LCA experts.

External validity

Problems of external validity have been a major barrier for case studies as critics 

typically state that single cases offer a poor basis from which to generalise (Yin 1994). 

However, as previously discussed, case study research is concerned with analytical not 

statistical generalisation. Once a theory is tested within a case its generalizability can be 

increased by using replication logic.

Reliability

Reliability demands that an investigator can follow your case study, repeat and arrive 

and the same conclusions. Case studies, and in particular LCA case studies, are 

particularly prone to being poorly documented, making this process very difficult. 

During this thesis every effort has been made to overcome this problem, by making each 

case study as transparent as possible. Assumptions, limitations, system boundaries, data 

and data quality have all been made explicit.

In summary, this thesis is designed to investigate various aspects of LCA methodology, 

with particular attention being paid to the civil engineering industry. The results of the 

two case studies will enable the applicability of the LCA methodology to civil 

engineering projects to be critically assessed. In addition, the results from the LCA will
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evaluate what the environmental impacts are for these civil engineering projects and 

where they occur. Providing valuable understanding of the whole life environmental 

impacts of these processes. Case studies have been chosen as the most appropriate 

sampling strategy in order to collect the data needed to undertake these LCAs.

Now that there is a clear justification for the choice of strategy to undertake the research 

as well as the three research questions, the first of the two case studies will be discussed 

in the following Chapter.
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Chapter Seven - Case Study One: LCA of a

road construction project

This Chapter describes the first case study that will be analysed using LCA to assess 

the applicability o f LCA methodology to a road construction project, identifying any 

improvements that can be made to the LCA methodology. In addition, the case will 

evaluate what the whole life environmental impacts o f a road project are and where 

these impacts occur.

To begin with there is a brief introduction to the road case, followed by a systematic 

discussion on the LCA case, using the methodology set out in Chapters Three, Four 

and Five.

The LCA case outlines the goal definition and scoping, inventory, impact assessment 

and interpretation in accordance with guidelines set out in the literature, particularly 

by SETAC and ISO.

7.1 Introduction

A LCA was undertaken on a section o f the A3 5 that is known as the Tolpuddle to 

Puddletown by-pass. This is a 9km dual carriageway (with each carriageway 7.3 m 

wide with a lm  hard strip) to the north o f Tolpuddle and Puddletown villages in 

Dorset, England (see Figure 7.1). The road was constructed with a concrete wearing 

surface; however, a small section has a Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA) wearing 

surface. The area in which the road was built is rural, predominantly agricultural in 

character and is free draining apart from the water meadows. There are also two 

water courses which cross the road, namely the River Piddle and Devils Brook.

The LCA has been undertaken on the road carriageway, with the issues regarding the 

wider road system - under bridges, and road signs -  are excluded. This allows the 

LCA to be undertaken with a manageable scope.
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Figure 7.1 Map of the A35 and surrounding area
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The bypass was built under a PFI (Private Finance Initiative) contract with the 

government. Under this contract, Connect1 is required to design, build, operate and 

maintain the A35 for a period of 30 years. When the road is handed back after 30 

years to the Secretary of State, it is required to have a life span of a further ten years. 

Connect appointed BBTA (a joint venture of Balfour Beatty2, Tilbury Douglas and 

Deutsche Asphalt) as its contractor, and BBTA, in turn appointed WS Atkins to 

design the bypass.

The main objectives of this road scheme were to assist economic growth, enhance 

road safety, and to improve the local environment by removing through traffic from 

the villages of Tolpuddle and Puddletown. However, as with all aspects of civil 

engineering, there are significant wider environmental impacts, which form the main 

part of the LCA evaluation. As discussed in Chapter Three, LCA evaluates global 

and regional environmental impacts, which are generally poorly evaluated in road 

projects. Ordinarily, the environmental evaluation of the A35 would be conducted 

using environmental impact assessments (EIAs) and environmental management 

systems (EMS) - both of which concentrate on the local impacts of the project. 

Although, local impacts are important for road projects, it is important to move 

environmental evaluation of road projects onwards to look at regional and global 

impacts as well.

1 Connect is a consortium o f  BICC pic, Phililp Holzmanm AG and WS Atkins

2 The majority o f  this case study was undertaken with Balfour Beatty. This organisation has been trading since 

1909 and is an international engineering, construction and services group. It serves the world’s markets for rail, 

road and power system, buildings and complex structures.
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7 .1 .1  W hy the A 35?

The A35 was chosen as a case study because:

• Balfour Beatty (BB) was the first organisation to express a desire to undertake a 

LCA within the Agile Construction Initiative (ACI) consortium, suggesting they 

had an interest in LCA.3

• The A3 5 was close to the University o f Bath, which was important for ease of 

researcher access.

• The A3 5 was under construction, and due for completion nine months after the 

commencement o f this study. This was important for three reasons:

a) Sufficient data had been collected and was available on site. Once data is 

moved off-site to be archived it is considerably more difficult to obtain.

b) Staff working on the site had not yet been moved on to other projects, 

consequently information was fresh in their minds.

c) A ‘live ’ project meant that any additional data required could still be 

generated.

• Balfour Beatty and the Environment Agency felt that the A3 5 showed some good 

practice with regard to environmental issues and data management, particularly 

with regard to waste (Environmental Manager, Balfour Beatty, Personal 

Communication, June 11th 1999).

• The A3 5 was funded using the PFI, which had the potential to raise some 

interesting issues (see Section 7.1.2).

• An EMS was in place.4 The author believes that this is imperative if  an LCA is 

to be undertaken. This has been suggested because the EMS can act as an 

indicator to the environmental commitment, awareness, as well as the data and 

expertise present in the organisation. It is proposed that these criteria are 

necessary for a successful LCA.

3 The ACI is a construction industry based research centre, which the author was associated with, based at the 

University of Bath.

4 The EMS achieved accreditation to ISO 14001 in April 1999.
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7 .1 .2  Private F inance Initiative

The two fundamental requirements of the PFI are that the public sector must secure 

value for money and there must be appropriate transfer o f risk to the private sector. 

A major element o f the PFI is that the consortium responsible for the provision o f the 

PFI can adopt an innovative design, construction and operations approach, such as 

Design, Build, Finance and Operate (DBFO), as adopted for the A35. Within this 

contract the private sector becomes responsible for the supply o f a specific length of 

maintained road over a 40 year period (including provision o f the capital finance), 

the use o f which is paid for by the UK Government in the form of ‘shadow tolls'5. 

This differs considerably from ‘traditional ’ road construction contracts, for example 

Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) 5th and ICE 6th6. These are extremely hierarchical 

and are widely regarded as promoting a confrontational and contractual supply 

approach (Broome and Hayes, 1997).

The Highways Agency formally launched its use o f the Private Finance Initiate (PFI) 

to procure a road service on parts o f the motorway and trunk road networks in 

August 1994. The Agency’s objectives for each DBFO were:

• To ensure that the project road is designed, maintained and operated safely and 

satisfactorily, so as to minimise any adverse impact on the environment and 

maximise benefit to road users.

• To transfer the appropriate level o f risk to the private sector.

• To promote innovation, not only in technical and operational matters, but also in

financial and commercial arrangements.

• To foster the development of a private sector road-operating industry in the UK.

• To minimise the financial contribution required from the public sector.

(Highways Agency, 1999:3)

5 Shadow tolls involve payment per vehicle using a kilometre o f the road project. They are referred to as 

‘shadow’, as opposed to real tools because the Highways Agency, rather than the road user make the payment.

6 This is the form of contract which is most used in the United Kingdom for civil works. The full title is 

Condition of Contracts and Form of Tender, Agreement and Bond of use in connection with works and civil 

engineering construction 5th ed. It is commonly know as I.C.E. 5th, with the 6th edition being an updated version.
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The main benefit o f the PFI is that by transferring to the private sector the 

responsibility for designing, constructing, financing and operating road schemes, the 

private sector will consider its obligations as a whole over the life o f the contract. 

This means the contractor taking full account of the risks inherent in each stage o f 

the project. This should encourage the adoption of LCA methodology within the 

road construction sector by providing a basis and developing a whole life culture 

from which LCA can thrive.

The fact that this case study uses a DBFO contract makes the case o f particular 

interest, as the structure lends itself to LCA. DBFO contracts require the project 

responsibilities to be carried out over the whole life o f the project (hence design, 

build, finance and operate) enabling the required flow of data to ensure a successful 

LCA. In addition, good environmental credentials are seen as especially useful when 

bidding for PFI contracts (ENDS, 1999).

7.2 Life Cycle Assessm ent of the A35

This LCA has been undertaken using SimaPro 4.0 software, developed by Pre 

consultants. The LCA was conducted in accordance with procedures set out by 

SET AC and the ISO 14040 series o f standards (see Chapter Three for discussion).

7.2 .1  G oal definition and S cop in g

7.2.1.1 Purpose of Study

The purpose of the LCA was to investigate the application o f LCA methodology to a 

road scheme and to evaluate the whole life environmental impacts, with the results 

being aimed at both an academic and industrial audience. The work focused on 

being informative, rather than focusing directly on change. Weidema (1993), stated 

that an LCA would have to be a comparative process to aim directly at change -  

which this case is not. Moreover, it is suggested that, in this field, an LCA aimed 

directly at change would not be possible due to a current lack of quality data leading 

to a degree o f uncertainty in the decision making process. It is also worth
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highlighting that this study is not concerned with assessing the effect o f constructing 

the A35 compared with not building it7.

The goals o f this LCA are adapted from the research questions for the thesis (see 

Chapter Six):

1) Critically review the application o f LCA. methodology in relation to road 

projects.

2) Assess possible ways in which the LCA methodology can be improved, 

specifically in relation to road projects.

3) Analyse the environmental problems associated with road projects throughout 

their whole life

7.2.1.2 Scoping

7.2.1.2.1 System Boundaries

The boundaries for the assessment concur with SET AC, (1993:5), which states that a 

LCA should include the, ‘entire life cycle o f the product, process, or activity, 

encompassing extraction and processing raw materials, manufacturing, transportation 

and distribution, use, re-use, maintenance, recycling and final disposal’. This results 

in a ‘Cradle-to-Grave’ rather than a ‘Cradle-to Gate’ assessment. However, it may 

not be accurate to describe it in the former manner because it is not clear whether 

roads are actually disposed of. It is argued that the road might never be 

decommissioned, and certainly not within the 40-year life cycle studied here. 

Consequently there is no decommissioning stage included in this LCA at present8. 

Therefore, the LCA was only divided into three separate stages; construction, 

operation, and maintenance.

When identifying the system boundaries, it is important to define exactly which 

aspects and impacts are assessed. A list o f general statements concerning what is and

7
The construction of a bypass often improves conditions in towns and villages bypassed and leads to a freer flow 

of traffic, which reduces emission from vehicles. However, some evidence suggests that the problems may 

reappear elsewhere (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 1994:51).

8 This view was also described by Stripple (1995)
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is not assessed is discussed in Chapter Three. A more specific discussion o f the 

system boundaries is now undertaken for each o f the three different phases; 

construction, operation, and maintenance.

The construction phase

The environmental impacts associated with the construction phase include the 

impacts arising from the major materials, incorporating data from extraction, 

processing, disposal and transport stages. Only major materials were included in the 

assessment, as ancillary materials, such as fire extinguishers, phone boxes, fixatives 

and grouts (for a comprehensive list see Appendix B) were examined but disregarded 

on the grounds o f their relatively small quantities and toxicity. Many o f the ancillary 

materials had COSH (Collations for Occupational Safety and Health) forms, yet 

when the materials were examined none o f them contained items which could be 

described as highly toxic if  released into the environment. Rather they were 

dangerous if  swallowed or inhaled, i.e., they created a problem for worker exposure 

outside the LCA boundaries. The rules for these exclusions have been set out in 

Chapter Three.

The impacts related to the temporary site office have been captured through the 

electricity records, while the impacts o f the actual construction processes have been 

captured through fuel use records. The fuel data is amalgamated in on-site records 

and therefore it is difficult, with the records available from Balfour Beatty, to 

ascertain how much fuel is used by the various pieces of plant (diggers, generators 

etc.) Therefore, it has to be assumed that the fuel is used by a large plant (the diesel 

engine used is from an 18 tonne truck), as this plant will consume the greatest 

proportion of this fuel (through the operations on-site) and also lead to the greatest 

environmental impacts. The use of this worst-case scenario will enable any 

significant issues to be captured. If the LCA shows that this data is highly significant 

in terms o f its environmental impact, more specific data collection practices can be 

sought for future LCAs.

The operation phase

This included the impact o f salt manufacture and distribution (for road de-icing), 

electricity for lighting and the impact o f traffic, more specifically vehicle emissions
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and fuel use (note that the manufacture o f the vehicles is excluded). Other impacts 

including waste oils, particles o f rubber and metal shed by vehicles are excluded. 

Nevertheless, the model does include future emissions and traffic growth scenarios. 

This is the first time that the future scenarios have been considered in a LCA of this 

type.

The maintenance phase

This has only included the impacts o f major maintenance as this was perceived to be 

the biggest contributor to the environmental impact (A35 Project Manager, p.c., 3rd 

December 1999). Major maintenance involves scheduled maintenance, which is 

focused on keeping the road wearing surface in good condition. Other types of 

maintenance included cyclical maintenance, which involves, among others, grass 

cutting and inspections. These are viewed as insignificant.

Other impacts

As discussed in Chapter Three, it is appropriate in the scoping stage to include 

impacts which are not evaluated during the LCA yet are still significant. LCA 

studies in the literature often do not include this step. For this LCA, the most 

significant o f these impacts include the storage o f oils, chemicals and solvents 

(which represent a risk o f spillage and a fire hazard), visual impacts, noise, vibration, 

and dust generated from heavy plant movement (see Appendix C for more details). 

Many o f these impacts are perceived by Balfour Beatty to be the most important due 

to the locally focused environmentally assessment methods used on site. For 

instance, the site’s risk assessment concentrates on spills, noise pollution, run-off, 

worker health, and nuisance. The omission of some o f these impacts, for instance 

noise, in LCA is particularly significant for road projects, as for the majority of 

people in the UK, transport is the most pervasive source o f noise in the environment 

(Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, 1994:46). However, LCA puts a 

regional and global perspective on the impacts, generating new areas of concern. 

Although LCA is poor at evaluating local impacts it can be seen to complement 

current environmental initiatives in place on the A35 and within Balfour Beatty by 

taking into account new environmental indicators on a regional and global level.
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7.2.1.2.2 Functional Unit

A functional unit must be selected which measures the performance o f the functional 

outputs o f the product system (ISO, 1997). As discussed in Chapter Three, Stripple 

(1995) conducted the only significant piece o f work on LCAs of road projects. The 

functional unit in the Stripple (1995) study was the construction, operation and 

maintenance of 1km of road over 40 years, as this was regarded as the simplest and 

most representative functional unit. Within this study the inclusion o f the impact o f 

vehicles using the road is discussed separately and input as a comparison. During 

this thesis, the functional unit for a road construction project could be limited to the 

construction o f a road carriageway, excluding vehicle movements. However, vehicle 

movements have a significant effect on the results and therefore important 

information will be lost if  this is not included. Therefore, this thesis uses the 

enlarged system boundary o f assessing the road carriageway and the vehicle 

movements.

Within the enlarged system the data can be presented in a number o f ways including: 

per vehicle km, per passenger km, or per freight tonne km. The per vehicle km is the 

simplest o f these. The unit per freight tonne km and per passenger km would require 

additional information regarding the weight or the number o f passengers carried and 

is therefore disregarded for the purpose o f this thesis. However, it is acknowledged 

that these other aspects are more useful when looking to compare the environmental 

impact o f a road with an alternative means of transport such as rail.

To convert the data to per vehicle km entailed dividing the data generated for the 

A3 5 over the 40 years by the nine kilometres o f roadway, to represent the data as per 

km. Then the data need to be divided by the total number of vehicles using the road, 

both freight and passengers, giving the unit as per vehicle km.

In light o f this, the functional unit for the A35 has been taken as the construction, 

operation, and maintenance of a two-lane dual carriageway, per vehicle km over a 

period o f forty years - as this is the length o f the DBFO contract. No 

decommissioning stage has been assessed, as most roads have no final end (Stripple, 

1995). Any disposal o f road components has been included in the construction and 

maintenance stages. As this LCA involves the impacts o f the traffic using the road,
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the functional unit becomes more complicated than a normal LCA due to a number 

of important variables, o f which the most significant are:

• Changes in traffic use of the road over a period o f 40 years.

• Changes in the emissions o f vehicles over a period o f 40 years.

These two aspects are now discussed in greater detail.

Traffic forecasts

Traffic forecasts for the operational life o f the road can be obtained at a national 

level, from the National Road Traffic Forecasts (Great Britain) (DETR, 1997), or 

from local county councils for data specific to a particular road project - the latter 

being the most accurate as it is case specific. Unfortunately, in the case of a DBFO 

road, the traffic forecasts become a matter of commercial sensitivity due to the 

shadow tool payment structure. Hence, for this piece of work the national forecasts 

had to be used. These forecasts are based on current policies, the best available 

evidence o f behaviours and the capacity of the current road network. This is not 

ideal, as all o f these aspects are prone to changes. DEFR are currently developing a 

revised framework for the traffic forecasting which will allow the effect of different 

policies to be assessed.

The National Road Traffic Forecasts figures show a central estimate o f the growth in 

traffic from 1996 to 2031 o f 60% . Assuming that the growth is consistent, this gives 

an annual growth over this period o f 1.7%. To increase the case specific accuracy, 

the forecasts are broken down by road and area types. Here, the road traffic figure 

shows a slightly slower level o f growth for a dual carriageway. At this level o f 

detail, the figures are not broken down into different vehicle types. It is therefore 

assumed that the level o f growth is the same for cars and HGVs. As the growth rate 

is not linear, the road traffic forecast gives the annual percentage growth rates for 

several different periods over 35 years.
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Table 7.1 Combined traffic forecasts, over the next 35 years, for cars and HGVs

Year %  Growth

1996-2001 + 1 .1% growth per year

2001-2011 +1.17% growth per year

2011-2021 +1.13% growth per year

2021-2031 +1.09% growth per year

Unfortunately, the available data is only recorded up to 2031, therefore for the years 

after that, it is assumed that the growth rate stays at 1.09%. A uncertainty range for 

this data has been provided by the National Road Traffic Forecasts; this was +/-4%  

per year increasing to 25% at the 35th year.

Vehicle emissions

Vehicle emissions change over the operational life of the road. The major changes in 

vehicle emissions will be driven by what is commonly referred to as the ‘Euro 

Standards’ (see Table 7.2).

Table 7.2 Mandatory vehicle emission Euro Standards (adapted from DETR, 2001)

Standard Type of vehicle Date of Initiation

Euro I Passenger car 

Heavy diesel

13th December 1992 

Is' October 1993

Euro II Passenger car 

Heavy diesel

1st June 1997 

1st October 1996

Euro III Passenger car 

Heavy diesel

1st June 2001 

1st June 2001

Euro IV9 Passenger car 

Heavy diesel

1st January 2006 

1st January 2006

These limits are set for new vehicles coming on the market and therefore it is 

important to know what percentage of the vehicles on the A35 is new. There are 

around 25 million cars on the road at present (Howard, p.c., 30th May 2001). Two 

million o f these are new cars (8 .8%) (SMMT, 2001). It is assumed that the

9
Euro IV is under scrutiny by the European Parliament before it can be adopted.
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percentage o f new cars remains constant over the next forty years. As new cars 

come on to the market it is assumed that that they will replace the oldest cars already 

on the road.

When evaluating vehicle emissions it is also important to know what percentage o f 

the vehicles have diesel engines. Around 25% o f cars on the road today are diesel, 

however, this is widely expected to rise to around 40% in the next five years 

(Howard, p.c., 2001, p.c. 30th May 2001). Assuming a steady growth, this is a 3% 

growth in diesel cars every year for five years. After the five years it is assumed to 

remain at a steady 40%, as no information could be gained past this five year mark.

The volume o f traffic, the vehicle types and emission scenarios are important 

variables, which significantly effect the environmental impact of a road LCA. 

However, none of these aspects have been considered in previous studies. Other 

variables could not be modelled, within the scope o f this thesis and remain external 

to the study. These include the effect o f the wearing surface and the road profile on 

vehicle emissions, as well as the alternative fuels such as LPG (liquefied petroleum 

gas), NG (natural gas) and electric motors. This type o f analysis could be the focus 

of further work.

7.2.1.2.3 Impact assessment

Both ISO (1996) and Lindfords et al. (1995) state the importance o f including a clear 

discussion o f the impact assessment methodology and the choice of impact 

categories. As this LCA uses two different impact assessment methodologies, EI95 

and EI99, there are several different impact categories and different assessment 

methods to be considered. The EI95 method assesses a number o f environmental 

impact categories; Greenhouse Gases, Ozone Depletion, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer Smog, 

Pesticides, Energy and Solids. For a detailed discussion o f their methods see Chapter 

Four. The EI99 method analyses three types of impact (Human Health, Ecosystem 

Quality and Resources). Each one is further sub-divided into its constituent 

components. ‘Damage to Human Health’ is made up o f sub-categories; Carcinogens, 

Respiratory Organic, Respiratory Inorganic, Climate Change, Radiation, Ozone 

Layer. ‘Damage to Ecosystem Quality’ is made up o f the sub-categories;
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Ecotoxicity, Acidification/Eutrophication, and Land-use. ‘Damages to Resources’ 

contain the sub-category, Minerals and Fossil Fuel. For a detailed discussion of their 

methods please refer to Chapter Four.

Two different impact assessment methods have been used (EI95 and EI99) to 

highlight the range o f possible impact assessment methods, which are available to 

equate the environmental impact o f products and processes - as yet there is no 

consensus within the scientific community as to which method is more appropriate. 

As such, it is important to realise that the different methods can lead to different 

assumptions and outcomes.

7.2.1.2.4 Assumptions

Within LCA there tends to be a great deal o f assumptions and subjective decision 

making. In order to aid the transparency o f this LCA case study, the main 

assumptions have been listed below:

• Some o f the data supplied during the inventory was collected in volumes (m3), 

which needed to be converted to weight (tonnes) for the purpose o f the LCA. 

Conversion factors are at best difficult to calculate due to differences in moisture, 

packing densities and impurities. Such conversions necessitate an assumption 

that the volume being converted is pure, densely packed and without water. This 

important assumption has been neglected in the literature.

• It was assumed that the maintenance schedules to replace the wearing surface 

would be the same as those for the laying o f the original wearing surface, for 

example, same quantities.

Impact assessment assumptions

The SimaPro software facilitates the alteration o f the input data. Having ready 

access to input data in this way is an extremely useful aspect of the software, but any 

changes must be made clear. Below is a list o f the changes made for this assessment:
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EI95

• In the Winter Smog category, there are no values for dust (coarse), coal dust, 

particulate, or diesel soot, therefore they have been given the same values as dust 

(SPM), iron dust PM-other and PMlOs10.

• Inserted normalisation value (0.00237) for solid waste category, as in SimaPro

4.0 this value is omitted. The data for this value is available from SimaPro but is 

omitted because no weighting stage is carried out on this aspect and therefore the 

normalisation stage has been left out. SimaPro verified this new value and 

procedure (SimaPro, p.c., 30th June 2000).

• In the Heavy Metal category, there are no values for zinc released to air, 

therefore it has been given the same value as ‘metals’ released to air.

EI99

• In the Human Health (HH) Respiratory Organic category, there are no values for 

total hydrocarbons to air. The HH Respiratory Organic category consists of over 

100 different hydrocarbons all with differing degrees o f toxicity. An average 

measure of toxicity was taken over all o f these.

• In the HH Respiratory Inorganic category there are no values for particulate 

matter (PM), PM (other), particles or soot, therefore they have been given the 

same value as PM(SPM)11 and PM(coarse).

• In the HH Respiratory Inorganic category there is no value for dust, dust (coarse), 

or coal dust and therefore they have been given the same value as dust (SPM).

It is important to note that when new data is added to the impact assessment methods 

it is done so in the characterisation form. Unfortunately, the data can not be updated 

for the normalisation stage. Therefore, by adding the data, although you can now 

capture important aspects that would have previously been omitted there will be a 

slight over estimation o f the importance o f the impact, as no data for the new added 

aspects are available in the normalisation form. This should be borne in mind for 

future work when new sets o f normalisation data are calculated.

10 PM 10 is defined as particulate matter (PM) with a mass median aerodynamic diameter less than 10 
micrometers (um).
11 SPM stands for Small Particular Matter
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7.2.1.2.5 Data Collection

Comprehensive published data on emissions from the construction and aggregates 

sector is limited. It was therefore necessary to seek data from the companies 

involved directly with the A35 project. This adds value to the current study as much 

of the data collected can act as useful resource for future LCAs, by other researchers.

The starting point for data collection was to undertake an extensive literature review 

and to map the processes involved in road construction. From this one can ascertain 

what types of environmental impact are occurring and where. Due to the complex 

nature o f road construction, multiple process maps had to be produced with varying 

levels o f detail. These diagrams were cross-checked with the findings o f the 

environmental risk assessment previously undertaken in connection with the 

development o f the A35’s environmental management system. It is apparent that 

data collection for a road construction project is an immense task. Figure 7.2 shows 

a simplistic process map, giving an overview of the A35 LCA and its environmental 

impacts.

After these diagrams have been drawn, Emmerson, et al. (1995), recommend that the 

next point o f enquiry should involve obtaining a Bill o f Quantities (BoQ) and design 

drawings for the work. Unfortunately, DBFO contracts are different from the 

traditional method of contracting, no BoQ are required (Supply Manager A3 5, 

Personal Communication, June 11th 1999). This meant that a BoQ had to be 

specifically generated by Balfour Beatty. The BoQ was generated towards the end of 

the contract and therefore the information was more accurate and a closer 

representation of the final accounts, than if  the data was obtained, as in previous 

LCAs studies, from a traditional BoQ. This is because a traditional BoQ contains an 

inventory of proposed materials and operations, before construction operations have 

commenced, hence there is a difference between this and what actually might take 

place. This is highlighted by RRV (1994). Here, an investigation was conducted on 

15 major Swedish projects, eight from the Road Administration and seven from the 

Rail Administration. This study compared the predicted costs with the final costs of 

the projects. The Road Administration projects cost 86% more than the estimation in 

the early phase of the construction process. The corresponding figure for the Rail 

Administration projects was 15%.
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Figure 7.2 Schematic representation of the inputs and impacts o f the A35 LCA
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Following the data collection within BB, the suppliers were contacted to provide data 

on their products. The vast majority o f the major suppliers responded favourably to 

the work being carried out, although some organisations declined to help. Co

operation with the data collection varied between companies and can roughly be 

divided into four categories:

• Those who declined to help and tended to have little sympathy or commitment to 

environmental issues. These tended to be the smaller organisations.

• Those who understood the environmental issues and in some cases had 

experience o f LCA, and yet were too busy to help with the data collection (a
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common reason was that the organisation was striving towards ISO 14001 

certification).

• Those who were aware o f their environmental responsibilities and were willing to 

help yet had stricter regulations (Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 

(IPPC)) placed on them, possibly dictating their environmental performance.

• Those who were aware o f their environmental responsibilities, keen to help and 

were also seen to be acting over and above any regulations.

The actual collection o f the data was slightly different for each organisation. Some 

organisations only required an initial letter detailing exactly what data was needed 

and a number o f telephone conversations, while others required numerous site visits 

and discussions to obtain all the information required. Data collection for the 

Portland cement was also aided by an IPPC protocol ISR (Inventory o f Sources and 

Releases). This compulsory document laid out all the emission to air, water and soil 

in a tabular format, similar to the inventory stage o f an LCA. Furthermore, the ISR 

is available publicly on the Environment Agency’s website (www.environment- 

agency.gov.uk).

After the supplier’s data had been collected, attention turned to the construction 

phase o f the A3 5. Again a literature review was performed and flow diagrams 

developed. Here, site visits were made to the A3 5, under the guidance of Brent 

Mitchell (A35 Project Manager). Five site visits were made in total, with each 

lasting one day. These included meetings with Brent Mitchell and his team to discuss 

the data collection, actively collecting data through the documentation on site, and 

inspecting the actual road construction site. Between site visits, Brent Mitchell and 

his team continued with the data collection.

The last stage of data collection was the operation and maintenance phase. This data 

was collected with Connect Road Operators (CRO). A number o f site visits were 

made to the CRO offices to discuss the data needs. Again, a similar procedure to the
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data collection on the A35 site was employed (see above). Once collected, all o f the 

data was entered into the SimaPro 4.0 software for analysis.

7.3 Results

The analysis o f the results was undertaken using SimaPro 4.0. The software has 

been operational for a number o f years, although the tool is constantly updated with 

new data and methodologies. Therefore, results may differ slightly over time. It is 

also important to note that the software has the capability to be reprogrammed by the 

LCA practitioner, adding or changing the methodology and input data. Hence, an 

assessment with SimaPro 4.0 does not necessarily mean that data, assumptions and 

methodology employed by different practitioners will be the same. Consequently it 

is important that the LCA procedures are transparent.

Both Eco- Indicator 95(e)12 and Eco-Indicator 99(H/A)13 methodologies were used to 

carry out this LCA, hereafter termed EI95 and EI99. The specific features and 

implications o f these methods have been discussed in Chapter Four. The results of 

the impact assessment are discussed below.

7.3 .1  Life C ycle  Impact A s s e s s m e n t

7.3.1.1 Characterisation data

The aim of the characterisation stage is to provide a basis for the aggregation of 

inventory results within a given category (SETAC, 1993). The data below expresses 

the initial evaluation of the data using both the EI99 and the EI95 methods. These 

tables show the aggregated values for each o f the three phases.

12(e) refers to the missing normalisation data being extrapolated using energy use and not GNP as with the (g) 

values.

13 (H/A) the “H” refers to the weighting set, which belongs to the Hierarchists perspective, while the “A” refers 

to the average weighting for evaluation.
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Table 7.3 Characterisation data for the A35, per functional unit: EI95(e) method.

Im pact Category Construction Operation Maintenance

Phase Phase Phases

Greenhouse Gases (Kg CO2) 2.90E-03 1.64E-02 2.67E-04

Ozone Depletion (Kg CFC11) 2.37E-10 7.01E-14 1.14E-11

Acidification (Kg S04) 3.25E-05 7.14E-05 6.60E-06

Eutrophication (kg PO4) 3.98E-06 9.12E-06 7.15E-07

Heavy Metals (Kg PB) 1.65E-07 1.99E-07 1.22E-08

Carcinogens (Kg B (A) P) 8.61E-10 2.75E-11 1.26E-10

Winter Smog (Kg SMP) 7.64E-06 3.64E-05 2.20E-06

Summer Smog (Kg C2H4) 3.40E-06 2.28E-05 4.54E-07

Pesticide 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy (MJ LHV) 5.27E-02 2.91E-01 3.84E-03

Solid Waste (kg) 1.14E-02 1.15E-05 1.16E-05

Table 7.4 Characterisation data for the A35, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) method

Impact Categories Construction

Phase

Operation

Phase

Maintenance

Phase

HH Carcinogen (DALY) 8.79E-10 1.67E-11 3.68E-11

HH Respiratory Organic 

(DALY)

1.06E-11 8.96E-11 1.42E-12

HH Respiratory Inorganic 

(DALY)

3.56E-09 1.14E-08 6.26E-10

HH Climate Change (DALY) 6.23E-10 3.84E-09 5.64E-11

HH Radiation (DALY) 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

HH Ozone (DALY) 1.86E-13 9.06E-15 9.00E-15

EQ Ecotoxicity(PDF*m2yr) 2.04E-03 6.39E-03 2.80E-04

EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication.

(PDF*m2yr)

1.82E-04 5.85E-04 3.32E-05

EQ Land-use (PDF*m2yr) 5.56E-04 1.64E-06 1.64E-06

R Minerals (MJ surplus) 5.21E-07 1.45E-06 3.35E-07

R Fossil Fuels (MJ surplus) 4.26E-03 4.22E-02 3.89E-04
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Figure 7.3 Whole life characterisation data for the A35, per functional unit

(percentage contribution): E195(e)
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Figure 7. 4 Whole life characterisation data for the A35, per functional unit 

(percentage contribution): EI99(H/A)
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Table 7.3 and 7.4 displays the characterisation data for the different phases over the 

whole life o f the A35. Figure 7.3 and 7.4 displays the percentage contribution that 

each phase o f the A35 has on the overall environmental impact. This type o f table 

and histogram are a useful tool for identifying those aspects o f the project that cause
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the major impacts i.e. ‘hot spot’ identification1 or dominant impacts. Dominant 

impacts, as discussed in Chapter Five, account for 20% or more o f the total impact. 

However, the data does not provide any information on the significance o f the 

various environmental impacts. This is because it is not clear whether it is 100% o f a 

very large or small number. Nevertheless, within the system that is being studied 

one can still ascertain where the environmental impacts are occurring and identify 

the dominant phases over the whole life o f the road.

Figure 7.3 displays the whole life characterisation data for the A35, per functional 

unit, expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI95(e) impact assessment 

method. Here, the operation phase clearly displays a dominant impact in the 

following categories; Greenhouse Gases, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy 

Metals, Winter Smog, Summer Smog, and Energy. The construction phase has a 

dominant impact in the following categories; Ozone Depletion, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, and Solid Waste. Maintenance 

contributes a smaller percentage to a number o f categories including, Ozone 

Depletion, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, 

Summer Smog, but not in a dominant manner.

Figure 7.4 displays the characterisation data for the A35, per functional unit, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99 (H/A) impact assessment

method. Once again the operation phase has a dominant impact in the majority o f

the impact categories, but not all. They include HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication, R Minerals and R Fossil Fuels. The construction stage 

has a dominant impact on the following categories; HH Carcinogens, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Ozone Depletion, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication, EQ Land-use and R Minerals. Maintenance 

contributes a smaller percentage to a number of categories, however, none o f these 

contribute in a dominant manner.

1 The hotspots that are discussed here are related to areas that cause a significant impact relative to the total 

impact of the system.
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In order to elaborate on the system being studies the next four histograms go into 

more detail for the construction and operation phases. Maintenance histograms are 

not included here as the impacts associated with the maintenance stage are only 

attributed to one main aspect -  the replacement o f the wearing surface.

Figure 7.5 Characterisation data for A35 road construction, per functional unit 

(percentage contribution): EI95 (e)
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Figure 7.6 Characterisation data for A35 road construction, per functional unit 

(percentage contribution): EI99 (H/A)
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Figures 7.5 and 7.6 displays the percentage contribution data for the construction 

phase. In Figure 7.5, which displays the results using EI95(e), it can be seen that 

granular limestone and chalk have a dominant impact in nearly all o f the categories. 

Granular limestone has a dominant impact in the following categories; Greenhouse 

Gases, Ozone Depletion, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, 

Summer Smog and Energy. Whereas chalk has a dominant impact in the following 

categories; Greenhouse Gases, Ozone Depletion, Acidification, Heavy Metals, 

Winter Smog and Energy. Neither of these materials has an excessive environmental 

impact per tonne (in relation to the evaluation criteria used), rather it is simply the 

sheer quantities in which they were used, together with their transport to site. Over

207,000 tonnes of granular limestone was used in the construction o f the A3 5 with 

the main impact being attributable to the transport o f material to the site, as well as 

the energy consumed during quarrying.

The impact o f chalk was significantly reduced because the 689,353 tonnes used for 

the A35 was ‘site won’ and therefore a very small transport distance was involved 

leading to a reduction in vehicle emissions. Other dominant impacts in the 

construction phases include construction waste in the Solid Waste category (accounts 

for almost 100% of the impact) and Portland cement, which has a dominant impact 

(over 80%) in the Carcinogens category.

In addition, the remaining categories cannot simply be dismissed because 

individually they can not be categorised as a dominant impact, as they cumulatively 

equate to a dominant impact in many o f the categories. This means that a strategy 

must be in place to encompass all suppliers in any discussions regarding the 

environmental consequences o f road construction.

Figure 7.6 displays the characterisation data for the construction phase, per 

functional unit, expressed as a percentage, using the EI99 (H/A) impact assessment 

method. Here granular limestone displays a dominant impact in the following 

categories; HH Respiratory Organic, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate 

Change, HH Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication, R Minerals 

and R Fossil Fuels. Chalk displays a dominant impact in the following categories;
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HH Carcinogens, HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, and R Fossil Fuels. Land take 

shows a dominant impact in the EQ Land-use category, whereas asphalt shows a 

dominant impact in the R Minerals impact category. As in previous figures the 

culmination o f the rest o f the aspects equate to a dominant impact in many o f the 

categories.

One notable exception is that o f Portland cement, which in this method has no 

dominant effects. This is due to the differences in the way the impacts are calculated 

in the two different impact assessment methods (E195 and EI99). The differences are 

accounted for because o f different values attributed to the substances, benzo (a) 

pyrene, Ni and PAHs (see Chapter Four for further details). This highlights the need 

to use more than one impact assessment within a LCA. In the absence o f a scientific 

consensus as to which method is the most appropriate, a decision should be based on 

the conclusion drawn from both methods. If both methods point to the same 

conclusion, then the decision-maker has an easier task. However, if each method 

leads to a different conclusion it is difficult to decipher the reasons for these 

differences, before a decision is made. This is a point that is inadequately discussed 

in the LCA literature.

Figure 7.7 Operation phase characterisation data for A35, per functional unit 

(percentage contribution): EI95 (e)
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Figure 7.8 Operation phase characterisation data for A35, per functional unit 

(percentage contribution): EI99 (H/A)
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Figure 7.7 and 7.8 display the characterisation data for the operation phase, per 

functional unit, expressed as a percentage contribution. Figure 7.7 displays the data 

using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. Here, vehicle movements dominate all 

the impact categories except Ozone Depletion -  which is dominated by lighting. The 

salt spreading operation, which includes the manufacture and distribution o f salt 

shows no dominant aspects. Figure 7.8 shows the data using the EI99(H/A) impact 

assessment method. Here, vehicle movements dominate all the impact categories 

except HH Ozone - which is dominated by lighting -  HH Radiation and EQ Land- 

use. Again salt spread has no dominating impacts.

Although, these histograms are very useful in identifying the dominant impact, they 

do not help in identifying how significant these impacts are. Furthermore, each 

impact category has different units and is related to completely different 

environmental impacts. It is therefore difficult to interpret the results. In order to 

gain a clearer picture o f the significance o f the results, a normalisation stage should 

be undertaken.
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7.3.1.2 Normalisation

This stage is designed to emphasise and evaluate the relative significant o f the results 

across the different impact categories. The normalisation data and procedures are 

discussed in Chapter Three.

It is important to understand that the normalisation data will only indicate which effects 

are large and which are small in relation to the emission released within Europe. It 

implies nothing about the importance of these effects.

Table 7.5 Whole life normalisation data for the A35, per functional unit: EI95 (e) 

method.

Impact Categories Construction Phase 

(P E .)

Operation Phase 

(P.E.)

Maintenance Phase 

(P.E.)

Greenhouse 2.22E-07 1.40E-06 2.04E-08

Ozone 2.56E-10 8.41 E-14 1.23E-11

Acidification 2.89E-07 7.59E-07 5.85E-08

Eutrophication 1.04E-07 3.17E-07 1.88E-08

Heavy Metals 3.04E-06 3.93E-06 2.25E-07

Carcinogens 7.91E-08 2.70E-09 1.15E-08

Winter Smog 8.09E-08 4.16E-07 2.34E-08

Summer Smog 1.89E-07 1.58E-06 2.53E-08

Pesticides 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy 3.32E-07 2.00E-06 2.43E-08

Solid 2.71E-05 2.91E-08 2.74E-08
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Table 7.6 Whole life normalisation data for the A35, per functional unit: EI99 (H/A) 

method.

Impact Categories Construction 

Phase (P.E.)

Operation Phase 

(P E .)

Maintenance Phase 

(PE .)

HH Carcinogen 5.72E-08 1.09E-09 2.40E-09

HH Respiratory Organic 6.88E-10 5.83E-09 9.22E-11

HH Respiratory Inorganic 2.32E-07 7.43E-07 4.08E-08

HH Climate Change 4.05E-08 2.51E-07 3.68E-09

HH Radiation 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

HH Ozone Layer 1.21E-11 3.99E-15 5.85E-13

EQ Ecotoxicity 3.99E-08 1.19E-07 5.45E-09

EQ Acidification/ 

Eutrophication

3.56E-08 1.08E-07 6.48E-09

EQ Land-use 1.08E-07 0.00E+00 3.20E-10

R Minerals 6.20E-11 1.38E-10 3.99E-11

R Fossil Fuels 5.06E-07 5.20E-06 4.62E-08

Figure 7.9 Normalisation data for the A35 study, per functional unit: EI95 (e) method
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Figures 7.9 and 7.10 display the normalised data from Tables 7.5 and 7.6. These 

histograms give a more informed representation of the results and significantly effect the 

interpretation of the results, compared with the characterisation data. It is immediately 

obvious that over the life cycle of a road the environmental impacts are spread over a 

wide range of impact categories.

Figure 7.9 displays the normalisation data for the whole o f the A35 project using the 

EI95(e) impact assessment method. The largest impact in the construction phase is in 

the Solid waste category - this is also the largest overall normalised impact. Construction 

also has a significant impact in the Heavy Metals category. The largest normalised 

impact in the operation phase occurs in the heavy metal category. Other significant 

impacts in the operation phase occur in the following categories, Greenhouse, 

Acidification, Eutrophication, Winter Smog, Summer Smog and Energy. The 

maintenance phase has no significant impact with the normalised data.

Figure 7.10 Normalisation data for the A35, per functional unit: EI99 (H/A) method
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Figure 7.10 displays the normalisation data for the A35 case study using the EI99 (H/A) 

impact assessment method. The operation phase has a significant impact on the 

following categories, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, EQ Ecotoxicity 

EQ Acidification/Eutrophication, and R Fossil Fuel. The later is the largest overall 

impact for the normalised data. Construction has a significant impact in the following 

categories, HH Respiratory Inorganic, EQ Land-use and R Fossils Fuels. The 

maintenance phase has no significant impacts with the normalised data.

As with the characterisation figures, the next four graphs are designed to elaborate on 

the construction and operation phases. Maintenance graphs are not included here as the 

impacts associated with maintenance stage are only attributed to one main aspect -  the 

replacement of the wearing surface.

Figure 7.11 Normalisation data for the road construction phase, per functional unit: EI95 
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Figure 7.11 displays the normalisation data for the road construction phase, per 

functional unit (EI95 (e)). Here it is clear that the constructions waste’s impact on the
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Solid waste category is the most significant impact. With also significant impacts from 

granular limestone, class 3 chalk in the Heavy Metals category.

Figure 7.12 Normalisation data for the of road construction phase, per functional unit: 

EI99(H/A)
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Figure 7.12 displays the normalisation data for the road construction phase, per 

functional unit (EI99 H/A). Here the category fossil fuel is the most significant impact 

category with granular limestone and class 3 chalk making up significant proportion of 

the total impact. Granular limestone also has a significant impact in the categories, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, while class 3 chalk has a significant impact in the 

categories, HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change. In 

addition, land take has a significant impact in the EQ Land-use category.
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Figure 7.13 Normalisation data for the operation phase, per functional unit: EI95 (e)
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Figure 7.13 displays the normalisation data for the operation phase, per functional unit 

(EI95(e)). Here vehicle movements incur a significant impact in the categories 

Greenhouse, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Summer Smog 

and Energy. No other aspects of the operation stage incur any significant impacts.

Figure 7.14 Normalisation data for the of operation phase, per functional unit:EI99(H/A)
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Figure 7.14 displays the normalisation data for the operation phases, per functional unit 

(EI99 H/A). Here vehicle movements incur a significant impact in the categories HH 

Respiratory inorganic, HH Climate Changes, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels. No other aspect of the operation stage 

incurs any significant impacts

7.3.1.3 Weighting

SimaPro also contains the capabilities to calculate evaluation values, which in essence 

are the values generated by weighting. This gives the software the capacity to sum the 

data into single scores, and thereby attempts to assign weighting to different 

environmental impacts. By using the weighting methods the results can be presented in 

a simplistic way. However, no weighting stages are used during this thesis because the 

single scores produced hide environmental information and the value systems behind the 

weighting system are suspect. The EI95(e) method uses the distance-to-target method, 

which assumes that the seriousness of an impact can be judged by the difference 

between the current and a target level. This method has been criticised because there are 

no clear-cut objective ways to define sustainable target levels (Curran, 1995). 

EI99(H/A) also contains the data necessary to provide a weighting between the 

categories. Here a panel approach is used to define the weighting values. However, this 

method can also be criticised as the basic questions addressed to the panel to weight are 

abstract and often the panel do not understand the issues properly (Goedkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999).

No weighting stage has been carried out here, due to uncertainty in these methods, and 

the possibility of an oversimplification in the results. For a more detailed discussion on 

weighting please refer back to Chapter Three.

7 .3 .2  Interpretation S ta g e

The interpretation stage is a relatively new stage in LCA. Its specific role for LCA is 

still being developed but its basic aim is to add understanding to the inventory and
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impact assessment stage. The specific aspects of the interpretation stage includes, data 

quality assessments, dominance analysis (which has already been conducted along side 

the discussion on the characterisation histograms) and sensitivity analysis. These have 

been extensively discussed in Chapter Five. Each of these aspects of interpretation is 

now undertaken starting with an assessment of the data quality.

13.2.2 Data Quality -  Uncertainty and Variability

The importance of the data within a LCA can not be overstated. A LCA without some 

sort of evaluation regarding the quality of its data can not be entirely trusted, and must 

be viewed with caution. Despite this, formal data quality management rarely appears in 

LCAs (Weidema and Wesnaes, 1996). This makes the interpretation of any results 

difficult and may lead to perverse outcomes.

Issues regarding data have been extensively discussed in Chapter Five and from this 

discussion it is proposed that the best way to evaluate the data quality, for the purpose of 

this thesis, is through the use of a data quality matrix, which is both a simple and 

effective method.

7.3.2.2.1 Data Quality Matrix

One useful and well documented qualitative method to evaluate the quality of the data, is 

through a data quality matrix or ‘pedigree matrix’ (see Chapter Five). This method has 

been used on the A35 case study and the results can be seen in Table 7.7. During this 

thesis it is proposed that any values of five or four, in the data quality matrix, warrant 

further attention and explanation.

In the original method it was stated that the matrix should be applied to every single data 

point. However, in order to streamline this process, it has only been applied to each 

system or sub-system. For example, the data quality matrix for Portland cement is 

(2,2,1,1,1). This matrix reflects all the data points including energy, materials, quantities 

and emissions. The method used to calculate the matrices for the systems and sub

systems have been designed to reflect a worst case scenario. Consider the issue of
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reliability; if the energy data for a particular system had been taken from a non-qualified 

estimate, yet the rest of the data had been taken from verified data based on 

measurements, the matrix score for reliability would be five. It may be the case that this 

non-qualified estimate for energy is insignificant. However, by giving a score of five, 

any areas of concern that needs to be investigated further, will be highlighted.

An alternative method would be to aggregate the scores from the individual data points, 

to provide a score for each system. Weidmean and Wesnaes (1996) are against such an 

aggregation, given that the scores do not represent any '‘amount'' of data quality (for 

example, a score of two for one indicator is not necessarily of the same importance as a 

score of two for another indicator, nor is a score four necessarily twice as problematic as 

a score two on the same indicator). For instance, for the temporal indicator, a score of 

two would be regarded as satisfactory for a slowly developing industry but problematic 

for a rapidly developing industry.

Table 7.7 Data quality indicator using the 'pedigree matrix’ o f  the major components on 

the LCA of a road project.

System Data Quality Indicator

Construction Phase

Diesel production (1,1,1,1,1)

Portland cement (2,2,1,1,1)

Sand I (1,1,1,3,1)

CBM aggregate (2,2,1,1,4)

Granular ( all limestone) (2,2,1,1,1)

Class 6C rock blanket (2,2,1,1,4)

Class 2 borrow material (1,5,1,1,2)

Class 3 chalk (1,2,1,1,2)

Existing topsoil (1,5,1,1,1)

Gritstone (2,2,1,1,4)

Imported topsoil (1,5,1,1,1)
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Asphalt (2,2,1,3,2)

Hot rolled asphalt (2,2,1,3,2)

SMA (2,2,1,3,2)

Plastic (1,1,1,2,1)

Oil (1,1,1,2,1)

Diesel combustion (1,1,1,1,3)

Temporary site (1,2,1,1,1)

Batch plant (2,2,1,1,2)

Construction waste (1,1,1,1,1)

Maintenance Phase

Replacement of wearing surface (2,2,1,3,2)

Operation Phase

Vehicle movements (2,1,1,1,1)

Electricity (1,2,1,1,1)

Salt spread (1,1,1,1,1)

The matrix shows that one of the worst data points is for the class 2 borrow material. 

This is because in the category ‘Completeness’, the aspect scores a five as no isolated 

data could be obtained for the extraction of this material from the earth. This extraction 

data was amalgamated within BB fuel use records. The transport of this material is 

included but the operation of the extraction is not included. This is a significant 

omission as the class 2 borrow material makes up a significant tonnage of material. 

However, it is assumed that the largest proportion of the impact is associated with the 

transport of this material to site.

Imported and existing topsoil incurs a similar five score yet, this is not significant due to 

the low tonnage used. In addition, CBM aggregate, class 6 rock blanket and gritstone 

have a value of four in the category of ‘Further Technological Correlation’. This is 

because some of the data for these materials had to be taken from data on similar 

products. Although this scored four, the data which is chosen as a ‘related material’, is
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very close in terms of production conditions. Therefore, this substitution does not effect 

the results significantly.

The main advantages of the matrix are that it is relatively simple to undertake and 

provides a quick and informative description regarding the quality of the data. This will 

enable the practitioner to flag up potential data problems in order for further analysis, for 

example, sensitivity analysis, to take place.

This matrix generally deals with parameter uncertainty, spatial and temporal variability 

and variability between sources and objects. However, not all of the aspects of 

uncertainty and variability are captured, as model uncertainty and the variability 

associated with value choices is not assessed within the matrix.

In addition, the matrix only assesses the uncertainty and variability of the inventory data, 

not the impact assessment data. Further, aspects are captured within the sensitivity 

analysis of the impact assessment data, specifically the variability caused by the 

different data sets for impact assessment and the influence of value choices- the latter is 

captured, to a certain extent, through the use of Cultural Theory.

Issues regarding the spatial and temporal variability and model uncertainty within the 

impact assessment methods (EI95 and EI99) are discussed in Chapter Four. In addition, 

uncertainty due to choices has been made operational in this case study through the 

sensitivity analysis (see below) as well as a peer review process. For this case, the LCA 

was peer reviewed by BB’s environmental manager and LCA experts.

7.3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is undertaken both on the inventory and impact assessment data (see 

below). In practice, little work has been done on this aspect, particularly with regard to 

the impact assessment data. Many LCAs are produced with little understanding or 

representation of the uncertainty, sensitivity and subjective nature of the results.
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13 .2 3 .1 Sensitivity of the inventory data

There are many aspects within the inventory data, which contain uncertainty. During 

this sensitivity analysis, estimations are made of the uncertainty for specific points. 

These are based on the most significant aspects in terms of the environmental impact 

and the level of uncertainty.

Within this case study, three particular aspects have been identified; granular limestone 

and vehicle use- as this material and operation has a significant environmental impact in 

a number of categories, and CBM aggregates - as the data quality matrix has identified 

this material as having the most data quality concerns overall.

Granular Limestone

Within this subsystems, there are number of points where the data is of very good 

quality (such as the environmental impacts of transport and transport distances). 

However, certain aspects contain data where there are some uncertainties. The 

electricity used during the acquisition of granular limestone is one data point estimated 

to have an uncertainty range of +/-5%. In addition, the emissions released during the 

acquisition of this material have been estimated to have uncertainty ranges of +/- 10%. 

These uncertainty ranges have been inputted into the impact assessment model with the 

following results. The data is calculated for the whole of the A3 5 road construction 

phase, using upper and lower uncertainty ranges for the granular limestone subsystem.
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Table 7.8 Normalised data for the sensitivity analysis of granular limestone used in the

A35 road construction phase: EI95 (e).

Impact Category Normal (P.E.) Upper (P.E.) Lower (P.E.)

Greenhouse 1.49E+03 1.49E+03 1.48E+03

Ozone 1.72E+00 1.73E+00 1.71

Acidification 1.94E+03 1.94E+03 1.93E+03

Eutrophication 7.00E+02 7.01E+02 700

Heavy Metals 2.04E+04 2.05E+04 2.03E+04

Carcinogens 5.31E+02 5.32E+02 531

Winter Smog 5.43E+02 5.44E+02 542

Summer Smog 1.27E403 1.27E403 1.27E+03

Pesticides 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0

Energy 2.23E+03 2.23E+03 2.22E+03

Solid 1.82E+05 1.82E+05 1.82E+05

Figure 7.15 Sensitivity analysis of granular limestone used in the A35 road construction 

phase. EI95 (e) - logarithmic scale.
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Table 7.9 Normalised data for the sensitivity analysis of granular limestone used in the

A35 road construction phase: EI99 (H/A).

Impact Category Normal (P.E.) Upper (P.E.) Lower (P.E.)

HH Carcinogen 384 386 381

HH Respiratory Organic 4.62 4.62 4.62

HH Respiratory Inorganic 1.56E+03 1.56E+03 1.55E+03

HH Climate Change 272 273 271

HH Radiation 0 0 0

HH Ozone layer 0.0815 0.0819 0.081

EQ Ecotoxicity 268 268 268

EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication

239 239 239

EQ Land-use 727 727 727

R Minerals 0.416 0.416 0.416

R Fossil Fuels 3.40E+03 3.40E+03 3.40E+03

Figure 7.16 Sensitivity analysis of granular limestone used in the A35 road construction 

phase: EI99 (H/A)
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Both Figures 7.15 and 7.16 display that the uncertainty estimates for granular limestone 

has no significant impact on the results in either of the impact assessment methods. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the results are not sensitive to the uncertainty ranges 

estimated for the granular limestone data. This is partly because the most significant 

aspect for granular limestone is from the impact of transport, for which there is good 

quality data.

CBM aggregate

The CBM aggregate was highlighted by the data quality matrix as an area for concern as 

no material specific data could be obtained. Therefore data from a similar material, in 

this case granular limestone, were used. Here it is estimated that the transport data 

contained with the CBM aggregate sub-system has an uncertainty ranges of +/- 20%, the 

data for the electricity used has an uncertainty range o f +/- 15% and the emissions 

released during the acquisition of this materials has an uncertainty ranges o f +/- 15%.

Table 7.10 Normalisation data for the sensitivity analysis for CBM aggregate used in the 

A35 road construction phase: EI95 (e)

Impact Category Normal (P.E.) Upper (P.E.) Lower (P.E.)

Greenhouse 1.49E+03 1.50E+03 1.48E+03

Ozone 1.72E+00 1.72 1.71

Acidification 1.94E+03 1.95E+03 1.92E+03

Eutrophication 7.00E+02 708 693

Heavy Metals 2.04E+04 2.05E+04 2.03E+04

Carcinogens 5.31E+02 532 531

Winter Smog 5.43E+02 548 539

Summer Smog 1.27E+03 1.29E+03 1.26E+03

Pesticides 0 0 0

Energy 2.23E+03 2.24E+03 2.21E+03

Solid 1.82E+05 1.82E+05 1.82E+05
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Figure 7.17 Sensitivity analysis for CBM aggregates used in the A35 road construction

phase: EI95 (e) -  Logarithmic scale
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Table 7.11 Normalisation data for the sensitivity analysis for CBM aggregate used in the 

A35 road construction phase: EI99 (H/A)

Impact Category Normal (P.E.) Upper (P.E.) Lower (P.E.)

HH Carcinogen 384 385 383

HH Respiratory Organic 4.62 4.67 4.57

HH Respiratory Inorganic 1.56E+03 1.57E+03 1.54E+03

HH Climate Change 272 274 270

HH Radiation 0 0 0

HH Ozone Layer 0.0815 0.0818 0.0811

EQ Ecotoxicity 268 271 265

EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication

239 241 236

EQ Land-use 727 728 727

R Minerals 0.416 0.42 0.412

R Fossil Fuels 3.40E+03 3.43E+03 3.38E+03
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Figure 7.18 Sensitivity analysis for CBM aggregate used in the A35 road construction

phase: EI99 (H/A)
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Both Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 displays the uncertainty estimates for CBM aggregates 

as having no significant impact on the results in either of the impact assessment 

methods. Therefore, it can be concluded that the results are not sensitive to the 

uncertainty ranges estimated for CBM aggregates.

Vehicle use

There are a vast range of possibilities which could be included within a sensitivity 

analysis o f the vehicle use. Below, the analysis has been conducted using the 

uncertainty ranges for the predicted number of vehicles on the roads. This range has 

been set a +/-4% for the first year, rising to +/-25% for the 35th year and thereafter 

(National Traffic Forecasts, 1997).

Other scenarios which could have also been included are variations in the fuel mixture 

of diesel and petrol, variations in the mixture of HGVs compared with cars, and the 

introduction of scenario’s for alternatively fuelled cars. These are all important
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scenarios which should be the focus of further work.

Table 7.12 Normalisation data for the sensitivity analysis of future traffic volumes for 

the A35 LCA: EI95 (e)

Impact Category Normal (P.E.) Upper (P.E.) Lower (P.E.)

Greenhouse 1.10E+04 1.34E+04 9.21E+03

Ozone 1.8 1.80E+00 1.81E+00

Acidification 7.42E+03 8.11E+03 5.86E+03

Eutrophication 2.95E+03 3.25E+03 2.95E+03

Heavy Metals 4.83E+04 5.30E+04 • 3.89E+04

Carcinogens 627 6.30E+02 6.22E+02

Winter Smog 3.50E+03 4.01E+03 2.87E+03

Summer Smog 1.21E+04 1.34E+04 9.90E-K)3

Pesticides 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy 1.58E+04 1.81E+04 1.31E+04

Solid 1.82E+05 1.82E+05 1.82E+05

Figure 7.19 Sensitivy analysis of the future traffic movements over the A35: EI95(e) 

impact assessment method -  logarithmic scale.
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This figure demonstrates that the uncertainty surrounding the future vehicle numbers is 

more significant than the uncertainty surrounding the construction materials as above, 

especially considering that this data is presented for the whole of the LCA whereas the 

construction materials sensitivity analysis above is only for the construction phase; 

however, the difference are still small. In conclusion, the uncertainties of the inventory 

analysis for the individual data does not seem to be significant; yet if these uncertainties 

are treated as compound, the variations would increase.

7.3.2.3.2 Sensitivity of the impact assessment data

As mentioned earlier, it is not only uncertainty in the inventory data that can cause 

variations in the results, impact assessment data can also play a significant role. The 

problem with the impact assessment data is that unlike the inventory data, which has to 

be collected by the LCA practitioner, the impact assessment data is already present in 

the software. As such, great care needs to be taken to understand the impact assessment 

data and to interpret the uncertainties and variability within it.

One significant variation in impact assessment data, which can create variations in the 

results, is the different sets of characterisation data for Global Warming Potentials 

(GWPs). This aspect was also discussed by McMannus (2001) but is otherwise absent 

in the LCA literature. During this thesis the IPPC (1995) and the WMO (1998) GWP 

data sets are compared with the GWP data within the EI95 impact assessment method, 

which is taken from IPPC (1992) (see Appendix F for values). There is an argument to 

simply update the EI95 GWP data (1992) with the more recent IPPC data set (1995), as 

it is from the same organisation. However, there is no normalisation data for this data 

set, and the calculation of new normalisation values is outside the scope of this thesis. 

As such, the differences are viewed in the characterisation analysis stage.

The IPPC (1995) and the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) publicised values (see 

www.epa.gov/ozone/ods.htm) which are taken from the WMO (1998), have been chosen 

to perform a sensitivity analysis, as either data set could be used within the assessment.
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McMannus (2001) tried various means to identify the reason for the differences behind 

the data sets but no information could be obtained.

A similar sensitivity analysis can also be applied to the different data sets of Ozone 

Depletion Potentials (ODP). Again the WMO, (1998) published a different set o f ODP 

values than that contained within the EI95 method, which contain WMO (1992) data 

(see appendix F for the values). A similar argument to that of the GWP exists here. In 

contrast to the work conducted by McManus (2001) the sensitivity analysis has been 

conducted using characterisation values rather than normalisation values. This is 

because the different sets of GWP and ODP values are only available in the 

characterisation form and not the normalisation form. A completely new data set of 

normalisation values, using the new GWP values would have to be generated in order 

for the data to be present in the normalised form - an extensive task, which is outside the 

scope of this thesis.

Figure 7.20 Characterisation data for the sensitivity analysis of the GWP data sets, per 

functional unit: EI95(e)
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Figure 7.21 Characterisation data for the sensitivity analysis of the ODP data sets, per

functional unit: EI95(e)
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Figure 7.19 displays the sensitivity analysis of the A35 LCA using different GWP data 

sets. There is a marked difference in the total GWP values for the A35 LCA as the 

WMO (1998) data sets produces significantly smaller results compared with the data 

used within EI95 (IPPC, 1992). This shows that the LCA is significantly sensitive to the 

choice of impact assessment data used for the GWP.

Figure 7.20 displays the sensitivity analysis of the A35 LCA using different ODP data 

sets. The difference between the two data sets is not as marked as that for the GWP, but 

the WMO (1998) still produces smaller ODP values compared with the data used within 

EI95 (IPCC, 1992). As such, the choice of the ODP data sets is not as significant a 

choice as the GWP data sets for this particular LCA.

In addition to the different characterisation sets for GWP and ODP, the use of the EI99 

impact assessment method enables the use of Cultural Theory in order to determine 

different set of impact assessment data based on different value choices. The 

Hierarchical method has been used during the case studies (as the default method.) The 

sensitivity analysis will be used to compare these results with the other two data sets
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generated from an Individualist and an Egalitarian perspective, in order to ascertain how 

sensitive the results are to difference value judgements. For further discussion on 

Cultural Theory see Chapter Five. As this data contains the appropriate normalisation 

data, this sensitivity analysis has been evaluated using the normalisation data.

Table 7.13 Normalisation data for the sensitivity analysis using the EI99 Cultural Theory 

data sets, for the whole o f the A3 5 LCA.

Impact Category Hierarchical

(P.E.)

Egalitarian Individualist

(P.E.)

FIH Carcinogen 407 405 175

FIH Respiratory Organic 44.4 44.1 76.7

HH Respiratory Inorganic 6.82E+03 6.07E+03 1.54E+03

HH Climate Change 1.98E+03 1.96E+03 3.50E+03

HH Radiation 0 0 0

HH Ozone Layer 0.0854 0.0849 0.129

EQ Ecotoxicity 1.10E+03 1.10E+03 279

EQ

Acidification/Eutrophication

1.00E+03 1.00E+03 1.14E+03

EQ Land-use 730 730 831

R Minerals 1.61 2.28 90.6

R Fossil Fuels 3.86E+04 3.25E+04 0

Due to the need to display the data in an meaningful format Table 7.12 and Figure 7.21 

have been evaluated for the whole of the A3 5 LCA, that is the construction, operation 

and maintenance of the 9km of the road, with all the associated traffic movements for 

forty years.
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Figure 7.22 Sensitivity analysis using the EI99 cultural theory data sets, for the whole of 

the A35 LCA -  Logarithmic Scale
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Figure 7.21 reveals that the use of different cultural data sets can have a significant 

effect on the results for some of the environmental categories. Significant differences 

occur in seven of the impact categories, with the largest difference occurring in the R 

Fossil Fuels and R Minerals category. In the R Fossil Fuel category, the Individualist 

data set has no impact values because the Individualist perspective does not consider the 

depletion of fossil fuel resources as a problem (Goedkoop and Spriensma, 1999). This is 

because from the Individualist perspective, one would argue that based on experience, 

fossil fuel depletion is not a problem and in addition, long term problems are not given 

much consideration. In contrast, Goedkoop and Spriensma (1999) view the Individualist 

perspective for mineral resources as a problem, as the Individualist would accept, as a 

fact, a steady decrease in resource concentrations. This is why in the R Minerals 

category, the values for the Individualist perspective are still significant.

The other categories in Human Health and Ecosystem Quality show smaller, but 

significant variations in the results with different categories producing contrasting 

results for the Hierarchists, Egalitarian and Individualist data sets. Each data set does
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not produce a uniform pattern in these categories, i.e. no one data set always produces 

either lower or higher values.

The reason for the differences include:

• The Egalitarians and Hierarchists use the long term perspective while Individualist 

use the short-term perspective.

• The Individualist’s data set only includes ‘proven damage’. For example, only the 

carcinogen IARC class 1 is included the Individualist whereas the Egalitarian 

perspective uses classes 1,2 and 3 and the Hierarchists perspective uses classes 1 and 

2. Class 1 is for know carcinogenic substances and is produced by the International 

Agency for Research and Cancer. Class 2 includes probable carcinogenic 

substances.

• The Individualist uses an ‘age weighing’ because they assign greater importance to 

being healthy at a younger age.

• Use of different time horizons.

The sensitivity analysis using Cultural Theory highlights that the value choice used 

within the impact assessment method can cause significant differences in the results. 

Although before this type of analysis can be used on comparative LCA, further research 

is need as the modelling used is not yet fully complete and more research needs to be 

undertaken before any conclusion can be drawn (Goodkoop and Spriensma (1999).

In summary, the interpretation stage has been a valuable excise, providing poignant 

insights to the results. The data quality assessment and sensitivity analysis of the 

inventory data showed that the uncertainty within the inventory data does not have any 

significant effect on the results. In contract, the sensitivity analysis of the impact 

assessment data showed that significant variations can occur in the choice of GWP and 

ODP data sets and the use of value choices.
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This concludes the data assessment and interpretation of the A35 LCA. The next section 

draws the issues together to from the discussion of the case.

7.4 Discussion

The discussion will focus on the research goals for the case study. These goal have been 

derived from the research questions for the thesis (see Chapter Six). During this 

discussion, Goals One and Two are discussed along side each other.

Goal One: Critically review the application of LCA methodology in relation to road 

projects.

Goal Two: Assess possible ways in which the LCA methodology can be improved, 

specifically in relation to road projects.

In general, the application of LCA to road projects has been successful. LCA has 

proven to be a very useful tool, providing a quantitative, whole life, understanding of the 

interactions of a road project with the environment. However, there are important 

specific points that need to be discussed.

Problems identified in the specific application of LCA to the A35 road project (an 

informative, attribution based LCA), are numerous and occur in the goal scope and 

definition, inventor, impact assessment and interpretation stages. The problems in each 

stage are discussed separately. Although this LCA was not a comparative, change 

oriented LCA, the problems identified are the same regardless of the application.

Issues in the goal scope and definition stage

The purpose of this LCA was to investigate the applicability of LCA methodology to 

road projects, and to evaluate the whole life environmental impacts. The use of a road 

project was a large focus for the LCA study as most LCAs focus on smaller subsystems 

and use a comparative LCA format to compare which process or product has the least 

environmental impact. The large focus for the study was because this is one of the first 

applications of LCA methodology to road projects. As such, this LCA was an
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indicative LCA, not a comparative LCA, with the work focusing on being informative, 

rather than aiming directly at change. The rational for this was that before a 

comparative LCA can be undertaken it is appropriate to ascertain where the major 

environmental impacts are occurring, thereby focusing future comparative LCA on these 

significant areas.

If a comparative LCA was the aim, some specific considerations for the application of 

this type of LCA to roads would be needed. The crux is that each road construction 

project is unique, with variation being caused by differing geo-technical, geographical 

location, and meteorological condition. These differences can not all be expressed in the 

functional unit, which means comparisons of the environmental impacts of different 

road projects becomes more complicated. Extra background information is required in 

order for any differences in the impact between different road projects or processes to be 

properly evaluated. For example, during winter conditions with heavy ground frost, 

snow and ice make the energy consumption for excavation increase by approximately 

50% (Stripple, 1995). At present this kind of detailed data is very difficult to obtain.

The functional unit for a road LCA needs to address the decision of whether or not to 

include the impact from vehicle movements in its boundary. This LCA has included the 

impact of vehicle movement, as they are significant impacts. In addition, this thesis has 

been successful in incorporating future scenarios for vehicle numbers and vehicle 

emissions, which are important for an LCA of this type, however, other areas which 

have been identified in this thesis needs to be addressed in the future work. The most 

significant of these is the effect of the road profile and alternative fuels on the LCA.

Issues in the inventory stage

Firstly, the collection of primary data for this case study was hampered by a lack of 

consideration of environmental issues within the road construction sector. Although, 

commitment was more apparent at higher levels of management, than lower levels. 

Unfortunately, it was often the lower levels o f management and construction site 

workers who were relied upon for data collection. This had the effect of slowing the
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data collection process. In order to improve this, there is a need to educate and motivate 

the lower levels of management and site workers with regard to the importance of 

environmental issues and in particular LCA. The process of changing attitudes is a slow 

one, but the more environmentally aware and committed the workforce is, the quicker 

and easier the LCA task will be.

In the collection of the supplier’s data, further barriers are encountered. At present, the 

road construction industry is grappling with the implementation of EMSs, with many 

organisations putting all of their resources into gaining ISO 14001 accreditation. As 

such, little resources are channelled towards LCA, which in turn leads to a lack of 

understanding of LCA methodology. The organisations that helped in the data 

collection for the A35 case were organisations that had already developed EMSs for 

their operations. Many commented that once their EMSs were in place they would be 

interested to turn their attention to LCA. As such, the author and some of the suppliers 

believe that LCA is the next stage along from the EM S. Therefore, for LCA to be 

applicable in this sector, it may have to wait until EMSs have been more broadly 

established.

To compound the data collection issue, the collection of primary data is vital for LCAs 

in this sector, as secondary data is scarce. Therefore, a large proportion the data in this 

case had to be collected on site, which is time consuming. An explicit statement of the 

quality of the data used is an important part of any LCA. However, too many LCAs fail 

to recognise this point. The quality of the collected data is assessed, during this case, in 

the data quality matrix and the associated sensitivity analysis. A data quality matrix is a 

vital part of any LCA, and the data quality matrix, as proposed by Weidema (1998), 

provided an excellent quick and informative guide to the data quality.

One improvement which significantly aided the data collection process for this case -  

albeit for only one process, was the implementation of the ISR to the cement 

manufacturing industry. This kind of initiative will make the uptake of LCA a lot
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simpler and quicker, if it is required for a wider group of processes. This is the first time 

that the ISR has been identified as a possible data source for LCA.

In addition to the problems associated with the collection of primary data, there were 

also problems with the format of the collected data. A significant proportion of the data 

collected had not been collected in a ‘LCA friendly ' format. Three specific issues were 

identified:

1) Units

A common problem concerned the units used in the documentation of materials. Often 

the units in the company’s records did not match the units used within the LCA 

databases. For example, within the database the units for diesel are given in Kg, yet BB 

collected their data for diesel in litres. The resultant data conversion not only extends 

the time needed to perform an LCA, but can also increase the data uncertainty as many 

of the density values (see appendix A) used to convert the data from volumes to weight 

include a range of values.

2) Amalgamations

One limitation of this study was that some of the data needed for the LCA had been 

amalgamated in BB’s records. For example, the fuel use data can only be analysed as a 

total amount of fuel purchased, as it has not been allocated to specific activities. This 

makes the break down of the model difficult as individual construction process, for 

example, construction of the base course can not be accounted for separately. If this 

kind of detail is required the data collection procedures of the host organisation will 

need to be improved.

3) Contract form

The data collection process was slowed slightly because of the contract form (DBFO) 

for this road. DBFO roads do not require a BoQ to be produced as part of the tendering 

documents, therefore this type of data had to be generated during the case study. The 

advantage of this is that the data is more accurate than a traditional BoQ as it can be
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collected latter on in a project. The BoQ, which is generated at the start of the project, 

contains many estimations. As the work progresses, alterations to the BoQ are common. 

The use of the BoQ as a data collection tool has been viewed as standard in LCA studies 

on civil engineering projects and was first proposed by Emmerson et al. (1995). 

However, the accuracy of the BoQ data (as mentioned above) has previously not been 

discussed.

To what further extent the contract form i.e. DBFO was a factor in this case study is still 

unclear. It may have been a factor in the decision to allow the case study to be 

undertaken, as BB was aware of their new responsibilities. However, any analysis of 

this is outside the scope of this thesis.

Issues in the impact assessment stage

The above discussion is concerned with data problems in the inventory stage, however, 

there are also problems in the impact assessment stage. During this thesis the use of two 

impact assessment methodologies (EI95 and EI99) rather than one, added value to the 

LCA. The use of two methods not only provided information on different 

environmental categories, but also provided different insights. For instance, in the EI95 

method the use of Portland cement in the A3 5 is identified to have a dominant impact in 

the Carcinogen category, however in the EI99 method the same material has no 

dominant impacts.

Nevertheless, both of the impact assessment methods have particular problems. These 

problems have been highlighted using the ‘undefined function’ of the SimaPro 4.0 

software. The ‘undefined function’ lists all substances in the inventory, which have not 

been evaluated during the impact assessment. These undefined substances, which are not 

evaluated in the impact assessment methodologies, are scarcely discussed within the 

literature. Yet it is vital for a LCA to address the consequences of any missing 

components. Table 7.14 displays all the significant undefined substances for the A35 

case study using both EI95 and EI99 impact assessment methods.
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Table 7.14 Undefined substances for the A35 case using the EI95 and EI99 impact 

assessment methods.

Substance EI95 (tonnes) EI99 (tonnes)

Carbon monoxide released to air 1200 1200

Hydrogen Chloride released to air X 13.5

Aluminium released to water 7.96 7.96

Anorganic dissolved substances released to 

water

31.9 31.9

Dissolved substances released to water 76.8 76.8

Chloride ions released to water 63.3 63.3

COD released to water X 1.82

Metallic ions released to water 0.999 0.999

Metals released to water 0.232 0.232

Iron released to water 3.17 3.17

Salt released to water 1.52 1.52

Sodium released to water 1.83 1.83

Magnesium released to water 0.449 0.449

Mineral alts released to water 0.655 0.655

Suspended solids released to water 0.994 0.994

Suspended substances released to water 1.89 1.89

Sulphate released to water 45.88 45.88

Construction waste released to the soil X 38300

Final waste (inert) released to the soil X 38500

These are amalgamated values for the whole of the A35 life cycle and as such these 

values will be dispersed over a large temporal and spatial area. However, these 

substances need to be captured by the impact assessment method in order for conclusion 

to be drawn, especially for comparative LCAs. From the results above it can be seen 

that the EI99 method has more ‘undefined substances’ including wastes released to soil, 

COD released to water, Hydrogen Chloride released to air, which are all assessed in the
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EI95 method. This is mainly because the EI99 method has a more complex method of 

evaluating the environmental impacts moving towards the identification of actual rather 

than potential impacts. Therefore, the modelling of certain substance is not yet 

complete. The most significant omission for a road LCA is the omission of the disposal 

of construction waste and final inert waste to the soil in the EI99 method.

Issues in the interpretation stage

The matrix and the associated sensitivity analysis (see Tables 7.7 and Figures 7.15-7.18) 

concluded that although there are uncertainties in individual data points and sub

systems. These do not, on their own have a significant effect on the results. However, 

one data point, which needs to be addressed for future work is the specific collection of 

excavated data for class 2 borrow material. The extraction data for this material is 

amalgamated in the fuel use records for the whole site. In order to properly evaluate the 

environmental impact of this material, the specific fuel use for the extraction of this 

material would have to be found.

Other aspects of the impact assessment data have been shown to have effects on the 

results. During the sensitivity analysis of the impact assessment data the GWP, ODP 

and Cultural Theory data sets were evaluated. Firstly, the use of different GWP data sets 

resulted in significant differences in the total GWP of the A3 5 LCA. These differences 

highlight that the choice of GWP data sets can significantly effect the results. The 

choice of the ODP data sets is less sensitive, and does not effect the results significantly 

for this particular LCA. As a rule, the use of the most recent data is advisable. 

However, as there is no normalisation data for the most recent GWP and ODP data sets, 

often older sets have to be used. The need for new normalisation data has been 

highlighted during the Further Work section of this thesis.

Sensitivity analysis using the different Cultural Theory data displays that the use of 

different cultural data sets (Hierarchists, Egalitarian and Individualist) for the impact 

assessment data has significant effects on the results. This sensitivity analysis highlights 

the fact that subjective value judgements, which are often not made operational in the
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LCA results, can have significant effect on the results. All of the impact categories in 

the EI99 impact assessment method display different values for the different cultural 

data sets, with the most pronounced difference in the R Fossil Fuels and R Minerals 

category. However, the fact that other categories do not display larger differences often 

reflects that the modelling of value judgements is not yet fully complete and more 

research needs to be undertaken before any conclusion can be drawn (Goodkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999).

Goal Three: Analyses the environmental problems associated with road projects 

throughout their whole life.

Analysing the environmental problems of the road project, it is not only apparent that 

impacts are occurring throughout the life cycle of the road, but also different life cycle 

phases are having impacts on different environmental categories. It is clear that the 

construction and in particular the operation phase contribute to the majority of the 

impacts. However, in some ways it is unfair to compare one activity, which only last 1- 

2 years (construction phase), with another one which last 40 years (operation phase), as 

the activities which are involved with the construction of a road, once complete, will 

then be employed on other projects. If best practice can be identified for the 

construction phase, via LCA information, then it can be used time and time again on 

different construction projects, resulting in a significant environmental improvement.

This highlights the fact that time plays a significant role in normalising emissions data. 

In the present study, data for the operation of the life cycle of the road (40 years) has 

been compared to the average emission per capita in Europe over one year. Although 

this is common practice in LCA studies, it gives the impression that the operation phase 

is much worse than it really is. If the data was analysed for just one year of operation it 

would change the scale of the resultant histograms, and suggest that construction was 

more important than it is over the life cycle. It would not, change the relative 

importance of the various emissions. As there is no data for emission production levels 

in the future and any other method of analysis would show constant weighting or bias
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towards the construction. This type of presentation has been accepted as normal practice 

(Braunschwieg et al. 1996).

Evaluating the environmental impacts associated with road projects throughout their 

whole life, it is appropriate to consider both the dominant impacts (20% ore more of the 

total impact categories o f that system) and the significant normalised impacts. This 

enables the evaluation of the significant environmental impacts within the system being 

studied and also the identification of the significant environmental impacts in relation to 

the wider system i.e. emission released in Europe, the latter adds some perspective to the 

results.

The dominant impacts for the A3 5 LCA using the EI95 impact assessment method occur 

during the construction and operation phases over a wide range of the environmental 

categories. A similar situation occurs using the EI99 impact assessment method. This 

means that any further work and environmental improvement needs to be concentrated 

in the construction and operation phases. The maintenance stage has no dominant 

impacts. Table 7.15 displays all the dominant impacts identified during this case.

Table 7.15 Dominant impacts for A35 LCA

Aspect EI95 EI99

Construction Phase

Granular limestone Greenhouse, Ozone, 

Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy 

Metals, Winter Smog, 

Summer Smog and Energy

HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH 

Climate Change, HH Ozone, 

EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, 

R Minerals and R Fossil 

Fuels
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Chalk Greenhouse, Ozone, 

Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy 

Metals, Winter Smog and 

Energy

HH Carcinogens, HH 

Climate Change, HH Ozone, 

and R Fossil Fuels

Construction waste Solids X

Land take X EQ Land-use

Asphalt X R Minerals

Portland cement Carcinogens X

Operation Phase

Vehicle movements Greenhouse, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy 

Metals, Carcinogens, 

Winter Smog, Summer 

Smog, Energy and Solids

HH Carcinogens, HH 

Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH 

Climate Change, EQ 

Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, 

R Minerals and R Fossil 

Fuels

Lighting Ozone HH Ozone

Previously, it had been assumed that all the dominant impacts would occur during the 

operation stage.

The construction, operation and maintenance of the road network have 

in many cases from an environmental point of view, been regarded as 

less significant compared to the impact of vehicles using the road 

during its lifetime.

(Stripple, 1995:2)

However, this case study has shown that the construction phase is also significant.
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The normalised data tells a similar story. Again the construction and operation phases 

are the most significant phases in terms of environmental impact and again this impact is 

spread over a number of environmental categories.

The most significant normalised impacts in the EI95 method occurred in the 

construction phase within the Solid waste category -  specifically from construction 

waste. In addition, during both the construction and operation phases there is a 

significant impact in the Heavy Metals category - specifically from granular limestone, 

class 3 chalk and vehicle movements. The impacts in the Heavy Metal category are 

from the electricity used during the extraction of chalk, the electricity and transport of 

the granular limestone and vehicles movement during the operation phase, specifically 

from diesel vehicles. Vehicle movements also have significant impacts in the categories 

Greenhouse, Acidification, Eutrophication, Winter Smog, Summer Smog and Energy.

Although in EI95 solid waste has been identified as a significant impact, the way this 

category is calculated does overstate its importance. This is because the solid waste 

category equates the impact associated with the waste (i.e. its units) by its weight rather 

than its toxicology. As the construction process does produce heavy waste, these 

process can be penalised. It would be better to use a volume and toxicity weighting for 

solid waste in order to evaluate its importance. Nevertheless, the EI95 method does at 

least capture the problem associated with waste disposal; a problem which is poorly 

evaluated in the EI99 method.

In the EI99 method, the most significant normalised impacts occur in the construction 

and operation phases. The largest normalised impact occurs during the operation phase 

in the R Fossil Fuels category, specifically from vehicle movements. Other significant 

impacts occur during the operation phase in the HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate 

Change, EQ Ecotoxicity and EQ Acidification/Eutrophication categories, again from 

vehicle movements.
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The construction phase has a significant impact in the R Fossil Fuel, HH Respiratory 

Inorganic, and EQ Land-use categories and to a lesser extent has an impact in the 

categories HH Carcinogens, HH Climate Change, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and 

EQ Ecotoxicity. In the R Fossil Fuel category the impact is mainly associated with 

granular limestone, class 3 chalk and to a lesser extent the diesel use, class 2 borrow 

material and asphalt. The impacts in the R Fossil Fuel category are associated with 

diesel and electricity used in the extraction of chalk, granular limestone and asphalt. 

While the extraction of class 2 borrow material is only associated with electricity use. In 

the HH Respiratory Inorganic category the impacts are associated with granular 

limestone, class 3 chalk and to a lesser extent, class 2 borrow material and asphalt. Here 

the impacts are associated with transport and electricity used during the extraction of the 

granular limestone, chalk and asphalt, while the class 2 borrow material impact is only 

associated with transport. In the EQ Land-use category the impact is associated with 

Land take of the A3 5 road.

The dominant and significant impact identified above can be used to target 

environmental impacts, For example, one of the dominant environmental impacts for 

this LCA was the use of granular materials. Here, environmental improvements need to 

be focused on energy and transport issues, as these are the areas which generate the 

largest impact.

With regard to transport, 80% of the granular material for the A3 5 was transported by 

rail to the nearby Hamworthy depot, for onward transport by road to the A3 5. The other 

20% was transported exclusively by road. In the original tender, Foster Yeoman (FY) 

had expected to utilise the nearby Hamworthy depot exclusively. However, due to 

operational factors on site, notably BBTA’s need on occasion for an acceleration of the 

programme to achieve target jobs completion dates, the rail network could not respond 

rapidly enough to the increase in demand and roads had to be used. If all the materials 

could have been kept on the rail network, significant environmental impact reductions 

could have been achieved. Where road transport has to be used, environmental impact 

reductions can be made by using ultra low sulphur diesel or fitting a continuously
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regenerating particulate trap (CRT), or similar retrofits to reduce vehicle emissions. 

Sourcing local materials wherever possible, which would reduce the impact associated 

with transport, could make further environmental improvements. However, data needs 

to be collected to ensure that materials from local suppliers, which may have reduced 

vehicle emission associated with them because of the reduced transport distances, don’t 

have increased environmental impact in other areas.

When it comes to identifying environmental improvements, the road construction 

process differs noticeably from other manufacturing process. This is due to the 

construction process taking place in a less controlled environment. This has a number of 

aspects, which can have an impact on the environmental profile. For a road construction 

project, transport distances for materials are fixed as the road is constructed where there 

is demand for a road to be built i.e. location is dictated by demand. There is little scope 

for moving, as resources are limited geographically. In contrast, manufacturing 

companies can set-up the organisation in close proximity to the resources they need, 

reducing the transport distances for materials. As such, focus need to be put into cleaner 

fuels or alternative fuels for the vehicle fleet. Although alternative cleaner fuels are now 

becoming available for small cars, there is little work being undertaken for alternatively 

fuelled construction plant: this is an area which needs consideration.

During the operation phase of the A3 5, there is also scope for a reduction in the effect of 

emissions from vehicles. The significance of this reduction is still unclear and may need 

further research, but considering the importance of vehicle emissions during the 

operation phase, any improvement may prove to be substantial. Any future research 

should focus on aspects such as different wearing surfaces and the road profile. 

Different wearing surfaces effect the fuel efficiency of the vehicles that use them, while 

the profile of the road can be changed to make the road as flat as possible, thus reducing 

fuel use compared with travelling up-hill. Here a trade-off can be seen between the 

environmental implications of additional earthworks and the associated benefit o f a 

flatter road. In addition, a flatter road in hilly terrain could lead to an increased amount 

of travel in the longitudinal direction of the road. However, any environmental
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improvement should be addresses using an LCA framework. In addition, ‘real’ 

improvement need to consider economic and social factors and should be left outside the 

LCA methodology inline with ISO and SET AC guidelines.

In summary, the application of an informative, attribution based LCA method to road 

projects has been generally successful. Although, a number of problems have been 

identified in the inventory and impact assessment stages. The issues in the inventory 

stage are principally concerned with data collection including issues such as, units, 

amalgamation, contact form and a general lack of awamess and co-operation to collect 

the necessary data.

Issues in the impact assessment stage includes aspects of model uncertainty in EI95 and 

EI99, variation due to value choices which were exposed during the use of Cultural 

Theory and the significance of the GWP and ODP data sets.

Nevertheless, the LCA did analyses the whole life environmental problems associated 

with road projects and found that the significant impacts occurred in the construction 

and operation stages.

This concludes the discussion of the A3 5 LCA case study. Before drawing conclusions 

on the research questions for the thesis a second case is undertaken on wastewater 

treatment works in the following Chapter.
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Chapter Eight - Case Study Two: LCA of
Wastewater Treatment Works

This Chapter discusses the second of the LCA case studies undertaken in this thesis, 

applying LCA methodology to three wastewater treatment projects, in addition, the case 

will evaluate what the whole life environmental impacts of wastewater treatment project 

and where these impacts occur. This LCA has been undertaken using data from the 

literature. This approach has been utilised before (see Mels, 1999 and Tillman et al. 

1998) and has been fully justified in Chapter Six. The main base inventory data and the 

cases have been taken from Emmerson et al. (1995); Emmerson (1993); Baronti, C., 

Curini, R., D’ascenzo, G., Corcia, A., Gentili, A., and Samperi, R., (2000) and 

Bjorklund, J., Geber, U., Rydger, T. (2001). Additional data has been added where 

appropriate.

To begin with there is a brief introduction to the wastewater treatment cases, followed 

by a systematic discussion on the LCA case studies, using the methodology set out in 

Chapter Three, Four, and Five. The LCA case outlines, the goal definition and scoping, 

inventory, impact assessment and interpretation in accordance with guidelines set out in 

the literature, particularly by SETAC and ISO.

8.1 Background to wastewater treatment cases
The cases chosen are adapted from a study undertaken by Emmersson et al. (1995) and 

Emmersson (1993). Both these works are essentially the same. They study, three 

different wastewater treatment plants; a packaged extended aeration sludge works (AS), 

a percolating filter works with radial settlement (PFR) and a percolating filter works 

with vertical settlement (PFV), all of which can be grouped under the general term of
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biological purification1. All of the plants studied were small sewage works serving a 

population of approximately 1,000 people in rural areas. One of the most significant 

changes to the original cases, is that the treatment of the sludge had to be evaluated 

using different data due to new legislation forcing different operating conditions for 

sludge disposal (see section 8 .1 .1 ).

Packaged Extended Aeration Activated Sludge Works (AS)

Standard designs for package plant aeration systems, based on the oxidation ditch 

system developed by Pasveer (1959), have been developed by Anglian Water Services 

Ltd. (AWS) in collaboration with Anglian Engineering Services (AES). These systems 

are designed to be rapidly comissionable (14-16 weeks) and reliable. The packaged 

aeration works (AS) developed by AWS consists of inlet screens and grit removal, two 

prefabricated steel aeration tanks and two steel secondary settlement tanks (see Figure 

8.1). The system works by primary effluent being fed into the aeration tanks, where it is 

vigorously aerated. This converts any biodegradable organic material into a microbial 

biomass, carbon dioxide and water, by the action of micro-organisms - mainly bacteria. 

The microbial biomass is then separated out through sedimentation. Part o f the 

settlement from the sedimentation tanks is recycled back into the aeration tank to ‘seed’ 

the process by providing a supply of micro-organisms.

Chambers, B., Whitaker, J., and Eluidge, A. F., (1993) list the advantages of package 

works as:

• Reduced construction time through prefabrication.

• Minimal civil engineering work.

• Low area requirements.

• Geometric similarity between plants of different sizes promoting ease of 

maintenance.

1 Biological purification is the same as biological treatment (see Glossary o f  Terms)
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• Automatic operation consistent with small works manning levels.

• Low capital costs.

Disadvantages attributable to package plants are:

• Reduced life potential.

• Increased energy requirements 

(Emmersson, 1993).

Percolating Filter Works (PFR and PFV)

Pre-privatisation the percolating filter was a popular treatment solution for small 

communities (Emmersson, 1993). ‘A typical percolating filter plant to serve a population 

of 1 0 0 0  people is assumed to consist of inlet screens, primary settlement, filtration in 

two filter beds and secondary settlement’ (Emmersson, 1993:11). The settlement tanks at 

smaller works can be vertical, horizontal or radial. Only two of these, radial flow (PFR) 

and vertical flow (PFV) settlement tanks are analysed (see Figure 8.2 and 8.3).

The trickling filters used in these cases have radial or vertical with beds filled with a 

permeable medium - blast furnace slag. The system works by spreading the wastewater 

over the medium and letting it gradually percolate through the aerated filter. A 

biological film of bacteria and grazing protozoa develop on the surface of the medium 

and converts the organic material into bacterial and protozoan cells, carbon dioxide and 

water.

The advantages for the percolating filter system are:

• Low energy and maintenance requirements.

• Good sludge quality and low sludge volume.
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Disadvantages are:

• High initial capital costs.

• Large land area.

• Potential for odour production and flies. 

(Rijnart, 1987).
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Figure 8.1 Process flow diagram for the AS process
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Figure 8.2 Process flow diagram for the PFR process
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Figure 8.3 Process flow diagram for the PFV process
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8.1.1 S e w a g e  S lu d ge
Sewage sludge is one of the most significant waste streams for wastewater treatment 

works (WTWs) with approximately 10 million tonnes of sludge being produced annually 

in the United Kingdom (Moffat, A. J., Armstrong, A. T., and Ockleston, 2001). 

Therefore, the disposal of the sludge is a significant aspect for consideration the life 

cycle of the WTW. The disposal of this sludge in England and Wales (1994/95), is 

broken down into five different categories:

• 49% to farmland/recultivation.

• 25% to sea.

• 1 2 % to landfill.

• 7% to incineration.

• 8 % other.

(Water Services Association, 1995:28-9).

However, since 1998, sea disposal of sludge has been prevented under the Urban Waste 

Water Treatment Directive (91.271/EEC). This is expected to increase farmland 

disposal to 60%, whilst incineration is expected to increase to 35% (DEFRA, 2002). In 

Emmerson et al. (1995) farmland application is evaluated as the sludge disposal route.

Application of sludge to farmland has a number of constraints: the application is limited 

to certain periods in the year, exposure limits for heavy metals determine the maximum 

quantities which can be applied and there is growing concern among the public about the 

health risk. The data taken from Emmerson et al. (1995) was generated in 1993, with 

the sludge produced being applied untreated to soil. Legislation on this matter is now 

changing and further sludge treatment is needed before disposal. Since the 31st 

December 1999, all untreated sludges have been banned from application to food crops, 

although, it is still permissible to apply untreated sludge to a limited range of non-food
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crops. However, from the 3 1st December 2005 all untreated sludge will be banned from 

being applied to agricultural land (Safe Sludge Matrix, 2001) .

Treated sludge will still be allowed to be applied to agricultural land under certain 

conditions regarding the time elapsed between application and harvest (Safe Sludge 

Matrix, 2001). Treated sludge is sludge that has undergone a treatment process used to 

reduce its fermentability and possible health hazards. These rely on biological, chemical 

or heat treatment: the most common being anaerobic digestion. This process works on 

the standard that at least 99% of indicator organism (pathogens) have been destroyed 

(ibid.).

To comply with this new legislation, this thesis assumes the sludge produced by the 

wastewater treatment plants will be transported (30 miles) to a larger wastewater 

treatment plant for anaerobic sludge digestion. After treatment the sludge is spread on 

agricultural land. The process involved in the sludge digestion and disposal are now 

discussed.

8 .1.1.1 Sludge treatment - anaerobic digestion

Anaerobic digestion can be defined as “the use of microbial organisms, in the absence of 

oxygen, for the stabilisation of organic materials by conversion to methane and 

inorganic products including carbon dioxide” (Kiely, 1996:563). The anaerobic digester 

used in these case studies is a mesophilic digester (approximate temperatures 36°C.), 

with a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and an operational life of 50 years. The 

biogas produced by the digestion of sludge is used to produce electricity and heating. 

Here a gas boiler provides the heating and a gas engine generates the electricity.

An important distinction in LCA studies within this area is whether sludge is regarded as 

a resource or a waste product. Most LCA studies regard sludge as a waste problem. As 

such, the burdens associated with their processing and disposal are allocated to the

2 At present these rules are only a Code of Practice and the proposed legislation is not yet in force -  but it is widely 

expected to mirror the Safe Sludge Matrix.
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wastewater treatment system. Two studies, Mels et al. (1999) and Nuemayr, et al., 

(1997), view sludge as a product by consider the recycling of nutrients from sludge. 

Nuemayr, et al., (1997), used the concept of an avoided product in order to reflect the 

idea of the sludge being a useful product if applied to agricultural land or incinerated for 

energy (for further discussion see Chapter Three). During this thesis sludge will be 

viewed both as a waste problem and as a resource in order to evaluate both options. 

When sludge is considered as a resource the environmental impact from avoided 

fertiliser production has to be taken into account. Similarly, electricity produced during 

sludge digestion needs consideration. In this method, the avoided burdens are 

represented by negative values.

8.2 Life Cycle Assessment of Wastewater Treatment Plants
Similar to the case study conducted in the previous Chapter, this Life Cycle Assessment 

has been undertaken using SimaPro 4.0 software, developed by Pre. The methodology 

used during the assessment is in accordance with procedures set out by SET AC and the 

ISO 14040 standards.

8.2.1 Goal definition and S c o p e
8.2.1.1 Purpose of the study

The purpose of this LCA is similar to the previous case study i.e. to investigate the 

application of LCA methodology to a wastewater scheme, with the results being 

intended for both an academic and industrial audience. The work is focused on being 

informative, but in addition acts as a comparison study because the functional units are 

the same. Hence the work could also be used to aim directly at change (Weideman, 

1993).

The goals of this LCA are adapted from the research questions of the thesis (see Chapter 

Six):

1) Critically review the application of LCA methodology in relation to wastewater 

treatment projects.
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2) Assess possible ways in which the LCA methodology can be improved, specifically 

in relation to wastewater treatment projects.

3) Analyse the environmental problems associated with wastewater treatment plants 

throughout their life cycle.

8.2.1.2 Scoping

8.2.1.2.1 System Boundaries
The boundaries for the assessment concur with SET AC, (1993:5), which state that a 

LCA should include the, ‘entire life cycle of the product, process, or activity, 

encompassing extraction and processing raw materials, manufacturing, transportation 

and distribution, use, re-use, maintenance, recycling and final disposal’. This of course 

makes this a ‘Cradle-to-Grave’ assessment rather than a ‘Cradle-to Gate’.

In this LCA, the phases included in the assessment differ from the phases used during 

the road case study. The main difference is that a demolition phase has been included, 

leaving the LCA focussing on four phases; construction, operation, maintenance and 

demolition. Emmersson et al. (1995) only looked at three phases, combining the 

maintenance phase with the operation phase, due to the relatively small impacts 

associated with the maintenance phase. Using the four phases instead of three will 

improve the interpretation of the environmental impacts associated with each phase.

Within the discussions regarding the system boundaries, it is important to define exactly 

which aspects and impacts are assessed. Chapter Three discusses some general 

statements concerning what is and is not assessed. These have been used as general 

guidelines during this case. To elaborate on this, a more specific discussion of system 

boundaries is now undertaken.

The construction phase

This includes impacts from the major materials, incorporating data from the extraction 

of raw materials, processing, disposal and transport stages, which are used to construct 

the WTWs and anaerobic digester. The quantities of the major finished materials used
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for each of the WTWs can be seen in Appendix 1. Whilst the quantities of major 

materials used in the construction of the anaerobic digester used for sludge processing 

can be seen in Appendix E. The impacts occurring from municipal sewers are outside 

the boundary of this work.

The construction processes are accounted for in the form of foel and oil used by 

equipment on site, including their associated emissions (data can be seen in Appendix 

D). Run off during construction is not included in the assessment. This is partly 

because quantifying this process is very difficult. Although it is often relatively easy to 

see where the run off has occurred, it is more difficult to quantify how much has made 

its way into the rivers and streams. Furthermore, at present there is no method that 

equates its impact. Two materials, pitch epoxy -  a pitch based filler and Sigma Cover -  

a floor sealant, lacked any environmental production data and had to be omitted. It is 

not thought that this omission will be significant as these materials occurred in relatively 

low quantities and are not significantly toxic.

The operation phase

The consumption of materials during the operation phase is small. Emmerson et al. 

(1995) state that this will generally include the use of chemicals for odour masking or 

sludge conditioning. In addition, cleaning materials and lubricants for mechanical plants
tViare also used (Martin Venning, Environmental Manager Wessex Water, p.c. 18 

September 2001). Relevant records were not available for the WTWs studied, but 

Emmersson (1993) indicated that the consumption of these materials could be ignored 

relative to other impacts. The only other regular use of materials identified during the 

operation phase was the use of polythene bags for the collection of screenings. These 

were used at the rate of approximately 1 bag per week (Emmerson et al. 1995). 

Operation energy requirements for the WTWs and the anaerobic digester (AD) include 

data for the running of the plant (pumps, aerators etc.). In addition, collection and 

disposal of sludge and screenings, and discharge of the effluent was assessed under the 

operation phase. Sludge production was calculated from Anglian Water records. An 

inventory of all the relevant operation data for the WTWs can be seen in Appendix D.
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Whilst, an inventory of all the relevant operation data for the anaerobic digester can be 

seen in Appendix E.

The discharge of effluent to a receiving body is regulated by the Water Resource Act 

1991 and was taken from Angialn Water records. This data was supplemented where 

necessary with data from the literature including the levels of estrogens in sewage 

effluent. The estrogenic compounds in sewage effluent can effect the sex of fish 

populations in rivers (Baronti et al. 2000), an aspect which is not discussed in any of the 

LCA case studies in this area. Other information on the concentration of other organic 

compounds in the effluent was not found.

The sewage sludge produced by these wastewater treatment plants includes primary 

sludge, which is composed of the settable solids fraction of raw wastewater, as separated 

by sedimentation and secondary sludge, which are derived from biological or physcio- 

chemical treatment process. For the purposes of this study it has been assumed that all 

sludge from the three works are transported to a centralised works (30 miles), which will 

process the sludge in anaerobic digesters. The resulting processed sludge will then be 

applied to agricultural land. Data concerning the characteristics of the digested sludge 

and the application to agricultural land can be seen in Appendix E. The model does not 

evaluate the decomposition of sludge on agricultural land.

The maintenance phase

Very little information could be found for any maintenance activities for the WTWs and 

the anaerobic digesters. Emmerson (1993) interviewed works staff who stated that for 

maintenance purposes the AS plant was visited four time per week, the PFR plant twice 

per week and the PFV plant three times per week. Maintenance of the anaerobic 

digesters takes place three times per week, with major maintenance to renovate mixers, 

heat exchangers and the removal of grit from the bottom of the tanks undertaken once 

every five years (Martin Venning, Environmental Manage Wessex Water, p.c. 18 

September 2001).
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The demolition phase

At the end of a 15 year operational period, most of the Anglian Water’s sewage 

treatment works were found to require refurbishment or demolition. Similar to 

Emmerson (1993) analysis, the environmental impact of demolition (the option leading 

to the greatest potential environmental impacts) has been evaluated. As the operational 

life of the anaerobic digestion works is longer than the 15 year functional unit, no 

demolition has been evaluated for this aspect.

Demolition was defined by Emersson et al. (1995) as the process of dismantling a 

disused works to a depth on 0.9m and subsequently restoring the site. Consequently the 

only material used during demolition are bulk in-fill and topsoil, which are normally 

obtained from the development of adjacent sites. The energy used in this stage is 

primarily associated with the operation of construction vehicles (plant) and machinery. 

Pollution to watercourses are said to be minimal, yet may cause problems if an accident 

or freak condition occurs. Metal parts above ground are broken up and sent to scrap. 

Concrete is broken down to a depth on 0.9m and is sent for use as hardcore on farm or 

non-municipal roads, as is the media from the percolating filters. All recycling uses the 

incremental systems approach (as discussed in Chapter Three). Cabling and other items 

are sent to domestic or trade waste tips. Restoration will involve filling with subsoil to a 

depth of 0.3 m and then applying topsoil. An inventory of the aspects associated with 

the demolition phases can be found in Appendix D.

Other impacts

As discussed in Chapter Three, it is appropriate during the scoping stage to include 

impacts which are not evaluated during the LCA, yet are still significant in a wider sense 

and therefore need to be brought to the attention of the reader. LCA studies in the 

literature often do not include this step.

Within this thesis assessment issues such as noise, vibration, aesthetic degradation and 

odour are excluded from the LCA, in common practice with LCA methodology. These 

issues generally fall under the broad heading of social impacts, which are not generally
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assessed within an LCA. This is quite a significant omission for this study as noise, 

vibration, and aesthetic degradation all occur during many aspects over the whole life 

cycle the WTWs and anaerobic digester. Noise and vibration are common burdens 

associated with transport, pumps and machinery used on site, while the problem of 

odour is a specific aspect related to the operation stage of the sewage works. Odour can 

arise particularly around the inlet to the works and at sludge treatment and storage 

facilities. Odour, similar to noise, vibration and aesthetic degradation are difficult to 

measure objectively, as they are individually perceived. The intensity of odour depends, 

amongst other things, on the type of WTW and its maintenance.

Other highly localised impacts that are difficult to quantify are run off, accidental spills, 

fly problems and aerosol emissions. Considering run off and accidental spills first, 

Emmersson et al. (1995:34) states that ‘good operational practice during construction 

should ensure that there is no pollution of neighbouring water course through leakage of 

fuel oil or run off to bare soil.’ In the author’s experience this is not the case. Leakage 

and run off, although highly localised, occur on a relatively frequent albeit small scale.

The relevance of other impacts such as fly problems associated with biological filters, is 

largely determined by site-specific influences such as the proximity to local housing and 

the degree in applying mitigation measures. No evidence of this type of impact was 

identified at the works studied. The impacts associated with aerosol emission are related 

to worker health, but whilst aerosols from the trickling filter or the activated sludge 

tanks might contain pathogens, there is no clear evidence that is leads to an increase in 

infections (Gray, J., Webster, R., Robert, D. and Trett, M., 1991).

8.2.1.2.2 Functional Unit
Each of the sewage works serves a population of 1000 people, with a dry weather flow 

of approximately 200m a day. In addition, each produce an effluent which meets 

regulatory quality requirements, set out as part of the Water Resources Act, 1991. 

However, the effluent quality, which may be regulated by the same piece of legislation, 

may be Tight’ or ‘tough’ depending on the quality and dilution capabilities of the 

receiving water (Martin Venning, Environmental Manger Wessex Water, p.c. 2nd
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October 2001). This introduces a source of variation between the cases, which can 

affect a strict comparison of the case studies. Unfortunately, for this study more precise 

effluent quality standard data for the WTWs could not be obtained. Although, this case 

has detailed data for the effluent, it has no data on the precise operating standards placed 

upon the WTWs effluent. Therefore, a comparative study would have to consider, for 

instance, that a lower suspend solids concentration in the effluent is not necessarily due 

to the inefficiencies of a type of WTW, but a system which may be operating with a 

more relaxed effluent quality standard. This particular aspect has not been made explicit 

in the literature.

In addition, there is also room for variation in the influent concentration. The 

standardisation of this point is important for a comparative LCA. In general, water 

companies focus on the effluent rather than the influent. For influent monitoring, water 

companies use the legislation described within the Water Resources Act 1991, to enact 

trade effluent legislation. Here the water companies make specifications on the 

companies discharging effluent into the sewers. No actual monitoring generally takes 

place of the influent into the WTWs. The trade effluent legislation simply monitors the 

effluent discharged from individual companies into the sewers. Collectively, water 

companies can then calculate the influent concentrations of the WTWs. Discharges are 

normally calculated for general standard limits. Special listed compounds may also be 

regulated by the E.A., such as cadmium. If the levels of these compounds are high 

enough to cause significant problems, the water companies will often require the 

discharging companies to undertake pre-treatment before they discharge their wastes 

into the sewers.

In order to aid the standardisation of the influent into the WTWs, LCA studies often use 

the population equivalent (p.e.). The p.e. enables standard information to be outlined for 

the influent from both domestic and industrial wastes (see Emmersson et al. 1995; 

Roeleveld, et al. 1997; Mels, et al. 1999; Zhand and Wilson, 2000 and Nuemayr et al 

1997). The population equivalent (p.e.) calculates a standard biological oxygen demand 

for an average person per day (60g of biological oxygen demand) (OFWAT, 2001). The
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p.e. is designed in order that the influent from industrial and domestic sources can be 

converted to a p.e. for ease of comparison.

However, the utilisation of p.e., as used in LCA studies in the literature, has a previously 

undisclosed limitation. The reason for the limitation is that the p.e. only calculates a 

standard biological oxygen demand for an average person per day. However, it does not 

deal with any other aspects of the chemical composition of the influent, for example, 

heavy metals, estrogens, total Phosphorous (P-tot) and total Nitrogen (N-tot). Although 

the WTWs here all deal with mainly domestic supply in a rural location, small variations 

of other compounds such as heavy metals may be left undetected. More significant 

variations of influent concentration will have been removed by pre-treatment.

All LCA case studies in the WTW area, including Emmersson et al. 1995; Roeleveld, et 

al. 1997; Mels, et al. 1999; Zhand and Wilson, 2000 and Nuemayr et al. 1997, fail to 

recognise the important aspect of the influent concentrations on some of the outputs of 

the LCA evaluations. Apart from the p.e. no other data was available for the influent and 

therefore a true comparison of the WTWs is problematic as each WTWs may be dealing 

with differing amounts of heavy metals, estrogens, P-tot and N-tot in their respective 

influents.

In addition, to possible variation in effluent and influent concentration there is also room 

for differences due to the way the WTWs are operated. This can hinder the conclusion 

that one type of WTW is more environmentally superior to another.

In conclusion, the functional unit for this LCA case study has been taken as the 

construction, operation, maintenance and demolition over a 15 year period for a WTW 

with a p.e. of 1000, and a 200 m dry weather flow per day. The functional unit includes 

the subsequent processing of sludge (anaerobic digestion) and agricultural disposal. The 

construction, operation, and maintenance of the anaerobic digester is considered, 

however, demolition is not evaluated as the decommissioning stage of an anaerobic 

digester falls outside the life of the functional unit for this LCA. As the WTWs analysed
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here only contribute a percentage of the inflow of sludge into the digester, they shall 

only be sharing the relative percentage of the construction, operation and maintenance of 

the digester. Identifying the Best Practical Environmental Option (BPEO) through a 

comparative LCA would have to consider the limitation of the functional unit, in any 

decisions.

The operational life of the plant is a slightly contentious issue. The full operational life 

of some aspects of the filter works can be as much as fifty years -  although the 

distribution system and the slag media will need replacing (Martin Venning, 

Environmental Manager Wessex Water, p.e. 2nd October 2001). However, Emmerson et 

al. (1995) use a fifteen year operational life, following personal communications with 

Anglian Water with regard to the useful life of a sewage treatment works. This shorter 

useful life is a result of developments in available technologies and catchment 

populations. Emmersson et al. (1995) concedes that this may not be the experience of 

other water utilities. During this thesis, the shorter life cycle is used in order to be 

consistent with the data taken from Emmersson’s case studies. Although it is thought 

that the use of the fifteen year life cycle will disadvantage the case for the filter works as 

previously stated they can have a longer life. (Martin Venning, Environmental Manager 

Wessex Water, p.e. 2nd October 2001).

8.2.1.2.3 Impact Assessment
Both ISO (1997) and Lindfords et al (1995) state the importance of including a clear 

discussion of the impact assessment methodology and the choice of impact categories. 

As this LCA uses two different impact assessment methodologies, EI95 and EI99, there 

are several different impact categories and different assessment methods to be 

considered. The EI95 method assesses a number of environmental impact categories; 

Greenhouse Gases, Ozone Depletion, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, 

Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer Smog, Pesticides, Energy and Solids. For a 

detailed discussion of their methods see Chapter Four.
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The EI99 method analyses three types of impact (Human Health, Ecosystem Quality and 

Resources). Each one is further sub-divided into its constituent components. ‘Damage 

to Human Health’ is made up of sub-categories; Carcinogens, Respiratory Organic, 

Respiratory Inorganic, Climate Change, Radiation, Ozone Layer. ‘Damage to 

Ecosystem Quality’ is made up of the sub-categories; Ecotoxicity, 

Acidification/Eutrophication, and Land-use. ‘Damages to Resources’ contain the sub

category, Minerals and Fossil Fuel. For a detailed discussion of their methods please 

refer to Chapter Four.

Two different impact assessment methods have been used (EI95 and EI99) to highlight 

the range of possible impact assessment methods available to equate the environmental 

impact of products and processes - as yet there is no consensus within the scientific 

community as to which method is more appropriate. As such, it is important to realise 

that the different methods can lead to different assumptions and outcomes. Some of the 

more general assumptions use in the case studies are discussed below.

8.2.1.2.4 Assumptions
Due to the nature o f LCAs there tends to be a number of assumptions that have to be 

made during the course of an assessment. In order to aid the transparency of this LCA, 

the main assumptions have been listed below:

• Some of the data supplied during the inventory was collected in volumes (m ), which 

needed to be converted to weight (tonnes) for the purpose of the LCA. Conversion 

factors are difficult to calculate due to difference in moisture, packing densities and 

impurities. Such conversions necessitate an assumption that the volume being 

converted is pure, densely packed and without water. The importance of this 

assumption has been neglected in the literature.

• All vehicles delivering and removing materials on site were assumed to be diesel 

fuelled.

• All concrete, whether poured or pre-cast, was assumed to have the same basic mix; a 

standard British Ready Mixed Concrete Association mix for water retaining
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structures (BRMCA, 1984). This generalisation was made due to the reluctance of 

pre-cast concrete manufactures to provide information on concrete mixes.

• It is assumed that 1 ton of sludge (25% dry solids) will replace between 0.025 and 

0.075 ton of chemical fertiliser (Martin Venning, Environmental Manger, Wessex 

Water, p.e. 2nd October 2001).

• Only chemical oxygen demand (COD) is defined in the impact assessment data for 

the category eutrophication. The BOD data has been converted into a COD value as 

no COD values were collected. Martin Venning stated that the COD:BOD can be 

anything between 1.8:1 to 2:1 for normal sewage (Martin Venning, Environmental 

Manger, Wessex Water, p.e. 2nd October 2001). The average value of 1.9:1 has been 

used during this thesis.

• The heavy metals content of the anaerobic digested sludge is assumed to be the same 

as untreated sludge.

Impact Assessment Assumptions

SimaPro facilitates the alteration of the input data. Having ready access to input data in

this way is an extremely useful aspect of the software, but any changes must obviously

be made clear. Below is a list of the changes made for this assessment:

EI95

• In the Heavy Metals category, Cr (VI) is given the same value as Cr.

• Dry solids were given the same values as all other solids within the solids category.

• In the Winter Smog category there is no value for dust (coarse), therefore it has been 

given the same value as dust(SPM), iron dust, PM-other and PM 10s.

• In the Eutrophication category Ammoniacal Nitrogen is given the values of NH4+ 

and NH3 for releases to water.

EI99

• In the Human Health (HH) Respiratory Organic category, there are no values for 

‘total hydrocarbons to air’. The HH Respiratory Organic indicator consists of over 

100 different hydrocarbons all with differing degrees of toxicity. An average
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measure of toxicity was taken from all of these and applied to ‘total hydrocarbons to 

air’.

• In the HH Respiratory Inorganic category there is no value for PM (other), particles, 

soot and dust. Therefore they have been given the same value as PM(SPM) 4 and 

PM(coarse).

• In the EQ Ecotoxicity category Zn is given the same value as Zn(ind.), Pb is given 

the same value as Pb(ind.), Hg is given the same value as Hg(ind.) and Cr is given 

the same value as Cr(ind.).

It is important to note that when new data is added to the impact assessment methods it 

is done so in the characterisation stage. Unfortunately, the data can not be updated for 

the normalisation stage. Therefore, by adding the data, although you can now capture 

important, previously omitted aspects, there will be a slight over estimation of the 

importance of the impact, as no data for the new added aspect is available in the 

normalisation form. This should be borne in mind for future work when new sets of 

normalisation data are calculated.

8.2.1.2.5 Data Collection
The starting point for the data collection was to undertake an extensive literature review 

and to map the processes involved in the wastewater treatment works. After these 

diagrams have been drawn, Emmerson et al. (1995), recommends that the next point of 

enquiry should involve obtaining a Bill of Quantities (BoQ) and design drawings for the 

work. The design drawings and Bill of Quantities data were taken from the records kept 

by Anglain Water and have been reported in the literature by Emmerson (1993) and 

Emersson et al. (1995). Although a BoQ can provide a good source of data for an LCA, 

care must be taken as a BoQ often does not contain final quantities of the materials used 

for the project. Literature on the manufacture of the materials identified were then 

examined to establish the required quantities of raw materials and energy inputs and 

emission outputs. Energy used in the operations of the WTWs was collected from the

3 PM stands for Particulate Matter

4 SPM stand for Small Particulate Matter
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Energy Management Information System (EMIS). This gives a record of the total 

monthly electricity consumption for each WTW including operation of machinery and 

heating and lighting.

Sludge production was also collected through AWS records as well as various literature 

sources. The treatment and disposal of the sludge was taken from the inventory data for 

an anaerobic digesters as detailed in Bjorklund, J., Geberm, U. and Rydberg, T., (2001) 

and various other literature sources.

This concludes the discussion of the Goal Scope and Definition stage of the LCA. The 

next section discusses the results of the LCA in the impact assessment stage.

8.3 Results
The analysis of the results was carried out using SimaPro 4.0. The software has been 

operational for a number of years, although the tool is constantly updated with new data 

and methodologies. Therefore, results may differ slightly over time. It is also important 

to note that the software has the capability to be reprogrammed by the LCA practitioner, 

adding or changing the methodology and input data. Therefore, an assessment with 

SimaPro 4.0 does not necessarily mean that data, assumptions and methodology 

employed by different practitioners will be the same. Consequently it is important that 

the LCA procedures are transparent.

Both EI95(e)5 and EI99(H/A)6 methodologies were used to carry out this LCA. The 

specific features and implications of these methods have been discussed in Chapter 

Three. The results of the impact assessment are discussed below.

5 The (e) refers to the missing normalisation data being extrapolated using energy use and not GNP as with the (g) 

values.

6 The “H” refers to the weighting set which belongs to the Hierarchists perspective, while the “A” refers to the average 

weighting for evaluation.
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8.3.1 Life Cycle Impact A ssessm en t

8.3.1.1 Characterisation data

The aim of the characterisation stage is to provide a basis for the aggregation of 

inventory results within a given category (SETAC, 1993). The data below expresses 

the initial evaluation of the data using both the EI99 and the EI95 methods. Here 

WTW refers to the wastewater treatment work whereas AD refers to the anaerobic 

digester. In the tables below the operation stage of the AD includes the land 

application of the treated sludge. In the following histograms these two aspects have 

been separated to aid interpretation.

Tables 8.1-8.6 display the characterisation data, using the impact assessment method 

EI95 and EI99 for the different phases over the whole life of the LCA. Following 

this Figures 8.4-8.9 display the percentage contribution that each phase of the LCA 

has on the overall environmental impact, using the impact assessment method EI95 

and EI99. These types of tables and histograms are a useful tool for identifying the 

aspects of the project which cause the major environmental impacts i.e. hot spot 

identification.1 These hotpots or dominant impacts are associated with a 20% or 

greater contribution to the total impact in an individual impact category, as such, 

each environmental category may have more than one dominant aspect (Andersson 

and Ohlsson, 1999). However, the data does not provide any information on the 

significance of the various environmental impacts. This is because it is not clear 

whether it is 100% of a very large or a small number. Nevertheless, within the 

system that is being studied on can still ascertain where the environmental impacts 

are occurring and identify the dominant phases over the whole life of the wastewater 

treatment project.

1 The hotspots discussed here are related to areas, which cause a significant impact relative to the total impact of 

the system. This has also been termed dominance analysis.
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Table 8.1 Characterisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment

method.

Impact

Categories

Construction Phiise

AD

Operation ] 

WTW

’hase

AD

Maintenance

WTW

Phase

AD

n  .
J

AD

Greenhouse kg 
C02

3.49E+04 8.68E+03 3.97E+06 -9.51E+04 6.77E+03 5.08E+03 9.33E+02

Ozone kg 
CFC11

1.1 IE-03 7.02E-05 4.63E-01 -1.19E-02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.24E-04

Acidification 
kg S04

2.57E+02 126 1.96E+04 -6.98E+02 6.19E+01 4.64E+01 1.08E+01

Eutrophication 
kg P04

1.82E+01 2.71 4.40E+04 -6.59E+02 1.09E+01 8.20E+00 1.71E+00

Heavy Metals 
kg Pb

9.33E-02 0.00524 2.52E+02 -7.03E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.66E-02

Carcinogens 
kg B(a)P

1.33E-02 0.00459 7.02E-02 -1.82E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.73E-06

Winter Smog 
kg SPM

1.68E+03 224 4.57E+03 -2.62E+02 4.67E+00 3.50E+00 2.42E+00

Summer Smog 
kg C2H4

2.96E+02 96.3 5.59E+02 -1.38E+01 2.59E+01 1.95E+01 2.25E+00

Pesticides kg 
act.s

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy MJ 
LHV

1.59E+06 4.89E+05 5.20E+07 -1.55E+06 9.71E+04 7.28E+04 1.05E+04

Solid kg 2.82E+04 1.64E+04 0.00E+00 -6.82E+03 3.71E-01 2.78E-01 2.66E-01
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Table 8.2 Characterisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment

method.

Impact

Categories

Construction Phi 

WTW

ise

......

Operation Phase

AD

Maintenance

WTW

Phase

AD

Demolition Phasi
.............................

WTW AD

Greenhouse kg 
C02

1.92E+05 6.68E+03 2.06E+06 -7.33E+04 3.38E+03 5.08E+03 1.83E+04

Ozone kg 
CFC11

1.72E-02 5.40E-05 1.79E-01 -1.47E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 7.21E-03

Acidification 
kg S04

1.52E+03 97 7.40E+03 -8.81E+02 3.09E+01 4.64E+01 2.44E+02

Eutrophication 
kg P04

1.70E+02 2.08 3.54E+04 -2.29E+01 5.46E+00 8.20E+00 3.98E+01

Heavy Metals 
kg Pb

1.31E+00 0.00403 9.62E+01 -4.96E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.68E-01

Carcinogens 
kg B(a)P

3.55E-02 0.00353 2.62E-02 -1.11E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 8.23E-05

Winter Smog 
kg SPM

1.65E+04 172 1.70E+03 -9.12E+01 2.33E+00 3.50E+00 4.44E+01

Summer Smog 
kg C2H4

8.84E+02 74.1 2.24E+02 -1.09E+01 1.30E+01 1.95E+01 4.79E+01

Pesticides kg 
act.s

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 -1.54E+05 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy MJ 
LHV

5.64E+06 3.76E+05 1.94E+07 -1.05E+06 4.86E+04 7.28E+04 2.38E+05

Solid kg 1.37E+05 1.26E+04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.86E-01 2.78E-01 5.14E+00
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Table 8.3 Characterisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment

method.

Impact

Categories

Construction Phi 

WTW AD

Operation

WTW

Phase

AD

Maintenance

WTW

i n asi

AD

Demolition Phas< 
...... ...............

Greenhouse kg 
C02

1.67E+05 5.14E+03 1.32E+06 -5.63E+04 5.08E+03 5.08E+03 1.79E+04

Ozone kg 
CFC11

1.63E-02 4.16E-05 6.36E-02 -7.04E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 7.20E-03

Acidification 
kg S04

1.27E+03 74.7 2.61E+03 -4.14E+02 4.64E+01 4.64E+01 2.39E+02

Eutrophication 
kg P04

1.51E+02 1.61 4.34E+04 -3.92E+02 8.20E+00 8.20E+00 3.90E+01

Heavy Metals 
kg Pb

1.17E+00 0.0031 3.63E+01 -4.16E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.55E-01

Carcinogens 
kg B(a)P

2.96E-02 0.00272 9.21E-03 -1.08E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 8.18E-05

Winter Smog 
kg SPM

1.40E+04 133 5.99E+02 -1.56E+02 3.50E+00 3.50E+00 4.34E+01

Summer Smog 
kg C2H4

7.45E+02 57 8.01E+01 -8.12E+00 1.95E+01 1.95E+01 4.70E+01

Pesticides kg 
act.s

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Energy MJ 
LHV

4.93E+06 2.89E+05 6.84E+06 -9.18E+05 7.28E+04 7.28E+04 2.33E+05

Solid kg 1.08E+05 9.71E+03 0.00E+00 -4.06E+03 2.78E-01 2.78E-01 4.98E+00
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Table 8.4 Characterisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment

method.

Impact Categories Construction Phase Operation Phase Maintenance Phase Demolition Phase

WTW WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD

HH Carcinogen 
DALYs

2.54E-04 4.72E-05 2.00E+00 -1.69E-02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 8.42E-06

HH Respiratory 
Organic DALYs

9.51E-04 0.00031 1.61E-03 -3.93E-05 8.34E-05 6.26E-05 7.01E-06

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic DALYs

1.88E-01 0.02 1.91E+00 -6.30E-02 7.79E-03 5.85E-03 1.38E-03

HH Climate 
Change DALYs

7.48E-03 0.00187 8.58E-01 -2.10E-02 1.42E-03 1.07E-03 2.1 IE-04

HH Radiation 
DALYs

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

HH Ozone layer 
DALYs

8.71E-07 5.53E-08 3.64E-04 -9.36E-06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.76E-07

EQ Ecotoxicity 
PDF*m2yr

2.28E+03 83.7 8.98E+05 6.05E+06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 4.54E+02

EQ Acidification/
Eutrophication
PDF*m2yr

9.60E+02 235 5.68E+04 -2.02E+03 4.83E+02 3.62E+02 7.57E+01

EQ Land-use 
PDF*m2yr

3.05E+02 11.6 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

R Minerals MJ 8.62E+02 319 0.00E+00 4.53E-03 4.02E-01 3.01E-01 6.20E-05
R Fossil fuels MJ 5.14E+04 1.19E+04 1.29E+06 -6.05E+04 1.31E+04 9.79E+03 1.41E+03
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Table 8.5 Characterisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment

method.

Impact Categories Construction Phase Operation Phase Maintenance Phase Demolition Phase

WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD WTW
AD

HH Carcinogen 
DALYs

1.31E-03 3.63E-05 8.08E-01 -4.60E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.28E-04

HH Respiratory 
Organic DALYs

2.83E-03 0.000238 6.47E-04 -3.05E-05 4.17E-05 6.26E-05 1.50E-04

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic DALYs

1.89E+00 0.0154 7.20E-01 -4.86E-02 3.90E-03 5.85E-03 3.12E-02

HH Climate 
Change DALYs

4.09E-02 0.00144 4.41E-01 -1.62E-02 7.1 IE-04 1.07E-03 3.90E-03

HH Radiation 
DALYs

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

HH Ozone Layer 
DALYs

1.35E-05 4.25E-08 1.41E-04 -7.20E-06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 5.68E-06

EQ Ecotoxicity 
PDF*m2yr

3.51E+04 64.4 3.56E+05 9.61E+06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 9.96E+03

EQ Acidification/
Eutrophication
PDF*m2yr

8.06E+03 181 2.18E+04 -1.56E+03 2.42E+02 3.62E+02 1.77E+03

EQ Land-use 
PDF*m2yr

4.81E+02 8.9 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

R Minerals MJ 2.30E+03 245 0.00E+00 1.86E-03 2.01E-01 3.01E-01 0.00E+00
R Fossil fuels MJ 3.02E+05 9.16E+03 4.92E+05 -4.68E+04 6.53E+03 9.79E+03 3.22E+04
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Table 8.6 Characterisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment

method.

Impact Categories Construction Phi 

WTW

ise

AD

Operation ] 

WTW

*hase

AD

Maintenance

WTW

Phase

AD WTW
...........

HH Carcinogen 
DALYs

1.30E-03 2.80E-05 3.48E-01 -1.33E-02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.26E-04

HH Respiratory 
Organic DALYs

2.39E-03 0.000183 2.32E-04 -2.31E-05 6.26E-05 6.26E-05 1.47E-04

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic DALYs

1.62E+00 0.0119 2.54E-01 -3.73E-02 5.85E-03 5.85E-03 3.06E-02

HH Climate 
Change DALYs

3.55E-02 0.00111 2.80E-01 -1.2E-02 1.07E-03 1.07E-03 3.79E-03

HH Radiation 
DALYs

0.00E+00 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

HH Ozone Layer 
DALYs

1.28E-05 3.27E-08 5.01E-05 -5.55E-06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 5.67E-06

EQ Ecotoxicity 
PDF*m2yr

3.14E+04 49.6 1.48E+05 2.23E+06 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 9.60E+03

EQ Acidification/
Eutrophication
PDF*m2yr

7.09E+03 139 7.71E+03 -1.19E+03 3.62E+02 3.62E+02 1.73E+03

EQ Land-use 
PDF*m2yr

4.89E+02 6.85 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

R Minerals MJ 1.89E+03 189 0.00E+00 3.78E-03 3.01E-01 3.01E-01 0.00E+00
R Fossil fuels MJ 2.61E+05 7.05E+03 1.74E+05 -3.59E+04 9.79E+03 9.79E+03 3.16E+04
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Figure 8.4 Characterisation data for AS wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI95(e)
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Figure 8.4 displays the whole life characterisation data for the wastewater treatment 

plant (AS), expressed as a percentage contribution, using the impact assessment 

method EI95(e). Here, the operation of the WTW has a dominant impact in all the 

environmental impact categories apart from Pesticides (this category shows no 

values during this LCA and therefore from hereafter will not be discussion) and Solid 

wastes. The construction of the WTW displays dominant impacts in three categories 

Winter Smog, Summer Smog and Solid waste, while construction of the AD displays 

a dominant impact in the Solids waste category. Operation of the AD, maintenance 

of the WTW, land application of the treated sludge and disposal of the WTW show 

no dominant environmental impacts. The most surprising of these not to be included 

in the list is the land application of the treated sludge. Treated sludge contains 

significant amounts of heavy metals, which are not accounted for in the Heavy 

Metals category in EI95 -  this method only calculated values for heavy metals to air 

and water. This is a significant problem in the utilisation of this method for 

wastewater treatment projects. The negative values in these histograms are 

representing avoided environmental impact (see Chapter Three for further 

discussion).
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Figure 8.5 Characterisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI95(e).
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Figure 8.6 Characterisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI95(e).
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Figures 8.5 and 8.6 displays the whole life characterisation data, expressed as a 

percentage contribution, for the percolating filters systems, using the EI95(e) impact 

assessment method. The results here are very different from the AS work and yet 

rather similar to each other (PFR, PFV). The PFR and PFV system displays the
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operation of the WTWs having a dominant impact in the following categories; 

Greenhouse, Ozone Depletion, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, 

Carcinogens, and Energy. The PFR system (Figure 8.5) displays the construction of 

the WTW having a dominant impact in the following categories; Winter Smog, 

Summer Smog, Carcinogens, Energy and Solid wastes. Whilst the PFV system 

(Figure 8 .6) displays the construction of the WTW having a dominant impact in the 

categories Acidification, Winter Smog, Summer Smog, Carcinogens, Energy and 

Solid waste.

Figure 8.7 Characterisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI99(H/A).
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Figures 8.7-8.9 displays the whole life characterisation data, per functional unit, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99 (H/A) impact assessment 

method. Figure 8.7 displays the characterisation data, percentage contribution for the 

AS plant, using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method. Here the operation of the 

WTW has a dominant impact in the following categories; HH Carcinogens, FIH 

Respiratory Organic, FIH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, 

EQ Acidification/Eutrophication, and R Fossil Fuels. The construction of the WTW 

has a dominant impact in the categories EQ Land-use, R Minerals and HH 

Respiratory Organic. An interesting improvement for with this method compared
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with that of EI95 is that the land application of treated sludge now displays dominant 

impact in the category EQ Ecotoxicity. This is because within this category values 

are given for the environmental burdens associated with heavy metals being released 

to soils. Construction of the AD displays dominant impact in the category R 

Minerals.

Figure 8.8 Characterisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI99(FI/A).
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Figures 8.8-8.9 displays the characterisation data, for the percolating filter system, 

per functional unit, expresses as a percentage contribution, using the EI99(H/A) 

impact assessment method. In Figure 8.8 the PFR system displays the operation of 

the WTW having a dominant impact in the following categories; HH Carcinogens, 

HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, and R Fossil Fuels. Whereas the construction of the 

WTW has a dominant impact in the following categories; HH Respiratory Organic, 

HH Respiratory Inorganic, EQ Land-use, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication, R 

Minerals and R Fossil Fuels. Land application of treated sludge has a dominant 

impact in the category EQ Ecotoxicty. Operation of the AD, construction of the AD, 

maintenance of the WTW and disposal of the WTW have no dominant impacts.
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Figure 8.9 Characterisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit (percentage contribution): EI99 (FI/A).
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Figure 8.9 PFV displays the characterisation data for the PFV system, expressed as a 

percentage contribution, using the EI99(FI/A) impact assessment method. Here the 

operation of the WTW has a dominant impact in the following categories; HH 

Carcinogens, HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and 

R Fossil Fuels. The construction of the WTW has a dominant impact in the following 

categories; HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Respiratory Organic, EQ Land-use, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, R Fossil Fuels and R Minerals. Land application of 

treated sludge has a dominant impact in the category, EQ Ecotoxicity. Disposal of 

the WTW, operation and construction of the AD and maintenance of the WTW have 

no dominant impacts.

From Figures 8.4-8.6 it can be ascertained that using the EI95(e) impact assessment 

method, the majority of the dominant impacts occur in the operation and construction 

of the WTWs. The construction of the AD also has a dominant impact, but only in 

one category -  Solid waste. This dominant impact is associated with the iron and 

copper used in the construction of the AD. The operation of the AD, maintenance of 

the WTWs, maintenance of the AD land application of treated sludge and the 

disposal of the WTWs do not show any dominant impacts.
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Figures 8.7-9.9 ascertain that the using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method, the 

majority of dominant impact are occurring in the operation and construction of the 

WTWs. The construction of the AD and land application of treated sludge also have 

a dominant impact in the categories R Minerals and EQ Ecotoxicity respectively. 

The dominant impacts in the R Mineral category is associated with iron and steel 

used in the construction of the AD, while the dominant impact in the EQ Ecotoxicity 

category is associated with the sludge being applied to land. Operation of AD, 

maintenance of the WTWs, maintenance of the AD and disposal of the WTWs have 

no dominant effects. The allocation procedure dealing with the recycling of waste 

from the disposal of the WTW is open loop recycling (incremental system approach).

As the construction and operation of the WTWs shows a number of dominant 

impacts, these stages have been the focus of further analysis to identify the dominant 

aspects within each of the above dominant phases (see Figure 8.10-8.22). As the 

construction of the AD and land application of treated sludge only have one 

dominant impact category, the specific aspect relating to their impact are simply 

stated above and discussed later in the case study.
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Figure 8.10 Characterisation data for the construction of the AS WTW (percentage

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.10 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the AS WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. 

The dominant impacts are associated with steel, concrete, copper and disposal of 

excavated materials. Steel had a dominant impact in the following categories; 

Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, Eutrophication, Fleavy Metals, Carcinogens, 

Winter Smog, Summer Smog, Energy and Solid. Concrete has a dominant impact in 

the following categories; Eutrophication, Heavy Metals and Winter Smog. Copper 

had a dominant impact in the category Solids and disposal of excavated materials has 

a dominant impact in the category Ozone.
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Figure 8.11 Characterisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW (percentage

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.11 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW, 

expressed as percentage contribution, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. 

The dominant impacts are associated with, steel, concrete, slag and the disposal of 

excavated material. Steel had a dominant impact in the following categories; 

Greenhouse, Carcinogens, Summer Smog, Energy and Solids. Concrete has a 

dominant impact in the following categories; Greenhouse, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Energy and Solids. Slag has a 

dominant impact in the category Heavy Metals and disposal of excavated materials 

has a dominant impact in the category Ozone.
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Figure 8.12 Characterisation data for the construction of the PFV WTW (percentage

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.12 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the PFV WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. 

The dominant impacts are associated with, steel, concrete, slag and the disposal of 

excavated material. Steel has a dominant impact in the following categories; 

Greenhouse, Acidification, Carcinogens, Energy and Solids. Concrete has a 

dominant impact in the following categories; Greenhouse, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Energy and Solids. Slag has a 

dominant impact in the category Heavy Metals and disposal of excavated materials 

has a dominant impact in the categories Ozone and Eutrophication.
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Figure 8.13 Characterisation data for the construction of the AS WTW (percentage

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.13 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the AS WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment 

method. The dominant impacts are associated with, steel, concrete, land take and 

disposal of excavated materials. Steel has a dominant impact in the following 

categories; HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH Respiratory Inorganic, 

HH Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, R Minerals and R Fossil Fuels. Concrete has a 

dominant impact in the following categories; HH Respiratory Inorganic, EQ 

Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels. Land take has a 

dominant impact in the category EQ Land-use and disposal of excavated material has 

a dominant impact in the category HH Ozone.
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Figure 8 .14 Characterisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW (percentage

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8 .14 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment 

method. The dominant impacts are associated with steel, concrete, slag, land take 

and disposal of excavated material. Steel has a dominant impact in the following 

categories; HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH Climate Change, EQ 

Land-use, R Minerals and R Fossil Fuels. Concrete has a dominant impact in the 

following categories; HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, EQ 

Ecotoxicity and R Fossil Fuels. Slag has a dominant impact in the category EQ 

Ecotoxicity and land take has a dominant impact in the category EQ Land-use. 

Disposal of excavated material has a dominant impact in the categories HH 

Carcinogens and HH Ozone.
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Figure 8.15 Characterisation data for the construction of the PFV WTW (percentage

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.15 displays the characterisation data for the construction of the PFF WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99 (H/A) impact assessment 

method. The dominant impacts are associated with steel, concrete, slag, land take, 

plywood and disposal of excavated material. Steel has a dominant impact in the 

following categories; HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH Climate 

Change, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels. Slag 

has a dominant impact in the category EQ Ecotoxicity. Land take has a dominant 

impact in the category EQ Land-use. Plywood has a dominant impact in the category 

HH Carcinogens. Disposal of excavated material has a dominant impact in the 

categories HH Carcinogens and HH Ozone.
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Figure 8.16 Characterisation data for the operation of the AS WTW (percentage

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figures 8.16-8.18 display the characterisation data for the operation of the WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. 

The dominant impacts are associated with the emissions released to air and water 

during the operation and the electricity use in all of the histograms (Figure 8.16- 

8.18). The emissions to air and water have a dominant impact in the categories 

Greenhouse and Eutrophication. While electricity has dominant impacts in the 

following categories; Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, 

Winter Smog Summer Smog and Energy. Although the dominant impact categories 

are the same, the magnitudes of the impact are different.

Figure 8.17 Characterisation data for the operation of the PFR WTW (percentage 

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.18 Characterisation data for the operation of the PFV WTW(percentage

contribution): EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.19 Characterisation data for the operation of the AS WTW (percentage 

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.19 and 8.20 displays the characterisation data for the operation of the AS 

and PFR WTW, expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99 (FI/A) impact 

assessment method. The dominant impacts are associated with the emissions 

released to air and water and the electricity use. The emission to air and water has a
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dominant impact in the category HH Climate Change. Electricity use has a dominant 

impact in the following categories; HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuel.

Figure 8.20 Characterisation data for the operation of the PFR WTW (percentage 

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.21 Characterisation data for the operation of the PFV WTW (percentage 

contribution): EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.21 displays the characterisation data for the operation of the PFV WTW, 

expressed as a percentage contribution, using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment 

method. The dominant impacts are associated with the emissions released to air and 

water and the electricity use. The emissions released to air and water have dominant 

impact in the categories HH Carcinogens, HH Climate Change and EQ Ecotoxicity. 

Electricity use has a dominant impact in the following categories, HH Carcinogens, 

HH Respiratory Organic, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH 

Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels.

Although the above figures can provide insights into the dominant impacts and 

where they occur, this data does not provide any information on the significance of 

the various environmental impacts. This is because, as stated earlier, it is not clear 

whether it is 100% of a very large or small number. Furthermore, each impact 

category has different units and is related to different environmental impacts. It is 

therefore difficult to interpret the results. In order to gain a clearer picture of the 

significance of the results, a normalisation stage should be undertaken.

8.3.1.2 Normalisation data

The normalisation procedure is the same as described in Chapter Three and Chapter 

Seven.

Table 8.7 Normalisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.

Impact

Categories

Construe

Phase

WTW

:tion

AD

Operatic

WTW

>n Phase 

AD

Mainten

Phase

WTW

. . . . Demoliti

Phase

WTW

on

AD

Greenhouse 2.67 0.664 304 -7.27 0.518 0.388 0.0714

Ozone 0.00119 7.58E-05 0.5 -0.0128 0 0 0.000242

Acidification 2.28 1.12 174 -6.2 0.549 0.412 0.0955

Eutrophication 0.476 0.071 1.15E+03 -17.266 0.286 0.215 0.0448

Heavy Metals 1.72 0.0964 4.63E+03 -129.6 0 0 0.305

Carcinogens 1.22 0.422 6.46 -0.16795 0 0 0.000251

Winter Smog 17.8 2.37 48.5 -2.78 0.0495 0.0371 0.0257

Summer Smog 16.5 5.37 31.2 -0.7707 1.45 1.09 0.125

Pesticides 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Energy 10 3.07 327 -9.75 0.611 0.458 0.0662

Solid 66.9 38.8 0 -16.2 0.000879 0.00066 0.000629
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Table 8.8 Normalisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment.

Impact Construction Operation Maintenance Demolition

Categories Phase Phase Phase Phase

WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD

Greenhouse 14.7 0.511 158 -5.606 0.259 0.388 1.4

Ozone 0.0186 5.83E-05 0.193
0.0098

8

0 0 0.00778

Acidification 13.5 0.862 65.7 -4.79 0.275 0.412 2.17

Eutrophication 4.44 0.0546 926
13.389

0.143 0.215 1.04

Heavy Metals 24 0.0742 1.77E+03 -99.53 0 0 6.77

Carcinogens 3.26 0.325 2.41
0.1289

7

0 0 0.00757

Winter Smog 174 1.83 18.1 -2.149 0.0247 0.0371 0.471

Summer Smog 49.3 4.13 12.5
0.5961

0.724 1.09 2.67

Pesticides 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Energy 35.5 2.36 122 -7.511 0.305 0.458 1.5

Solid 324 29.9 0 -12.5 0.00044 0.0006
6

0.0122

Table 8.9 Normalisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.

Categories

Construction

Phase

Operation

Phase

Maintenance

Phase

Demolition

Phase

WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD

Greenhouse 12.8 0.393 101 -4.314 0.388 0.388 1.37

Ozone 0.0176 4.49E-05 0.0687
0.0076

1

0 0 0.00777

Acidification 11.3 0.664 23.1 -3.678 0.412 0.412 2.12

Eutrophication 3.96 0.0421 1.14E+03
10.284

0.215 0.215 1.02

Heavy Metals 21.6 0.0571 667 -76.61 0 0 6.53

Carcinogens 2.72 0.25 0.847
0.0993

7

~ ^ W \ 0 0.00753

Winter Smog 148 1.41 6.35 -1.648 0.0371 0.0371 0.46

Summer Smog 41.6 3.18 4.47
0.4534

1.09 1.09 2.62

Pesticides 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Energy 31 1.82 43 -5.77 0.458 0.458 1.47

Solid 255 23 0 -9.62 0.00066 0.0006
6

0.0118
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Table 8.10 Normalisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Impact

Categories

Construction

Phase

Operation

Phase

Maintenance

Phase

Demolition

Phase

WTW AD WTW AD W TW AD WTW AD

HH Carcinogen 0.0165 0.00307 130 -l.l 0 0 0.000548

HH Respiratory 
Organic

0.0619 0.0202 0.105
0.0025

6

0.00543 0.0040
7

0.000457

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic

12.2 1.3 124 -4.096 0.507 0.381 0.0896

HH Climate 
Change

0.487 0.122 55.9 -1.368 0.0925 0.0694 0.0138

HH Radiation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HH Ozone 
Layer

5.67E-05 3.60E-06 0.0237
0.0006

1

0 0 1.15E-05

EQ Ecotoxicity 0.0445 0.00163 17.5 117.56
3

0 0 0.00885

EQ
Acidification/
Eutrophication

0.187 0.0458 11.1 -0.393 0.0942 0.0706 0.0148

EQ Land-use 0.0595 0.00226 0 0 0 0 0

R Minerals 0.103 0.0379 0 5.39E-
07

4.78E-05 3.59E-
05

7.37E-09

R Fossil Fuels 6.12 1.42 154 -7.21 1.55 1.17 0.168

Table 8.11 Normalisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Impact

Categories

Constru

Phase

WTW

iction

AD

Operati

Phase

WTW

on

AD

Mainter

Phase

WTW

.ance Demolitic

Phase
_____

HH Carcinogen 0.0855 0.00236 52.6 -0.3 0 0 0.0148

HH Respiratory 
Organic

0.184 0.0155 0.0421 -0.00199 0.00272 0.0040
7

0.00976

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic

123 1 46.9 -3.161 0.254 0.381 2.03

HH Climate 
Change

2.66 0.0937 28.7 -1.051 0.0463 0.0694 0.254

HH Radiation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HH Ozone 
Layer

0.000882 2.77E-06 0.00918 -0.00047 0 0 0.000369

EQ Ecotoxicity 0.684 0.00126 6.95 187.664 0 0 0.194

EQ
Acidification/
Eutrophication

1.57 0.0352 4.25 -0.3032 0.0471 0.0706 0.345

EQ Land-use 0.0937 0.00174 0 0 0 0 0

R Minerals 0.273 0.0292 0 2.22E-07 2.39E-05 3.59E-
05

0

R Fossil Fuels 35.9 1.09 58.5 -5.57 0.777 1.17 3.83
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Table 8.12 Normalisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Impact

Categories

Construction

Phase

Operation

Phase

Maintenance

Phase

Demolition

Phase

WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD WTW AD

HH Carcinogen 0.0843 0.00182 22.7 -0.87 0 0 0.0147

HH Respiratory 
Organic

0.155 0.0119 0.0151
0.0015

1

0.00407 0.0040
7

0.00958

HH Respiratory 
Inorganic

105 0.773 16.5 -2.426 0.381 0.381 1.99

HH Climate 
Change

2.31 0.0722 18.2 -0.808 0.0694 0.0694 0.247

HH Radiation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HH Ozone 
Layer

0.000834 2.13E-06 0.00326
0.0003

6

0 0 0.000369

EQ Ecotoxicity 0.613 0.000967 2.88 43.441 0 0 0.187

EQ
Acidification/
Eutrophication

1.38 0.0271 1.5
0.2321

0.0706 0.0706 0.338

EQ Land-use 0.0954 0.00134 0 0 0 0 0

R Minerals 0.225 0.0225 0 4.49E-
07

3.59E-05 3.59E-
05

0

R Fossil Fuels 31 0.839 20.7 -4.27 1 17 1.17 3.76

The figures below display the normalisation data. By normalising the data the 

significance of the values can be seen as they are compared with the total emissions 

in Europe. By doing so, some values from the characterisation data become 

insignificant.

Figure 8.22 Normalisation data for the three WTWs LCA (AS, PFR and PFV) using 

the EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.23 Normalisation data for the three WTWs LCAs (AS, PFR and PFV) using 

the EI99 (H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.22 and 8.23 displays the normalisation data for the whole life of the three 

WTWs (AS, PFR and PFV). Figure 8.22 displays the data using the EI95(e) impact 

assessment method. This figure shows the three WTWs LCA have different 

environmental impacts and that over the whole life of the WTWs the impact 

categories Heavy Metals and Eutrophication have the largest impacts. The Heavy 

Metal category displays the AS system as having the largest impact followed by the 

PFR and PFV systems respectively. In the Eutrophication category the AS and PFV 

system produce similar impacts with PFR LCA producing a slightly lower value, 

although the AS system is shown to have the largest impact in the two most 

significant categories (Heavy Metal and Eutrophication). In the categories Winter 

Smog and Solids the AS system has the least environmental impact.

Figure 8.23 displays the data using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method. The 

figure shows that the three WTWs LCA have different environmental impacts. 

Using the EI99(H/A) the number of significant impact categories increases. The 

figure displays that over the whole life of the WTWs the impact categories HH 

Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, EQ Ecotoxicity and R
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Fossil Fuels have significant impacts, with a smaller impact occurring in the EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication category. In the categories HH Carcinogens, HH 

Climate Change, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels, the AS system 

has the largest impact followed by the PFR and PFV systems. In the categories HH 

Respiratory Inorganic and EQ Ecotoxicity the PFR system has the largest impact 

followed by the AS and PFV system.

The followings figures expand the data for each WTW (AS, PFR, PFV) providing 

further insight into what phases (construction, operation etc.) the impacts occur.

Figure 8.24 Normalisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Tables 8.7-8.12 display the normalisation data using both impact assessment 

methods, EI95 and EI99, for the different phases over the whole life of the LCA. 

Figures 8.24-8.26 display the normalised data as histograms, giving a clearer 

representation of the results. Figure 8.24 displays the normalisation data over the 

whole life of the AS treatment work, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. 

The operation of the WTW has the most significant impact in the categories Heavy 

Metal and Eutrophication, while Acidification, Greenhouse and Energy categories all
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register smaller normalised impact values. All other aspects are negligible when the 

data is normalised.

During the operation of the WTW, significant impacts occur in the Heavy Metals and 

Eutrophication categories. These impacts were associated with the electricity used 

during the operation of the WTW, more specifically from electricity produced by 

coal and oil (see Appendix G), in the Heavy Metal category and emissions to air and 

water in the Eutrophication category.

Figure 8.25 Normalisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment.
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Figure 8.25 displays the normalised data over the whole life of the PFR treatment 

work, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. Here, the operation of the WTW 

has the most significant impacts in the categories Heavy Metals and Eutrophication, 

while the categories Greenhouse, Acidification and Energy all displaying smaller 

normalised values. During the operation of the WTW, significant impacts occur in 

the Heavy Metals and Eutrophication categories. These impacts were associated 

with the electricity used during the operation of the WTW, specifically for electricity
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produced from coal and oil in the Heavy Metal category and emissions to air and 

water in the Eutrophication category. However, there is a noticeable difference in 

the size of both of these impacts and the relative proportions when the AS, PFR and 

PFV LCAs are compared. In the PFV works (see Figure 8.26) the Eutrophication 

impact is the largest impact whereas in the AS and the PFR works the Heavy Metals 

category has the largest impact (see Figure 8.24 and 8.25).

Construction of the WTW had significant impacts in the category Solid waste and 

displays smaller normalised values in the categories Winter Smog, Summer Smog 

and Energy. The significant Solid waste impact in both histograms comes from (in 

order of importance) concrete, steel and copper (see Appendix G). The AS work 

uses less of these materials and therefore has not been identified as a significant 

aspect (see Figure 8.24). Operation of the AD displays a small avoided impact in the 

Heavy Metal category, while all other aspects are negligible when the data is 

normalised.

Figure 8.26 Normalisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.26 displays the normalised data over the whole life of the PFV treatment 

work, using the EI95(e) impact assessment method. Here, the operation of the WTW
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has the most significant impacts in the categories Eutrophication and Heavy Metals, 

while smaller impacts are displayed in the Greenhouse and Energy categories. These 

impact were associated with the electricity used during the operation of the WTWs, 

specifically from electricity produced from coal and oil in the Heavy Metal category 

and emissions to air and water in the Eutrophication category (see Appendix G). The 

construction of the WTW has a significant impact in the category Solid wastes and 

displays smaller impacts in the categories Energy, Winter Smog and Summer Smog. 

The significant Solid waste impact in both histograms comes from (in order of 

importance) concrete, steel and copper (see Appendix G). Operation of the AD 

displays a smaller avoided impact in the Heavy Metals category, while all other 

aspects are negligible when the data is normalised.

Figure 8.27 Normalisation data for the AS wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.27 displays the normalisation data for the AS wastewater treatment plant, 

using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method. Here, operation of the WTW has a 

significant impact in the categories HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Inorganic, EIH 

Climate Change, and R Fossil Fuels. A smaller impact occurs in the category EQ 

Ecotoxicity and EQ Acidification/Eutrophication. In all of the categories it is the 

electricity used during the operation of the WTW that is responsible for the impact 

with emission to air and water having a smaller effect in the HH Carcinogens and
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HH Climate Change categories (see Appendix G). This pattern is repeated for the 

PFR and PFV works (see Appendix G). However, there is a noticeable difference in 

the size of the normalised values, as the AS work have higher values for all of the 

above categories during the operation phase compared with the PFR and PFV works 

(see appendix G). In addition, the land application of treated sludge has a significant 

impact in the impact category EQ Ecotoxicity. Here the impact in the EQ 

Ecotoxicity category is emanating from the emission to the soil from sludge (see 

Appendix G). Construction of the WTW has a smaller value in the HH Respiratory 

Inorganic category, while all other aspects are negligible when the data is 

normalised.

Figure 8.28 Normalisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment work.
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Figure 8.28 displays the normalisation data for the PFR wastewater treatment work, 

using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method. Here, operation of the WTW has 

significant impacts in the categories HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH 

Climate Change, and R Fossil Fuels. In all of these categories it is the electricity 

used during the operation of the WTWs which is causing the impacts with emission 

to air and water having a smaller effect in the HH Carcinogens and HH Climate 

Change categories (see Appendix G). This pattern is repeated for the PFR and PFV 

works (see Figures 8.36 and 8.37). The construction of the WTW has the most 

significant impact in the category HH Respiratory Inorganic and also has a
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significant impact in the category R Fossil Fuels. Within these categories concrete 

was the main cause of the impacts (see Appendix G). Again, the AS works uses less 

concrete that the PFR and PRF works, and as such, does not incur significant 

normalised impacts in this aspect. Land application of treated sludge has a 

significant impact in the category EQ Ecotoxicity. Here the impact in the EQ 

Ecotoxicity category is emanating from the emission to the soil from sludge (see 

Appendix G). All other aspects are negligible when the data is normalised.

Figure 8.29 Normalisation data for the PFV wastewater treatment work and sludge 

digestion, per functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure 8.29 displays the normalised data for the PFV wastewater treatment work, 

using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method. Here the construction of the WTW 

has a significant impact in the categories HH Respiratory Inorganic, which is the 

largest impact, and R Fossil Fuels. Within these categories concrete was the main 

cause of the impacts (see Appendix G). Land application of treated sludge has a 

significant impact in the category EQ Ecotoxicity. Here the impact in the EQ 

Ecotoxicity category is emanating from the sludge emission to soil. The operation of 

the WTW has a significant impact in the categories HH Carcinogens, R Fossil Fuels, 

HH Respiratory Inorganic and HH Climate Change. In all of these categories, it is 

the electricity used during the operation of the WTW, which is causing the impacts, 

with emission to air and water having smaller effect in the HH Carcinogens and HH
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Climate Change categories. This pattern is repeated for the PFR and PFV works (see 

Figures 8.36 and 8.37). All other aspects are negligible when the data is normalised.

8.3.1.3 Weighting stage

SimaPro also contains the capabilities to calculate evaluation values, which in 

essence are the values generated by weighting. This gives the software the capacity 

to sum the data into single scores, thereby assigning weighting to different 

environmental impacts. By using the weighting methods the results can be presented 

in simplistic way. However, no weighting stages are used during this thesis because 

the single scores produced hide the more detailed environmental information and the 

value systems behind the weighting system are suspect (as discussed in Chapter 

Three). The EI95(e) method uses the distance-to-target method, which assumes that 

the seriousness of an impact can be judged by the difference between the current and 

a target level. This method has been criticised because there are no clear-cut 

objective ways to define sustainable target levels (Curran, 1995). EI99(H/A) also 

contains the data necessary to provide a weighting between the categories. Here a 

panel approach is used to define the weighting values. However, this method can also 

be criticised as the basic questions addressed to the panel to weighting are abstract 

and often the pane do not understand the issues properly (Goedkoop and Sprinsma, 

1999). As mentioned no weighting stage has been carried out here, due to 

uncertainty in these methods, and the possibility of an oversimplification in the 

results. For a more detailed discussion on weighting please refer back to Chapter 

Three.

8.3 .2  Interpretation stage
The interpretation stage is a relatively new stage in LCA. The specific role of this 

stage for LCA is still being developed, but its basic aim is to add understanding to 

the inventory and impact assessment stages. The three specific aspects of the 

interpretation stage are; data quality assessment, dominance analysis (which has been 

conducted along side the discussion on the histograms) and sensitivity analysis. 

These have been extensively discussed in Chapter Five. Each aspect of interpretation 

is now undertaken starting with an assessment of the data quality.
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8.3.2.3 Data Quality -  Uncertainty and Variability

The importance of data quality within a LCA can not be overstated. A LCA without 

some sort of evaluation regarding the quality of its data can not be entirely trusted, 

and must be viewed with caution. Despite this, formal data quality management 

rarely appears in LCAs (Weidema and Wesnaes, 1996). This makes the 

interpretation of any results difficult and may lead to perverse outcomes.

Issues regarding data have been extensively discussed in Chapter Five and from this 

discussion it is proposed that the best way to evaluate the data quality for the purpose 

of this thesis is by a data quality matrix method, which is a simple and effective 

method.

8.3.2.3.1 Method One -  Data quality matrix
One useful and well documented qualitative method to evaluate the quality of the 

data, is a data quality matrix or ‘pedigree matrix’ (see Chapter Five). This method 

has been used on the wastewater treatment case study and the results can be seen in 

Table 8.10 below. A general rule proposed in this thesis is that any values of five 

and four warrant further attention and explanation.

In the original method (Weidema, 1996) it was stated that the matrix should be 

applied to every single data point. However, in order to streamline this process, it 

has only been applied to each system or sub-system (see Chapter Five and Seven).

Table 8.13 Data quality indicator using the ‘pedigree matrix ' for the major 

components of the LCA of wastewater treatment projects.

System Data Quality Indicator

Construction of WTWs

Steel (2,1,3,3,2)

Iron (2,1,3,3,2)

Concrete (2,1,3,3,2)
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PVC (2,1,2,3,2)

Slag (1,1,2,3,2)*

Copper (2,1,4,3,2)

Land take (2,1,2,1,2)

Clay tiles (2,5,1,1,2)

Pitch epoxy (1,5,2,3,2)

Sigma cover (1,5,2,3,2)

Plywood (1,1,5,3,4)

Excavation (2,2,1,1,1)

Operation of WTWs

Electricity (1,2,1,1,1)

Emissions to air and water (2,2,2,1,2)

Maintenance of the WTWs (1,1,2,1,1)

Demolition of WTWs (2,1,2,1,1)

Construction of anaerobic digester

Steel (2,1,3,3,2)

Iron (2,1,3,3,2)

Concrete (2,1,3,3,2)

Copper (2,1,4,3,2)

Glass fibre (2,1,3,3,1)

Operation of anaerobic digester

Electricity (1,2,1,1,1)

Sludge disposal (2,2,2,1,1)

Maintenance of AD (1,1,2,1,1)

Clay tiles, pitch epoxy and sigma cover all score five in the ‘Completeness’ category 

five, because the data on these aspects are incomplete. This is because, although 

transport data has been included energy and emission data could not be found, for 

these highly specific materials. As these materials occur in relatively small 

quantities, the poor data quality for these aspects is insignificant. Copper scores four 

and plywood five in the ‘Temporal Correlation’ category. Plywood scores five and

1 Only transport data associated with this. Any impacts from the slag are not accounted for because they are a 

waste product from a separate process
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copper four because although there is data on these aspects, it is rather old. These 

aspects occur in relatively small quantities and it is not anticipated that the age of the 

data would significantly change the results.

The main advantages of the matrix are that it is relatively simple to undertake and 

provides a quick and informative description regarding the quality of the data. This 

will enable the practitioner to flag up potential data problems in order for further 

analysis, for example sensitivity analysis, to take place.

This matrix generally deals with parameter uncertainty, spatial and temporal 

variability and variability between sources and objects. However, not all of the 

aspect of uncertainty and variability are captured, for example model uncertainty is 

not addressed within the matrix. Nevertheless, some aspects are captured within the 

sensitivity analysis of the impact assessment data, specifically the variability caused 

by the different data sets for the impact assessment and by the use of Cultural Theory 

to model value choices.

Issues regarding the spatial and temporal variability and model uncertainty within the 

impact assessment methods (EI95 and EI99) are discussed in Chapter Four. In 

addition, uncertainty due to choices has been made operational in this case study 

through the sensitivity analysis (see below) as well as a peer review process. For this 

case, the LCA was peer reviewed by Wessex Water’s environmental manager and 

LCA experts.

The final aspect of the interpretation stage undertaken in this thesis is sensitivity 

analysis.

8.3.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis can be undertaken both on the inventory and impact assessment 

data (see below). In practice, little work has been done on this aspect, particularly 

with regard to the impact assessment data. Many LCAs are produced with little 

understanding or representation of the uncertainty, sensitivity and subjective nature 

of the results.
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8.3.2.4.1 Sensitivity of the inventory data
There are many aspects within the inventory data, which contain uncertainty. During 

this sensitivity analysis, estimations are made of the uncertainty for specific points. 

These are based on the most significant aspects in terms of the environmental impact 

and the level of uncertainty.

With this case study, two particular aspect have been identified; electricity - as this 

aspect has a significant environmental impact in the heavy metal category -  and 

copper -  as using the data quality matrix, this material has been identified as having 

data quality concerns. These two aspects, electricity and copper, are investigated 

further, starting with electricity.

Electricity

The electricity data is of good quality, with the only concern being that it was 

generated six years ago. This can cause a slight problem with possible variations in 

the electricity mix. This is estimated to cause a +/-5% variation in the electricity 

mix. The sensitivity analysis has been applied to the AS WTW in order to gauge the 

significance of the uncertainty in this data point. Both the EI95 and EI99 

methodologies are used. The results are presented below in Table 8.11 and 8.12 and 

Figures 8.30 and 8.31.

Table 8.14 Normalised data for the sensitivity analysis of the electricity data in the 

operation phase of the AS WTW: EI95(e).

Impact Categories Upper Normal Lower

Greenhouse 316 304 292
Ozone 0.524 0.5E-01 0.475
Acidification 183 174 166
Eutrophication 1150 1150 1150
Heavy Metals 4860 4630 4410
Carcinogens 6.78 6.46 6.14
Winter Smog 50.9 48.5 46.1
Summer Smog 32.7 31.2 29.7
Pesticides 0 0 0
Energy 344 327 311
Solid 0 0 0
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Figure 8.30 Sensitivity analysis of electricity in the operation phase of the AS WTW

operation: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Table 8.15 Normalised data for the sensitivity analysis of electricity data in the 

operation phase of the AS WTW: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Impact Categories Upper Normal Lower

HH Carcinogen 137 130 124

HH Respiratory Organic 0.11 0.105 0.0997

FIH Respiratory Inorganic 130 124 118

HH Climate Change 58 55.9 53.7

HH Radiation 0 0 0

HH Ozone Layer 0.0249 0.0237 0.0225

EQ Ecotoxicity 18.3 17.5 16.7

EQ Acidification 

/Eutrophication

11.6 11.1 10.5

EQ Land-use 0 0 0

R Minerals 0 0 0

R Fossil Fuels 161 154 146
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Figure 8.31 Sensitivity analysis of electricity data in the operation phase of the AS

WTW operation: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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From Figures 8.30 and 8.31 it can be seen that the possible uncertainty in the 

electricity does not significantly effect the results and therefore it can be concluded 

that the LCA is not sensitive to the uncertainty range present in the electricity data. 

Nevertheless, it can be seen that EI99(H/A) is more sensitive to the uncertainty of the 

electricity data than the EI95(e) method.

Copper

The impact of copper is smaller than the impact of the electricity use, but the data 

quality for the copper is not as good. In the copper data sheet, data for the emission 

to air of S 02 has been given a data range of 0.038kg and 3.5 kg depending on the 

treatment process. In addition, the data is rather old (scoring four in the data quality 

matrix, ‘Temporal’ category). This has been estimated to have an uncertainty of +/- 

10% on all the data values for copper. In addition, some of the data points are World 

averages, which increases the data uncertainty a further +/-10%. Therefore 

uncertainty range has been plotted for +/- 20%, with the specific uncertainty ranges 

being used for the S 02 emission to air. The construction of the PFR WTW is chosen 

to assess the sensitivity analysis as it has the largest amounts of copper within the 

systems. Both the EI95 and EI99 methodology are used. The results are presented 

below in Table 8.13 and 8.14 and Figures 8.32 and 8.33.
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Table 8.16 Sensitivity analysis of copper data in the construction of the PFR WTW:

EI95(e).

Impact

Categories

Upper Normal Lower

Greenhouse 14.7 14.7 14.7

Ozone 0.0186 0.0186 0.0186

Acidification 17.2 13.5 12.1

Eutrophication 4.54 4.44 4.44

Heavy Metals 24 24 24

Carcinogens 3.26 3.26 3.26

Winter Smog 179 174 173

Summer Smog 49.3 49.3 49.3

Pesticides 0 0 0

Energy 35.5 35.5 35.5

Solid 334 324 314

Figure 8.32 Sensitivity analysis of copper data in the construction of the PFR WTW: 

EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Table 8.17 Sensitivity analysis of copper data in the construction of the PFR WTW:

EI99(H/A).

Impact Categories Upper Normal Lower

HH Carcinogen 0.0855 0.0855 0.0854

HH Respiratory Organic 0.184 0.184 0.184

HH Respiratory Inorganic 125 123 123

HH Climate Change 2.66 2.66 2.66

HH Radiation 0 0 0

HH Ozone Layer 0.000882 0.000882 0.000882

EQ Ecotoxicity 0.684 0.684 0.684

EQ Acidification 

/Eutrophication

1.68 1.57 1.54

EQ Land-use 0.0937 0.0937 0.0937

R Minerals 0.274 0.273 0.272

R Fossil Fuels 36 35.9 35.9

Figure 8.33 Sensitivity analysis of copper data in the construction of the PFR WTW: 

EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figures 8.32 and 8.33 displays that using both impact assessment methods the data 

uncertainty for copper is not significant. The next stage of the sensitivity analysis is 

the sensitivity of the impact assessment data.

8.3.2.4.2 Sensitivity of the impact assessment data
As mentioned earlier it is not only uncertainty in the inventory data that can cause 

variations in the results, impact assessment data also plays a significant role. The 

problem with the impact assessment data is that unlike the inventory data, which has 

to be collected by the LCA practitioner, the impact assessment data is already present 

in the software. As such, great care needs to be taken to understand the impact 

assessment data and to interpret the uncertainties and variability within it.

One significant variation in impact assessment data, which can create different 

results, is the different sets of characterisation data for GWPs. This aspect was also 

discussed by McMannus (2001) but is otherwise absent in the LCA literature. 

During this thesis, the IPPC (1995) and the WMO (1998) GWP data sets are 

compared with the GWP data within the EI95 impact assessment method, which is 

taken from IPCC (1992) (see Appendix F for values). There is an argument to 

simply update the EI95 GWP (1992) data with the more recent IPCC (1995) data set, 

as it is from the same organisation. However, there is no normalisation data for the 

more recent data set, and to calculate new normalisation values are outside the scope 

of this thesis. As such, the differences have only been viewed in the sensitivity 

analysis stage.

The IPPC (1995) and the EPA publicised values (see www.epa.gov/ozone/ods.htm) 

which are taken from the WMO (1998), have been chosen to perform a sensitivity 

analysis, as either data set could be used within the assessment. McMannus (2001) 

tried various means to identify the reason for the differences behind the data sets but 

no information could be obtained.

A similar sensitivity analysis can be applied to the different data sets of ODP. Again 

the WMO (1998) published a different set of ODP values than those contained within 

the EI95 method, which contain WMO (1992) data. A similar argument to that of 

the GWP exists here (see appendix F for the values). In contrast to McManus
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(2001), the sensitivity analysis has been conducted using characterisation values 

rather than normalisation values. This is because the different sets of GWP and ODP 

values are only available in the characterisation form and not the normalisation form. 

A completely new data set of normalisation values, using the new GWP values, 

would have to be generated in order for the data to be presented in the normalised 

form. This is an extensive task, which is outside the scope of this thesis. The 

sensitivity analysis of the different GWP and ODP data sets are displayed below in 

Figures 8.34 and 8.35.

Figure 8.34 Sensitivity analysis of the GWP data sets, per functional unit, for the AS 

LCA
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Figure 8.34 displays that there is a marked difference in the GWP values for the AS 

LCA with the WMO (1998) data set producing significantly smaller results 

compared with the data used with the EI95 (IPCC, 1992). This shows that the LCA 

is significantly sensitive to the choice of the impact assessment data used for the 

GWP.
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Figure 8.35 Sensitivity analysis of the ODP data sets, per functional unit, for the AS 

LCA
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Figure 8.35 displays the sensitivity analysis of the AS LCA using different ODP data 

sets. The difference between the two data sets is not as marked as for the GWP, but 

the WMO (1998) still produces smaller ODP values compared with the data used 

within the EI95 (IPCC, 1992). As such, the choice of the ODP data sets is not as 

significant a choice as the GWP data set for this particular LCA, partly because the 

ODP per functional unit is not a significant impact for these case studies.

In addition to the different characterisation sets for GWP and ODP, using the EI99 

methods enables the use of Cultural Theory in order to determine different sets of 

impact assessment data based on different value choices. The Hierarchical method 

has been used during the case studies as the default method. The sensitivity analysis 

will be used to compare these results with the other two data sets generated from an 

Individualist and an Egalitarian perspective, in order to ascertain how sensitive the 

results are to value judgements.
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Table 8.18 Normalisation data for the sensitivity analysis using the EI99 Cultural

Theory data sets, per functional unit, for the AS LCA.

Impact Categories Hierarchical Egalitarian Individualist

HH Carcinogen 129 129 59
HH Respiratory Organic 0.194 0.193 0.335
HH Respiratory Inorganic 134 130 118
HH Climate Change 55.3 55 98.2
HH Radiation 0 0 0
HH Ozone Layer 0.0232 0.023 0.0349
EQ Ecotoxicity 136 136 36.2
EQ Acidification/ 
Eutrophication

11.1 11.1 12.6

EQ Land-use 0.0618 0.0618 0.0704
R Minerals 0.141 0.198 7.89
R Fossil Fuels 157 446 0

Figure 8.36 Sensitivity analysis using the EI99 Cultural Theory data sets, for the AS 

LCA
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Figure 8.36 reveals that the use of different cultural data sets can have a significant 

effect on the results for some of the environmental categories. The largest 

differences occur in the R Fossil Fuel category. In the R Fossil Fuel category, the 

Individualist data set has no impact values because the Individualist perspective does 

not consider the depletion of fossil fuels resources as a problem (Goedkoop and
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Spriensma, 1999). The Individualist perspective, would argue that based on 

experience, fossil fuel depletion is not a problem and in addition, long term problems 

are not given much consideration.

The other categories in Human Health and Ecosystem Quality show smaller, but 

significant, variations in the results with different categories producing contrasting 

results for the Hierarchist, Egalitarian and Individualist data sets. None produce a 

uniform pattern in these categories, in terms of one data sets always producing either 

lower or higher values.

The reason for the differences include:

• The Egalitarian and Hierarchist use the long term perspective while Individualist 

use the short-term perspective.

• The Individualist data set only includes ‘proven damage’. This classifies through 

the International Agency for Research and Cancer (IARC). For example, only 

the carcinogen IARC class 1 is included the Individualist data whereas the 

Egalitarian perspective uses classes 1, 2 and 3, and the Hierarchists perspective 

uses classes 1 and 2. Class 1 is for know human carcinogenic substances, class 2 

includes probable human carcinogenic substances, while class 3 includes agent 

which the evidence for carcinogenicity is inadequate in humans but sufficient in 

experimental animals to cause concern.

• The Individualist data set uses an ‘age weighing’, assigning greater importance to 

being healthy at a younger age.

The sensitivity analysis using Cultural Theory highlights that value choice used 

within the impact assessment method can cause significant differences in the results. 

Before this type of analysis can be used on comparative LCAs, further research is 

need as the modelling used is not yet fully complete and more research needs to be 

undertaken before any conclusion can be drawn (Goodkoop and Spriensma, 1999).

In summary, the interpretation stage has been a valuable exercise, providing poignant 

insights to the results. The data quality assessment and sensitivity analysis of the
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inventory data showed that the uncertainty within the inventory data does not have 

significant effects on the results. However, this assessment was for individual data 

points. If the uncertainty of each individual uncertainty was compounded a more 

significant effect on the results may occur. Therefore, every effort must be made, 

where possible to increase the accuracy of the individual data points.

The sensitivity analysis of the impact assessment data showed that significant 

variations could occur through the choice of GWP and ODP data sets. In addition, 

through the utilisation of Cultural Theory, value choices were shown to have 

significant effects on the results.

This concludes the final stage of interpretation - sensitivity analysis- and the final 

stage of the LCA. The next section draws together the discussions.

8.4 Discussion
This discussion will focus on the research goals for the case study. These goals have 

been derived from the research question for the thesis (see Chapter Six). Firstly, 

Goals One and Two are discussed along side each other, then later Goal Three is 

discussed.

Goal One: Critically review the application of LCA methodology in relation to 

wastewater treatment projects.

Goal Two: Assess possible ways in which the LCA methodology can be 

improved specifically in relation to wastewater treatment projects.

In general, the application of LCA methodology to wastewater treatment projects has 

been successful, providing useful, detailed environmental information on a range of 

environmental issues including global warming, acidification, resources and human 

health. However, care needs to be taken when interpreting the results as data quality, 

impact assessment methodologies and assumptions all need to be considered to make 

sure significant aspects are not overlooked. Failure to do this is a common mistake, 

as far too many LCAs do not discuss their data quality, assumption and limitations.
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Although the application of LCA to wastewater treatment projects was generally 

successful, there are a number of specific problems, which need to be addressed. 

These problems occur in the goal scope and definition, inventory, impact assessment 

and interpretation stages. The issues, problems and some solutions are discussed 

separately for each stage.

Issues in the Goal Scope and Definition Stage
The WTW LCAs are focused on being informative, rather than aiming directly at 

change. However, as there are three WTWs used in this case (AS, PFR and PFV) 

and their functional units have been used in the literature for comparative studies (see 

Emmersson et al. 1995) it is possible to have an ‘element’ of a comparative study. 

The word ‘element’ is used here as the functional unit in these cases, although 

consistent with previous LCA studies in this area, has a number of previously 

undisclosed issues that need to be discussed further.

Firstly, any comparisons undertaken have to consider that although the effluent 

produced by the three WTWs are regulated by the same piece of legislation. This 

legislation may be Tight’ or ‘tough’ depending on the quality and dilution 

capabilities of the receiving water (Martin Venning, Environmental Manager Wessex 

Water, p.c. 2nd October 2001). Unfortunately for this case, more precise effluent 

quality standards could not be found, however this has also been the case in the 

literature. Without more precise effluent quality standards it is difficult to be precise 

as to whether a WTW produces a better quality effluent because it has a tighter 

regulations placed upon it or because it is simply a more efficient and a better 

process for removing impurities.

Secondly, the precise influent concentrations are not known for the WTWs. LCA 

studies in the literature often use the p.e. in order to represent the influent 

concentration (see Emmersson et al. 1995; Roeleveld, et al. 1997; Mels, et al, 1999; 

Zhand and Wilson, 2000 and Nuemayr et al. 1997). However the p.e. only calculates 

a standard biological oxygen demand neglecting the concentration of other 

substances including, heavy metals, estrogens, P-tot and N-tot. Although the WTWs 

here all deal with mainly domestic supply in a rural location small variation of other
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compounds, such as heavy metals may be left undetected. However, more 

significant variations would have been removed by pre-treatment.

In addition to possible variations in effluent and influent concentration there is also 

room for differences due to the way the WTWs are operated. All of the above 

factors can hinder comparative LCAs aiming to conclude that one type of WTW is 

more environmentally superior to another.

Issues in the Inventory stage
Although generally successful, there are a few problem areas. The main problem 

revolves around the issue of data. There is a general lack of freely available good 

quality data, however, the amount of data available was significantly more that that 

of the road construction industry. In addition, even when sources of data have been 

identified, gaining access to them can be difficult. Specifically, the wastewater 

treatment sector lacks publicly available databases with the necessary inventory data, 

as is the case in other sectors, for example, automotive manufacturing.

The development of the Inventory of Sources and Release (ISR) does provide 

valuable data for certain industrial sectors that fall under the IPC (Integrated 

Pollution Control) regulations, but as yet, wastewater treatment projects fall outside 

this. There are plans to extend the ISR to included WTWs (Environment Agency, 

1998), but only works larger than 15,000 p.e. will be subject to it by 2004.

A similar development for the wastewater industry, which will aid data collection, is 

the Sewage Undertakers (Pollution Inventory) Direction 2001, which is part of the 

Water Resources Act, 1991. The purpose of the Direction is to require water 

companies to report to the Environment Agency information for the pollution 

inventory covering emission from wastewater treatment works to controlled waters. 

Both the ISR and the Pollution Inventory Direction will begin to improve the 

problems of data collection and quality currently effecting LCAs in this sector, by 

providing reliable, easy access and comprehensive data on the emissions from 

WTWs.
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Another source of data, which is common in construction LCAs is the Bill of 

Quantities (BoQ) (Emmerson et al. 1995). This is often used to provide inventory 

data on the material inputs during construction. Although the BoQ is a good source 

of data, it does have a limitation in the sense that a BoQ is developed at the tender 

stage of a project and may not accurately represent the final quantities used. If one 

intends to use the LCA information generated by these studies to inform decisions 

regarding which wastewater treatment works has the least environmental impact (i.e. 

change oriented LCA studies), it would be better to use the final accounts.

Specific allocation issues for the inventory, whilst not a problem, are interesting for 

discussion. Within the literature sludge has been regarded as a resource (Nuemayr, 

et al., 1997; Mels, et al., 1999) whilst most studies consider sludge as a waste 

problem. Similar to the majority of allocation decisions, the decision whether to 

view sludge as a waste or a resource is highly subjective. However, this thesis has 

shown that this decision is not significant as the avoided impact from using sludge as 

a resources does not account to an avoided dominate impacts i.e. 20% of the impact 

in a particular category.

Issues in the impact assessment stage
The above discussion has been concerned with issues in the inventory stage, while 

this section discusses the impact assessment stage, especially the impact assessment 

methods used. There is a desire by industry and some of the LCA community to 

develop a generic impact assessment method for LCA. Yet this is extremely difficult 

to achieve, as different sectors will require slightly different methods.

Two methods have been utilised during this case, Eco-indicator 95 (EI95) and Eco- 

indicator 99 (EI99). The use of two impact assessment methods added value to the 

LCAs undertaken during this thesis because the two methods not only provided 

information on different environmental categories, but they also provided different 

insights. This is because the impact assessment methods model different 

environmental categories and in addition the ones that are modelled are sometimes 

incomplete. For instance, in the EI95 method the Eutrophication category incurs a 

dominant impact in the operation stage for all of the WTWs. However, in the EI99 

method the issue of eutrophication, during the operation stage is not considered a
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dominant impact for any of the WTWs. This is because the EI99 method does not 

evaluate emissions to water responsible for eutrophication. This is a significant 

omission for WTWs LCAs as during the operation of the WTWs the eutrophication 

capacity of the effluent is an issue of primary important to the wastewater industry 

(Emmerson et al. 1995).

The methods used here (EI95 and EI99) demonstrated that different impact 

assessment methods have the possibility of leading to different conclusions with 

regard to the environmental performance of a particular product or process. Not least 

because they have different environmental categories, but also in the way that they 

calculate and model an impact.

There are some specific aspects for wastewater treatment projects, concerning the 

impact assessment models, which need to be highlighted as both of the impact 

assessment methods have particular problems. These problems have been 

highlighted using the ‘undefined function’ of the SimaPro 4.0 software. The 

‘undefined function’ lists all substances in the inventory, which have not been 

evaluated during the impact assessment. These undefined substances, which are not 

evaluated in the impact assessment methodologies, receive little or no discussion 

within the literature, yet it is vital for a LCA to address the consequences of any 

missing or undefined components. Table 8.16 displays all the significant undefined 

substances for the WTWs using both EI95 and EI99 impact assessment methods.

Table 8.19 The undefined substances for the WTWs cases using the EI95 and EI99 

impact assessment methods.

Missing Aspect AS WTW PFR WTW PFV WTW

EI95

(te)

EI99

(te)

EI95

(te)

EI99

(te)

EI95

(te)

EI99

(te)

Carbon Monoxide released to 

Air

1.98 1.98 3.03 3.03 2.62 2.62

Aluminium released to water 2.45 2.45 0.886 0.886 0.292 0.292

Anorganic dissolved 

substances released to water

10.5 10.5 3.94 3.94 1.37 1.37
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Ammonical Nitrogen released 

to water

X 0.684 X 5.68 X 2.11

Chloride ion released to water 252 252 241 241 237 237

Iron released to water 0.764 0.764 0.279 0.279 0.093

9

0.093

9

Sulphate released to water 13.3 13.3 4.8 4.8 1.58 1.58

Suspended solids released to 

water

4.3 4.3 8.1 8.1 18.4 18.4

COD released to water X 6.32 X 24.9 X 48.3

N-tot released to water X 39 X 15 X 36.3

P-tot released to water X 8.54 X 8.54 X 36.3

MgO released to soil 1.1 1.1 X X X X

N-tot released to soil 6.48 6.48 5.03 5.03 2.74 2.74

P-tot released to soil 8.34 8.34 6.46 6.46 0.658 0.658

Silica released to soil 27.2 27.2 21.8 21.8 16.3 16.3

Zinc released to soil 0.137 X 0.211 X 0.052 X

Lead released to soil 0.015 X 0.025 X 0.08 X

Chromium released to soil 0.03 X 0.06 X 0.001 X

Table 8.16 displays amalgamated values for the whole life of WTWs and as such 

these values will be dispersed over a large temporal and spatial area. Nevertheless, 

these substances need to be captured by the impact assessment method in order for 

accurate and specific conclusions to be drawn. The lack of discussion of this issue in 

the literature is cause for concern, particularly for comparative, ‘change oriented’ 

LCAs.

From the results above it can be seen that the EI99 method has the greatest number 

‘undefined substances’ including, N-tot/P-tot/COD/Ammonical Nitrogen released to 

water, all of which are assessed in the EI95 method. This is mainly because the EI99 

method has a more complex method of evaluating the environmental impact, moving 

towards the identification of actual rather than potential impacts. Therefore, the 

modelling of certain substances is not yet complete. For example, the EI99 impact 

assessment method only equates damages to Ecosystem Quality caused by
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acidification and eutrophication from airborne emissions, neglecting the contribution 

from waterborne emissions. This is reflected in Table 8.16 as N-tot, P-tot, COD and 

Ammonical Nitrogen are all undefined in the EI99(H/A) method, yet captured in the 

Eutrophication impact category of EI95(e). This is a significant area of concern, 

which needs to be addressed before this method can be successful used for the 

evaluation of wastewater treatment processes.

The EI95 method also has significant omissions for this LCA. Firstly, the EI95 

method does not evaluate heavy metals released to soils. This is particularly 

significant as using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method, the impact of heavy 

metals contained within the treated sludge is one of the most significant 

environmental impacts to occur over the whole life of a wastewater treatment project 

(see Figures 8.27-8.29). The EI99 method does evaluate this aspect; however the 

assessment only contains modelling data for some of the heavy metals being emitted 

to agricultural soil. When missing, the heavy metals emitted to an industrial soil 

have to be substituted. What effect this will have on the results is not known and 

needs further investigation.

In relation to this, a criticism of the SimaPro software is that the impact assessment 

method is highly specific and care needs to be taken when inputting data into the 

inventory. Heavy metals released to soil, for example Cd, if inputted in the inventory 

would not normally be picked up in the impact assessment method as the EI99 

method only contains a value for Cd(ind.), which is Cd released to an industrial soil. 

The assumption made in this thesis is that if no values are present, Cd can be given 

the same values as Cd(ind.) within the characterisation stage. Without this 

assumption a significant aspect would otherwise be overlooked.

In addition, both EI95 and EI99 do not evaluate carbon monoxide to air, aluminium 

to water, chloride ions to water, sulphate to water, silica to soil, and anorganic 

dissolved substances to water. The effect of these undefined substances on the 

WTW LCA is unclear and may be detrimental to the environment. For example, 

aluminium released to water can be toxic to fish (Poleo, A.B., Ostbye, K., Oxnevad, 

S.A., Anderson, R., Heibo, E., and Vollestad, L.A., 1997); therefore further work is
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needed to improve the impact assessment methods in order to evaluate these 

substances.

Issues in the Interpretation Sage

Although there are problems with the quality of the data, the data quality matrix and 

the associated sensitivity analysis (see Table 8.10 and Figures 8.30-8.33) concluded 

that although there are uncertainties in the inventory data for individual data points or 

subsystems, these on their own, do not have a significant effect on the results. 

However, a problem can occur if these uncertainties are treated as compound 

uncertainties. Although individually they may not effect the results, together they 

may cause significant variations. This aspect should be the subject of further work. 

Reflecting on this, every effort should be made to improve the data quality wherever 

possible. Here a trade off is made: the longer the data collection process -  due to the 

issues of collecting ‘quality’ data - the less likely industry are to adopt LCA as an 

environmental appraisal tool.

Although the uncertainty in the data was not, in isolation, problematic, the variability 

of the impact assessment data have been shown to have significant effects on the 

results. During the sensitivity analysis of the impact assessment data the GWP, ODP 

and Cultural Theory data sets were evaluated. Firstly, the use of different GWP data 

sets (WMO, 1998; IPCC, 1995; IPCC, 1992) resulted in significant differences in the 

total GWP for the WTWs LCAs. These differences highlight that the choice of GWP 

data set (WMO, 1998 or IPCC, 1992) can significantly effect the results. The choice 

of the ODP data set is less sensitive and does not effect the results significantly for 

this particular LCA (see Figure 8.35). As a rule, the use of the most recent data is 

advisable. However, as there is no normalisation data for the most recent GWP and 

ODP data sets, often older sets have to be used. The need for new normalisation data 

has been highlighted during the Further Work section of the thesis.

Sensitivity analysis of the different Cultural Theory data displayed that the use of 

different cultural data sets (Hierarchists, Egalitarian and Individualist) for the impact 

assessment data has significant effects on the results. This sensitivity analysis 

highlights the fact that subjective value judgements, which are often not made 

operational in the LCA results, can have significant effects on the results. All the
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impact categories in the EI99 impact assessment method display different values for 

the different cultural data sets, with the most pronounced in the R Fossil Fuels 

category. However, the fact that other categories do not display larger differences 

often reflects that the modelling of value judgements is not yet complete and more 

research needs to be undertaken before any conclusion can be drawn (Goodkoop and 

Spriensma, 1999).

This concludes the discussion of goals one and two of this case study. In general, 

LCA is applicable to civil engineering projects, however, there are a number of 

problems and issues, as highlighted above, which need to be addressed when using 

LCA methodology with civil engineering projects. The next goal discusses the LCA 

evaluation of the WTWs cases.

Goal Three: Analyse the environmental problems associated with wastewater 

treatment projects throughout their whole life.

When evaluating the environmental impacts associated with wastewater treatment 

projects throughout their whole life, it is appropriate to consider both the dominant 

impacts (20% or more of the total impact category of that system) and the significant 

normalised impacts. This enables the evaluation of the significant environmental 

impacts within the system being studied and also the identification of the significant 

environmental impacts in relation to the wider system i.e. emission released in 

Europe. The latter adds some perspective to the results. The dominant impact will 

be dealt with first followed by the normalised impacts. Finally, this data will be used 

in a comparative analysis to identify which system, if any, is the BPEO.

Analysing the dominant environmental impacts associated with wastewater treatment 

projects, it is not only apparent that impacts are occurring throughout the life cycle of 

the wastewater treatment projects, but also different life cycle phases are having 

impacts on different environmental categories. The dominant impacts for the WTW 

LCAs using the EI95 impact assessment method occur during the construction and 

operation phases over a wide range of the environmental categories (see Figures 8.4 

-  8.6). A similar situation occurs using the EI99 impact assessment method (see 

Figures 8.7- 8.9). This means that any further work and environmental
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improvements need to be concentrated on the construction and operation phases. 

The operation of the wastewater treatment works dominates many of the 

environmental impacts in both impact assessment methods, yet this is not the case for 

all the environmental categories. The construction of the WTWs dominates a 

number of the impact categories, whilst the construction of the AD, and the land 

application of sludge affect only a very few categories, however these individual 

categories can still be significant. For example, the land application of sludge only 

effects one category, EQ Ecotoxicity, yet this category has a large and important 

impact. Maintenance of the WTWs, operation of the AD and disposal of WTWs are 

insignificant for all wastewater treatment works using both impact assessment 

methods.

Table 8.17 and 8.18 display the dominant impact identified during the three cases 

using the EI95 and EI99 impact assessment methods respectively. Table 8.19 and 

Table 8.20 expands on two particular aspects, the construction and operation of the 

WTWs, using both EI95(e) and EI99(H/A) impact assessment methods as these two 

aspect have a significant proportion of the dominant impacts.
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Table 8.20 Dominant impacts for the WTW LCA using EI95(e) impact assessment method.

Aspect
“ pFRrrK PFV ...................................................... .........

Construction of 

WTWs

Winter Smog, Summer Smog, Solid Winter Smog, Summer Smog, 

Carcinogens, Energy and Solids

Acidification, Winter Smog, Summer 

Smog, Carcinogens, Energy and Solids

Construction of AD Solids X X

Operation of WTW Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, Eutrophication, Heavy 

Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer Smog and 

Energy

Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, 

Carcinogens and Energy

Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, 

Eutrophication, Heavy Metals, 

Carcinogens and Energy

Table 8.21 Dominant impacts for the WTW LCA using EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Aspect

-AS--------------------------------------------------------------------1

WTW

PFR PFV

Construction of 

WTWs

HH Respiratory Organic, EQ Land-use and R 

minerals

HH Respiratory Organic, HH Respiratory 

Inorganic, EQ Land-use, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, R Minerals and R 

Fossil fuels

HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Respiratory 

Organic, EQ Land-use, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication, R Fossil Fuels 

and R Minerals

Construction of AD R Minerals X X

Operation of WTW HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorgnaic, HH Climate Change, H 

Ozone, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil 

Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Inorganic,

HH Climate Change, HH Ozone, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Climate Change, HH 

Ozone, EQ Acidification/Eutrophication and 

R Fossil Fuels

Land application of 

sludge

EQ Ecotoxicity EQ Ecotoxicity EQ Ecotoxicity
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Table 8.22 Dominant impacts for the construction and operation of the WTWs using the EI95(e) impact assessment method

Aspect

« --------------------------------------------------------- Pd i w ---------------------------------------------

Construction o f  
WTW
Steel Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, Eutrophication 

Heavy Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer 

Smog, Energy and Solids

Greenhouse, Carcinogens, Summer Smog, 

Energy and Solids

Greenhouse, Acidification, Carcinogens, 

Energy and Solids

Concrete Eutrophication, Heavy Metals and Winter Smog Greenhouse, Acidification, Eutrophication, 

Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Energy and Solids

Greenhouse, Acidification, Eutrophication, 

Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Energy and 

Solids

Slag X Heavy Metals Heavy Metals

Copper Solids X X

Disposal of 

excavated materials

Ozone Ozone Ozone

Operation o f WTW

Emissions to air 

and water

Greenhouse and Eutrophication Greenhouse and Eutrophication Greenhouse and Eutrophication

Electricity Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification Heavy Metals, 

Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer Smog and 

Energy

Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification, Heavy 

Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer 

Smog and Energy

Greenhouse, Ozone, Acidification Heavy 

Metals, Carcinogens, Winter Smog, Summer 

Smog and Energy
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Table 8.23 Dominant impacts for the construction and operation of the WTWs using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.

Aspect

AS...................................................... .... PFR .................  ................ PFV

Construction o f  
WTW
Steel HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, R 

Minerals and R Fossil Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Climate Change, EQ land-use, R Minerals and 

R Fossil Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, 

HH Climate Change, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil 

Fuels

Concrete HH Respiratory Inorganic, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels

HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, 

EQ Ecotoxicity and R Fossil Fuels

Greenhouse, Acidification, Eutrophication, 

Heavy Metals, Winter Smog, Energy and 

Solids

Slag X EQ Ecotoxicity EQ Ecotoxicity

Plywood X X HH Carcinogens

Land Take EQ Land-use EQ Land-use EQ Land-use

Disposal of 

excavated material

HH Ozone HH Ozone HH Ozone

Operation o f  WTW

Emissions to air 

and water

HH Climate Change HH Climate Change HH Carcinogens, HH Climate Change, and 

EQ Ecotoxicity

Electricity HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH 

Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change, HH 

Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil Fuels

HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory Organic, 

HH Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate 

Change, HH Ozone, EQ Ecotoxicity, EQ 

Acidification/Eutrophication and R Fossil 

Fuels.
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When identifying where the dominant environmental impacts are occurring 

throughout the whole life, it is important to consider that it is unfair to compare one 

activity, which only lasts one year (construction phase), with another one which lasts 

15 years (operation phase). This is because the activities involved with the 

construction of the WTWs, once complete, will then be employed on other projects. 

If best practice can be identified for the construction phase, via LCA information, 

then it can be used time and time again on different construction projects, resulting in 

a significant environmental improvement.

Time also plays a significant role in normalising emission data. In the present study, 

data for the operation of the life cycle of the WTWs (15 years) has been compared to 

the average emission per capita in Europe over one year. Although this is common 

practice in LCA studies, it gives the impression that the impact of the operation 

phase is much worse than it really is. If the data were analysed for just one year of 

operation it would change the scale of the resultant histograms, and suggest that 

construction was more important than it is over the life cycle. It would not change 

the relative importance of the various emissions. Unfortunately, there is no data for 

emission production levels in the future, and therefore, this type of presentation has 

been accepted as normal practice (Braunschweig et al. 1996).

The normalisation data takes these dominant impacts and helps to determine the 

significance of the impact, an important step which is often missing in the literature 

(see Emmerson et al. 1995, Zhang and Wilson, 2000 Neumayr, 1997). Again, the 

construction and operation phases are the most significant phases in terms of 

environmental impact and again, the impacts are spread over a number of 

environmental categories. Yet noticeably, the normalisation stage reduces the 

number of significant impacts.

With the EI95 impact assessment method, the most significant aspects for all the 

wastewater treatment works occurred during the operation of the WTWs in the 

Heavy Metal and the Eutrophication categories. The impact in the Heavy Metal 

category was associated mainly with electricity used during operation, specifically 

from electricity produced by coal and oil (this is partly because the heavy metals 

released to soil are not evaluated in this category). The impact in the Eutrophication
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category is associated with the emissions released to air and water from the operation 

of the WTWs, in this case specifically from effluent.

The largest impact category in the AS and PFR LCAs was the Heavy Metal category, 

whilst in the PFV system it was the Eutrophication category. This is because the AS 

and PFR works used more electricity during the operation of the works - significantly 

more in the AS works. The AS works produces the lowest quality effluent producing 

the largest eutrophication value of the three WTWs; however the difference between 

the three impact values, for this category, is not significant.

The variation in effluent quality between different sites could potentially be the result 

of geographical influences as much as differences in process efficiencies between 

different WTWs. While, the variation in electricity use could be due to operational 

process inefficiency on the site of the WTWs. In relation to effluent quality, Dye 

(1963) found better quality activated sludge effluents in a comparison between an 

activated sludge plant and a biological filtration plant receiving sewage from the 

same place. In addition Hannah, et al.(l986:27) also commented that ‘alternatives to 

the activated sludge process do not remove toxics as well’. However, in Emersson’s 

work, as in this case, the wastewater treatment works were not receiving sewage 

from the same place and therefore the variation could potentially be the result of 

geographical influences.

The above work are in contradiction with the results here, as in this thesis, the AS 

works shows the largest value in the Eutrophication impact category, reflecting that 

the effluent from the AS works is not the best quality. This can partly be explained 

because in Emmerson’s and Dye’s work only Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) 

and suspended solids (SS) were evaluated. In this thesis, other emissions were 

included, for example, total nitrogen, for which AS produces a much higher value. 

However, as Hannah et al (1986) study was based on scientific analysis of the 

removal efficiency of a number of pollutant for the different WTW systems, it is 

likely that the AS systems produced a comparable lower quality of effluent because 

of the higher pollutant load of its influent.
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The eutrophication issues is also problematic as the impact of nutrients to a 

watercourse is highly dependent on local condition. For some water bodies, nutrients 

may actually be helpful. In this LCA, to keep it simple and in line with European 

policy of setting a level playing field, all eutrophication emissions are treated as a 

negative impact.

Utilising the EI99 impact assessment method, the most significant aspects occur in 

the operation stage of the WTWs in the categories HH Carcinogens, HH Respiratory 

Inorganic, HH Climate Change, and R Fossil Fuels for all the WTWs. In all of the 

categories it is the electricity used during the operation of the WTWs, which is 

responsible for the impact. With emissions to air and water, during the operation 

phase of the WTWs having a smaller effect on the HH Carcinogens and HH Climate 

Change categories (see Appendix G).

The construction of the WTWs has a significant impact in the categories HH 

Respiratory Inorganic and R Fossil Fuels for the PFR and PFV WTWs. These impact 

are mainly associated with the concrete used, specifically from the Portland cement 

used in the concrete and to a lesser extent the transport of material. In addition, the 

land application of sludge has a significant impact in the EQ Ecotoxicity category for 

all the WTWs. This is from the application of sludge to farmland, particularly from 

the heavy metals released to soil. No other aspects have a significant effect once the 

data has been normalised.

According the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method, the environmental impact of 

constructing the AS works is less than the PFR and PFV works. This is because the 

AS works uses less concrete than the other works. Contrasting this, the normalised 

values for the operation of the AS system are significantly higher than the 

percolating filter systems in all the significant categories HH Carcinogens, HH 

Respiratory Inorganic, HH Climate Change and R Fossil Fuels. This is because the 

AS system uses more electricity during the operation of the WTW. In the EQ 

Ecotoxicity impact, which is due to the land application of sludge, the PFV system 

has the smallest impact, followed by the AS work, with the PFR work having the 

largest impact. This is due to the PFV system sludge containing the least heavy 

metals. However, it is not clear whether this is due to a better process for removing
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heavy metals or a higher concentration of heavy metals in the sewage influent to 

begin with.

Having identified the significant environmental impacts, how do the results relate to 

the literature? The issues of primary importance to a water utility are the emissions 

from the effluent and the sludge (Emmerson et al. 1995). This was re-iterated in 

Roeleveld et al. (1998) who stated that when looking for improvements attention 

should be focused on the minimisation of discharge from the effluent and 

minimisation of sludge production. Here the importance of energy consumption in 

the WTWs was viewed as relatively low compared with the total energy use in the 

Netherlands.

Although EI95(e) and EI99 (H/A) reflect that the emissions of the effluent and 

sludge are significant, the methods also show that other aspects are important, 

including electricity used during the operation and construction phases and the 

impact associated with the production and transport of concrete. The issue of 

electricity use is discussed in the literature, however, it is related to different 

environmental impacts. In the literature the energy use is mainly associated with 

problems of fossil fuels, yet in EI95 it is highlighted as a significant impact only in 

the heavy metals category. In addition, Nuemayr, (1997) listed the problems of 

sludge treatment as energy consumption, transport and ammoniacal nitrogen 

emission. Notably there was no mention of heavy metals, which during this case 

study were identified as the most significant problems.

Comparative analysis

The fact that different WTWs have different impact categories as their most 

significant impact highlights a problem for comparative studies. It is often the case 

that one system is better for one particular environmental category, but worse for 

another. Weighting the categories is one way around this problem, however, the 

author believes that the subjective decision making involved in weighting dilutes the 

basis of LCA with its attempt to provide some scientific objective input into the 

decision making framework. The confusion in the identification of an environmental 

preferable system is further complicated by the use of different impact assessment 

methodologies.
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Currently, it is difficult to draw any conclusions as to which system is the best 

practical environmental option (BPEO), because of the limitations of both impact 

assessment methods, uncertainty surrounding the functional unit and inventory data. 

This uncertainty in the outcomes of the LCA means that it is very difficult to 

conclude which system has the least environmental impact and yet many of the LCA 

studies in the literature do state definite conclusions, despite the issues identified 

above. Emmerson et al. (1995:323) concludes that ‘in whole life terms, the 

biological filter process must be considered the best practical environmental option 

(BPEO) for sewage treatment of this scale.’ A significant proportion of evidence for 

this conclusion was from the fact that the biological filter plant uses less energy. In 

addition, other aspects are involved in favour of a biological filter works as the 

BPEO, which are not captured by LCAs. For instance, biological filters are sensitive 

to lower winter temperatures (Hamer, 1987) and they are less susceptible to toxic 

shock and changes in loading (Cook and Heming, 1978). However, to conclude that 

one system is the BPEO, other environmental impacts need to be considered.

As demonstrated during this case study, the biological filter work may consume less 

energy but the impact of constructing the AS system is less. In addition, the PFR 

works produces the largest impact in the EQ Ecotoxicity (from the application of 

sludge to land) and HH Respiratory Inorganic category (from the impact associated 

with construction of the WTW). Deciphering what this means can be difficult for 

some of the categories. For EQ Ecotoxicity it is not clear whether this impact is due 

to differences in the heavy metal content of the influent or the operating capabilities 

of the WTW. In addition, although both the PFR and the AS works display a large 

impact in the EQ Ecotoxicity this is largely due to the capabilities of these systems to 

remove the heavy metals from the effluent precipitating into the sludge which can be 

disposed off -  precisely what they are designed to achieve. Both Dye (1963) and 

Hannah et al (1986) found that the activated sludge process provided a higher quality 

of effluents suggesting that these systems are preferable, however, the analysis 

conducted in these studies fails to address the whole life approach of the wastewater 

treatment works. Although these systems do remove the toxics, they do not render 

them harmless and therefore the impact is often simply transferred into the sludge, 

which still needs to be disposed off.
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Using the EI95(e) method, the vertical filter work still shows the lowest 

environmental impact in all of the categories, except in the EI95(e) Eutrophication 

category, here the PFR system has the lowest value. However, the EI95(e) method 

does not evaluate the impact of heavy metals applied to soil and therefore the Heavy 

Metal category is dominated by electricity rather than emission’s from sewage 

effluent or sludge.

Reflecting on the analysis provided by EI95 (e) and EI99(H/A) it is very difficult to 

conclude the BPEO. Although, some evidence does point to the biological filter work 

with vertical filter as the BPEO. The uncertainties surrounding the operating 

capabilities, influent and effluent analysis for these WTWs cause considerable 

confusion. Previously, the literature has concluded that the biological filter works 

are the BPEO (Emerson, et al 1995). However, after analysing the evidence 

provided in this case study further research would be needed to standardise the 

influent and effluent, providing a better basis for comparisons.

Although, the identification of the BPEO is not straight forward, it is possible to 

identify areas for environmental improvement. The identification of environmental 

improvements should be focused on the dominant and significant impacts, which 

have been identified during the characterisation and normalisation stages. The main 

ones that should be focused on are energy, concrete, heavy metals in sludge and 

effluent quality. Taking one of these as an example, energy reduction during the 

operations of the WTW would significantly improve the environmental impact of all 

the WTWs. For instance, Hook and Boon (1991) stated that many aeration processes 

failed to reach an efficient level of energy consumption.

This raised an interesting point for comparative studies. If a comparison is 

undertaken and it is concluded that system A is more environmentally friendly than 

system B, attention must then be focused on the ‘inherent slack’ in the system. 

Perhaps system B has the capacity to be improved upon more than system A, 

eventually resulting in a system that is more environmental friendly. This issue 

needs further attention, outside the scope of this thesis.
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Summarising this case, the application of an informative, attribution based LCA 

methodology to WTW projects has been successful. Here the LCA analysed the 

whole life environmental impacts associated with WTW projects and found that 

significant impact occurred in the construction and operations stages. The EI95 

method displayed that the most significant aspects are electricity used during the 

operation of the WTW and the effluent. The EI99 method displayed that the most 

significant aspects are electricity used during the operation of the WTWs, effluent, 

construction of the WTW -  specifically from Portland Cement and the disposal of 

sludge to farmland -  specifically from heavy metals.

The application of a comparative LCA was less successful due to a number of issues 

identified in the goal scope and definition, inventory, impact and interpretation 

stages. The issues in the goal scope and definition stage concerned the functional 

unit hindering comparative LCAs. Issues in the inventory stage concerned data 

collection, whilst issues in the impact and interpretation stages included aspects of 

model uncertainty in the EI95 and EI99 impact assessment methods, variation due to 

value choices that were exposed through the use of Cultural Theory and the 

significance of GWP and ODP data sets.

This concludes the discussion on the wastewater treatment LCAs. The following 

Chapter will draws together the final discussions and conclusions for the thesis.
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Chapter Nine - Discussion and Conclusions

This Chapter draws together the main discussion of the thesis. The discussion will be 

framed around the three research questions for the thesis. Questions One and Two are 

discussed simultaneously, followed by question Three. At the end of the Chapter the 

work is concluded followed by recommendations for further work.

Question One -  How applicable is LCA methodology to civil engineering projects? 

Question Two -  How can LCA methodology be improved, specifically in relation to 

civil engineering projects?

The application of LCA methodology to civil engineering projects has generally been 

successful in this thesis, providing valuable insights and information on the 

environmental impacts of the civil engineering projects throughout their whole life. 

However, there are still many problems with the LCA methodology which need to be 

addresses before the method can be finalised, particularly for civil engineering projects. 

At present the LCA methodology can be criticised for being naive in what it claims to 

do. The LCA literature needs to become more objective and explicit with regard to the 

problems of the method. This critical review of LCA methodology is sparse in the 

literature with only a few studies engaging in any open and constructive criticism (see 

Lee et al. 1994 and Ayres, 1995).

Nevertheless, the case studies undertaken during the thesis have shown that LCAs on 

complex products, like civil engineering projects, are possible. This is particularly 

pertinent as LCA in the literature has been criticised as being time consuming and costly 

to prepare (Treloar, et al. 1999). Although there may be an initial time input for an 

LCA, related to data collection, once this has been undertaken the requirement of time 

resources is significantly reduced. This is particularly evident for the civil engineering 

sector, as here, products and process change slowly, hence, the generation of new data 

for changing construction products and process is not a problem. Furthermore, the time
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taken to conduct these cases (around 9 months for the road case study) can be greatly 

reduced as organisations become more familiar with the methods and improve their data 

collection procedures.

As stated above, the application of LCA to civil engineering projects has been concluded 

to be generally successful, but what does this mean? After all, LCA has a number of 

different applications (as discussed in Chapter Three). In reality, some types of 

application are more successful than others. By reviewing the two LCA case studies, 

LCA has been shown to be very useful in quantifying the environmental impacts 

throughout the whole life, identifying dominant environmental impacts. The tool 

identified where these dominant impacts occurred in the projects (construction, 

operation, maintenance and disposal) and in what environmental categories. This 

information provided baseline environmental data which is useful to target and monitor 

environmental improvements.

However, where LCA has been used in a comparative assessment, some problems occur. 

In these assessments, the tool did give an in-depth understanding about the product or 

process and its relative environmental trade-offs, however, often it did not solve these 

trade-offs. This was due to problems in assessing the importance of different 

environmental impacts, and data and model uncertainties. Therefore, the use of LCA as 

a decision making tool, i.e. a tool that will give you a definite answer has to be 

questioned.

Many LCA studies focus on the comparative application of the LCA tool (see Fumholt, 

1995; Jonsson, et al. 1998; Molgaard, 1995 and Emmerson et al. 1995). Sometimes 

concluding with a definite decision for the LCA, for example, product A is more 

environmentally friendly than product B. This is problematic because LCAs in the 

literature generally do not discuss the limitations, assumptions and data quality of the 

LCA, which can effect the conclusions. It is these limitations, assumptions and data 

inadequacies, which are brought to the fore in this thesis, highlighting the problems with
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comparative LCAs. These issues need to be addressed before conclusions regarding the 

BPEO can be adequately drawn.

In addition, comparative LCAs often neglect the possibilities of process inefficiencies. 

If process x is more environmental friendly than process y, the decision-maker may 

select the use of process x as an environmental improvement. However, process y may 

have built in environmental inefficiencies which caused the larger impact. If these 

inefficiencies could be easily reduced then this system may become more 

environmentally friendly than process y.

The problem areas for the general application of LCA to civil engineering projects, 

including comparative and non-comparative LCAs are discussed below. The problems 

occur in the goal scope and definition, inventory, impact and interpretation stages. 

These issues, problems and some solution are discussed separately for each stage.1

Issues in the Goal Scope and Definition stage

During this stage, the thesis identified issues and problems in two important areas: i) 

Scoping and ii) Functional Unit.

i) Scoping

There are limitations in the scope of LCA, as LCA is not a complete environmental 

assessment of all possible environmental impacts associated with a product or process. 

In addition, LCA does not evaluate all possible products or processes, as the boundaries 

do not encompass all the possible system activities. Although LCA theoretically could 

include most environmental impacts, in practice this is not possible. For example, in the 

road case study, run-off during construction is not included in the assessment, yet this 

can be an important impact that certainly needs to be considered within a site’s EMS. In 

addition, in the wastewater treatment case studies, the decomposition of sludge applied 

to soil is not considered.

1 Although the road case was not a comparative case study, problems for comparative studies were still 
identified.
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To address this problem the thesis used a broader scoping method than ‘traditional’ 

LCAs which noted, albeit only in a qualitative manner, some of the local issues (as 

above), which are not usually assessed in LCAs. This was first suggested by Pidgeon 

(1997), and was successful in this thesis at highlighting significant issues not addressed 

in the LCA framework.

ii) Functional Unit

The functional unit is very important for all LCAs. The functional unit in the road LCA 

includes, for the first time, predicted traffic volumes, vehicle type and future emission 

scenarios. These are important variables, which have not been previously discussed. 

However, modelling these aspects over the forty year life cycle of the road led to a 

number of data uncertainties and subjective choices. In fact, a particular problem for 

civil engineering LCAs are their long lives. The associated uncertainty and variability 

steaming from dealing with a long life product are difficult to predict, particularly when 

dealing with the impact emanating from road vehicles over the next forty years. Of 

further interest for the road functional unit was that no demolition stage was included. 

This is because it is not believed that roads are presently decommissioned.

The standardisation of the functional unit for the WTW case study was essential, as it 

had a comparative element. However, three problems arose:

1) Variation in effluent quality due to Tight’ or ‘tough’ legislation depending on the 

quality and dilution capabilities of the receiving water.

2) Lack of information on influent concentration.

3) Possible variation in the operation efficiency of the wastewater treatment works.

These issues cause particular problems for comparative LCA studies in the WTW sector 

and need to addressed for conclusive comparative LCAs.
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Issues in the Inventory stage

The issues in the inventory stage can be categories into two categories: i)Data collection 

and ii) Data format.

i) Data collection

In both case studies, the major problem in the inventory stage concerned data collection. 

In general, both case studies suffered from a lack of publicly available data; in addition, 

the road case study suffered from a slow data collection process. This was due to a lack 

of commitment at lower levels of management. This commitment is very important as 

LCA is a difficult process and needs a relatively high level commitment of company 

resources.

A particular problem within civil engineering was that many organisations were 

focussing their resources on gaining certification for an EMS and therefore had little 

time for LCA. This was a particular problem when collecting the supplier’s data in the 

road case. Many suppliers indicated that although they were interested in LCA, at 

present all their resources were focused on gaining accreditation to an EMS.

Improvements for the data collection processes include the development of the Inventory 

of Sources and Releases (ISR). The ISR, which is required as part of the IPC, provides 

quantitative data on the emissions releases and inputs into a system. The data generated 

by ISR is very useful for LCA, but at present limited in its application as for the general 

construction industry only one system of importance requires an ISR: the cement 

manufacturing industry. However, there are plans to expand the ISR to include sewage 

works (Environmental Agency, 1998). Such expansion will provide a valuable source of 

data for LCAs and therefore its expansion should be encouraged throughout the LCA 

community.

In addition, a similar initiative, the Sewage Undertakers (Pollution Inventory) Direction 

2001, is being developed for the wastewater treatment sector. The purpose of the 

Direction is to require water companies to report to the E.A. information for the
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pollution inventory, concerning emission from sewage treatment works to controlled 

wastes. However, it will only be required for WTWs greater than 15,000 p.e. (Water 

Resources Act, 1991). This needs to be expanded to smaller works if it is going to be 

successful as a data source for LCA. Both the ISR and the Pollution Inventory Direction 

will begin to improve the problems of data collection and quality currently effect LCAs 

in this sector, by providing reliable, easy access and comprehensive data.

ii) Format of data

Some of the data quality issues are associated with problems regarding the format of the 

collected data. This is because a significant proportion of the data collected had not 

been collected in a ‘LCA friendly’ format. Three specific issues were identified during 

this thesis:

1) Units

There has been nothing written in the literature with regard to the ‘mass/volume’ 

problem i.e. a significant proportion of the data collected from the construction industry 

for both case studies came in volumes. These volumes have to be converted to a mass 

by means of a density equation, in order for them to be evaluated within the software. 

The reason for the ‘mass/volume’ problem stems from the BoQ used in many civil 

engineering projects. Often the BoQ will specify a certain volume to be filled in with a 

construction material. However, for the LCA impact assessment, the specific weight of 

materials used is needed. Taking this information from the BoQ often requires a density 

value. The problem is in getting a specific density value for some of the materials. 

Selecting the correct density value is difficult and requires a precise specification of the 

type of material and its purity. However, this is not always available when collecting the 

data. For example, chalk was given a density of 2.35 (t/m ), which was an average value 

taken from the range of 1.9-2.8 (t/m3) stated by the American Institute of Physics (1963)
tVi(see Appendix A). However, according to Rutley’s Elements of Minerology 27 Edition 

chalk can have a density value of 2.7-2.9 (t/m3). Hence, again subjective decisions are 

required to specify a density value. The density calculations are important calculations, 

which have not been given sufficient attention in the literature. These calculations are
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especially important in construction industry and the civil engineering sector in general, 

which deal with large volumes.

2) Amalgamations

Amalgamations were a particular problem for the road case study. Here some of the 

data presented in BB’s records had been amalgamated. For example, the fuel use data 

can only be analysed as a total amount of fuel purchased, as it has not been allocated to 

specific activities2. This makes the break-down of the model difficult as individual 

construction processes, for example, construction of the base course, can not be 

accounted for separately. If this kind of detail is required, the data collection procedures 

of the host organisations will need to be improved by making them more specific.

An additional problem for comparative LCAs is that, as civil engineering takes place 

outside, the construction process can be effected. For example, during winter conditions 

with heavy ground frost, snow and ice makes the energy consumption for excavation 

increase by approximately 50% (Stripple, 1995). This kind of specific data collection is 

not always possible.

3) Contract form

Certain contracts require the formal production of a BoQ, whereas other do not, for 

example DBFO. The DBFO contract form, which is used in the road case study, slowed 

the data collection process as no BoQ is initially required. Therefore, the information 

usually contained within the BoQ had to be generated. However, there is a significant 

advantage with this. The BoQ is the agreed statement of the price that will be paid for 

the work done and is often used in civil engineering LCAs. As BoQ are generated at the 

start of a project, the precise amount of material often varies during the project (RRV, 

1994). As, during the road case, the BoQ was generated towards the end of the project 

the data would be more representative of what actually happened. This variation in 

finished materials during a project is not made explicit in the LCA literature, which 

often use the BoQ as a data source.

In addition, the class 2 borrow material had no extraction data because of amalgamations.
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In general, the quality of the inventory data for the case studies can be described as 

adequate. However, a problem can occur if the uncertainties in the inventory data are 

treated as compound uncertainties. Although individually they may not effect the 

results, together they may cause significant variations. This aspect should be the focus 

of further work.

Reflecting this, every effort should be made to improve the data quality wherever 

possible aiming to improve the score of the data quality matrix. However, it is the time 

and resources need to obtain the data which then becomes problematic. The longer the 

data collection process, the less likely the civil engineering industry are to adopt LCA as 

an environmental management tool, especially if the aim it make decisions on 

comparative produce or processes.

Issues in the Impact Assessment stage

The impact assessment stage in this thesis involved the application of two impact 

assessment methods; EI95 and EI99. In undertaking the first research question, it is 

important to assess which impact assessment method, EI95 or EI99, if  either, is best 

suited to civil engineering projects.

The use of the two impact assessment methods added value to the thesis, as they 

provided different insights. For instance, in the EI95 method the use of Portland cement 

in the A3 5 is identified to have a dominant impact in the Carcinogen category; however 

in the EI99 method the same material has no dominant impacts. Yet, the utilisation of 

more than one method, which can increase the validity of the conclusions, is a strategy 

that had rarely been employed in the literature (Kim, 2001).

The different impact assessment methodologies available is an important aspect for the 

LCA literature to consider as different methods assess different environmental impacts 

making them appropriate for different applications. Considering the methods used 

during this thesis. The EI95 method is generally appropriate for civil engineering LCAs,
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however, it is not complete in its assessment and therefore care is needed in the 

interpretation of the results. The method has a general problem as there is no assessment 

of Carbon Monoxide (CO) releases to air and the calculation of the Solid impact 

category is disadvantageous for civil engineering projects. This is because the weight of 

the emission is used for its calculation. As civil engineering uses a lot of heavy 

materials it generally produces a lot of heavy waste, yet heavy waste is not necessarily 

the most problematic source of solid waste. The appropriateness of the EI95 method for 

civil engineering projects also has a case specific problem. For wastewater treatment 

projects the EI95 method does not evaluate heavy metals released to the soil which is a 

particular problem for wastewater treatment case studies in identifying the 

environmental impacts from the disposal of sewage sludge to soil. In addition, in EI95 

there is no value for BOD; therefore it had to be converted to COD for it to be evaluated, 

an assumption which increases the uncertainty of the work.

The EI99 method is generally appropriate for civil engineering LCAs, however, it is not 

complete in its assessment and therefore similar to the EI95 method care is needed in the 

interpretation of the results. The method has a general problem for the civil engineering 

sector, as there is no assessment of CO released to air (as is the case in the EI95 method) 

and in addition the EI99 method does not evaluate solid waste, a significant issue for 

civil engineering projects. Case specifically, the EI99 has a significant problem for the 

WTW LCA, as it does not assess eutrophication caused by emissions to water. This is 

an important aspect, as the effluent produced by a WTW should have significant impacts 

in this category.

The advantage of EI99 over EI95 is that EI95 only evaluates the potential impact, 

whereas EI99 attempts to evaluate the actual impacts. This is because the EI99 method 

evaluates how a substance reacts in the environment. In reality, the environment to 

which the substance is released makes a big difference to the impact on the environment. 

However, European environmental policy favours environmental standards irrespective 

of local conditions, thus creating a ‘level playing filed’ (Lowe and Wood, 1998:256). 

Although EI99 only creates an actual environment on a European level, any
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development of the actual impact at a local site-specific level will lead to contradictions 

with European environmental policy.

Deciding on the most appropriate impact assessment method is difficult as each method 

has its disadvantages and advantages. However, the use of two methods has proven 

important during this thesis as different methodologies may lead to different 

conclusions. This is re-iterated in McMannus, (2001). Thus if both methods identify the 

same conclusion the decision is more valid.

Issues in the Interpretation Stage

The interpretation stage of the LCA was a successful and important part of the LCA. 

Two issues were addressed within this stage: i) uncertainty and ii) sensitivity analysis. 

Each of these is now discussed separately.

i) Uncertainty

This thesis proposes that some form of data quality should be required by every LCA 

study. In the literature not enough studies are open about the quality of the data or the 

reliability of the data (for one of the most honest and probably a better representation of 

LCA practice see McManus, 2001)). This needs to change, as without any explicit 

representation of the quality of the data used, LCAs are difficult to interpret. During this 

thesis the data quality has been made explicit through the use of a data quality matrix, 

which has previously shown to be a successful way to express the quality of the data 

quickly and easily (Kusko and Hunt, 1996; Labouse and Roederer, 1996; Stronberg et al. 

1997). An alteration in the matrix for this thesis was that it was only applied to each 

system or subsystem not every single data point; a streamlining technique that worked 

well.

One problem with the data quality matrix concerns the ‘reliability of source’ category. 

In the matrix, verified data based on measurement is given a score of one. However, the 

verification of inventory data is a very difficult thing to do. This was a particular 

problem for the wastewater treatment case study where much of the data came from the
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literature. A lot of faith has to be put in the practitioner and their ability to check the 

work. A peer review of the LCA does aid the verification but for significant worth, 

access to the actual database, as well as the final report would be needed. This is not 

always practically possible.

The main data quality concerns identified through this matrix where civil engineering 

specific materials. For example, class 2 borrow material, CBM aggregate and gritstone. 

However, the data quality matrix only identifies certain types of uncertainty. Other 

types, which have been difficult to evaluate could have significant effects on the results. 

For instance, although the parameter uncertainty for the operation of the road is very 

good, there may be model uncertainty relating to the make of the vehicles on the road 

over the forty-year life cycle. Due to the large time span of the life cycle, this model 

uncertainty could be significant.

ii) Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis undertaken during the two case studies considered two aspects: 

inventory and impact assessment data. Both studies concluded that the sensitivity 

analysis performed on individual aspects of inventory data, (chosen by two criteria: 

uncertainty and proportion of impact) were not sensitive to the uncertainty ranges. 

However, a problem can occur if these uncertainties are treated as compound 

uncertainties. Although individually they may not effect the results, together they may 

cause significant variation. This aspect should be the focus of further work. Reflecting 

on this every effort should be made to improve the data quality wherever possible.

For the impact assessment data, the cases concluded that the studies were sensitive to 

different impact assessment data. In both case studies, the choice of GWP data is 

particularly sensitive, whilst the choice of ODP data is less sensitive for these particular 

case studies. The use of different Cultural Theory data sets also showed significant 

differences in both cases, highlighting that value choices are significant.
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This concludes the discussion on the issues and problems that occur during the four 

stages of the LCA methodology. Attention is now focused on the LCA software used 

during the analysis of the data.

LCA software -  SimaPro 4.0

In general, the SimaPro software is a very useful aid to LCA. Without such software, 

LCA would be extremely difficult and time consuming to undertake. However, there are 

a number of problems with the software. Firstly, the databases within the current 

version of the software contains relatively little data for construction and civil 

engineering processes compared with other sectors, for example the plastics industry. 

For LCA to be applicable to the construction industry, the LCA software packages need 

to include more construction related data. Some databases are available on construction 

products, for example, BRE’s environmental profiles database. Therefore, where these 

databases are available, they need to be incorporated within the LCA software.

Secondly, a cautionary note should be attached when using the ‘undefined substance’ list 

as a checking mechanism (as suggested by Goedkoop, 1995). Although it is a very 

useful aspect of the software, when a substance is defined with an associated impact, the 

software no longer highlights it as ‘undefined’. Yet some substances can impact on 

more than one impact category, with both being ‘undefined’. When a substance is 

defined for one impact category it no longer appears in the ‘undefined substance’ list. 

Because of this care needs to be applied when using the ‘undefined substance’ list as a 

checking mechanism.

Finally, the impact assessment software is highly specific. Care is needed when 

inputting inventory data. For example, consider heavy metals being released to the soil. 

Here, if Cd is inputted in the inventory it would not normally be picked up in the EI99 

impact assessment method as this only contains a value for Cd(ind), which is Cd 

released to an industrial soil. The assumption made in this thesis is that if  no values are 

present, Cd can be given the same value as Cd(ind) within the characterisation stage. 

Without this assumption a significant aspect would otherwise be overlooked.
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Drawing all the issues together, although the comparative elements of the LCA tool have 

been shown to be problematic, other aspects, including the use of LCA as an 

educational, informative and attribution based tool have been successful. The process of 

collecting the data provides useful information, understanding and education on the 

whole life environmental impacts surrounding civil engineering projects. This can be 

enhanced by undertaking an LCA, with, not for, an organisation, providing the 

organisation with an excellent learning tool that is valuable as an educational process. 

This has also been recognised in the literature (Baumann, 1998).

Although the application of LCA methodology has been generally successful, because of 

the problems discussed above, it should not be used as a sole environmental appraisal 

tool. This is similar to comments made for other environmental appraisal tools 

(Hammond, 1998; 2000). The proposed use of numerous tools is because of the vast 

array of different environmental issues affecting society, which impact with differing 

severity, time scales and spatial boundaries (local, regional and global). Hammond 

(2000:304) argues,

‘For a proper understanding of such issues it is necessary to employ a wide 

range of analytical techniques that have been developed under the 

umbrella of several different scientific, engineering and social science 

disciplines. To do otherwise than adopt an interdisciplinary approach is to 

run the risk of missing some important elements in the broad 

environmental canvas.’

Although numerous environmental appraisal tools are argued for it is not envisaged that 

these tools are all applied simultaneously. When performing environmental appraisals 

LCA should not be considered as an initial environmental management tool, as stated by 

McManus (2001:28). Instead it is recommended as a prerequisite for LCA that an EMS 

should be in place before any LCA is undertaken. This would provide a framework for 

data collection and a level of education/understanding needed for a successful LCA.
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This may take some time in the civil engineering sector as many organisations are still 

awaiting certification to EMS.

In addition, the multi-displinary nature of LCA with its often complex processes, along 

with the wide range of environmental issues, led to the conclusion that a sole LCA 

practitioner has to be particularly skilled in order to carry out an LCA. Far better 

practice would be for a team of people with a variety of the necessary expertise to 

conduct the work. A similar scenario has also been suggested by Xiao et al. (2001).

Question Three -  What are the whole life environmental impacts of civil 

engineering projects and where do they occur?

The answer to this question provides the information to satisfy the three prime objective 

of LCA as discussed by SET AC (1993) (see Chapter Three) by providing:

1) A complete a picture as possible, of the interactions of civil engineering projects 

with the environment.

2) Furthering the understanding of the overall and interdependent nature of the 

environmental consequences of civil engineering.

3) Providing decision-makers with the information which defines the environmental 

effect of civil engineering activities and identifies opportunities for environmental 

improvement.

Both case studies were successful in identifying what and where are the environmental 

impacts, with the information being presented in a disaggregated format . The data 

produced by the LCA in answering the third research question provided valuable 

information for the civil engineering industry in order to improve their environmental 

performance. For example, in a strategic sense, BB’s environmental manager 

commented that at present they have a good understanding of the local environmental

The disaggregated presentation of the results during this thesis is rather complicated and presenting the weighted 
results would ‘clean it up’ tremendously. But the desire to have it ‘neat and tidy’ neglects the fact that these issues
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issues through the use of EIA and EMS. However, they are now concerned to move 

forwards and assess their regional and global impacts. LCA provides a tool to undertake 

this assessment. After they understand their local, regional and global impacts they then 

intend to addresses whether their practices are sustainable (Environmental Manager, 

Balfour Beatty, p.c. 8th December 2000). The quantitative data produced by the road 

LCA will for the first time, in a quantitative format, give BB and their suppliers the 

knowledge of their regional and global environmental impacts, within certain 

environmental categories, over the whole life of a road construction project. Although 

LCA is poor at evaluating local impacts it can be seen to complement current 

environmental initiatives in place on the A3 5 and within BB in general by adding new 

environmental indicators on a regional and global level.

For both case studies, the dominant impacts only occurred in the construction and 

operation stages. No dominant impacts occur during the maintenance and 

decommissioning stage. Moreover, the road construction case had no decommissioning 

stage whatsoever as it was concluded that roads were not decommissioned.

The dominant environmental categories, which occur in either cases, and therefore 

possibly significant for the civil engineering sector are:

Using the EI95(e) impact assessment method

• Greenhouse (Road)

• Acidification (Road)

• Heavy Metal (Road and WTW)

• Winter Smog (Road)

• Summer Smog (Road)

• Eutrophication (WTW)

• Solid (Road)

• Energy (Road)

are not ‘neat and tidy’. They are complex and weighting hides the complexity by providing simple, but perhaps 
misleading results.
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Using the EI99(H/A) impact assessment method

• HH Climate Change (WTW and Road)

• HH Carcinogens (WTW)

• HH Respiratory Inorganic (Road and WTW)

• R Fossil Fuels (Road and WTW)

• EQ Ecotoxicity (WTW and Road)

• EQ Acidification/Eutrophication (Road)

It is important to state that when dominant impact categories occur in both case studies, 

this should not be interpreted to mean that this impact category is significant for civil 

engineering in general. This is because although some of the impact categories above 

are the same for both case studies, where the impacts occur are different. For example, 

in the wastewater treatment case the impact in the Heavy Metal category was from 

electricity used during the operation of the WTWs. In the roads case the impact in the 

Heavy Metal category was from electricity used during the extraction of aggregates and 

transport of both the aggregates and the vehicles using the finished road.

Reviewing the normalised data, which gives a better interpretation of the wider 

significance of the impacts of civil engineering projects, the case studies showed the 

most significant impacts occurring in the:

Roads case study using EI95(e)

• Solid waste category, construction phase -  specifically from construction waste.

• Heavy Metal category, construction phase -  specifically from the electricity used 

during extraction and the transport of the granular limestone and class 3 chalk to site.

• Heavy Metal category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle movements.

• Greenhouse category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle movements.

• Acidification category, operation phase - specifically from vehicle movements.

• Eutrophication category, operation phase - specifically from vehicle movements.

• Winter Smog category, operation phase - specifically from vehicle movements.
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• Summer Smog category, operation phase - specifically from vehicle movements.

• Energy category, operation phase - specifically from vehicle movements.

Roads case study using EI99(H/A)

• R Fossil Fuel category, construction phase -  specifically from transport to site and 

electricity used during extraction of granular limestone, class 3 chalk and asphalt.

• HH Respiratory Inorganic category, construction phase specifically from transport to 

site and electricity used during extraction of granular limestone and class 3 chalk.

• EQ Land-use category, construction phase -  specifically from the land take 

associated with the road.

• R Fossil Fuels category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle movements.

• HH Respiratory Inorganic category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle 

movements.

• HH Climate Change category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle 

movements.

• EQ Ecotoxicity category, operation phase -  specifically from vehicle movements.

• EQ Acidification/Eutrophication category, operation phase -  specifically from 

vehicle movements.

Both EI95(e) and EI99(H/A) identify that the operation phase has a significant number 

of impacts over a wide range of environmental categories, the majority of which are 

associated with the movement of vehicles on the road. Although less significant than the 

operation phase, the construction phase does identify environmental categories which 

need to be addressed. These impacts are associated with the whole life processes 

involved with the road construction materials. The maintenance phase and the 

decommissioning stage have no significant impacts. The latter of these is due to the fact 

that during this thesis it has been assumed that the road will no be decommissioned.

Relating these results to the literature is difficult as it is extremely sparse in relation to 

LCA on roads, especially as Stripple (1995) -  one of the main studies - only focused on 

energy as an environmental category. This study has demonstrated that there are a
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number of different environmental impacts that need to be evaluated, and therefore 

focusing on a single issue approach would not be effective in terms of reducing the 

overall environmental impact. Pereira, et al (1998) did focus on the emissions from road 

vehicles, but neglected the impact assessment stage. (Ibibd:203) making any 

comparisons difficult.

The value of the above analysis is that this data can know be used by the constriction 

company to focus it environmental improvements on the significant areas, in the 

knowledge that the whole life considerations have been addressed.

For the wastewater treatment case studies, the most significant impact, for all the WTW 

where:4

Wastewater treatment case studies using EI95(e)

• Heavy Metal category, operation phase -  specifically from the electricity used 

during the operation of the WTWs.

• Eutrophication category, operation phase -  specifically from the emission released to 

air and water during the operation of the WTWs.

Wastewater treatment case studies using EI99(H/A)

• HH Respiratory Inorganic, construction phase -  specifically from the manufacture 

and transport of concrete.

• R Fossil Fuels, construction phase - specifically from the manufacture and transport 

of concrete.

• HH Carcinogens, operation phase - specifically from the electricity used during the 

operation of the WTWs.

• HH Respiratory Inorganic, operation phase - specifically from the electricity used 

during the operation of the WTWs.

• HH Climate Change, operation phase - specifically from the electricity used during 

the operation of the WTWs.
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• R Fossil Fuel, operation phase - specifically from the electricity used during the 

operation of the WTWs.

• EQ Ecotoxicity, operation phase -  specifically form the application of sludge to the 

soil.

Again, for the WTWs the operation phase is the most significant phase with the impact 

emanating from the electricity used, the application of sludge to soil and the emission 

released to air and water. However, the impacts associated with the whole life of 

concrete in the construction stage are also significant.

As some LCA studies have been carried out for WTWs these results can be compared 

with the literature. Roleveld et al. (1997) identified that the discharge of sludge and the 

minimisation of wastewater as important considerations however this thesis has also 

identified other important areas which need to be considered including, the electricity 

used during the operation and construction of the WTWs and the imapct asoicated with 

the production and transport of concrete. Although Emmersson et al. (1995) and Zhang 

et al. (2000) had identified electricity use during the operation of the WTWs as 

important, this thesis has increased the breadth of the impact categories, providing a 

more informed analysis. In addition, although sludge has been identified as an important 

issue in previous studies, for example, Neumayr et al. (1997), these LCA studies have 

failed to recognise the importance of the heavy metal impact of sludge applied to soil.

Reflecting on the above environmental impacts and where they occur it is important to 

consider the company’s perspective. The environmental impacts or issues which the 

company recognises itself as being responsible for, or has the power to control, has a 

major effect on the uptake of LCA within that organisation. LCA requires a wide range 

of environmental impacts to be assessed, some of which may lie outside an organisations 

traditional systems boundaries, so why should they look at them? Furthermore, if 

addressed can they effect any improvements?

4 Winter smog and solid waste has significant impacts for the percolating filter works only.
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LCA implies that its users can influence environmental aspects outside their own 

organisation. Yet, when introduced into the realm of practical environmental 

management, it is obvious that the purely engineering approach of LCA does not 

correspond to the reality of supply chain management.

Consider the environmental impact of the emissions from road vehicles, which is 

significantly the largest environmental impact over the whole life of the road project. 

Traditional road construction companies would not consider this impact as their 

responsibility, instead focusing their attention on perhaps less significant impacts. 

Persuading road construction companies to consider this impact as part o f their 

responsibility is a difficult task. However, if  through LCA they do view this as ‘their’ 

impact, what practical steps can they actually take to reduce the environmental impact?

To make significant environmental improvements road construction companies could 

lobby automotive manufacture’s to produce vehicles with lower emissions. In the 

future, through the PFI they may be able to apply additional pressure through the 

lowering of tolls for ‘greener’ cars on their roads. The credit for these kind of initiative 

needs to be recognised within construction companies EMS and regulatory framework in 

order to provide them with an incentive.

Comparative analysis

From the quantitative data produced, comparative analysis can be conducted if the 

functional units are the same. The comparative analysis for the WTWs has been 

complicated due to technical difficulties standardising the functional units. As such, the 

comparative analysis has not been able to distinguish a clear BPEO. However, this is 

not the same as the literature. Emerson et al. (1995) draw a general conclusion stating 

that the biological filter works are the BPEO. Yet, this thesis shows that the radial 

biological filter has the largest impact in the EQ Ecotoxicity and HH Respiratory 

Inorganic impact categories and the AS systems produce the best quality effluents (Dye, 

1963; Hannah et al 1986). The difference in the BPEO can be explained because in 

Emmerson et al. (1995) the impact assessment stage is severely limited. In addition, in
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both the thesis and Emmerson’s work, it is not clear whether the differences are due to 

the system or geographical reasons, highlighting a problems with the functional unit in 

this kind of LCA. Importantly, when drawing the conclusion for the BPEO, 

consideration must be given to the limitation of the methods in the goal scope, 

inventory, impact and interpretation stage of the LCA. Therefore, the drawing of the 

conclusion should be refrained from at present, with further research needed to eliminate 

the limitations of the method. Only then can the BPEO be stated with confidence.

9.1 Conclusions

To conclude, in general, LCA is generally applicable to civil engineering projects, 

providing a valuable tool to evaluate the environmental impact of a project throughout 

its whole life. However, although generally applicable there are a number of issues 

which need to be addressed, including:

• Increased environmental awareness.

• Increased uptake of EMS.

• Data collection.

• Format of data.

• Standardisation of the Functional Unit.

• Problems with compound data uncertainty.

• Limitation of impact assessment methods.

• Problems with comparative analysis.

• Sensitivity of the value choices within the impact assessment data.

However, putting these issues aside the LCA case studies did identify the significant 

environmental impacts for the case studies which occurred during the operation and 

construction stages of a number o f different environmental categories. The most 

significant whole life environmental impact for the road case study were the movement 

of vehicles using the road, construction waste, electricity used during extraction and
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transport of aggregates to site. The most significant whole life environmental impact for 

the WTWs case study were electricity used during the operation of WTWs, emission to 

air and water during the operation of WTWs, manufacture and transport of concrete and 

disposal of sewage sludge to soil.

9.2 Further work
Through the course of this thesis a number of areas have been identified for further 

work. These are discussed in relation to three specific areas; i) Further work for road 

LCAs ii) Further work for WTW LCAs and iii) General further work.

i) Further work for road LCAs

The road case study highlighted the operation phase of the road, in particular vehicle 

movements, as the most significant stage. As such, further work needs to be 

concentrated on the ways in which the road design can improve the environmental 

impact incurred during the operation stage. It is suggested that further work on road 

LCAs could include the effect of the road profile, wearing surface and alternative fuels 

such as LPG, NG and electric motors.

Moving the work on, LCAs should focus on transport networks, with comparisons based 

on a functional unit that considers the movement of people/goods. Here an LCA 

comparing the whole life environmental impact of road, rail and planes would be 

insightful in identifying the whole life environmental impacts of transport networks.

ii) Further work for wastewater treatment work LCAs

Here further work could be focused on a comparison between the refurbishment of the 

WTWs with the construction of a completely new WTW with the associated 

improvements in technology and efficiency. This type of LCA could be used to 

determine the future scenarios for the WTWs. Whole life costing is already used by the 

wastewater treatment industry to decide whether to build a large WTW over and above 

the present capacity, running it inefficiently for the beginning, in the knowledge that 

capacity will grow. Or build a smaller WTW and run it efficiently, but for a shorter
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period of time when the capacity would then need to be expanded, requiring demolition 

and the building of a new WTW. LCA information could be very useful in this decision 

making process.

In addition, as this thesis has identified that the impact of sludge disposal, particularly 

from heavy metals is a significant impact, this area should be the focus of a more 

detailed LCA, concentrating on the alternative disposal technologies for sludge.

iii) General further work

Here further work should focus on the sensitivity analysis of the density values and the 

problems of the compound uncertainty in the data points. More generally, the EI95 

impact assessment method needs to be updated as some of its data, specifically the:

1) WHO Air Quality Guidelines (2000).

2) Air Quality Guideline for Drinking Water (2000).

3) Normalisation data with the updated GWP and ODP values.

In terms of the general application of LCA methodology, the method needs to develop 

the use of the tool for educational purposes. Here work needs to focus on making the 

LCA process, in particular the LCA practitioner, more collaborative in the ways in 

which they engage with an organisation. Eventually this could lead to the use of the 

LCA as a collaborative tool helping to facilitate environmental education within 

organisations.
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Appendix A - Table of Densities
M^tcrisl Density tW a t  20° C Source
Chalk 2.7-2.9 (depending on 

source and purity

1.9-2.8 (depending on 
source and purity)

Rutley’s Elements of Mineralogy 
27th Edition, Chapman and Hall

American Institute of Physics 
Handbook 2ed(1963)

Limestone 2.7-2.9 (depending on 
source and purity)

2.68-2.76

2.64 -1.59 (fixed -  loose)

Rutley’s Elements of Mineralogy 
27th Edition, Chapman and Hall

American Institute of Physics 
Handbook 2ed (1963)

Stripple (1995)

Soil
Dry
Damp
Sand/gravel mixed 
Stone mixed (25% 
stone)

Fixed volume 
1.1 
2.1 
1.67 
1.96

Loose
volume
9.6
1.68
1.42
1.57

Stripple (1995)

Sand
Dry
Damp
Dry with gravel 
Wet with gravel

Fixed volume 
1.6 
2.07 
1.93 
2.23

Loose
volume
1.42
1.84
1.72
2.02

Stripple (1995)

Sand (silicates) 2.4 Rutley’s Elements of Mineralogy 
27th Edition, Chapman and Hall

Concrete

Cement (set) 

Cement (not set)

2.4

2.35

2 .7 -3 .0  

1.45

Pilkington pic. Engineering 
Database

British Ready Mixed Concrete 
Association - In: Emersson (1993)

American Institute of Physics 
Handbook 2ed(1963)

British Cement Association (p.c. 
April 2000)

Diesel 0.000825 -  0.000876 Analysis of fuel supplies Pilkington 
pic.

Oil 0.000878 Rutley’s Elements of Minerology 
27th Edition, Chapman and Hall

Topsoil 1.5 Balfour Beatty p.c. (1999)
CBM aggregate 2.2 Balfour Beatty p.c.(1999)
Gravel
Dry

Fixed volume 
1.47

Loose
Volume

Stripple (1995)
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Wet 2.34 1.33
2.13

Class 6C Rock Blanket 2.2 Balfour Beatty p.c.(1999)
Class 2 Borrow 
material

2 Balfour Beatty p.c.(1999)
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Appendix B -  Road Inventory Data (Major
Materials)

Aspect Quantities Comments
Construction
Diesel 370.19 te Diesel for all plant, small machines 

and tools used on site. Converted from data 
measure in litres using specific gravity o f  diesel 
average 0.00085 te/m3

Oil 1.4 te
Portland Cement 7802 te
Sand 18528 te
CBM Aggregate 23328.28 te Conversion from BB conversion factor for CBM 

aggregated o f 2.2 te/m3
Granular material (all limestone) 207421 te
Class 6C Rock Blanket 7002.6 te Converted from volume to te using Balfour 

Beatty conversion factors for density o f 2.2 te/m3
Class 2 Borrow Material 508856 te Converted from volume to te using Balfour 

Beatty conversion factors for density o f 2 te/m3
Class 3 Chalk 689353 te Converted from volume to te using Balfour 

Beatty conversion factors for density o f  2.35 
te/m3

Existing Topsoil 240,000 te Converted from volume to te using Balfour 
Beatty conversion factors for density o f 1.5 te/m3

Imported Topsoil 42000 te Converted from volume to te using Balfour 
Beatty conversion factors for density o f 1.5 te/m3

Asphalt 68066 te
Gritstone 8000 te
Electricity for temporary 
construction site

268,620 Kwh Per year

Maintenance
SMA wearing surface 28188 te 

75167 te
To replace SMA wearing surface 
To replace concrete wearing surface

Use
Salt Spread 64.37 te
Electricity 1108.8 Kwh Per year for the whole o f the A3 5
Car RL 13 -Eastbound (including 
diesel cars %)

298931040 km

Car RL 14 - Westbound 
(including diesel cars %)

233867040 km
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Appendix C - Ancillary Materials for the A35

Material / Product Supplier Name Amount
Timber Fencing Ransfords Timber Merchants
Steel Gates Industrial and Agricultural 

Engineers
Spacer Block Buildspan 1950
Tying Wire Buildspan 675Kg
Square Bar Spacers Buildspan 600m
Retard Expotard (IF & Gel) Carless refining and Marketing 

Ltd.
Adocure Carless Refining and Marketing 

Ltd.
Addstrike Carless Refining and Marketing 

Ltd.
230 litres

Hydracoat RIW Ltd. 3520 litres
CORMIX BA9 FEB MBT
EMACO APS T2040 Mortar FEB MBT
Lokset Polyester Resin Grout FOSROC Expandite Ltd.
Faspatch Carless Refining and Marketing 

Ltd.
4975 kg

FastPlug Cement Carless Refining and Marketing 
Ltd.

LogPatch LOGO Construction Industrial 
Products

Non Shrink cementitious Mortar Appelby Group Ltd.
Rendarocla (Micro Concrete) Fosroc Expandite Ltd.
Sikadur 31 & S2 (Crack Repairs) Sika Ltd.
Pipes and Manholes ARC Southern
Bearing Paint Akzo Nobel Akzo Nobel 25 litres
Silane Countrywide 4018 litres
UPVC Drainage and Ducting B&H (Leics) Ltd.
Five Star Grout SBD Ltd. 225 kg
Bypass separators Klargester Environmental Ltd. 13
Manholes and Gullies Glynwed Brick house 1,119
Eliminator Stirling Lloyd 14, 849 kg
Nylatron SHIMS Nypalas Engineering Ltd. 568
Thioflex 600 Fosroc Expandaite Ltd. 1470 litres
Vertiseal ce GRAY Fosroc Expandite Ltd.
MEA DRAIN D MEA UK Ltd. 7300m
Bituthene Grace Construction Products
Thioflex Grade Epoxy Plus Injection 
Resin

SBD Ltd.

Underbridge Paving CAMAS 4420
LEOTACK K l-40 COLAS Ltd. 147100 litres
Miothene 90 (Miloseal) LJA Miers Ltd.
Miothene 70 LJA Miers Ltd. LJA Miers Ltd. 28 905 m
Miothene 35 LJA Miers Ltd. 800 m
Concrack V30 LJA Miers Ltd. 25066 m
Extracure R90 AL Carless Refining & Marketing 

Ltd.
33 825 litres

Certite Resin Anchor Grout SBD
Grass Guard Marshalls Mono Ltd.
Grass Guard 180 Marshalls Mono Ltd. 1 447 m sq
Arbokol AG2 Adshead Ratcliffe & Co Ltd.
Conbextra GP Fosroc Expandite Ltd. 27 420 litres
Dowell Bar Sleeves & End Caps LJA Miers Ltd. 8140
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Highseal FI PMC Holdings Ltd. 2200 litres
Zebraseal N1 Zebreaflex 100 litres
Highseal BSN1 PMC Holdings Ltd.
Road Flex LCS 2000 Roadtech Europ Ltd.

Flap Values & Penstock S Simon Hartley 6
Tech Grip 200 Roadtech Europe Ltd. 1055 m sq
Resifix 3S Exchem
Thormajoin T Prismo 0.708 m sq
Groutex Sealocrete PLA Lts.
Sealotak SBR Sealocrete PLA Ltd. 3
Simsonite Roadstuds 236 Simsco Traffic Safety Products 3645 + 4886 Temp.
Galvafroid Fosroc 15 litres
Aquaseal FEB MBT
Distance Marker Posts Glasdon Uk 360
Galvtech PIP UK Ltd. 7
Hazard Marker Posts BTM INT. Ltd.
Certite Mortar SBD Ltd.
SS 2000 Sempol Surfaces Ltd.
Hilti Hit Hy 50 Hilti 1,200
Master Lock Pro Series Dorest Locksmith
Rhinopatch Asphaltic system International 

Ltd.
Brifen Wire Rope Barrier Systems 9395 m
Emergency telephones Gai-Tronics Ltd.
Lighting Urbis Lighting Ltd. 3
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Appendix D - Wastewater treatment works major
materials

M ajor construction materials (Data taken from Emmerson et al (1995) and

Emmerson (1993)

AS(Tonnes) PFR(Tonnes) PFV(Tonnes)

Steel 22.05 57.2 46.64

Iron 1.29 4.47 4.61

Poured Concrete 93 1134 949

Pre-Cast Concrete 0 148 148

PVC 0.89 1.31 0.72

Slag 0 1792 1792

Copper 0.050 0.16 0.06

Clay (tiles) 0 16.3 16.3

Pitch Epoxy 0.189 0 0

Sigmacover 0.117 0 0

Plywood 1.05 10.7 15.8

Weight of Works 118.636 3164.14 2957.33

Construction operations for the WTWs

AS PFV
Excavation1 V ol.

(m 3)

132

Fuel
consum ption
0 )
50.4

Energy
(M J)

2,268

Vol.
(m 3)

3,01
5

Fuel
consum ption
0 )
1,152

Energy
(M J)

51,840

V ol.
(m 3)

2,839

Fuel 
consum  
ption  (1)

1083

E nergy
(M J)

48,735

Disposal o f 
excavated 
material 
(tkm)

2640 6030 0 56780

Compression 
of concrete2

Fuel
C onsum ption
(1)
9.2

Energy use (M J) 

414

Fuel
Consum ption (1) 
110

Energy Use 
(M J)
4950

Fuel
Consum ption
(1)
92

Energy Use 
(M J)
4140

Solid Waste3 
Plywood

1.05 te 10.7 te 15.8 te

'A  12 ton tracked excavator was assumed. Speed of dig was estimate at 15.5 m3/hour and fuel consumption 6.3 

litres/hour. No account was made of the effect of depth upon the speed of dig.

2 Compression of poured concrete used vibrators run off a mobile compressor. Estimated to take 0.5 hours per

pour of concrete (5m3). Fuel consumption of a mobile compressor was estimated at 2.3 1/h
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Operation data for the WTWs

AS PFR PFV
Electricity use (GJ) 15,505 5,771 2,027
Oxidation of sewage 
-  Tonnes o f C 0 2

915 915 915

Effluent 72,840,790 litres per 
year

72,777,777 litres per 
year

72,988,504 litres per 
year

BOD (t) (life time -15  
years)

10.5 13.1 25.4

SS (t) (life time -  15 
years)

4.3 8.1 18.4

Ammonical Nitrogen 0.626mg/l Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
683.97 Kg

5.2 mg/1 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
5,676.6 
Kg

1.93 mg/1 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
2,113.31 
Kg

N-tot 35.7 mg/1 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
39,006.24 
3 Kg

13.9mg/l Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
15,174.16 
5 Kg

33.16 mg/1 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
36,304 Kg

P-tot mg/1 7.82 mg/1 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
8,544 Kg

7.82mg/l 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the as the 
AS works)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
8,536 Kg

7.82 mg/1 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the as the 
AS works)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
8,561 Kg

Chloride mg/1 214mg/l Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
233,818.9 
Kg

214 mg/1 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the as the 
AS works)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
233,616.7 
Kg

214 mg/1 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the as the 
AS works)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
234,293 
Kg

Cadmium mg/1 0.0004 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.437045 
Kg

0.0004 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.437045 
Kg

0.0004 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.437991 
Kg

Chromium mg/1 0.001 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
1.092612 
Kg

0.001 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
1.091667 
Kg

0.001 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
1.094978 
Kg

Copper mg/1 0.018 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
19.66701 
Kg

0.018 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
19.65 Kg

0.018 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
19.7096 
Kg

Lead mg/1 0.001 (no Life time 0.001 (no Life time 0.001 Life time

3 Waste from other sources during construction is not easily quantifiable and may vary from contractor to 

contractor. Such waste could not be accounted for here and it not though to be significant for this LCA.
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data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

emission 
15 years -  
1.092612 
Kg

data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

emission 
15 years -  
1.091667 
Kg

emission 
15 years -  
1.094978 
Kg

Nickel mg/1 0.002 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
2.185224 
Kg

0.002 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
2.183333 
Kg

0.002 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
2.189955 
Kg

Silver mg/1 0.00001 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.010926  
Kg

0.0001 (no 
data for 
these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.010917 
Kg

0.00001 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.01095 
Kg

Zinc mg/1 0.00003 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.032778 
Kg

0.00003 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.03275 
Kg

0.00003 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.032849 
Kg

Iron mg/1 0.00003 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.032778 
Kg

0.00003 
(no data 
for these 
assumed 
the same 
as PFV)

Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.03275 
Kg

0.00003 Life time 
emission 
15 years -  
0.032849 
Kg

Estrogens (ng/1) (data 
for an activated sewage 
sludge treatment 
works)4:
Estriol
Estradiol
Estrone
Ethinylestradiol

ng/1

4
1.56
20.28
0.45

Life time 
emission 
15 years -

4,370.44g  
1704.474g 
22158.17g 
491.6753g

4
1.56
20.28
0.45

Life time 
emission 
15 years -

4,366.66g 
1703g 
22139g 
491.6753g

4
1.56
20.28
0.45

Life time 
emission 
15 years -

4,379.91g  
1708.165g 
22203.14g 
491.6753g

Sludge
Total Sludge volume 
(m3)

7,117.5 5,529.75 4,215.75

Total Dry solids (kg) 289,627.5 562,282.5 179,580

Maintenance data for the WTWs

Aspect AS PFR.
Inspections
(km)

Site V isits 
(per w eek)
4

Km
10

Total Km  over 
whole life (15 
years)
31,200

Site
V isits
(per
week)
2

Km
10

Total Km 
over w hole 
life (15 
years) 
15,600

Site
V isits
(per
w eek)
3

Km
10

Total Km over 
w hole life (15 
years)
23,400

4 Data taken from Baronti et al. (2000)
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Dmolition data for the WTWs

PFR PFV
Quantity o f Iron and 
Steel sent to scrap 
(tkm)

630 306 96

Break up o f  concrete 
structure to 0.9 m 
depth

Vol. (m 3) 

40

Fuel (1) 

50

Energy
(M J)
2125

Vol.
(m 3)
53

Fuel (1) 

69

E nergy
(M J)
2933

Vol.
(m 3)
40

Fuel (1) 

50

Energy
(M J)
2125

Removal o f media 
from filter beds

N/a Vol.
(m 3)
1280

Fuel (1) 

485

Energy
(M J)
20612.5

Vol.
(m 3)
1280

Fuel (1) 

485

E nergy
(M J)
20612.5

Transports o f concrete 
and media to crushing 
plant (tkm)

1120 37324 36960

Import o f subsoil fill 
and topsoil (tkm)

800 27400 27120

Infill o f  demolished 
structures

Vol.
(m 3)

40.

Fuel (1) 

18

Energy
(M J)

765

Vol.
(m 3)

1370

Fuel (1) 

519

Energy
(M J)

22057

Vol.
(m 3)

1356

Fuel (1) 

512.5

Energy
(M J)

21781

Transport o f waste to 
trade waste or 
municipal landfill 
(tkm)

18.8 17.1 5.34
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Appendix E - Anerobic Digestion Inventory

Quantities o f materials involved in the construction o f an anaerobic digester 

(continuously stirred tank reactor) for the purpose o f sludge treatment (data taken 

from Bkorklund, J. et.al.2001)

Component Amount Digester yearly sludge volume is 
7300m3 AS -  474.5 m3 per year = 
6.5% contribution5

PFR

5.05
%

PFV
3.85%

Sheet iron in walls and roofs 3.97 ton 0.258 ton ........................................ 0.2 0.152845
Steel in gas storage 39 ton 2.535 ton 1.97 1.5015
Iron beams for walls and roofs 1.42 ton 0.0923 ton 0.072 0.05467
Iron Pipes 11.8 ton 0.767 ton 0.6 0.4543
Reinforcement in concrete 17.2 ton 1.118 ton 0.87 0.6622
Concrete in building 14.1 ton 0.9165 ton 0.71 0.54285
Copper cables 1.25 ton 0.08125 ton 0.063 0.0483
Insulation glass wool 2.55 ton 0.16575 ton 0.129 0.098
Bricks 15.75 ton 1.023 ton 0.795 0.098
Paved surfaces 1.16 ton 0.0754 ton 0.058 0.606

Operation data for the anaerobic sludge digester (data taken from Borchardt et al. 
1981:88 -  chemical composition o f sludge, Emmerson, 1993 -  heavy metal values 
for the sludges)

For Whole digester That proportional 
to the AS works -  
6.5%6

That proportional to the 
PFR works -5.05%

That proportional 
to the PFV works 
-  3.85%

Electricity 
for sewage 
pump and 
stirrer

Stirrer, 0.95 kW, 365 
days, 24 h per day = 
8322kWh Pump sewage 
6metres cubed h-1 = 
1.5kW 3.65E10 joules 
per year

2,37E9 (J) per 
year

1.84E9 (J) per year 1.41E9 (J) per 
year

Electricity
produced

4.86E 11 Joules per year 3.16E10 (J) per 
year

2.45E10 (J) per year 1.87 E10 (J) per 
year

Surplus
electricity
produced

4.5E 11J per year 2.93E10 (J) per 
year)

2.27E10 (J) per year 1.73E10 (J) per 
year

Sludge
produced
for
disposal to

190 tonnes o f  sludge per 
year.

12.35 ton per year 9,595 ton per year 7.35 ton per year

6 In order to achieve this contribution figure an assumption has to be made. As different volumes of sludge are 

produced due to the operation characteristics of the of STWs the strength and chemical compositions of the 

sludge produced are assumed to be the same.
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agriculture
Characteristic o f  sludge applied to land
Total
Nitrogen7

Total 35kg/t8 432.25 kg/year 335,825 kg/year 256 kg/year

Phosphates
(P20 5)
(4)

Total 45kg/t 555.75 kg/year 431 kg/year 329.17 kg/year

Potash
(K20)

Total - Trace

Sulphur(S
0 3)

Total 25 kg/t 308.75 kg/year 239.875 kg/year 182.875 kg/year

Magnesiu 
m (MgO)

6kg/t 74.1 kg/year 57.57 kg/year 43.89 kg/year

Potassium 0.2-0.7 % o f dry sludge 
(0.45%)

0.055 ton/ year 0.043 ton/year 0.033 ton/year

Silica Si02 15% of total solids 2.028 ton 1.575 ton 1.2
As (kg 
liftime 
output)9

0.77 0.55 0.22

Cd (kg 
liftime 
output)

0.22 1.86 0.0002

Cr (kg 
liftime 
output)

3.01 6.73 0.16

Cu (kg 
liftime 
output)

81.74 159.4 41.6

Fe (kg
lifetime
output)

52.89 104.6 14.9

Pb (kg
lifetime
output)

15.49 25.57 8.86

Hg (kg
lifetime
output)

0.38 0.44 0.16

Mo (kg 
lifetime 
output)

1.97 2.79 0.002

Ni (kg
lifetime
output)

8.54 8.87 0.44

Se (kg
lifetime
output)

0.38 0.27 0.27

Zn (kg
lifetime
output)

137 211.1 52.7

Impact of 
land
application 
. Fuel 
machinery

5 ton o f sludge applied 
per hectare -  total return 
trip 7.3 km (Bjorlund et 
al 2001)

21.9 /per year 14.6 per year 14.6 per year

7 Assume all STWS produce sludge with same N-tot, P-tot, Potassium and silica.

8 MAFF (2000:53) Fertiliser recommendations for Agricultural and Horticultural Crops (RB209)

9 For all heavy metals assume that the anaerobic digester does not effect the totals.
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etc. (km)
Dioxin
(PCCd/F
TEQ
23,3ng per 
kg o f dry 
soilds10 
(mg)

287 ng/year 223.56 ng/year 170.4 ng/year

10 Data taken from ENDS (1993) Sewage Sludge confirmed as major dioxin sources. Report 219 p8-9.
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Appendix F LCA methodology

Impact Assessment data

GWP comparison data

Substance EI95 (IPPC 1992) 
equivalency factor

IPPC (1995) 
equivalency factor

WMO (1998) 
equivalency factors1

1,1,1 - trichoroethane 100 110 140
CFC (hard) 7100 X X

CFC (soft) 1600 X X
CFC-11 3400 4000 4600
CFC-113 4500 5000 6000
C FC -114 7000 9300 9800
CFC-115 7000 9300 10300
CFC-116 6200 X X

CFC-12 7100 8500 10600
CFC-13 1300 11700 14000
CFC-14 4500 X X
C02 1 1 1
Dichloromethane 15 X X
Halon -1211 4900 X 1300
Halon -1301 4900 5600 6900
HCFC-123 90 93 120
HCFC-124 440 480 620
HCFC -141b 580 630 700
HCFC -142b 1800 2000 2300
HCFC -2 2 1600 1700 1900
HCFC-225ca X X 180
HCFC-225cb X X 620
HFC -23 X 11700 14800
HFC-32 X 650 880
HFC-41 X 150 140
HFC -43-10m ee X 1300 1700
HFC-125 3400 2800 3800
HFC-134 X 1000 1200
H FC -134a 1200 1300 1600
HFC-143 X 300 370
H FC -143a 3800 3800 5400
H FC -152a 150 140 190
HFC -227ea X 2900 3800
HFC-236fa X 6300 9400
HFC -236ea X 100 1000
HFC -245ca X 560 720
HFC -245  fa X 790 X
HCF-365mfc
(C4H5F5)

910

Methane 11 2! ' 21 (no values in EPA 
website -  assume the 
same as EI95)

N20 270 310 310 (no values in EPA

1 Data quoted in the by the EPA web site (www.epa.gov/ozone/geninfo/gwps.html)

2 The GWP for methane includes indirect effect o f  troposheric ozone production and stratospheric water vapour 

production.
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website -  assume the 
same as EI95)

T etrachloromethane 1300 X X
T richloromethane 25 X X
Chloroform X X X
Methyl Chloride X X X
Sulphur hexafluoride X 239000 22200
Perfluromethane X 6500 5700
Perfluroethane X 9200 11400
Perfloropropane X 7000 8600
Perflurobutane X 7000 8600
Perfluropentane X 7500 8900
Perflurohexane X 7400 9000
Perflurocyclobutane X 8700 11200
T rifloridomethane X
Chloroform X 4
Methyl Chloride X 9

HFE-7100 X 500 390

HFE-7200 X 100 55

Carbon Tetrachloride X 1400 1400

Methyl Bromide X X 5

Comparisons ofW M O (1991) and WMO (1998) ODP data sets.

Substance WMO (1991) ODP values WMO (1999) ODP values
1,1,1 -trichloroethane 0.12 0.1
CFC(hard) 1 X
CFC(soft) 0.055 X
CFC-11 1 1
CFC-113 1.07 0.8
CFC-114 0.8 1
CFC-115 0.5 0.6
CFC-12 1 1
CFC-13 1 1
CFC-111 X 1
CFC-112 X 1
CFC-212 X 1
CFC-213 X 1
CFC-214 X 1
CFC-215 X 1
CFC-216 X 1
CFC-217 X 1
Halon-1201 1.4 X
Halon-1202 1.25 X
Halon-1211 4 3
Halon-1301 16 10
Halon-2311 0.14 X
Halon-2401 0.25 X
Halon-2402 7 6
HCFC-123 0.02 6
HCFC-124 0.022 0.022
HCFC-141b 0.11 0.11
HCFC-142b 0.065 0.065
HCFC-22 0.055 0.055
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HCFC-225ca 0.025 0.025
HCFC-225cb 0.033 0.033
CH3Br 0.6 X
T etrachlromethane 1.08 X
CC14 X 1.1
C2H2F2Br2 X 0.2-1.5 (average 0.85)
C2H2F3Br X 0.7-1.6 (average 1.15)
C2H2FBr3 X 0.1-1.1 (average 0.6)
C2H3F2Br X 0.2-1.1 (average 0.65)
C2H3FBr2 X 0.1-1.7 (average 0.9)
C2H4Br X 0.07-0.1 (average 0.085)
C2HF2Br3 X 0.5-1.8 (average 1.15)
C2HF3Br2 X 0.4-1.6 (average 1)
C2HF4Br X 0.7-1.2 (average 0.95)
C3H2FBr4 X 0.3-0.8 (average 0.55)
C3H2F2Br4 X 0.2-2.1 (average 1.15)
C3H2F3Br3 X 0.2-5.6 (average 2.9)
C3H2F4Br2 X 0.3-7.5 (average 3.9)
C3H2F5Br X 0.9-1.4 (average 1.15)
C3H2FBr5 X 0.1-1.4 (average 0.75)
C3H3F3Br2 X 0.1-2.5 (average 1.3)
C3H3F4Br X 0.3-4.4 (average 2.35)
C3H3F2Br3 X 0.1-3.1 (average 1.6)
C3H3FBr4 X 0.08-1.9 (average 0.99)
C3H4F2Br2 X 0.1-1.0 (average 0.55)
C3H3FBr X 0.07-0.8 (average 0.435)
C3H4FBr3 X 0.03-0.3 (average 0.165)
C3H5F2Br X 0.7-0.8 (average 0.435)
C3H5FBr2 X 0.04-0.4 (average 0.22)
C3H6FBr X 0.02-0.7 (average 0.36)
C3HFBr5 X 0.2-1.9 (average 1.05)
C3HF3Br4 X 0.3-1.8 (average 1.05)
C3HF4Br3 X 0.5-2.2 (average 1.35)
C3HF5Br2 X 0.9-2.0 (average 1.45)
C3HF6Br X 0.7-3.3 (average 2)
C3HFBr6 X 0.3-1.5 (average 0.9)
CHFBr2 X 1
CHF2Br (HBFC-22B1) X 0.74
CH2FBr X 0.73
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Appendix G -  Wastewater treatment works analysis
Figure G. 1 Normalisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW, per functional 
unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.2 Normalisation data for the construction of the PFV WTW, per functional 

unit: EI95(e) impact assessment
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Figure G.3 Normalisation data for the construction of the PFR WTW, per functional

unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.4 Normalisation data for the construction of the PFV WTW, per functional 
unit: EI99(H/A)impact assessment method.
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Figure G.5 Normalisation data for the operation of the AS WTW, per functional unit:
EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.6 Normalisation data for the operation of the PFR WTW, per functional 
unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.7 Normalisation data for the operation of the PFV WTW, per functional
unit: EI95(e) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.8 Normalisation data for the operation of the AS WTW, per functional unit: 
EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.9 Normalisation data for the operation of the PFR WTW, per functional
unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.10 Normalisation data for the operation of the PFV WTW, per functional 
unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure G. l l  Normalisation data for the land application of sludge (AS), per
functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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Figure G.12 Normalisation data for the land application of sludge (PFR), per 
functional unit: EI99(H/A) impact assessment method.
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